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ABSTRACT 

The subject of this thesis is a figure that might provisionally be called the *modemist 

angel'. Focusing on modernist literature, and more particularly on the work of D. H. 

Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy, it aims to isolate from the many angels found in all periods 

and all types of art a historically specific and intellectually coherent paradigm: an angel of 

and for its modernist times. A figure of precisely this type could be said to exist in the 

form of Walter Benjamin's 'angel of history'. Critics who address the question of the 

modern angel in texts by Franz Kafka and Rainer Maria Rilke often do so in conjunction 

with the problem posed by the angel of history. Beginning with a chapter on Benjamin, 

this thesis nevertheless follows a different trajectory. Over five chapters, it explores a 

modernist landscape formed not only by Lawrence, H. D. and Loy, but also by European 

and American writers such as A. R. Orage, Allen Upward, Ezra Pound, Wallace Stevens, 

Havelock Ellis, Edward Carpenter, Sigmund Freud and Friedrich Nietzsche. Although the 

angel that emerges from this investigation might, in some respects, be said to anticipate 
Benjamin's later version, this figure is also very different, standing for a project that is 

distinctively, and recognisably, modernist in nature. He/she (the sex of the modernist 

angel is often open to question) represents an attempt to reconcile the divine 

responsibilities of the artist with the material and gendered conditions of being, 

specifically of being human, in the modem world. This thesis looks again at the clash of 
intellectual paradigms in the early-twentieth century - notably, the confrontation of the 

Romantic view of art as a superhuman or sacred undertaking with the psychoanalytical or 

evolutionary idea that all human endeavour is underpinned by sub-human motives - and 

suggests the angel as a new and instructive figure through which to think the perilous 
limits between the human and the divine in modernist literature. 
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Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

Twentieth-Century Angelology 

VICTORY, NIKt, as I called her exactly then and there, goes on. She is a common-or- 

garden angel, like any angel you may find on an Easter or Christmas card. ' 

That the Jews managed, by pernicious anthropornorph i sing, to turn the four great 
Creatures into Archangels, even with names like Michael and Gabriel, only shows the 
limit of the Jewish imagination, which can know nothing except in terms of the human 
ego. It is none the less a relief to know that these policemen of God, the great Archangels, 
were once the winged and starring creatures of the four quarters of the heavens, quivering 
their wings across space, in Chaldean lore. 2 

Angels everywhere - they flew against the light 
I knew then they have crystal intestines. ' 

The subject of this thesis is a figure that might provisionally be called the 'modernist 

angel'. Part traditional, resembling the angels to be found in religious art dating back 

millennia, he or she is also part modem: a creation of the twentieth century or, more 

precisely, of that moment in European and American thought known as modernism. 

Focusing on modernist literature and, more particularly, on a discrete comer of this field 

comprised of the work of D. H. Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy, this thesis isolates from the 

unwieldy category 'angel' - applied more or less indiscriminately to the celestial figures 

which appear in almost all eras and all types of art -a tighter and more coherent paradigm: 

the modernist angel. In order to do so, it considers not only the work of the three writers 

named in the title, but also that of a number of key European and Anglo-American 

thinkers including A. R. Orage, Allen Upward, Wyndharn* Lewis, Ezra Pound, Havelock 

Ellis, Edward Carpenter, Wallace Stevens, Sigmund Freud and Friedrich Nietzsche. The 

particular prominence given to Lawrence, H. D. and Loy follows from the fact that it is in 

their work, more so than in that of their peers, that the 'common-or-garden angel' properly 

assumes the double historical weight suggested by the yoking of the predicate 'modemistý 

to the subject 'angel'. In Lawrence, the angels are at once an ingredient of Medieval art 

' H. D., Tribute to Freudl Writing on the WalllAdvent (Manchester: Carcanet, 1985), p. 55. 
2 D. H. Lawrence, Apocalypse and the Writings on Revelation, ed. by Mara Kalnins (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1995), p. 83. 
3 Mina Loy, 'Angels' Intestines'. Mina Loy Papers, Yale Collection of American Literature. Beinecke 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Mss 6, fol. 166. 
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and a component of his modem, electromagnetic theory of attraction bet. \N een the sexes; in 

H. D., they are the agents of archaic fate while simultaneously functioning as part of a 

critique of the twentieth-century realities of two world wars; and, finally, in Mina Loy, the 

angels are traditional figures of redemption situated in a contemporary scene of destitution 

and homelessness in depression-era New York. 

The modernist angel is, then, a point at which different historical paradigms 

converge - at which the secular meets the divine, the literary meets the religious and, 

above all, where the modem comes into contact with the archaic. This is not, however, to 

suggest that this figure represents the fulfilment or the telos of a progressive history of the 

angel. Although the modernist angel finds numerous predecessors in the art of 
Romanticism, the Christian symbolism of the Middle-Ages and further back in the 

Hermetic theology of ancient Egypt and philosophy of ancient Greece, it is not possible to 

trace a straight genealogical line backwards from the twentieth-century angel to a pre- 

modern precursor. Rather, in its double commitment to the past and the present, the 

modernist angel demands to be approached as though it were one of Walter Benjamin's 

dialectical images, as though, that is, it were an image of the past in the present, the 'flash" 

or sudden reappearance of 'what-has-been' in the 'now'. ' Inflected through the lens of a 
Poundian modernism, in which the new strives to break away from the immediate past, 
'what-has-been' often appears as that which needs to be negated so that the 'modernist 

angel' both is, and is not, the airy and artistically-inclined angel beloved of Romanticism; 

both does, and does not, belong to the ordered ranks of the angels in Christian art; and 
finally, is, and is not, the agent of daemonic fate envisaged by the Greeks and Egyptians. 

Rarely does this figure appear except in association with a past which he or she either 

seeks to repudiate or alternatively to redeem and make good. This task is often undertaken 
in the interests of an angelic future considered as the fulfilment of the human type or, 

alternatively, as the overcoming of the all-too-human in order to establish a new divine 

horizon for human becoming. 

The 'Angel ofHistory'or Walter Benjamin'S 'Logo' 

Students of critical theory and philosophy might be forgiven for thinking that there 

is only one candidate for the role of modernist angel, only one twentieth-century angel that 

enters into the struggle with modernity and its torturous relationship with the past. Walter 

Benjamin's 'angel of history', famously inspired by Paul Klee's Angelus Novus, dominates 

' Walter Benjamin. TheArcades Project, trans. by Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cambridge 
MA: Belknap Press, 1999), p. 462. 
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the terrain of what might, tentatively, be called late-twentieth-century angelology. Books 

which explore the literary and philosophical significance of the angel in the twentieth- 

century period typically situate Benjamin's version at the centre of an angelic landscape 

which also includes the creations of Franz Kafka, Rainer Maria Rilke and those of 

Benjamin's friend and correspondent, the Jewish theologian Gershom Scholem. Robert 

Alter's Necessary Angels, published in 1991, covers this area interestingly and 
instructively, concluding that for these writers the angel represents a 'vehicle' for figuring 

man's sense that life in the modem world is not a temporary exile from a true home in 

Paradise, but an eternal state of banishment which renders revelation meaningless and the 

'hoped-for vision' of salvation merely illusory. ' Massimo Cacciari's similarly titled The 

Necessary Angel revisits these writers to offer a more speculative reading of the angel's 

significance to the modem world. Following Benjamin rather more closely than Alter, 

Cacciari gives particular prominence to the idea of the angelic name and to the instance of 
'being-there' that follows every call upon and every prayer to the angels. ' A different and, 
indeed, less modem angelic landscape appears in the work of Giorgio Agamben, who 

posits Albrecht DUrer's Melancholia I as the 'angel of art' -a necessary alternative to 

Benjamin's angel of history. For Agamben, art destroys the transmissibility of the past, 

turning its intransmissibility into aesthetic value which can then be kept separate from the 

demands of use value and free from the circulation of exchange value in the museum or art 

gallery. In this manner, art is said to open an 'atemporal dimension' between past and 

present that is at once a potential space of knowledge and action and an obstacle which 

closes down the possibility of action by alienating man from the lessons and accumulated 

wealth of his cultural past. ' 

It is not difficult to identify possible reasons for this I ate-twent i eth -century 
fascination with Benjamin's angel of history. Undoubtedly, it is part of the gradual 

recovery of Benjamin which has occupied philosophers and literary critics since the 1970s, 

when his Collected Works began to appear in German and then gradually to be translated 

into English. The publication in 1999 of the English translation of The Arcades Project 

has given new life to this undertaking, and among numerous recent critics to interest 

themselves in Benjamin's angel are Geoffrey Hartman, who suggests that this figure has 

been 'so often reproduced that it has become, retroactively, Benjamin's logo', and Beatrice 

' Robert Alter, Necessary Angels: Tradition and Modernity in Kq/ka, Benjamin, and Scholem 
(Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 199 1), pp. 1] 9-20. 
6 Massimo Cacciari, The Necessary Angel, trans. by Miguel E. Vatter (New York: State University of 
New York Press, 1994), p. 12. 
' Giorgio Agamben, The Man Without Content, trans. by Georgia Albert (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1999), pp. 109-10. 
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Hanssen, who, like Agamben, connects the angel of history to DUrer's melancholy angel. ' 

The re-publication in 2003 of Brian Britt's Walter Benjamin and the Bible also testifies to 

the fact that, as Britt puts it, Benjamin's visibility is now 'higher than ever'. ' Beyond this 

general vogue for all things Benjaminian, there remains, however, something particularly 

compelling about the angel of history, which draws critical and creative writers to this 

image more often than to many of the other arresting tropes in Benjamin's oeuvre, and 

certainly more often than to many of the other angels in twentieth-century thought and 
literature. Some of the appeal of this figure is undoubtedly contained in the fact that the 

angel of history suggests the messianic possibility, or conversely the demonic 

impossibility, of resisting modernity, of bringing an end to the relentless thrust forward to 

the future which always demands the forgetting of the injustices of the past. O. K. 

Werckmeister explains the popularity of the angel of history in similar, albeit far less 

generous, terms: 'Thus Paul Klee's watercolour Angelus Novus of 1920 has become, on 

Benjamin's rather than Klee's terms, a composite literary icon for left-wing intellectuals 

with uncertain political aspirations. "' Without wishing to make an a priori dismissal of 

the political aims of all the writers and artists who employ this figure, Werckmeister is 

correct to suggest that carrying the 'logo' of the angel of history is no guarantee that a 

particular text is committed to a materialist or revolutionary view of history, nor even that 

it contains a coherent left-wing argument. Although the examples provided below 

demonstrate that the angel of history might still be invoked to powerful political effect, the 

overall impact of this figure is inevitably diluted by its widespread use as shorthand for an 
(uncertain' set of commitments and beliefs. " 

It is to the angel of history, for example, that the director Udi Aloni turns at the 

end of his remarkable documentary film, The Local Angel. Released by the ICA in 2003, 

this film examines personal, political and cultural reactions to the Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict. Aloni identifies a 'local angel of history' in a Tel Aviv graveyard, a statue with 

8 Geofftey H. Hartman, 'Benjamin in Hope', Critical Inquiry, 25 (1999), 344-52 (p. 346); and Beatrice 
Hanssen, 'Portrait of Melancholy (Benjamin, Warburg, Panofsky)', in Benjamin's Ghosts, ed. by 
Gerhard Richter (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002), pp. 169-88 (p. 176). 
9 Brian Britt, Walter Benjamin and the Bible, 2 nd edn (Lewiston, N. Y.: Edwin Mellen, 2003), p. 3. 
'0 O. K. Werckmeister, 'Walter Benjamin's Angel of History, or the Transfiguration of the Revolutionary 
into the Historian', in Walter Benjamin: Critical Evaluations in Cultural Theoiý% ed. by Peter Osbourne, 
3 vols (London: Routledge, 2005), vol. 2, pp. 412-40 (p. 414). 
" John Berger's recent collaboration with Anne Michaels and Complicite at the German Gym in 
London contained an example of this vague use of the angel of history. A meditation on the history of 
the Kings Cross area as a site of transit and loss combined with a nostalgic presentation of aspects of 
Berger's life and career, this play/installation finished with a reading from Benjamin's 'Theses on the 
Philosophy of History'. It was difficult to decide if the angel was meant to function as a figure of 
nostalgia for a working-class history (long since buried under decades of development in the Kings 
Cross area), or as a personal tribute to lost love and love that never had a chance to blossom. John 
Berger and Anne Michaels, 'Vanishing Points', German Gym, Kings Cross, London (14-16 April 2005). 
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its back turned to the ocean and its wings open to the politically disputed land, this angel 

appears to represent the possibility of redeeming the Israeli-Palestinian dead: men and 

women who have been murdered twice over (once by the victors and a second time by a 

victorious history which has forgotten why they died). W. G. Sebald uses the angel of 
history to more pessimistic effect at the end of the first lecture collected in On the Natural 

History of Destruction. On this occasion, it is the bodies of the men and women killed in 

the Allied bombings of German cities that are said to have been erased from collective 

memory. Referring to the work of Alexander Kluge, Sebald suggests that the destruction 

wrought by the Second World War, and more importantly the forgetting of that 

destruction, is the inevitable result of the belief that technological progress (the extension 

of the power of culture over nature) is the 'natural' and therefore irredeemable course of 
human development. " Benjamin's angel thus functions as a protest, albeit a weak and 
ineffectual protest, against history seen as a relentless march towards a technological or 

political telos that can only be achieved at the cost of forgetting the human lives that are 
inevitably sacrificed along the way. 

Whether or not this is an entirely faithful employment of Benjamin's angel of 
history is not the point here, nor is it the work of this introduction to choose between 

Aloni's more positive reading of the angel's capacity to redeem the past and Sebald's 

Kluge-inspired pessimism. Chapter one offers a more detailed consideration of the merits 

of a politically optimistic, even utopian reading of this image as compared with the 

melancholic interpretation to be found, for example, in Gershom Scholern and Robert 

Alter. This opening chapter also reflects upon the question of what type of human, or 

rather what type of humanism, is actually at stake in Benjamin's work. At this early stage, 
however, it is enough to recognise that at least part of the popularity of the angel of history 

is staked on his apparent commitment to the human as against progress, often understood 
in pared-down Benjaminian terms as the falsely naturalised triumph of technology over 
human life. 

Perhaps this goes some way towards explaining the ubiquity of Benjamin's image 

as compared with, say, Michel Serres's 'modem myth' of the angel. Serres is interested in 

the philosophy of science and particularly in developing a language for describing science 

that depends on mediation or translation between codes rather than an a] ]-encompassing 

meta-language. In this context, the angel becomes synonymous with those elements of 

science and technology which symbolise an indeterminate zone between one thing and 

12 W. G. Sebald, On the Natural History of Destruction, trans. by Anthea Bell (London: Penguin, 2004). 
p. 68. 
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another: two countries, two cultures or even two economically divided communities 

inhabiting the same transitory or intermediary zone. The following passage from Angels. - 

A Modern Myth illustrates the use that Serres makes of this figure. It is spoken by Pia, a 

doctor at Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris, whose dialogue with Pantope, a travelling 

inspector for Air France, comprises most of the text in this book: 

Unlike you I see something in all that 'transmission' of things. I see angels - which, 
incidentally, in case you didn't know, comes from the ancient Greek word for messengers. 
Take a good look around. Air hostesses and pilots; radio messages; all the air crew just 
flown in from Tokyo and just about to leave for Rio; those dozen aircraft neatly lined up, 
wing to wing on the runway, as they wait to take off, [ 

... 
] Don't you see - what we have 

here is angels of steel, carrying angels of flesh and blood, who in turn send angel signals 
13 across angel air waves... 

Serres's 'angels of steel' and 'angel air waves' are the result of the progress that 

Benjamin's angel of history is often said to oppose. Whereas Kluge (as interpreted by 

Sebald) sees the technological and intellectual achievements of the twentieth century as 
leading directly to air-bome destruction, Pia suggests that they culminate in the creation of 

a mysterious zone of 'transmission' in which angels traffic with, and even become 

indistinguishable from, men and women of 'flesh and blood'. This difference is not 

accidental; rather, it points to a fundamental ambiguity at the heart of the notion of the 

'modem' angel. It is difficult to decide to what extent this figure resists modemity, 

understood in terms of Sebald's 'natural history of destruction', and to what extent it is, in 

fact, the technological fulfilment of this process. 
This ambiguity is vividly illustrated in literary representations of wartime air-raids 

on London as the return of Milton's 'War in Heaven'. In the extracts below, taken from 

D. H. Lawrence and H. D. 's letters respectively, it is difficult to separate the horror induced 

by the new technology of warfare from the observer's wonder at the coming of new 

angelic beings or 'bombs on wings'. The first passage relates to the Zeppelin raids during 

the First World War,, and the second, to the new V2 bombs pioneered by Germany towards 

the end of the Second: 

It was like Milton - then there was war in heaven. But it was not angels. It was that small 
golden Zeppelin, like a long oval world, high up. It seemed as if the cosmic order were 
gone, as if there had come a new order, a new heavens above us: and as if the world in 

anger were trying to revoke it. 14 

13 Michel Serres, Angels: A Modern Myth, trans. by Francis Cowper (Paris: Flammarion, 1995). p. 8. 
14 Boulton, James T. (ed), Letters of D. H. Lmvrence, vol. 2, June 1913-October 1916 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 198 1), p. 390. 
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Mrs. Ash said she was up all night and 'think how I felt Madame with that guss, of wind - 
and Alf, 'irn sleeping away there and not even putting his clothes on. ' I think the guss' 
was the new wings - maybe I am wrong - Bear said it was our rockets. Everyone has 
burst into song again and talking like mad. The paper-man said when I asked him how he 
felt - '0 - itsjust bombs on wings. "' 

Although this thesis does not focus directly on the extent to which its modern angels are an 
imaginative response to the appearance of new technologies and scientific techniques, the 

language of these discoveries is never far beneath the surface of many of its central 

concepts. Allen Upward's notion of an angelic artist with his 'wireless connection" to the 

ether and D. H. Lawrence's electromagnetic version of sexual attraction are clearly inspired 

by contemporary advances in the technologies of communication and in the study of the 

physical sciences. Adalaide Morris has recently published an exploration of H. D. 's 

relationship to science in which, intriguingly, she links H. D. 's notion that the artist is the 

ýreceiving station' for divine messages with the new acoustic technology pioneered by 

corporations such as Western Union and Gramophone. Gramophone's trademark, she 

points out, was an 'angel etching a message on a wax tablet'. " Books considering D. H. 

Lawrence's debt to science are also beginning to appear with increasing regularity and 

among some of the most useful are Jack Stewart's The Vital Art of D. H. Lawrence, Ronald 

Granofsky's D. H. Lawrence and Survival and Jeff Wallace's recently published 

monograph, D. H. Lawrence, Science and the Po. ýthutnan. ̀ While the technologically and 

Figure 1: Gramophone Trademark 

15 H. D., Letter to Bryher (June 16 [1944]), Bryher Papers, Beinecke, Gen Mss 97, fol. 597. 
'0 Adalaide Morris, How to Live / What to Do: H. D. 's Cultui-al Poetics (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 2003). p. 67. 
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scientifically advanced aspects of the modem angel should not be overlooked, it should, 

however, be acknowledged that the angel under consideration in this thesis is more often 

seen in the role of Benjamin's angel of history, mounting a defence, on the part of the 

human or the posthuman, against modernity considered as a 'natural history of 

destruction'. 

A second context for the modernist angel is provided by the feminist reception of 

Benjamin's angel. The key text here is Christine Buci-Glucksmann's influential Baroque 

Reason: The Aesthetics of Modernity, first published in English in 1994. Buci- 

Glucksmann identifies the angel of history as one of several sites in which Benjamin 

explores the problem and the dynamic of sex and gender. Benjamin's angel is radical, she 

claims, in that it represents a type of excessive femininity or eroticism that threatens the 

certainties of bourgeois, progressive reason. Buci-Glucksmann is indebted here to Lacan: 

specifically, to Lacan's notion of "'another side" to sexual pleasure Uouissance], a more 
female side in which the uncanny [1Wrange] merges with the angelic [Votre-ange]. " In 

fact, l'Otre-ange is rather more Lacanian than it is Benjaminian. Although the angel of 
history does oppose the progressive assumptions of bourgeois history, it is not at all clear 

that it does so in the name of the female. Benjamin is markedly less interested in 

questions of sex and gender than are some of his psychoanalytically or poststructurally- 
inclined readers. Nevertheless, pursuing a number of lines suggested, if not explicit, in 

Benjamin's texts - from the figure of the prostitute to modem allegory, from Saint- 

Simonism to feminist utopian thinking and from the kabbalah to a female God - Buci- 

Glucksmann succeeds in constructing an alternative landscape, over which 1Wre-ange as 

the female principle of heterogeneity and excess exerts a decisive influence. 

The notion of the angel as a site governed or contested by one gender or the other 
is not, however, exhausted, nor even contained within these Lacanian/Benjaminian co- 

ordinates. Rather, the question of the sex of the angels has a long history that might even 
be said to reach back as far as the concept of the angel itself. Gustav Davidson picks up 

on this debate in his 1967 Dictionary of Angels, a book which includes H. D. among its 

long list of acknowledgements. Observing that, as 'pure spirits', angels 'should be 

presumed to be bodiless and hence sexless', Davidson admits that it is far more usual to 

find them depicted as male. He then gives a pragmatic reason for this bias: the scribes and 

" Jack Stewart's book concentrates for the main part on Lawrence's use of the visual arts but it also 
contains a useful discussion of entropy as a theme in Women in Love. See chapter 5 in The Vital Art of 
D. H. Lawrence: Vision and Expression (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1999). 
" Christine Buci-Glucksmann, Baroque Reason: The Aesthetics of Modernity, trans. by Patrick Camiller 
(London: Sage, 1994), p. 43. 
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artists who described the angels were usually male and 'accordingly., they pictured angels 
in their own image (i. e., in the guise of men), acting and talking and going about their 

business - the Lord's business - the way men do'. Davidson also points out that there are 

a number of exceptions to this rule who, although far less radical than Buci-Glucksmann's 

V&re-ange, certainly exhibit something of her excessive female sexuality. These female 

angels often appear in Gnostic and rabbinic lore and include Pistis Sophia, the 'procreator 

of the superior angels' and 'the vixen Eisheth Zenunim, angel of prostitution and mate of 
Sammael'. " The modernist angel envisaged by Lawrence, H. D. and Loy cannot help but 

become entangled in this long debate over the sex of the angel. It does so, however, in a 

very particular way that, on the one hand, challenges Davidson's notion that the angel acts 

and talks and 'goes about [his] business in the way men [do]', and on the other, undercuts 
Buci-Glucksmann's idea that the angel represents the other (female) side of sexuality. 
There is an element of sexual or erotic excess at work in this figure - in fact, it is often this 

surplus over and above the continent human body which works against the anthropological 

assumptions of Davidson's scribes - but it is a version of excess derived from thinkers 

such as Nietzsche, Freud and the early -twentieth-century sexologists rather than from 

Lacan. Consequently, the identification of the angel with a particular sex is a far more 

troubled affair than it is for Buci-Glucksmann,, working within the gendered framework of 
Lacan's imaginary and symbolic orders. 

An Alternative Angelic Landscape 

Already, it should be clear that the angelic paradigm described in this thesis has 

only a tangential connection with the version dominated by Walter Benjamin's angel of 
history. While the questions raised by Benjamin's angel are still important - namely, the 

extent to which the human is able to resist the dehumanising processes of modernity and 
how far this protest might be thought of in gendered or sexualised terms - the answers 

supplied by the modernist writers and poets explored in chapters two to six are, for the 

most part, very different. This distinction is, first of all, political. Unlike Benjamin, 

whose commitments were, generally speaking, those of the materialist and revolutionary 
left, these figures belonged to a literary moment which has since become notorious for its 

elitist and reactionary politics. Even the most balanced studies of the politics of 'high 

modernism' struggle to reconcile the radical aesthetic of writers such as Pound, Yeats and 
Eliot with their counter-revolutionary and even, in the case of Yeats and Pound, fascist or 

19 Gustav Davidson, A Dictionaty of Angels including the Fallen Angels (New York: Free Press, 1967), 
pp. xxiii-iv. 
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eugenic beliefs. " This thesis makes no apologies for the elitist assumptions behind some 

of the ideas which it presents; it would be disingenuous to claim that Allen Upward and 

Ezra Pound's Angel Club and H. D. 's heaven-sent sisterhood of artists are anything but 

exclusionary. Nor does it attempt to separate the politics of these writers along pre- 
determined gendered lines with the women standing for a good non-hierarchical or 

marginal modernism and the men representing a bad, elitist or even cruel version of the 

same movement. Rather, the present approach asks only that the line between Benjamin 

and the group of writers featured in this thesis be drawn not too sharply, so that the 

former's perceived radicalism and the latter's perceived conservatism might be shown to 

emerge from a similar desire to combat the tired clich6s of humanism in the interests of 
fostering a new, arguably more divine, understanding of man's place in the world. This 

study might be said to offer a pre-history of Benjamin's angel of history revealing a 

particular facet of the not-altogether edifying European intellectual milieu out of which 

this figure emerged. Too close a focus on the recent political appropriation of Benjamin's 

angel by left-wing critics of official or sanctified versions of twentieth-century history 

risks missing this alternative context. 
A second area in which the modernist angel might be claimed to depart from 

Benjamin's more famous version concerns the relationship of this figure to art. The type 

of modernism signified in the title of this thesis is derived from the work of critics such as 
Michael Levenson, Peter BUrger and, more recently, Lawrence Rainey, all of whom offer 
different perspectives on the notion that, with the advent of literary and artistic modernism, 

art became an autonomous institution deliberately, and often aggressively, separated from 

social life. Levenson views this development in terms of the shift that occurred in Ezra 

Pound's art criticism between 1913 and 1914. Pound,, he explains, gives up on the 

humanism of 'The Serious Artist', in which he requests that the artist bear 'true witness' to 

the nature of man, and turns instead towards the radical individualism of 'The New 

Sculpture', in which he demands that art make a clean break from the social world. 21 

Chapter two, which considers the work of a number of Pound's friends and colleagues at 

the New Age, suggests that the modernist angel is usefully understood as part of this 

campaign against humanism; he/she represents an attempt to think art in terms of the non- 
human, to save the artist (and sometimes mankind as a whole) from a damaging 

20 See for example, Michael North, The Political Aesthetic of Yeats, Eliot and Pound (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 20; and Charles Ferrall, Modernist Writing and Reactionary 
Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 2. 
21 Michael H. Levenson, A Genealogy of Modernism: English Literary Doctrine 1908-1922 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 74-75. 
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connection to the debased ideals of a society in thrall to democracy and the reign of the 

average man. This antihumanist bias is also evident in chapter three which considers D. H. 

Lawrence's double vision of man as, on the one hand, the plaything of indifferent natural 
forces, and on the other, the creative source and repository of aesthetic value. Chapter 

four reflects on H. D. 's fictional response to the attempts of her peers to separate the 

ýangelic' artist from society. While keen to retain their emphasis on the superhuman 

responsibilities of the artist, H. D. 's prose brings into greater visibility the human cost of 

such an enterprise: namely, the risk of sacrificing the sexualised and gendered body to an 

art that, almost in spite of itself, recreates the sexless and bodiless nature of Gustav 

Davidson's 'pure spirits'. The poetry and prose of Mina Loy, explored in the final 

chapter, represents an ambitious attempt to re-integrate the notion of the human body as an 
irreducible, material presence into that of art and the artist as a superhuman or angelic 
institution. 

Peter BUrger's classic distinction between the avant-garde and modernism puts a 

different, but no less relevant, inflection on the idea of modernist art as an autonomous 
institution. For BUrger, bourgeois art had always cultivated a certain separateness from the 

praxis of life. It was not, however, until the arrival of late-nineteenth-century aestheticism 
that this apartness became formalised and institutional ised in the content of the modernist 

artwork itself. This process is termed by Bfirger the 'resacralisation' of art; it produced a 

new type of sacred art which, unlike the religious painting of the medieval period, severed 

all ties with the collective life of the community. " Criticism of this development, such as 
it was, could only come from within the institution itself and, for BUrger, it did so in the 
form of an avant-garde whose task it was to protest against the separation of art and life. 

BUrger argues, controversially, that it was only at the end of the avant-garde project that 

this self-critique could be recognised as such and, further, that it was only as a 

consequence of this reflective moment that art itself was revealed to be an autonomous 
institution. " Although BUrger's black and white models of modernism and the avant- 

garde are much too general to be of use here, his suggestion that the institutional isation of 

art amounted to nothing less than its 'resacralisation' is clearly relevant to the notion of the 

artist or the artwork as a divine or angelic phenomenon. The writers featured in this thesis 
draw openly on aestheticist or bourgeois concepts such as the 'cult of genius' and 

22 Peter Bfirger, Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. by Michael Shaw (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1984). p. 28. 
23 BOrger, p. Iii. 
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Carlyle's 'Aristocracy of Talent' in order to reinforce the separation, as they see it, 

between the artist and the average man in society. " 

This is not, however, to suggest that these writers were invariably socially 
disinterested. On the contrary, more often than not, the secession of art from society is 

seen as a necessary prerequisite for the fulfilment of its divine mission: the transformation 

of society and/or the redemption of the human. For the New Age writers and D. H. 

Lawrence featured in chapters two and three, it is the task of the artist to educate man or to 

lead him towards a new divine horizon for human becoming; he or she is in the vanguard, 
if not the avant-garde, of a march towards a new social and political age. In effect, these 

writers assume the responsibility of the artist to be that of ensuring that man fulfils the 

biblical promise contained in Matthew 22: 30, the promise that man will one day be 'as the 

angels of God in heaven'. H. D. and Wallace Stevens also attempt to explain the divine 

mission of their poetry in terms of the common good; they try, not altogether successfully, 

to give historical and social value and weight to terms that might otherwise be viewed as 

evidence of an aesthetic withdrawal from the world: 'escapism', 'inspiration', 'mythology' 

and 'the angelic imagination'. Chapter five considers the risks of this project as they are 

manifest in H. D. and Stevens's work, but also as they appear in the literary criticism of 
Frank Ken-node and Massimo Cacciari. Addressed directly in this chapter is the problem 

that motivates this thesis as a whole: to what degree can the angel, standing for the divine 

responsibilities of art and the artist, really be thought of as a modem or modernist 

phenomenon? Is the 'resacralisation' of art inevitably the last gasp of a bourgeois 

institution that has finally severed all connection with social and historical reality, or can 

this withdrawal itself find historical or political justification? In chapter six, Mina Loy's 

artist-angel-bums - artists who practice divine art among the economically disadvantaged 

tramps and hobos in New York City - fittingly supply the last word on a modernist project 

that aims to reconcile the material conditions of being with what it perceives to be the 

divine responsibility of art and the artist. 

Modernist Angels 

It is tempting to base a claim for the existence of the modernist angel on the 

surprising ubiquity of this figure in modernist literature. Images of angels enjoy a 

popularity that cuts across the work of religious, spiritual ly-inc I ined and atheistic writers 
in this period, a popularity that might be said to take virtually no account of the death of 

24 See Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present (London: Dent, 1960). 
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God as announced by Nietzsche at the end of the nineteenth century, nor, for that matter. 

of the trend towards secularisation revealed by a steady decline in the size of church 

congregations from the mid-nineteenth century onwards. If, as Owen Chadwick suggests, 

the nineteenth century witnessed the 'secularisation of the European mind'. then this 
21 

process certainly did not succeed in banishing the angel from the European imagination. 

Angels are found in W. B. Yeats's book on Blake and in A Vision and are implied, if 

Andrzej Sosnowski is to be believed, in Ezra Pound's doctrine of Imagism. " Both of these 

writers read widely in the work of Emanuel Swedenborg - an eighteenth -century 
theosophist who claimed a close acquaintance with the lifestyle and habits of the angels. 
Pound and Yeats were by no means unusual among their peers in demonstrating a 
fascination with mysticism and the occult. T. S. Eliot, Wyndham Lewis, Dorothy 

Shakespeare, Rebecca West and T. E. Hulme all shared their interest and were all, to 

varying degrees, involved in theosophical or spiritualist groups such as G. E. Mead's Quest 

Society or the Society of Psychical Research. " H. D. drew openly on occult doctrines and 

esoteric beliefs for her version of the angel and both she and D. H. Lawrence were 

thoroughly immersed in the general atmosphere of mysticism which pervaded London 

literary circles in the early years of the twentieth century. 28 

25 Owen Chadwick, The Secularisation of the European Mind in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1975). 
26 For Yeats on Blake's angels and their relation to Poetic Genius, see Edwin John Ellis and William 
Butler Yeats, The Works of William Blake, 3 vols (London: Quaritch, 1893). See especially vol. 1, 
section on 'The Symbolic System' and vol. 2, pp. 72-73. Andrzej Sosnowski argues that Pound's 
understanding of Imagism may have been influenced by the eighteenth-century theosophist Emanuel 
Swedenborg and particularly by Swedenborg's language of the angels. See 'Pound's Imagism and 
Emanuel Swedenborg', Paideuma, 20 (1991), 31-38 (p. 3 1). 
27 For a comprehensive description of some of the occult interests and investments of writers in London 
in the early years of the twentieth century, see Leon Surette, The Birth of Modernism: Ezra Pound, W. B. 
Yeats, and the Occult (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University, 1993). Useful material on this subject is 
also found in Tom Gibbons, Rooms in the Darwin Hotel: Studies in English Literary Criticism and 
Ideas 1880-1890, (Nedlands: University of Western Australia Press, 1973), especially chapter 5, 'A 
New Religion'; and Timothy Materer, Modernist Alchemy: Poetry and the Occult (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1995). Helen Sword suggests that over the course of the last decade there has been an 
explosion in the number of books considering modernism, spiritualism and the occult. She lists some of 
what she considers to be the most important publications in Ghostwriting Modernism (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2002), p. 160. 
2' Further information about Lawrence's literary use of religious beliefs of both the orthodox and 
unorthodox kind can be found in Virginia Hyde, The Risen Adam: D. H. Lawrence's Revisionist 
Typolo, T) (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992); Richard 0. Young, "'Where Even 
the Trees Come and Go": D. H. Lawrence and the Fourth Dimension', D. H. Lawrence Review, 13 
(1980), 30-44; and, more recently, T. R. Wright, D. H. Lawrence and the Bible (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000). For H. D., see Susan Stanford Friedman, Ps 

- yche Reborn: The Emergence of 
H. D. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981); Barbara Guest, Herself Defined: The Poet H. D. 
and her World (London: Collins, 1985); and Peter O'Leary, Gnostic Contagion: Robert Duncan and the 
Poetrv qf Illness (Middletown CA: Wesleyan University Press, 2002). Helen Sword and Louis L. Martz 
argue that Lawrence and H. D. used their knowledge of visionary traditions to create a prophetic voice in 
their poetry. See Sword, Engendering Modernism: Visionary Strategies in Rilke, Lawrence and H. D. 
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The angel plays a more prosaic role in the novels of James Joyce in \ýhich, 

generally speaking, this figure signifies the Catholic faith or, more accuratelIN'. the 

incongruity of the Catholic faith when contextualised by the sordid and banal nature of 

everyday Dublin life. In A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Stephen is punished for 

his encounter with a prostitute by a terrible vision of the angels on Judgement Day. 

Joyce's anti-clerical irony is revealed in the contrast between the novel's initial 

presentation of Stephen's misdemeanour as an unconscious surrender to an organic 

pressure 'darker than the swoon of sin' and the church's hyperbolic reinterpretation of this 

moment as one in which Stephen brings down on himself the judgement of God and a 

whole arrny of angels: 'He is seen now coming upon the clouds, in great power and 

majesty, attended by nine choirs of angels, angels and archangels, principalities, powers 

and virtues, thrones and dominations, cherubim and seraphim, God Omnipotent, God 

Everlasting. "' 'The Dead', the concluding story in Joyce's Dubliners, makes more 

sustained and complex use of the gap between modem Ireland and the angelic Paradise 

envisaged by the Catholic church. Characters that seem only half-alive - existing 

vicariously through an imagined cosmopolitanism, or conversely, through the archaic 
fantasies of Irish Revivalism - are blessed, or perhaps cursed, with the names of 

archangels: Gabriel, Lily (the flower associated with Gabriel) and Michael. 

Moving away from canonical modernism, an entirely different type of angel 
dominates the scene of First World War literature. In addition to frequent appeals to the 

heavens on behalf of the casualties of war, there are a number of topical references to the 

Angels of Mons -a host of angelic warriors that supposedly appeared to inspire and 

support the heavily outnumbered British Expeditionary Force at the battle of Mons in 

August 1915. This myth probably originated in Arthur Machen's short story 'The 

Bowmen', published in The Evening News in 1914, but was widely reported as fact by 

numerous journalists and patriotic preachers from 1915 onwards. " References to the 

Angels of Mons can be found in David Jones's long poem In Parenthesis (1917), in which 

they appear as a peculiar synonym for the rifle, and in Rudyard Kipling's short story 'A 

(Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1995); and Martz, Many Gods and Many Voices: The Role of 
the Prophet in English and American Modernism (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1998). 
2() James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, ed. by Seamus Deane (Penguin: 
Harmondsworth, 1992), pp. 108 and 122. 
'0 'The Bowmen' first appeared in the Evening News on 29 September 1914 and was subsequently 
reprinted by Machen along with an introduction debunking the myth of the 'Angels of Mons' in 1915. 
See Arthur Machen, The Angel of Mons: The Bowmen and other Legends of the War (London: Simpkin, 
Marshall, Hamilton. Kent, 1915). 
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Madonna of the Trenches'. " Kipling's allusion to these angels plays on the similarit'\ 
between Machen's visionary soldiers and the shell-shocked veteran in his own story, who 

claims to have experienced a vision of his aunt in the trenches shortly before her death. 

Virginia Woolf turns her attention, and indeed her ire, on an entirely different type 

of angel; an angel that appeals to patriarchal and traditional literary tastes rather than to the 

popular, patriotic sentiments embodied by the Angels of Mons. In 'Professions for 

Women% Woolf calls upon female writers to kill the 'Angel in the House' - the paragon of 
female domestic virtue immortalised in Coventry Patmore's poem of the same name. 32 

Patmore's angel is a patriarchal fantasy; a woman whose presence is ethereal, or better still 

non-existent, and who remains eternally in the service of a single, God-like Lord and 
Master. Unsurprisingly, there are few examples of the 'Angel in the House' in the work of 
female modernists. Yet these women do not, as Woolf implies they should, go so far as to 

kill off the angel altogether. H. D., Mina Loy and Djuna Barnes all turn this image to 

different, but no less systematic, ends, suggesting that there is a flexibility and neutrality to 

the angel that is perhaps belied by Woolf s polemic. H. D. 's angels are by no means a 

patriarchal fantasy; instead, as chapter five suggests, they inaugurate a new age of 
'womanly' knowledge. Likewise, the angels imagined by Barnes and Loy are anything 
but symbols of domestic virtue; they are more often dirty or vulgar and frequently inhabit 

public spaces, notably those of the freak-show or circus. 33 Woolf s own essays contain 
illustrations of how this image might be used to political ends and, even when these 

examples are not provided by Woolf herself, readers of her novels have been peculiarly 
inclined to provide them on her behalf . 

34 Sally Potter's film version of Orlando ends with 

a climactic image of an angel that finds only a slender justification in the original book. 

Given that angels appear across the entire spectrum of modernist literature, from 

canonical high modernist classics to lesser known works which have only relatively 

recently been included the modernist canon, further explanation is required as to why texts 

31 David Jones, In Parenthesis (London: Faber and Faber, 1961), p. 183; and Rudyard Kipling, 'A 
Madonna of the Trenches', in War Stories and Poems (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. 294- 
308 (p. 307). 
32 Virginia Woolf, 'Professions for Women', in The Death of a Moth and Other Essays (London: 
Hogarth Press, 1942), pp. 149-54 (p. 15 1). 
33 See for example, Nikka the bear fighter with a tattoo of an angel on his belly and the girls who 
describe themselves as angels 'on all fours', in Djuna Barnes, Nightwood (London: Faber, 1998), pp. 
245 and 307. See also Mina Loy's 'Crab-Angel' acrobat in Mina Loy, The Lost Lunar Baedeker, ed. by 
Roger L. Conover (Manchester: Carcanet, 1997), p. 85. Loy's showman angels are discussed further in 
chapter six. 
34 See for example 'On Being Ill', in Collected Essays by Virginia Wooýf, vol. 4 (London: Hogarth Press, 
1967), pp. ] 93-203 (p. 193); and 'Oliver Goldsmith', in Collected Essays, vol. 1. (London: Hogarth 
Press, 1966), pp. 106-14 (p. 107). In the first essay, Woolf describes the feeling of being in the presence 
of angels as part of the 'great experience" of being ill, an experience that has been sadly neglected by 
writers concerned only with the mind and not the body. 
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by D. H. Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy are privileged as the definitional sites of the 

modernist angel. The reason for this selective focus is inseparable from the Benjaminian 

colouring that continued critical and creative emphasis on the angel of history has given to 

the category of the twentieth-century angel. To return to the point made earlier, bY 

association with Benjamin's angel, the question of the modem or modemist angel becomes 

primarily a question of history, of modernity and, more specifically, of the danger to 

human life posed by an uncritical conflation of these forces with technological progress 

and the triumph of capital. It is significant, therefore, that for an earlier generation of 

critics, Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy represented an eccentric or non-mainstream version 

of modernism; further, that for several of the best-known of these critics, their marginality 

was thought to result from an un-modemist commitment to humanism and/or the 

individual human body. 

F. R. Leavis, for example, famously separates Lawrence from his modemist peers, 

placing him instead in the illustrious and timeless company of authors such as Jane 

Austen, Charles Dickens,, George Eliot and Henry James. The universal quality of these 

writers is glossed in terms of an unsurpassed 'depth, range and subtlety in the presentment 

of human experience. As Jeff Wallace points out, Leavis's Lawrence is a 'humanistic' 

Lawrence who sets out to defend the organic nature of life and experience from the 

'human and spiritual nullity' of writers such as Flaubert and T. S. Eliot. " Curiously, 

Raymond Williams's reading of Lawrence leads him to posit a similar portrait of a 

novelist committed to preserving or safeguarding the inviolability of human, here social, 

existence. In Sons and Lovers, explains Williams, Lawrence manages to convey the sense 

that his characters have a communal life which pre-exists, and is therefore not reducible to, 

the function these characters play in the novel and the influence they exert on the life of 

the reader. Lawrence's early novels are thus said to differ from the 'literature of 
developed individualism' - by which Williams presumably means the work of modernists 

such as Pound and Wyndham Lewis - and from later novels such as Aaron's Rod and 
Women in Love in so far as they do not isolate the individual from the 'community of 

experience', nor reduce him to a 'crystalline' moment in a disjointed and episodic 

narrative. F. R. Leavis is similarly troubled by those points in Lawrence's later novels 

when characters are introduced and then simply dropped, or, as he puts it, left 'in the air*. " 

Underlying the preference of both critics for the early novels is a version of, and indeed 

35 Jeff Wallace, D. H. Lawrence, Science and the Posthuman (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 
p. 3; and F. R. Leavis, D. H. Lawrence: Novelist (London: Chatto and Windus, 1955), pp. 17-18 and 26. 
36 Raymond Williams, The English Novel fi-om Dickens to Lawrence (London: Chatto and Windus, 
1970), pp. 177 and 179; and Leavis, p. 43. 
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antipathy to, the type of modernist art famously described in Ortega Y. Gasset's The 

Dehumanisation of Art: an art that 'avoids living forms', tending instead towards the 

inorganic and insisting on the separation of art from the seriousness of real life. " 

Feminist critics, who sought to recover and revalue H. D. 's work in the 1980s and 

1990s, adopted a similar oppositional approach. In their work, the enemy is often assumed 

to be male modernism (frequently including Lawrence) which, at best, pays insufficient 

attention to the experience of women and, at worst, deliberately excludes them through a 

commitment to reactionary and patriarchal politics and an emphasis on the individuality 

and self-contained inviolability of the male body. For Shari Benstock, for example, while 
it would not be accurate to dismiss male modernists as invariably reactionary, it remains 

true that 'the distinctions between a Modernist centre seen to be dominantly reactionary 

and a marginal political liberalism are generally constructed along gender lines'. " An 

awareness of their own vulnerability to marginalisation and 'patriarchal violence' is 

claimed to lead female poets and novelists in the direction of a more liberal understanding 

of the function of art in relation to society. Elsewhere, writers such as H. D. and Loy are 

said to develop a radical female understanding of creativity and/or a female style in 

contrast to the conservative or traditional versions maintained by their male peers. Susan 

Stanford Friedman speaks of a 'modernist gynopoetic' in H. D. 's writing, while Rachel 

Blau DuPlessis suggests that the same writer develops strategies to 'delegitimate' the 

patriarchal standards upheld by narratives of romantic thraldom. " Cassandra Laity argues 

that H. D. develops a 'counten-nodernist myth' by embracing the very elements of 

aestheticist and decadent culture - the androgyne and the femme fatale - that male 

modernists most vehemently sought to escape. " It is worth noting here that, as in the case 

of Lawrence, H. D. 's anti-modemist stance is frequently understood in terms of a 

commitment to the very traditions from which modernism supposedly wished to make a 

complete break. It is part of the work of this thesis to complicate this view, arguing that 

Lawrence, H. D. and Loy's use of the angel, along with other concepts and images that 

might otherwise be assumed to be Romantic or aestheticist in nature, is entirely consistent 

with the version of modernism presented in their work. As mentioned at the beginning of 

37 Jos6 Ortega Y. Gassett, The Dehumanisation of Art and Notes on the Novel, trans. by Helene Weyl 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1948), p. 14. 
38 Shari Benstock, Women of the Left Bank: Paris, 1900-1940 (London: Virago Press, 1987), p. 3 1. 
39 Susan Stanford Friedman, Penelope's Web: Gender, Modernity, H. D. 's Fiction (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990). p. 11; and Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Writing Beyond the Ending 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), p. 67. 
40 Cassandra Laity, H. D. and the Victorian Fin de Siýcle: Gender, Modernism, Decadence (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. ix and 35. 
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this introduction, the modernist angel both is, and is not, an image belonging to an 

outmoded literary past, both is, and is not, thoroughly an image of its time. 

The relationship between Mina Loy and 'mainstream* or male modernism is less 

easy to construe along straightforward antagonistic lines, not least because Loy's place (or 

lack of place) in the modernist canon has received far less attention than that of Lawrence 

and H. D. Although critics such as Linda A. Kinnahan and Mary E. Galvin read her work 

as an attack on male models of all-powerful creators and authoritative, even tyrannous 

artists, their arguments tend to be more subtle so that, instead of challenging male 

modernism per se, Loy is more often seen as struggling against a particular view of the 

artist, such as that promoted by the Futurists, or against a particular version of 
heterosexuality, such as that propagated by the social purity movement. " In fact, this lack 

of critical certainty about where to place Loy's poetry in relation to the 'dehumanising' or 

anti-feminist tendencies of modernist art is pre-figured in the ambivalent response of her 

peers to the relatively small selection of her work that appeared during her lifetime. Ezra 

Pound, for example, finds Loy's 'logocentric' poetry entirely devoid of emotion, but 

nonetheless credits the poet with an ability to cope with the 'human' far better than the 

"'lyric" enthusiast' who takes 'refuge in scenery description of nature'. 42 T. S. Eliot, by 

contrast, notes that, although Loy's poem 'Effectual Marriage' is 'extremely good, in 

'Human Cylinders' she tends towards the type of abstraction that needs to be avoided if 

she is to succeed in creating the type of living language exemplified by Pound, Joyce and 

Lewi S. 43 It is significant that Pound and Eliot (the very writers whose work is frequently 

criticised for its abstraction and inhumanity) here seek to defend the value of the human 

and the living from what they take to be Loy'S tendency to hardness and lack of emotion. 

As is now well-established, the line that divides the inhuman or dehumanising art of 

canonical modernists from that of marginal figures such as Lawrence, H. D. and Loy is not 

as clear cut as might once have been supposed. 

The picture becomes more complicated still in the light of a recent wave of 

scholarship which places all three writers, but especially Lawrence, at the centre of a 

modernist project that seems, from one angle, to advocate a reactionary form of 

antihumanism and, from another, to promote a radical posthuman turn in art and politics. 

41 See for example, Linda A. Kinnahan, Poetics of the Feminine: Authority and Literary Tradition in 
I Villiam Carlos Williams, Mina Lo 

, v, Denise Levertov and Kathleen Fraser (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), p. 60; Mary E. Galvin, Queer Poetics: Five Modernist Women Writers 
(Westport: Praeger, 1999), pp. 80-81; and Paul Peppis, 'Rewriting Sex: Mina Loy, Marie Stopes and 
Sexology', Modernism/Modernity, 9 (2002), 561-79 (p. 570). 

Ezra Pound, 'Others. Little Revieis% 5 (March 1918), 56-58, (p. 57). 
43 T. S. Apteryx [T. S. Eliot], 'Observations' Egoist, 5 (1918), 69-70. 
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In Lawrence's case, this reading is often presented as a direct challenge to Leavis's 

humanist interpretation of his work and tends to take up a position towards Lawrence's 

literature and his politics that lies somewhere between two opposed extremes. At one end 

of this continuum is Charles Ferrall who reads the 'incessent antihumanism' of novels 

such as The Plumed Serpent and Kangeroo as revealing *the genocidal fantasies of a 
deeply wounded narcissistic personality'; and at the other, is Jeff Wallace, who reads 
Katherine Hayles's recent work on posthumanism in order to posit a writer who seeks to 

debunk the myth of a contained and self-centred subject. " Between these antihumanist 

and posthumanist extremes is the work of critics such as Paul Sheehan and Amit 

Chaudhuri,, whose more moderate views of Lawrence's antihumanism are discussed at 

greater length in chapter three. 

Although H. D. 's attraction to a divine realm that exceeds the human is not easily 
interpreted in antihumanist or posthumanist terms, recent interest in her use of new 

technologies such as film and radio is beginning to engender precisely this kind of 

comment. In her 2003 study of H. D., Adalaide Morris also draws on the work of 
Katherine Hayles to argue that H. D. 's characters function as though they were 
(information patterns' rather than subjects; this strategy, she comments, has the advantage 

of suggesting that their boundaries are fluid and changeable, but the considerable 
disadvantage of implying that they have no bodies at all or are nothing but disembodied 

spirits. " Maggie Humm offers a more wide-ranging reading of the attraction of women 

writers to the medium of film. Once again the potential of this new technology is seen to 

lie in its ability, especially in montage, to suggest more 'flexible representations of 

subjectivity'). 46 Mina Loy also plays a central role in this revised posthuman or anti- 
individualist understanding of modernism. Tim Armstrong includes her work among that 

of writers claimed by him to pioneer a prosthetic version of the modernist subject. 
Armstrong argues persuasively that Loy's poetic strategy cuts across the boundaries of 
human and machine to creating 'a sense of the body as anything other than an integral 

unit' . 
4' Tyrus Miller also positions Loy near the centre of an alternative, technologically- 

literate and non subject-based field of modernism (the 'late modernism' named in the title 

of his book). Miller's analysis brings this introduction full circle by suggesting that Loy's 

achievement is to eroticise the aura - the sacred distance between artwork and audience - 

44 Ferrall, Modernist Writing, p. 130. 
45 Morris, p. 81. 
46 Maggie Humm, Modernist Women and Visual Cultures (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2002), p. 144. 
47 Tim Armstrong, Modernism, Technology and the Body: A Cultural Study (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), p. 120. 
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which both Loy and Benjamin take to be in decline in the age of mechanical 

reproduction. " 

Beginning and ending with the angel of history, this thesis takes the form of a long 

excursion into the complicated and critically loaded question of the human, the antihuman 

and the posthuman in D. H. Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy. It does so because, in the xN ork 

of these three writers as in that of Walter Benjamin, the problem of what it means to be 

angelic is inseparable from the problem of what it means to be human or, more accurately, 

of where to situate the limits of the human in relation to a divine or excessive realm 

thought to lie somewhere beyond these limits. Certainly, this question is not exhausted in 

the study of these three figures alone - as noted above, this project also takes into account 

a large number of other writers whose shadows fall more or less consequentially over the 

field of European and American modernism. Nevertheless, the long and inconclusive 

engagement of scholars in the problem of Lawrence, Loy and H. D. 's commitment to 

humanism or to feminism gives a critical depth and political complexity to this study that 

it would not necessarily possess if it were to focus on, say, the esoteric angels of Yeats or 

the popularly-in spired angels of First World War poetry. 
The wider intellectual and cultural climate of modernism is not, however, merely 

incidental to the emergence of an alternative angelic paradigm in the poetry and prose of 

these three writers. Rather,, it is only through a consideration of the context provided by 

figures such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, Havelock Ellis, Ezra Pound and Allen 

Upward that the key difference between Walter Benjamin's angel and that of his literary 

predecessors comes fully into view. As to the nature of this distinction: put simply, for the 

modernist writers featured here, the question of the angelic limits of the human becomes 

inseparable from that of art and the responsibilities of the artist. The angelic artist is 

charged not only with the task of depicting the divine limits of human becoming, but 

frequently with that of pushing man (or woman) beyond those limits so that he or she 

might fulfil Christ's promise that man will one day be like the angels. It is in this key 

difference - which nevertheless brings into play all of other differences relating to politics, 

art and gender sketched out earlier - that the angel considered in chapters two to six is 

revealed to be the modernist angel as distinct from, and thus irreducible to, the rather more 

famous version discussed in chapter one - Walter Benjamin's angel of history. 

4' Tyrus Miller, Late Modernism: Politics, Fiction and the Arts Between the World Wars (Berkley: 
University of California Press, 1999), p. 217. 
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ONE 

Mapping the Angelic Landscape- Walter Benjamin and the 
Angel of History 

A Klee painting named 'Angelus Novus' shows an angel looking as though he is about to 
move away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth 
is open, his wings are spread. This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is 
turned towards the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single 
catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. 
The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. 
But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence 
that the angel can no longer close them. This storm irresistibly propels him into the future 
to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him grows skyward. This 
storm is what we call progress. ' 

It would be difficult to isolate a figure called the 'modernist angel' without first 

accounting for and, to some extent, ruling out Walter Benjamin's 'angel of history'. As 

noted in the introduction, the significance of this image to readers of his work can hardly 

be overestimated. Benjamin's 'genius', remarks his friend and correspondent Gershom 

Scholem, is 'concentrated in this angel'. 2 Richard Wolin holds the image in similar 

esteem: the 'angelus novus', he suggests, is 'perhaps the defining image of his 

[Benjamin's] entire work'. ' Geoffrey Hartman and O. K. Werkmeister adopt a more 

critical view of the importance afforded to the angel of history. Hartman calls it a 'logo' 

applied retrospectively to Benjamin's project and Werckmeister, 'an icon for left-wing 

intellectuals with uncertain political aspirations'. ' Werckmeister argues for the necessity 

of challenging the political shorthand which continually recycles the angel of history as a 

symbol of left-wing protest against received versions of history and social progress. This 

first chapter is, in part, an attempt to respond to this call. Rather than approaching the 

angel of history as an 'icon' or 'logo' of a vague left-wing project, it aims to contribute to 

' Walter Benjamin, 'Theses on the Philosophy of History', in Illuminations, ed. by Hannah Arendt and 
trans. by Harry Zohn (London: Pimlico, 1999), pp. 245-55 (p. 249). Further references to the 'Theses' 
are given after quotations in the text. 
2 Gershom Scholem, 'Walter Benjamin and His Angel', in On Walter Benjamin: Critical Essays and 
Recollections, ed. by Gary Smith (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1988), pp. 51-89 (p. 86). 
' Richard Wolin, Walter Benjamin: An Aesthetic of Redemption, 2 nd edn (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1994), p. xxii. 
4 Hartman, p. 346; and Werckmeister, p. 414. 
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the more complex and nuanced understanding of this image as provided by philosophers 

such as Giorgio Agamben, Gillian Rose and by Gershom Scholem himself. The particular 
focus of this chapter is not, however, on the sphere of politics often addressed by these 

thinkers but on a particular area of literature and art over which Benjamin's angel of 
history throws a long and influential shadow. 

Books such as Robert Alter's Necessary Angels and Massimo Cacciari's The 

Necessary Angel habitually situate Walter Benjamin's angel at the centre of an angelic 

sphere of influence that also takes in the literary and/or artistic creations of Franz Kafka, 

Rainer Maria Rilke and Paul Klee. All German speaking and, to differing degrees, all 
invested in Jewish systems of thought and belief, these writers come to define the role 

played by the angel in twentieth-century literature. Even when Benjamin's angel is itself 

missing, as it is from Jeremy Reed's study The Angel in Poetry, the makeup of this literary 

landscape is only slightly altered. Reed takes Rilke as the central point for his 'poetic 

angelology' and works his way outwards to other European writers including Rimbaud 

and Jung before turning, less conventionally, to divas and torch singers such as Billie 

Holiday and Aretha Franklin. ' In some respects, this approach is entirely justified. The 

angels in Rilke's Duino Elegies possess an appeal and a cultural influence that is 

comparable perhaps only to the angel of history, while the emphasis on Paul Klee's 

Angelus Novus is, as Werckmeister points out, explained by Benjamin's influential use of 

this image. ' This is not, however, to suggest that a focus on Benjamin's angel and the 

literary or artistic angels that complement this figure is inevitable. Indeed, a clue to an 

alternative approach is contained in the very titles chosen by Cacciari and Alter for their 

books, Necessary Angels and The Necessary Angel. The 'necessary angel' is not, as might 
be expected, a phrase borrowed from the European milieu to which these texts refer; 
instead, it comes from a poem by the American writer Wallace Stevens, 'Angel 

Surrounded by Paysans'. ' Yet, for reasons that are never openly addressed by these critics, 
Cacciari and After both exclude Stevens from their discussions of the twentieth-century 

angel. Except for acknowledging the provenance of their titles, these scholars never 

mention 'Angel Surrounded by Paysans', nor any of the other poems by Stevens such as 

'Evening Without Angels' or 'The Pleasures of Merely Circulating' in which angels 

5 Jeremy Reed, The Angel in Poetry (London: Temenos Academy, 1998), p. 14. 
6 Werckmeister, p. 414. 
7 Wallace Stevens, The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens (London: Faber and Faber, 1955). p. 496- 
97. 
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feature prominently! Stevens's 'necessary angel' does not, it seems, quite fit \\ ith the 

necessary angels of Benjamin, Rilke, Klee and Kafka. 

This thesis explores the possibility that Stevens's angel, along with the angels 

which appear in articles in the London journal, the New Age, and in texts by D. H. 

Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy, belongs to an alternative literary context that is overlooked 

or obscured by too strong an emphasis on the cultural field dominated by Walter 

Benjamin's angel of history. It is tempting to suggest that this 'other" angelic landscape is 

characteristically Anglo-American in contrast to the German/European milieu described 

above. Certainly, there are a number of specifically Anglo-American influences that 

contribute to its creation. Later chapters focus on a British and/or American- inflected 

modernism formed in part by the Anglican and non-onformist churches; London based 

journals, notably the New Age and the Egoist; British sexologists such as Havelock Ellis 

and Edward Carpenter; and prominent Anglo-American literary figures including Ezra 

Pound, Wyndham Lewis and T. S. Eliot. Yet in other respects, this particularly angelic 

comer of modernism is thoroughly European. Its intellectual debts are owed, not only to 

British or American thinkers, but also to those in Germany, France and Italy. Friedrich 

Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, the Italian Futurists and the French Post-Impressionists all 
have a role to play in the creation of the modernist angel. Nor are the religious and 

spiritual influences acting on this figure straightforwardly British or American. H. D. often 
draws on a mixed religious heritage that includes the German origins of the Moravian 

Church and also alludes to the occult doctrines of Jewish or Christian Kabbalism, while 

Mina Loy appeals to the Jewish legacy left to her by a Hungarian father. Even Lawrence, 

brought up in the Congregationalist Church, frequently appears to abandon the Protestant 

model of a personal relationship between an individual and his God in favour of the 

Catholic version, in which man only comes to know God through the mediation of a 

hierarchy of angels and divinely elected priests. 

The Germanness and/or Jewishness of Benjamin's angel of history, and more 

pertinently, of the literary field associated with this image is not, then, enough to set it 

apart from the alternative literary milieu to which the modernist angel belongs. Nor is the 

Anglo-American character of this other landscape alone sufficient to distinguish it from 

the territory covered by Robert Alter and Massimo Cacciari. Yet there is, crucially, a 

conceptual gap between the two. Alter and Cacciari's reluctance to discuss Stevens's 

'necessary angelý is not the result of a prejudice against this particular poet, nor of an a 

priori decision to treat only German figures or writers with a Jewish background. The 

' Stevens. Collected Poems, pp. 136-38 and 149-50. 
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angels in the poetry of Stevens and the novels and poetry of Lawrence, H. D. and Loy are 

quite simply different; they come out of different concerns and perform different functions 

in the texts in which they appear. To recognise this gap, however, requires an approach 
that is more nuanced than that of merely contrasting the German and/or Jewish 

background of one group with the Anglo-American investments of the other; an approach 
that is sensitive to the cultural and historical specificities of both certainly, but one that is 

also able to deal with cross-pollination between what might otherwise be assumed to be 

discrete cultural spheres. In what follows, it is necessary not only to be alert to the 

differences between the angel of history and the modernist angel, but also to those 

moments at which the concerns and ideas which gave rise to these images overlap and 

sometimes merge imperceptibly the one into the other. The aim is not only to separate the 

literary landscape governed by the modernist angel from that of the angel of history, but 

also to supply an alternative pre-history or context in which the angel of history might be 

viewed slightly differently. 

With this in mind, the present chapter begins with the question to which a number 

of influential commentators on Benjamin's angel have turned at one time or another: to 

what extent does this image represent a melancholic version of history as a never-ending 

succession of catastrophes and to what extent the utopian or messianic possibility of 
breaking free from this disaster? The revisiting of this problem is not merely an academic 

exercise; rather, the extent to which the angel of history is understood to be a pessimistic, 

or conversely optimistic, symbol bears strongly on the question of the degree of difference 

between Benjamin's angel and the modernist angel. This chapter then moves into an 

exploration of four areas in which the problems or commitments gathered in the figure of 

the angel of history come closest to those represented by the angels in texts by Lawrence, 

H. D. or Loy. These four concerns, or rather themes, recur frequently throughout this 

thesis and together might be said to form the shared background from which both the angel 

of history and the modernist angel emerge, albeit in very different forms. All of these 

areas relate to the early -twentieth-century cultural and intellectual milieu in which these 

angels first appear, but they are also associated, and not always in the same way, with the 

after-life of modernism, with the analysis and discussion of this moment in literary and 

cultural studies of the early -tw enti eth -century period. Briefly these four themes, which 

also comprise the four sections of this chapter, are as follows: the assimilation of the 

philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche; the antihumanist turn in art and in politics. the pursuit 

of a radical reworking of notions of sex and gender; and the need for a new understanding 

of the role of art in the modem world. Focusing on just four areas is not intended to 

provide an exhaustive reading of the angel of history. Although the version of Benjamin's 
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angel that emerges from the present chapter is not greatly dissimilar to, and indeed is much 
indebted to, the more comprehensive interpretations provided by Scholem, Agamben. 

Werckmeister et aL, it is necessarily selective in highlighting only the particular aspects of 
this figure that bear upon the wider concerns of this thesis. The point is primarily to 
highlight a place or places of departure from the dominant mode of approach to literary 

angels - one that takes Benjamin's angel of history as its centre - and to find a path 
towards an alternative reading of the angel in modernist literature. This reading eventually 

moves a long way from Benjamin's angel and, perhaps not co-incidentally, closer to the 

necessary angels in Wallace Stevens's poetry. 

The Melancholy Angel 

Inspired by a Paul Klee watercolour, the Angelus Novus (reproduced below), 

which Benjamin acquired in 1921, the angel of history appears in its most famous form in 

the ninth of Benjamin's 'Theses on the Philosophy of History'. In the passage cited at the 

beginning of this chapter, the 'new angel' stares in horror at a past which appears to his 

eyes, if not to ours, as the unfolding of 'one single catastrophe'. The angel of history, 

explains Benjamin, would like to repair this damage, to stop and make good the injustices 

of the past, but is prevented from doing so by a storm that blows him away from the past 

and into the future. This storm, he concludes, is known to 'us' as 'progress' (249). The 

principal object of Benjamin's critique in this passage is bourgeois historiography which 

mistakenly perceives history as a succession of events, as the mechanical march of time 

through one thing after another. 'We', in other words Marxists or Social Democrats, are 

guilty of an uncritical adherence to this version of history whenever we suggest that 

industrial progress will automatically bring about social emancipation. 'Theses on the 

Philosophy of History' explains that the belief that technological advancements would 

routinely bring about the liberation of the working classes is precisely what led to their 

imprisonment in the first place: 

Nothing has corrupted the German working class so much as the notion that it was 
moving with the current. It regarded technological developments as the fall of the stream 
with which it thought it was moving. From there it was but a step to the illusion that the 
factory work which was supposed to tend toward technological progress constituted a 
political achievement. The old Protestant ethic of work was resurrected among German 
workers in secularized form. (250) 

The idea of history as progress is a bourgeois fiction that has succeeded only in 

maintaining the old relations of production in spite of advances in technological means. 

Moreover, the proletariat is in no position to protest about this state of affairs because he is 
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Figure 2: Paul Klee, Angelus Novus (1920) 
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newly enslaved to an ideal of 'technological progress' that is little more than the 'old 

Protestant ethic of work' in a new 'secularised form'. The storm of progress that blows 

the angel of history backwards into the future refers to this nayve. purely instrumental 

concept of development that changes only the means of production XNhile leaving the 

relations between the classes exactly the same as of old. There is no improvement - not 

even a succession of events which might be taken for gradual improvement - only a single 

and unchanging catastrophe. Yet the angel cannot do anything about it because 'we' 

persist in seeing the eternal return of the same as progress or, which amounts to much the 

same thing, as progressive history which unfolds according to its own autonomous and 

supposedly benevolent logic. Meanwhile, 'the pile of debris before him grows skyward' 
(249). 

Unsurprisingly, the image of the angel of history is frequently interpreted as a 
figure of melancholy. Staring in open-mouthed horror over a past that he does not 
have, nor could ever have, the opportunity to change, he appears as if in mouming for a 
fulfilled or a redeemed vision of history that has never existed. In his influential essay 
'Walter Benjamin and His Angel', Gershom Scholem interprets the angel in the ninth 

thesis as an expression of a 'failed messianism'. For Scholem, this image emerges from 

the same set of concerns as Benjamin's work on the German Trauerspiel; both are 

'connected with the melancholy gaze at the past of history'. ' Robert Alter extends this 

diagnosis of historical melancholy to cover, not only Benjamin's angels, but also those in 

texts by Kafka and by Scholem himself- 

All three, turning from the complacencies of German bourgeois assimilationism, were 
fascinated by the world of Jewish origins with its unfathomable theological depths. All 
three feared there could be no real return to origins, that where God once stood there was 
now only Melancholy. Nevertheless, they variously felt there was no adequate modem 
substitute for the richly layered spiritual vocabulary that the bearers of tradition had 
developed in their quest for the truth - surely not in technology, not in science, not in 
aestheticism, not in psychoanalysis, not in Marxism, even for Benjamin. 10 

God no longer 'stands' or, to introduce the Nietzschean phrase that lies just beneath the 

surface here, 'God is dead'. In his place, there is only melancholy which, to push this ten-n 

to its Freudian conclusion, suggests that Benjamin, Kafka and Scholem are in mouming 

for a lost object which they never in fact possessed. 'Nevertheless', continues Alter (who 

now has to account for the persistence of spiritual terminology in the work of the very 

same writers that he has just identified with a profound sense of religious loss), all three 

turn to spiritual language, particularly to the image of the angel, in order to figure the void 

9 Scholem. p. 85. 
10 Alter, p. H 9. 
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at the centre of belief, 'the paradoxical nothingness of revelation. '' Gillian Rose also 

struggles with the apparent hopelessness of Benjamin's position as expressed in the fixed 

stare of the angel of history. The problem as she sees it is one of aberrated mourning 

versus inaugurated mourning. Aberrated mourning is the feeling of having been 

completely deserted so that, not only is the mourner aware of having lost the object of his 

desire, but also of having never been recognised or known by that object. Although 

Benjamin longs for a divine form of total violence, which might abolish the partial and 

unjust violence of human politics and the law, his work never makes provision for the 

appearance of this divine law, much less, for the possibility of recognition at its hands. 

Consequently, his sadness never becomes that of 'true' or 'inaugurated mourning, in 

which the mourner knows and is known to the object of his desire through grief, 
forgiveness or atonement. 12 Benjamin cannot do what Rose herself would like to do in her 

essay: 'to break the hard heart of subjective judgement; to soften the rigid stare of the 

Angelus Novus, the angel of history. "' 

Unusually, and not without a certain amount of interpretive license, Giorgio 

Agamben has recently challenged the all-pervasive melancholy that characterises some of 

the most influential readings of Benjamin's angel. What has generally been overlooked, 

argues Agamben, is the fact that, when juxtaposed with the angel in the fragment 

'Agesilaus Santander' and with the angels in the essay on 'Karl Kraus', the angel in the 

ninth thesis comes to figure something that is much closer to happiness than to 

melancholy. " Benjamin's point is not that the angel is unable to save 'the past as such', of 

course he cannot literally awaken the dead or 'make whole what has been smashed', 

rather, the crucial lesson is that the angel is able to save that which never was, the 

potentialities that lie dormant in history, or 'something new". " Agamben draws support 
for this idea, not only from 'Agesilaus Santander' and 'Karl Kraus' (both of which will be 

discussed at length in the following sections), but also from two short texts by Benjamin 

whose concerns bear strongly on the questions raised by the juxtaposition of the angel of 
history with the modernist angel. The first is the 'Theo logical -Political Fragment' in 

which Benjamin suggests that, although the messianic order has very little to do with 

11 Alter, p. 119. 
12 Gillian Rose, 'Walter Benjamin - Out of the Sources of Modem Judaism', in The Actuality of Walter 
Benjamin, ed. by Laura Marcus and Lynda Nead (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1998), pp. 85-117 
(pp. 92 and 109). 
13 Rose, p. 89. 
14 Giorgio Agamben, 'Walter Benjamin and the Demonic: Happiness and Historical Redemption', in 
Potcntialities. - Collected Essays in Philosophy, ed. and trans. by Daniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1991), pp. 138-157 (p. 144). 
" Agamben, 'Benjamin and the Demonic', p. 158. 
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happiness, its complement, the profane historical order, must orientate itself tox\ards 

precisely this goal. It is only in happiness that 'all that is earthly seeks its downfall' and 
thus, in a characteristically Benjaminian reversal, only in happiness that 'all that is earthly* 

comes to be that which is foreign to happiness - the messianic: 'For nature is messianic by 

reason of its eternal and total passing away. "' This paradox, concerning the extent to 

which nature finds its divine fulfilment in the moment of its 'passing away', recurs 
frequently in the context of the modernist angel. Lawrence and Loy, in particular, are 

quick to find angels in places where human life appears to be spent or exhausted without 

expectation or even vague hope of return. Benjamin's interpretation of this moment in 

terms of 'happiness' resonates strongly with their conviction that life is fulfilled only at the 

point of its expiration. Despite Agarnben's confidence, however, it is not at all clear that 

the 'happiness' in 'Theological -Pol iti cal Fragment' could do the work of Rose's love or 
forgiveness and earn the recognition of an unknown divine. On the contrary, the gap 
between the messianic order and the profane historical order seems wider and more 
impassable than before. Aberrated mourning remains aberrated and Benjamin's angel of 
history, at least on Rose's terms, remains hamstrung by his all-pervasive melancholy. 

There is, however, a second text to which Agamben turns in support of his 

interpretation of the angel of history as a figure of happiness. At the end of his essay on 

'Walter Benjamin and the Demonic, Agamben quotes from a short piece in which 

Benjamin discusses Proust's notion of memoire involuntaire. In this form, memory, like 

the angel of history, appears capable of recuperating or redeeming a past that has never 

existed except in potentia -a peculiarly phenomena] state of being that is here compared 

to that of the dream or that of the undeveloped photograph: 

Its images do not come unsummoned; rather, it is a matter of images that we have never 
seen before remembering. This is clearest in the case of images in which we see ourselves 
as we do in dreams. We stand before ourselves just as we once stood in an originary past 
[Urvergangenheit] that we never saw. And precisely the most important images - those 
developed in the darkroom of the lived moment - are what we see. 17 

This passage recalls one of the most well-known and controversial contentions of 

Benjamin's unfinished magnum opus, The Arcades Project. Towards the end of the 1935 

expos6 of The Arcades Project, Benjamin presents the idea that, in the residues of the 

dreams of the previous era, the present era might find the means of its revolutionary 

16 Walter Benjamin, 'Theological-Political Fragment', in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, vol. 3, 
1935-1938, ed. by Howard Eiland and Michael W. Jennings and trans. by Edmund Jephcott, Howard 
Eiland and Others (Cambridge MA: Belknap, 2002), pp. 305-06 (p. 306). Further references to this 
essay are given after quotations in the text. 
" Walter Benjamin, 'From a Short Speech on Proust Given on My Fortieth Birthday', quoted in 
Agamben, 'Benjamin and the Demonic', p. 158. 
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awakening. He bases this notion on the idea that when an epoch dreams the one to follow, 

it does not dream a civilization still in thrall to the phantasmagoria of capital, but a 

technological Utopia in which new means of production permit the creation of a classless 

society. Each epoch, explains Benjamin, creates 'wish images' which turn away from the 

experience of the recent past (comprising the continued domination of the many by a 

privileged few) and which look instead towards the 'primal past', 'that is to elements of a 

classless society'. " 

Benjamin's term 'primal history' does not refer to a prelapsarian 'Golden Age' 

before the advent of capitalism. Rather, it refers to a past that has never been realised, to a 
future-past that has never existed save in the unconscious of the collective where it takes 

the unrealised form of a dream or a photographic negative. These 'wish-images' could 

never appear to the conscious mind because, before the revolutionary potential of new 

technologies can be revealed, the methods of production invariably move on again (in 

Benjamin's view 'new' technologies are always-already dated) leaving the relations of 

production unchanged. Nevertheless, the dream of a utopian future-past does not just 

disappear; it inheres in the cultural expressions and phantasmagorias that an old era leaves 

behind and which subsequently appear as ruins before the eyes of the new. As Benjamin 

puts it, the 'interpenetration' of the new with the old illuminates 'the utopia that has left its 

trace in a thousand configurations of life, from enduring edifices to passing fashions' (5). 

Further, and here the expos6 is at its most optimistic, in the apprehension of this trace, or 

in the 'realisation' of the dream of a previous epoch, the following epoch might feasibly 

bring about its own liberation. 'Every epoch, argues Benjamin, 'not only dreams the one 

to follow but, in dreaming, precipitates its awakening. It bears its end within itself and 

unfolds it - as Hegel already noticed - by cunning' (13). The end which every era bears 

within itself is thus the (historically unrealised) end to social injustice and exploitation. 

While technological advances will not in themselves bring about that end, the 'realisation' 

of the dreams of a previous era might just be the means by which the present era wakes up 

to the need to achieve that end. 

Arguing that this unrealised history is precisely what the angel of history wants to 

save, Agamben tries to assuage Scholem's sense of melancholy by reassuring him (or 

rather us) that the angel's awareness of opportunities lost, of a past that 'could have been' 

different, is in itself a tool of revolutionary awakening. Although Agamben is reading too 

much into a single image here - the angel of history with his fixed stare and his horrified 

glance over the catastrophe of history is not easily re-interpreted as a symbol of happiness 

'8 Benjamin, Arcades Project. p. 4. Further references to this book are given after quotations in the text. 
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rather than one of sadness - his argument nonetheless speaks to a profound uncertainty at 
the heart of the reception of Benjamin's work, even, at the heart of Benjamin's project 
itself. There is a divide between what is frequently perceived as his utopian or messianic 

view of a revolutionary break from history and his melancholic resignation to a present 

viewed as the uncritical continuation of the catastrophe of the past. It is a gap over which 
the angel of history - sometimes viewed as dreaming of a better future and sometimes as 

wide awake to the injustices of the past - seems, to many critics, to be precariously 

poised. " In the discussion which follows, it is necessary to keep both interpretations of 

this difficult and slippery figure in mind. While it cannot be doubted that the angel of 
history is a figure of melancholy, it is only by emphasising his utopian features that this 

quintessential twentieth-century angel might be brought into line with his modernist 

counterpart. The angel created by the contributors to the New Age reveals a more 

optimistic, arguably more na*fve, outlook on the future that in some cases claims no less 

than the fact that man will one day be like the angels. To situate the melancholic angel of 
history in the company of this particular version of the modernist angel is to draw 

attention, certainly to their differences, but also to the utopian features that they, not 

unproblematically, have in common. Perhaps in doing so it is possible to contribute to the 

task that Esther Leslie announces in Walter Benjamin: Overpowering Conformism: that of 

rescuing Benjamin from 'reform i st-minded theorists who see reflected in Benjamin their 

own defeatist melancholy'. 20 

The Assimilation offietzsche 

To find a version of 'defeatist melancholy' more appropriate to Benjamin's own 

time a number of critics turn to the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche. Early -twentieth - 

century readers of Nietzsche's work tended to see him either as a commentator on the 

corrupt, diseased and nihilistic condition of modem society or, worse, as a symptom of its 

decline. Max Nordau is undoubtedly the most famous example of a writer in this second 

category. In Degeneration published in German in 1894 and in English a year later (much 

earlier than many of the translations of Nietzsche's work), Nordau identifies Nietzsche as 

a philosophical apologist for the filth, disease and corruption that Degeneration associates 

with the literature of the Pamassians, the Decadents and Ibsen. More even-handed readers 

'9 See for example, Irving Wohiforth, 'Smashing the Kaleidoscope: Walter Benjamin's Critique of 
Cultural History', in Walter Benjamin and the Demands of History, ed. by Michael P. Steinberg (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1996), pp. 190-205 (p. 201), and Buci-Glucksmann, p. 53. 
20 Esther Leslie, Walter Benjamin: Overpowering Conformism (London: Pluto, 2000), p. vii. 
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of Nietzsche's work were no less shocked by some of his philosophical methods and 

conclusions. As Christine Buci-Glucksmann points out in Baroque Reason, it is now 
difficult to imagine the impact that Nietzsche's 'critique of the nihilist devaluation of 

values' had on an entire generation of Austrian and German writers. " She lists not only 
Walter Benjamin, but also Otto Weininger and Stefan Zweig among those profoundly 
influenced by what they perceived to be Nietzsche's attack on the lack of real values in 

modem life. Zweig is quoted as admitting guiltily that '[u]nder our desks we read 
Nietzsche and Strindberg'. " English thinkers and writers were no less susceptible to the 

continental malaise provoked, or at least fuelled by, Nietzsche's work. As suggested 
below and explored in more detail in chapter two, Nietzsche's 'devalution of values' had a 

striking effect on writers and artists connected with London journals such as the New Age. 

While Zweig read Nietzsche and Strindberg clandestinely under his desk, his English 

counterpart, Hubert Bland, read Nietzsche and Schopenhauer and, as he records in The 

New Age, 'like the devils, I believed and trembled'. " Yet, if Nietzsche's bleak vision of 

the state of modem-day culture had a profound impact on readers in both England and 
Germany, this was not only because of its perceived capitulation to nihilism, but also 
because it appeared to allow for an optimistic investment in the future. The obverse side 

of the view that the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries were periods of decline 

was the belief that coming-decades would be periods of strength, recovery and even 

redemption. In the figure of Benjamin's angel and in that of the modernist angel - neither 

of which reveal a straightforwardly pessimistic outlook on the world - Nietzschean ideas 

such as the superman and eternal return are re-interpreted in what demands to be described 

as an optimistic, even utopian, light. 

For the contributors to the New Age, Nietzsche was something besides the critic of 

nihilism and the devaluation of values that both terrified and seduced many of his 

continental readers. He was above all the philosopher of the abermensch, or superman. 

Thus Spoke Zarathustra was the first of Nietzsche's books to appear in English - it did so 

in 1896 in a much criticised translation by Thomas Common and W. A. Haussmann - and, 

arguably, the shadow of Zarathustra and his 'coming philosophers' fell over the early 

reception of many of Nietzsche's other texts. Upon the completion in 1911 of the full 

translation of Nietzsche's works, for which he had acted as general editor, Oscar Levy 

wrote a retrospect of a school of thought he termed 'the Nietzsche Movement in England'. 

2' Buci-Glucksmann, p. 118. 
22 

Buci-Glucksmann, p. 1] 8. 
23 Hubert Bland, 'The Faith I Hold 11', New Age, 2 (25 January 1908), 248-49 (p. 248). 
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The essay was printed as an epilogue to the complete translation and also appeared in the 
New Age over three weeks from 19 December 1912 to 2 January 1913.2' Central to Levy"s 

argument is the idea that Nietzsche did not teach the devaluation of values, but rather how 

to choose the values we need in order to become stronger human beings, to advance. in 

other words, towards the superman. Ironically, given Nietzsche's opposition to the 

Christian God and the institutionalised church, Levy turns to Christianity as the potential 

source of these beneficial maxims: 'Nietzsche's doctrine is not, as it appears to be, the 

negation of Christianity, but rather its perfectly logical outcome. ' For Levy, Christ 

himself is a proto-Nietzschean who taught that evil is the root of all good and that 'all must 
be egotism'. These lessons, he argues, certainly could not have come from 'Nietzsche's 

much vaunted pagans', the Greeks who feature in The Birth of Tragedy and other early 

works . 
2' To an extent, Levy's point is a valid one; Nietzsche does suggest that Christ 

(stripped of the slavish morality he later comes to represent) might serve as a model of the 

coming-man. 26 Yet what Levy appears to argue for most strongly in this retrospect is not 

that Christ himself should show the way to the superman, but, instead, that this task should 
be undertaken by the institutional ised church, specifically, the institutional ised English 

church. 
This assertion rests on three more or less prejudicial principles. First, Levy argues 

that the distinction that Nietzsche makes between the herd majority and the superman is of 

particular relevance to protestant countries which have laboured for too long under the 

false assumption that all are equal - Catholicism with its commitment to papal hierarchy 

is, by contrast, an 'admirable system, thought out by real connoisseurs of human nature'. 

Second, he maintains that, despite being largely protestant, 'Nietzsche's own country' 

could not lead the way towards the supen-nan because Germany has succumbed to 'low- 

church morality', 'mental confusion' and 'indecision in matters of intellect'. Third and 

conclusively, Levy asserts that, because in England Christianity has remained the preserve 

of the lower classes 'just as in the time of Jesus', 'everything' - by which Levy 

presumably means the reduction of all people to the lowest common denominator, and 

concomitantly the urgent need for the rise of the superman - 'is comparatively natural'. 27 

In England, the creation of the superman will happen as a matter of course. This is not the 

24 Oscar Levy, 'The Nietzsche Movement in England: A Retrospect, a Confession, and a Prospect', New 
Age, 12,1 (19 December 1912), 157-58; 11 (26 December 1912), 181-83; 111 (2 January 1913), 204-06. 
Also printed in Levy (ed. ), The Complete Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, 18 vols (London: Foulis, 1911 - 
1913), vol. 18, pp. ix-xxxvi. 
2' Levy, 'Nietzsche Movement 11', p. 182. 
26 See Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols / The Anti-Christ, trans. by R. J. Hollingdale 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1968), p. 15 1. 
27 Levy, 'Nietzsche Movement 1', p. 158. 
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case on the continent where Christianity has been adopted by the ruling 61ite as an 
instrument in their struggle against the revolutionary lower classes. Levy*s final point is 

worth repeating because it is typical of the thinking that informs the positive reception that 
Nietzsche received in the New Age and in other sections of the British press: in England, 

he claims. ) the transition from a commitment to equality to a commitment to the 
development of the superman will be a 'comparatively natural' occurrence. The situation 

created by the church, along with the reception of Darwinian evolutionary theory (the 

paradigm that is tacitly invoked in Levy's insistence on the naturalness of the 

transformation from man to superman) makes England the 'natural' breeding ground for 

the iibermensch. More pertinently, it makes England the perfect soil in which to grow a 

new angelic type of man. The modernist angel is, in the first instance, nothing other than 

the name given by some of Levy's colleagues to this peculiarly anglicised (angelicised) 

version of the Nietzschean superman. A more detailed exploration of these conditions and 

of the type of angel that they produce is provided in chapter two. In the present context, it 

remains only to acknowledge the suggestion of eugenics which cannot help but trouble this 

otherwise positive version of Nietzsche's philosophy. Levy is keenly aware of the danger 

here and dedicates the last instalment of his essay to an attempt to distance himself from 

the Eugenics Party. The higher man will not, Levy insists, be created by a scientific 

programme of selective breeding; he can only be produced by an education in the values 

which are taught by philosophy and religion. " Not all of Nietzsche's British disciples are 

careful to distance themselves from the eugenicists, however, and as both Anne 

Femihough and Charles Ferrall make clear, the suggestion of selective breeding is never 
far from those early-twentieth-century texts in which Nietzsche finds his way into 

English. " 

Benjamin's Nietzsche - as he appears by way of paraphrase and citation in The 

Arcades Project - is very different. Whereas the Nietzsche of 'the Nietzsche School in 

England' is invoked to support the idea of a progression from one stage of human history 

to another, Benjamin's version appears to oppose the very notion of progress itself, 

especially when it appears in the utopian and na*fve forrn characteristic of the New Age. 

Walter Benjamin began to collect citations and reflections for his Passagenwerk, or 

Arcades Project, in the late 1920s. He added to this material throughout the remainder of 

his life and, at the time of his death in 1940, The Arcades Project was still a work in 

28 Levy, 'Nietzsche Movement III", p. 205. 
29 Anne Fernihough, "'Go in Fear of Abstractions"': Modernism and the Spectre of Democracy', 
Textual Pi-actice, 14 (2000), 479-97; and Charles Ferrall, 'The New Age and the Emergence of 
Reactionarý7 Modernism before the Great War', Modet-n Fiction Studies, 38 (1992), 653-67. 
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progress, a monumental collection of fragments arranged into Convolutes or files. In 1935 

and again in 1939, Benjamin produced an expos6 or synopsis of his work, suggesting that 

the finished book (or books) was intended to provide a 'primal history' of the nineteenth 

century. It would show how in the phantasmagoria of new behaviours and technologies, 

newness itself becomes a fetish, a dead thing whose appearance is always the reappearance 

of past newness. In its most terrifying aspect, he explains in the introduction to the 1939 

expos6, modernity becomes a vision of hell: 'Humanity figures there as damned. 

Everything new it could hope for turns out to be a reality that has always been present; and 

this newness will be as little capable of furnishing it with a liberating solution as a new 
fashion is capable of rejuvenating society' (15). Newness is nothing but the hellish return 

of the same - an idea which Benjamin derives, not entirely faithfully, from Nietzsche's 

concept of 'the eternal return'. For Nietzsche, it is not that things literally return nor that, 

if they did, then existence would be a hellish catalogue of always-the-same. Instead, as 
Keith Ansell-Pearson points out, the demon which comes to man in his darkest and 
loneliest hour to ask whether he could bear to live all of his life once and innumerable 

times more offers a test of strength. Only the very best and strongest examples of 
humanity can face the 'timely quality of time' or its eternal passing away and 'the 

innocence of one's own becoming'. 3' Further, to pass this test does not imply capitulation 

to a terrible mode of existence; on the contrary, to accept the idea of eternal return implies 

an affirmation of life, it involves saying yes to human existence in its most wonderful, and 

equally most dreadful, form. In The Arcades Project, however, the concept of eternal 

return retains little of its affirmative significance. Instead, it offers proof of the 

phantasmagoric nature of newness and of man's failure to escape from an earthly hell in 

which all that is new is infinitely the same. For Benjamin, the eternal return is nothing but 

the nineteenth-century version of mythic fatality; worse, this is the kind of fatality that 

might be encountered in hell, the type that has substituted 'an eternity of torments for the 

eternity of a cycle' (119). 

In this respect, it seems that Benjamin invokes Nietzsche as the prophet of 

pessimism that Buci-Glucksmann associates with the Vienna crisis-culture and the 

devaluation of values. The version of Nietzsche who appears in The Arcades Project is 

above all a thinker of 'nothingness', of the impotence and meaninglessness of life. Below 

is a selection of quotations from Nietzsche as they appear in Convolute D: 

30 Keith Ansell-Pearson, Nietzsche Contra Rousseau. - A Study of Nietzsche's Moral and Political 
Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 8. 
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'Let us think this thought in its most terrible form: existence as it is, without meaning or 
aim, yet recurring inevitably without any finale into nothingness: the eternal return. ' 

'The world... lives on itself. its excrements are its nourishment. ' 

On eternal recurrence: 'The great thought as a Medusa head: all features of the world 
become motionless, a frozen death throe. ' (115) 

Benjamin associates the idea of eternal return with an abyss of meaning that somehow 

exceeds the definition of even nothingness itself. existence recurs without aim, the world's 

nourishment is excrement, and that which is thought to be motion is only 'a frozen death 

throe'. As if this abstract vision were not terrifying enough, Benjamin gives it a concrete 

political charge by conflating Nietzsche's nihilistic view of history with the pessimistic 

worldview of the failed revolutionary, Auguste Blanqui. As Benjamin sees it, Blanqui's 

utter loss of faith in the prospect of radical change led him to posit the idea of eternal 

return some ten years before Nietzsche published Zarathustra (25). In Convolute D and in 

the 1939 expos6, Benjamin quotes from LEternW par les astres, in which Blanqui 

speculates that due to the limited amount of astral material in the universe, everything that 

happens must always have happened before. Progress is impossible because, applying to a 

single world, it must also pass away with that world: 

What we call 'progress' is confined to each particular world, and vanishes with it. 
Always and everywhere in the terrestrial arena, the same drama, the same setting, on the 
same narrow stage -a noisy humanity infatuated with its own grandeur, believing itself to 
be the universe and living in its prison as though in some immense realm, only to founder 
at an early date along with its globe, which has borne with deepest disdain the burden of 
human arrogance. The same monotony, the same immobility, on other heavenly bodies. 
The universe repeats itself endlessly and paws the ground in place. In infinity, eternity 
performs - imperturbably - the same routines. (115) 

Combining Nietzsche, the thinker of nihilism, with Blanqui, the diagnostician of 

monotony, immobility and sameness, not surprisingly produces a version of history in 

which humanity features as damned. Benjamin does not overstate the point when he 

observes that, in this context, eternal recurrence replaces the mythic as cycle with the 

mythic as a never-ceasing succession of torments. The single catastrophe seen by the 

angel of history when he looks back over the past derives its horror from precisely this 

version of progress as eternal damnation. It is no co-incidence that the storm of progress 

blowsftom Paradise - like the legions of fallen angels it seems orientated towards he]]. 

Benjamin's interpretation of Nietzsche seems, then, not only distinct from that 

offered by 'the Nietzsche School in England', but in a certain sense to actually challenge 

the use that Levy and his colleagues make of Nietzsche's ideas. Benjamin argues 

forcefuliv that the bourgeois notion of progress is nothing other than unrelenting 

sameness; it is not, as is sometimes argued in relation to his work, that eternal return is an 
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instrument with which to attack progressivism. " The two poles are mutually 
incriminating: 'The belief in progress - in an infinite perfectibility understood as an 
infinite ethical task - and the representation of eternal return are complementary' (119). 

By contrast, that which Levy and his colleagues at the New Age take from Nietzsche is 

precisely an undialectical notion of human perfectibility; in the many versions of the 

passage of the human to the angelic superman which appear in this journal, the 
6complement' of this concept, the eternal return of the same, is rarely in sight. The 

blindness of 'the Nietzsche School in England' to this other side ought perhaps to stand as 

a warning to those who would otherwise read Benjamin in a purely pessimistic light. This 

too is undialectical because it fails to see, not only that the complement of eternal return is 

progress, but that, if Benjamin's dialectical method is pursued to its conclusion, then both 

of these poles might be negated by a third. Peculiarly, in this final move, Benjamin's 

pessimistic, or, with an eye to the angel of history, melancholic, version of newness as the 

hellish return of the same begins to assume a more positive, even utopian gloss. More 

surprisingly still, it does so in concert with a turn to cosmic imagery that immediately 

recalls the angelic telos envisaged for man by 'the Nietzsche School in England'. 

In Convolute D, to recap, Benjamin offers a dialectical image of human history. 

On the one side is the human i st/bourgeoi s belief in human perfectibility -a vision in 

which, in the New Age, man assumes the guise of the angels - and on the other, there is the 

hellish vista of the eternal return of the same -a landscape in which humanity appears as 
damned. In another negation, however, these 'indissoluble antinomies' are themselves 

opposed by a concept that Benjamin refers to intriguingly as 'the dialectical conception of 

historical time' (119). Progress qua eternal return, the conception which turns events into 

'mass-produced objects' to be exchanged in the market place of history, must itself 

become the object of a materialist historiography; considered from this other (obverse) 

perspective eternal return reveals the mark of the economic situation which gave rise to its 

currency: 

The idea of eternal recurrence transforms the historical event itself into a mass-produced 
article. But this conception also displays, in another respect - on its obverse side, one 
could say -a trace of the economic circumstances to which it owes its sudden topicality. 
This was manifest at the moment the security of the conditions of life was considerably 
diminished through an accelerated succession of crises. The idea of eternal recurrence 
derived its lustre from the fact that it was no longer possible, in all circumstances, to 
expect a recurrence of conditions across any interval of time shorter than that provided by 

eternity. The quotidian constellations very gradually began to be less quotidian. Very 

gradually their recurrence became a little less frequent, and there could arise, in 

consequence, the obscure presentiment that henceforth one must rest content with cosmic 
constellations. (340) 

" See for example, Wolin, p. xxv. 
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This reversal introduces two important qualifications as regards Benjamin's treatment of 

progress qua eternal return. Together they suggest a vision of history and the present that 
is not necessarily the melancholic version over which the angel of history is usually 
thought to preside. 

First, for Benjamin, eternal return is not quite 'the melancholy thing' that it is for 

Blanqui (114). As with the angel of history it is a mistake, if a tempting one, to interpret 

this idea in an overly pessimistic, even defeatist mode. It is not, as Blanqui appears to 

argue, that history repeats itself for all etemity; rather, it is only now, in the current 

economic conditions, that historical events have taken on this phantasmagoric guise of 
being eternally the same. They do so, paradoxically, because of the sheer pace of 

technological change which ensures that nothing will return 'across any interval of time 

shorter than that provided by eternity'. Conceived in this way, the concept of 'eternity' 

has a 'lustre' or an attraction that is connected with, but not necessarily identical to, the 

false lure of the commodity. Eternity exists, not just as a hell to which man is condemned 
from the beginning to the end of time, but also as a phenomenon which belongs to the 

present, which flashes up, luminous and beguiling, as a result of the present economic 

circumstances. It seems possible, then, that this second type of eternity might in some way 

present an alternative to, or the means of breaking free from, the monotonous and 

unending view of history contained in the first. 

The second qualification to the concept of eternal return confirms that its 'lustrous' 

appeal might to some extent be understood as the call of freedom coming from a region 

beyond that in which man is still encumbered with the burden of the past. Benjamin 

explains that from the ever-lengthening period of time between the recurrence of the same 

conditions comes 'the obscure presentiment that henceforth one must rest content with 

cosmic constellations' (340). Human thought and culture must from now on assume a 

cosmic reach that, although less naYve that that of the New Age writers who prophesise the 

transformation of man into an angel, nonetheless shares something of the same universal 

import and, unmistakably, the same glamour. This sudden turn to cosmic constellations is 

reminiscent of the moment at the end of 'One Way Street' when Benjamin declares an 

interest in the skies and the 'poetic rapture of starry nights'. 32 Such concerns should not, 

he argues, be dismissed as merely the business of the ancients; the First World War is 

proof positive that man is still engaged in ever more ambitious attempts to 'woo' the 

cosmos. While the blood-bath unleashed by the war is sadly further evidence of 

'2 Walter Benjamin, 'One Way Street', in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, vol. 1,1935-1938, ed. by 
Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge MA: Belknap, 1997), pp. 444-88 (p. 486). 
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developments in the means of production outstripping those in the relations of production. 
'One Way Street' leaves open the possibility that there is another way of thinking and 

acting on a cosmic scale - one that does not needlessly destroy but safeguards, does not 

condemn but redeems. 

The angel of history, along with the many other angels and messianic figures in 

Benjamin's work, refers to this cosmic order as well as to the bourgeois historical order in 

which nothing ever changes. This figure points towards a position beyond the nightmare 

of history from which it would, hypothetically at least, be possible to turn back and 

recognise the past for the disaster that it really was. In this respect, Irving Wohlforth is 

correct to distinguish between Nietzsche/Blanqui's 'eternal return' and the total history 

that the angel sees as he looks back on the 'mounting rubble' of the past. For Wohlforth, 

the former is a 'mythical version' of the latter; eternal return is a nightmarish fiction 

which, unlike the escapist fiction of progress, is aware of itself as fiction without, that is, 

being able to break free from its constraints. " The angel, he explains, realises that he is in 

a nightmare, but, despite being awake to the fact that it is only a nightmare, is unable to get 

out. Wohiforth's argument does not, however, go far enough; he does not consider that 

this waking nightmare might itself be negated and thus cannot countenance the possibility 

that another angel of history might, after all, bring an end to the suffering of the past. In 

The Arcades Pro ect, the total hellish or mythical history from which the angel cannot 

escape itself becomes an object of materialist history, suggesting that there is another, 

cosmic or eternal subject-position (that of the angel, the Messiah or the materialist 
historian? ) which might exceed or break the mythic enchantment of progress as eternal 

return of the same. While the angel of history might not be able to stop and make right the 

injustices of history, some of his counterparts in 'Agesilaus Santander' and 'Karl Kraus' 

are, by Benjamin's standards, much closer to doing so. Working through Nietzsche brings 

The Arcades Project, although by a much more complicated and circuitous route, to a 

conclusion not dissimilar to that of 'the Nietzsche School in England': the modem angel 

comes to herald or better, to represent, an optimistic or utopian future for a human race 

that would otherwise be enslaved to its catastrophic past. 

Non-Human Angels in 'Karl Kraus'and 'Agesilaus Santander' 

It can hardly be doubted that the angels in the 'Karl Kraus' essay and in 'Agesilaus 

Santander' are Jewish in origin. Benjamin himself acknowledges his debt to the Talmud 

31 Wohlforth, p. 201. 
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Torah and the Kabbalah in so far as his angels, like theirs, are created every minute only 
to be destroyed. Every angel has just a moment to sing God's praise before disappearing 

once more into the nothingness from whence he/she came. In *Agesilaus Santander', a 

short but, nevertheless difficult, text which appears in two versions in his 193 1-1933 

notebook, Benjamin writes: 

The Kaballah relates that, at every moment, God creates a whole host of new angels, 
whose only task before they return to the void is to appear before His throne for a moment 
and sing His praises. 34 

In 'Walter Benjamin and His Angel', Gershom Scholem argues that it is important to 
distinguish between what he describes as the 'talmudic theme of the formation and 
disappearance of angels before God' from the various other angelic motifs that appear in 

Jewish-Christian angelology. Benjamin's angels are not, he insists, to be confused with 

the '[e]veriasting angels, like say, the archangels or Satan, seen as the fallen angel of the 

Jewish and Christian tradition'. " Scholem looks to the angel who comes to meet 
Benjamin in the second version of 'Agesilaus Santander' to find an example of this theme. 

Far from being 'everlasting', this figure is said to join origins and ends in a moment that is 

at once unrepeatable (marking the creation of a new angel) and yet must be repeated at 

every instant (the creation of a new angel in 'every moment'). The angel achieves 
happiness on his return home, but he does so in the company of a new human being: 

He wants happiness - that is to say, the conflict in which the rapture of the unique, the 
new, the yet unborn is combined with that bliss of experiencing something once more, of 
possessing once again, of having lived. This is why he has nothing new to hope for on 
any road other than the road home, when he takes a new person with him. (715) 

Just as in the waking nightmare of The Arcades Project, there is a collision of the new, the 

(yet unborn', with that which has been lived before. Scholem interprets this meeting of 

opposites in terms of the melancholic experience of love: the ]over (Benjamin) is said to 

carry his new love with him back to origins which could never be the same as those from 

which he departed. For Giorgio Agamben, this is the point at which Scholem reveals 

himself to be overly influenced by his decoding of 'Agesilaus Santander' as der Angelus 

Satanas. " Scholem's Satanic/melancholic version of the angel appears to overlook the 

fact that, in the words of Benjamin, the angel 'wants happiness. 

" Walter Benjamin, 'Agesilaus Santander', in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, vol. 2,1927-1934, 

ed. by Michael W. Jennings, Howard Eiland and Gary Smith and trans. by Rodney Livingstone and 
Others (Cambridge MA: Belknap, 1999), pp. 712-16 (p. 712). Further references to this essay are given 
after quotations in the text. 
35 Scholem, p. 65. 
36 Agamben, 'Benjamin and the Demonic', p. 139; Scholem, p. 68. This is not, Scholem notes, an exact 
anagram, as 'Agesilaus Santander' includes a superfluous 'P. 
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What type of happiness, however, might be figured by a Jewish angel that brings 

creation and destruction together in a single yet repeatable moment? Agamben's 

suggestion that it is a kind of double happiness - the happiness of having something new 

combined with the happiness of keeping something forever - does not address the 

troubling question of what or who might be dissolved in the interests of achieving this 
double pleasure. " In fact, the happiness desired by the angel is above all a radically non- 
human type of happiness; a happiness that refuses to share the humanist belief that the 

preservation of human life for its own sake is the supreme ethical and political good. As 

in the 'Theological -Po I itica I Fragment', this other mode of happiness presupposes the 

passing away or even the destruction of 'natural' life. In the historical context provided by 

the Nazi persecution of the Jews, this antihumanist reading of Benjamin's work seems, at 
first, to be situated on politically questionable ground. An extract from Mina Loy's 

unpublished autobiographical manuscript, Goy Israels, demonstrates the frightening ease 

with which, even without the intervention of Benjamin's creative/destructive god, a 
discourse of salvation might rapidly be transformed into one of extermination. Regarding 

the Jewish refugees that were beginning to arrive in Paris in the 1930s, Loy writes: 'To 

this race a choice implies conservation whilst to surplus mankind, exempt from this 

profitable election, it inevitably suggests extennination. "' Replacing the humanist idea 

that all human life is preserved by right with an Old Testament or Calvinist notion that 

only a chosen few are to be saved threatens to destroy (albeit in a secular, fascist mode) 

the very people who, biblically speaking, had the most to gain from it. Benjamin's 

strategy of yoking creation with destruction in the figure of the Jewish angel thus appears 

to be not only sadly unnecessary, but also politically disingenuous. Neither fascism nor 

the Eugenics Party, to which Oscar Levy refers, had any difficulty seeing how the creation 

of a better world and the destruction of human life might be taken to mean the same thing. 

Yet to adopt this view of the angel would be to mistake not only Benjamin's aims, but also 

those of many of the other antihumanist figures considered in this thesis. The problem, as 

Benjamin sees it, is not that the humanist ideal needs to be protected from its opposite, 

fascism, but that, under the bourgeois, humanist rubric, the notion that life should be 

conserved is already inclined to become its opposite, the notion that certain lives should be 

exten-ninated. What is required is a radical step beyond the human, as that which is 

preserved/exterminated by right, to a non-human realm presided over by the angels in 

'Agesilaus Santander' and 'Karl Kraus'. 

37 Agamben, 'Benjamin and the Demonic', p. 144. 
38 Mina Loy, 'Goy Israels', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 28. 
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The non-human attributes of Benjamin's angel are confirmed in Scholem's 

description of the second difference between this peculiar creature and the version of the 

angel more familiar to students of the Jewish-Christian tradition. At the beginning of both 

copies of 'Agesilaus Santander', Benjamin refers to the secret name that was given to him 

by his parents: first, so that he might conceal his Jewish origins should he wish to become 

a writer, and second, in order to adhere to the old Jewish custom in which a child's secret 

name is concealed until the day of his spiritual maturity, bah mitzvah. In the first version, 
Benjamin notes that 'this name is by no means an enrichment of the person who bears it', 

and that, on the contrary, its revelation causes a split in the bearer (712). He illustrates this 

split by describing how the 'name' steps out of himself (Benjamin) and puts up its own 

picture, that of Klee's Angelus Novus, in the place where he once stood. As Scholem puts 
it, 'the human person of Benjamin now changes into the angel ic-Luc iferian nature of the 

angel in the picture by Paul Klee'. " This image, Scholem continues, is linked to the 

Jewish tradition of the 'personal angel' which represents the 'secret self behind every 
human fagade. Presumably, it is also associated with the popular notion that each man or 

woman is blessed with his or her own guardian angel. Yet something peculiar happens to 

this traditional angel in the second version of 'Agesilaus Santander'. When the angel 

appears in this text, he no longer comes in the image of a human; rather, as Benjamin 

explains, the angel/bearer of the name 'loses, above all, the gift of appearing human' 

(714). According to Scholem, Benjamin's stress on the non-anthropomorphic nature of 

this angel represents a major departure from angelogical tradition in which, more usually, 

'the angel of a person preserves the latter's pure, archetypal form (Gestalt) and thereby 

becomes anthropomorphic'. 40 Benjamin's angel is unusual, then, in that it does not 

preserve the human but instead steals from the human its ability to appear as such. 

Further, it seems that Benjamin's angel is unusually modern; his 'gift of appearing' non- 

human constitutes a break from the angelological past. As this thesis progresses, the 

number of non-human angels multiplies, suggesting strongly that the ability to appear non- 

anthropomorphous is indeed one of the attributes by which the modem or modernist angel 

might be identified. 

Benjamin's turn to the non-human needs, however, to be understood as part of his 

wider critique of bourgeois historiography. In the 'Karl Kraus' essay published in 1931 

Benjamin turns to, and takes issue with, the notion of humanism. He quotes at length a 

passage from Marx on the 'unpolitical' or 'natural' man who emerges at the end of the 

31) Scholem, p. 70. 
"' Scholem, P. 70. 
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bourgeois era. From this point on, explains Marx, man could only take one of two equally 
misleading forms; he could be an egotistical individual or an abstract citizen as defined by 

the rule of law. By contrast, for the materialist humanist, the real man is the man who 
takes form within the empirical dimension of his individual work. " Benjamin clarifies this 
idea by pointing out that 'the developing man' does not emerge within the natural sphere, 
but within that of mankind, so that his identity as 'man' is formed in the struggle with 

exploitation and poverty, not in the secure arms of a benevolent mother nature. In the 
beginning, man did not live in a state of protected innocence, but always-already subject to 

the terrible and yet indissoluble antinomies of preservation and extermination: to quote 
Benjamin, 'at the origin of creation stands not purity but purification' (455). 

The 'Karl Kraus' essay expands on Marx's observation by linking the bourgeois 

notion of natural man to that of artistic creation. For too long, argues Benjamin, creativity 
has been regarded as that which happens when man avoids 'tasks and supervisions', in 

other words work: 'Work as a supervised task - its model being political and technical 

work - is attended by dirt and detritus, intrudes destructively into matter, is abrasive to 

what is already achieved and critical toward its conditions, and is in all this opposite to the 

work of the dilettante luxuriating in creation' (456). In the act of work, unlike that of 

creation,. the process of production is accompanied by that of destruction; work 'intrudes' 

into matter and produces as much dirt and detritus as it does use value, or rather, exchange 

value. Bourgeois humanism, with its abstract understanding of man as that which is 

separate from his work, is unable to conceive of this productive-destructive force. What is 

needed, suggests Benjamin, is a new type of humanism, 'a more real humanism', which is 

able to take account of the fact that the concept of man is predicated, not on the purity of 

the 'natural' or 'creative' man, but on a process of work that destroys as much as it 

produces, exterminates as much as it preserves. The symbol of this new humanism and 

new mode of creativity is an angel-monster, or to use a term that is perhaps more faithful 

to Benjamin's German Unmensch, a non-human; he is, and this point is crucial, the 

Angelus Novus: 

4' Karl Marx, 'On the Jewish Question', quoted in Walter Benjamin, 'Karl Kraus', in Selected Writings, 
vol. 2, pp. 433-58 (p. 454). Further references to this essay are given after quotations in the text. 
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And therefore the monster stands among us as the messenger of a more real humanism. 
He is the conqueror of the empty phrase. He feels solidarity not with the slender pine but 
with the plane that devours it, not with the precious ore but with the blast furnace that 
purifies it. The average European has not succeeded in uniting his life with technology. 
because he has clung to the fetish of creative existence. One must have followed Loos in 
his struggle with the dragon 'ornament, ' heard the stellar Esperanto of Scheerbart's 
creations, or seen Klee's New Angel (who preferred to free men by taking from them, 
rather than make them happy by giving to them) to understand a humanity that proves 
itself by destruction. (456) 

The Angelus Novus liberates men by 'taking from thern; he is the symbol of a humanism 

whose most important lesson turns out not to be that mankind should be preserved, but 

rather that it must prove itself by destruction, even, to use Loy's historically loaded word, 

extermination. 
There can be no doubt that this angel is, to some extent, Jewish; the passage which 

follows the extract quoted above refers again to that particular Talmudic breed of angels in 

which origins and ends come together in a single moment. He is also a materialist in the 

peculiar cosmic sense sketched out in relation to the angel of history (and not the natural 

ccosmic' sense represented by Karl Kraus). The Angelus Novus intervenes in the world 

through productive/destructive work, but nonetheless retains his privileged position 

outside that world in order to recognise and respond to the fact that, as long as its members 

are enthralled to the bourgeois/humanist ideal of the creative man, humanity can never be 

free. In this figure, Benjamin expresses the problem with which all of the writers in this 

thesis struggle in one form or another: how to understand the material conditions of being 

- here presented in terms of work but elsewhere glossed in terms of sexuality or 

psychobiology - in the context of a bourgeois vision of art which values the immaterial, 

the universal/cosmic, or the angelic. Benjamin's particular take on the consequences of 

integrating this material vision into art and aesthetics is the subject of the final section of 

this chapter. Yet rarely does Benjamin come closer to Lawrence, H. D. and Loy than in his 

recognition that a peculiar non-human [Unmenschlich] type of angel might have a role to 

play in addressing the conflict between the phen omen al/materi aI world and the 

spiritual/nournenal realm of art and ideals. Angels, as Scholem points out, are not non- 

human by definition; there is a normative Jewish-Christian tradition in which the personal 

angel appears in an anthropomorphic guise. Thus, the attribution of non-human 

characteristics to the angels in Benjamin, Lawrence, H. D. and Loy represents a departure 

from mainstream tradition and a move towards a different, arguably more modem angel. 

'L'Etre-Ange'and an 'Other'Female Sexuality 

The unmanly, even monstrous nature of Benjamin's angels has led several critics 

to suggest, more or less directly, that they represent a radical type of sexualit. y, 
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specifically, female sexuality. Reading Benjamin's attack on the old humanist approach to 

man in terms of an attack on the old humanist privileging of man over woman, these 

scholars suggest that the new angel heralds the beginning of an era in which an other. 
female, approach to being and knowing might come into its own. Christine Buci- 
Glucksmann offers the most sustained and influential reading of this type in Baroque 

Reason. - The Aesthetics of Modernity. Taking her cue from Lacan's observation in 

Encore. - Seminaire XY, that &range [strange] is a word that can be broken down into 

Vetre-ange, Buci-Glucksmann finds an 'other' type of violence in Benjamin's angels, a 

violence that is irrational, uncanny and above all linked to 'another side' of sexual 

pleasure: the jouissance of the female. " Sigrid Weigel offers a more nuanced 
interpretation of the connection between the woman and the angel in Body - and Image - 
Space. Refusing Buci-Glucksmann's notion that Benjamin himself provides a ready-made 

utopian theory of the female, she argues instead that his dialectical image might be a 

starting point for feminists wishing to provide a 'history of the female subject'. " By 

following Benjamin's example, the feminist historian might learn how to avoid, on the one 
hand, uncritically mimicking the (male) enlightenment narrative of progressive 

emancipation, and on the other, removing the female from history altogether. As Weigel 

is determined to distinguish her feminist reading of Walter Benjamin from that of Buci- 

Glucksmann, it is perhaps surprising that she chooses to ground her theory in precisely the 

same image - the angel of history. In the difference between 'us' who assume history to 

be progress and the angel who sees nothing but the catastrophic return of the same, Weigel 

reads a difference of gender; women are in a much better position than men to adopt the 

perspective of the angel because, thanks to the 'gender-specific division of labour', women 
have a much closer relationship to bodies and to suffering, 'both as those who conceive 

and bear children and as those who care for the sick and the dying and mourri for the 

dead'. " If the angel of history does not originally have a particular relationship with the 

female in Benjamin's text, then he/she certainly does so after being incorporated into this 

feminist version of history. 

Yet the similarities between Weigel and Buci-Glucksmann do not begin at the 

point at which they both posit a feminist version of the angel of history. In order to do so, 

both critics draw heavily on Lacanian derived notions of sexuality and desire, particularly, 

in Weigel's case, as filtered through the lens of thinkers such as Irigaray and Kristeva. 

42 Buci-Glucksi-nann, p. 43. 
43 Sigrid Weigel, Body - and Image - Space: Re-reading Walter Benjamin, trans. by Georgina Paul, 
Rachel McNicholl and Jeremy Gaines (London: Routledge, 1996), p. 79. 
44 Weigel, Body, p. 79. 
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Turning to Benjamin's essay 'The Conversation', Weigel finds a silent woman xNho in 

speaking an ýuncreated language' reminds her of Luce Irigaray's excessive female subject. 
Denied a speaking position within Lacan's symbolic discourse, this woman figures a place 

of 'excess' from which she is able to return and disrupt the masculine logic by which she 
is excluded. Later in the same section, Weigel suggests that the women in this text are 
'guardians of the past', which is here understood in specifically Lacanian terms as the 
futur antMeur, 'that " shal I -have -been" future historic that Lacan defined as the time 

structure of desire'. " To illustrate her point, Weigel refers to the passage in 'Agesilaus 

Santander' (quoted above) in which the angel begins the journey home in the company of 

a new person. The beloved woman here functions as the guardian of the happiness that the 

angel expects to find in the unrealised (new) potential of the already-lived. In Body - and 
Image - Space and in a later essay published in Benjamin's Ghosts, Weigel also draws 

heavily on Julia Kristeva's theory of symbolic/serniotic language. Referring to the Karl 

Kraus essay, she suggests that Kristeva's serniotic -a corporeal, pre-Oedipal language to 

which women have a privileged connection - might have something in common with the 

immanent and material dimension of the language brought by the non-human angel. " The 

relationship between the female and Benjamin's angel is thus cemented, much as it is in 

Buci-Glucksmann's work, through the application of Lacanian/post-Lacanian feminist 

theory. 

As Buci-Glucksmann points out, however, this reading of Benjamin's angels as 

female might also be authorised by the role that femininity plays in mystical Judaism. The 

kabbalah,, she explains, 'bisexualises' God; he/she is said to appear in the form of ten 

Sefiroth, with the ninth and the tenth of those emanations being female. " Buci- 

Glucksmann's observation finds support in Gustav Davidson's Dictionary of Angels. 

Davidson's introduction reveals that, unlike mainstream Christianity, early Rabbinic law 

conceived of a number of female angels and fallen angels. Besides the well-known Lilith, 

he lists, the Shekinah, 'the bride of God% Bat Qol, the 'daughter of the voice' and Eisheth 

Zenunim, 'angel of prostitution and mate of Sammael'. " The secular understanding of 

Judaism is no less amenable to feminist reinterpretation. In her unpublished 

autobiographical writings, Mina Loy enters into a complex debate over the ambiguous 

legacy left to her by father's Jewish religion. On the one hand, it represents an unbearable 

burden - the burden of being chosen without being quite sure what for - and, on the other, 

45 Weigel, Bo(ýv, pp. 85 and 89. 
46 Sigrid Weigel, 'Eros and Language: Benjamin's Kraus Essay', trans. by Georgina Paul, in Benjamin's 
Ghosts, ed. by Gerhard Richter (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 21002), pp. 278-95 (p. 290). 
47 

Buci-Glucksmann, p. 86. 
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it provides her with a sense of intellectual freedom which, as a young woman brought up 
in a Victorian household,, she could not otherwise have expected to enjoy. In Goy Israels, 

Loy associates Christianity, and its sadistic instruction to 'Be Ashamed', with her mother 

and with an old-fashioned view of woman as the fount of original sin. Judaism, bN 

contrast, she connects with 'mental heroism', with her father and with the gift of education 

which, unusually for a man of his time, Sigmund Lowy bestowed upon his daughter. " 

Paul Klee's Angelus Novus might certainly be interpreted, particularly against the 
Jewish background sketched above, as a female angel. Buci-Glucksmann pinpoints the 

aspects of this painting that suggest the feminine, or at the very least, the androgynous 

nature of its subject; the Angelus Novus is said to manifest 'floating, dreamy sexuality' and 
has 'hair curled in the form of (somewhat baroque) parchments". 'o A second painting by 

Klee, unmentioned by Buci-Glucksmann, depicts an angel engaged in the kind of small 
domestic task often associated with women - Angel Serves a Small Breakfast. The title of 

a third picture not only reveals its own angelic subject to be female, but also appears to 

retrospectively identify all the other angels in the series as female too. This picture, 

reproduced below, is called Still Feminine Angel. 

It is less certain, however, that the Angelus Novus retains its connection to the 

female when it is incorporated into the work of Walter Benjamin. While Sigrid Weigel is 

correct to suggest that Benjamin's angelic landscapes are often gendered, it is not clear 

that, without the aid of a Lacanian/feminist framework, this tendency can be said to reveal 

anything systematic about Benjamin's use of the female, or indeed his employment of the 

angel. Further, Benjamin's dialectics are a slippery foundation on which to build any type 

of positive, identity-based politics. Notions of a female subject position or a female sexual 

imaginary (whether produced in the close relationship between woman and the human 

body or in the gendered division of labour) are constantly exposed as the falsely 

naturalised products of a particular historical and economic situation. Whereas for Karl 

Kraus, the prostitute stands for a natural form of sexuality, for Benjamin her 'naturalness' 

is the result of two conflicting sets of circumstances. On the one hand, the prostitute does 

indeed represent a more primal and original form of sexuality, but, on the other, she is 

'natural' only in the sense of belonging naturally to the present economic situation in 

which men and women are exchanged like commodities on the market of human sexuality 

(446-47). When Benjamin's non-human angel arrives to challenge the demonic 

predominance of double meanings and significances, he brings with him an altogether 

48 Davidson, Dictionmy of Angels, pp. xxiii-iv. 
41) Loy, 'Goy Israels', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 28. 
'0 Buci-Glucksmann, p. 53. 
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Figure 3: Paul Klee, Still Feminine Angel (1939) 
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different type of woman; a beloved woman who, belonging to the new rule of eros, is at 

once distant and close,, untouchable and immanent (453). The non-human angel is not, 
then, non-human [unmenchlich] in the sense of being non-male; his non-human nature is at 

once more radical, revealing that our current understanding of sex and gender is the falsely 

naturalised product of economic conditions, and less radical, in the sense that this angel is 

still a male subject engaged in an erotic pas de deux with the female object of his desire. 

This is not, however, to suggest that the modernist angel, as distinct from 

Benjamin s angel, does not have a particular connection to the female. Nor that the 

Lacanian/feminist framework provided by Buci-Glucksmann and Weigel is of no 

relevance to the other version of the angel explored in this thesis. Rather, one of the points 

at which the modernist angel might be said to depart from Benjamin's angel is precisely in 

its insistent return to questions of gender and sexuality. This tendency is no doubt 

explained by the fact that, unlike the angel of history, this alternative figure emerges 

against a background of early -twentieth-century debates over sex and gender. While 

Lawrence, Loy and H. D. obviously cannot appeal to Lacan for their notion of angelic 

sexuality, their work makes numerous references to Freud, to the sexologists and, more 
interestingly, to a notion of excess or exceeding which might be said to prefigure that of 

psychoanalytically-inclined feminists such as Irigaray and Kristeva. It seems possible, 

then, that the modernist angel might complete the task that Benjamin's angel promises but 

does not quite deliver, that this figure might succeed in heralding, if not in establishing, an 

'other' type of sexuality. The extent to which this other mode of sexuality might be 

regarded as female, or conversely as male, as heterosexual or as homosexual, is considered 

in detail in chapter four. 

Art, the Artist and the Non-Human Angel 

While the angel-monster in the 'Karl Kraus' essay might not inaugurate a new era 

of sexuality, there can be no doubt that he comes to offer a new prescription for art and the 

process of creation. Unlike the 'average European', he has relinquished 'the fetish of 

creative existence' and reconciled his life with technology. In his drive to take away from 

mankind as much as he gives, this angel becomes self-identical with the 

prod ucti ve/destructive instruments of industrial endeavour: he is the wood-plane, not the 

'slender pine', the blast furnace, not the 'precious' iron ore (456). The contrast between 

these alternative symbols is the key to understanding the different views of art to which 

they pertain, images of 'slender pines' and 'precious' iron ore sustain the bourgeois 

fantasN, of a natural world untouched by exploitation, whereas the plane and the blast 
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furnace reveal that, to a materialist, nature (divine creation) is unthinkable without the 
intervention of labour (destruction). In the first instance, the artist is thought to create in a 
God-like fashion without working and, in the second, the artist works by intervening in 

and thereby destroying his subject. The Romantic poet might perhaps be seen as an 

example of this first type of artist. The poetic evocation of nature as slender pines and 

precious ores and of man as an apolitical natural being implies, wrongly in Benjamin's 

view, that there can be a return to a primal origin which is unmediated by work. 
Wordsworth's 1800 preface to Lyrical Ballads contains what is perhaps the most famous 

example of poetics viewed from this Romantic perspective. Here Wordsworth assumes 
that representation can tap into a dimension which goes beyond that of the social, that in 

presenting the natural language of men the poet will reveal the 'primary laws of our 

nature'. " 

Creation,, as represented by the angel-monster, is an altogether different 

proposition. As the instrument and the symbol of man's intervention in nature - the plane 

and the blast furnace - this figure is the point at which work and art come together as a 

creative/destructive force of liberation. In this sense, the angel in 'Karl Kraus' might be 

said to have something in common with the artist described in 'The Author as Producer'. 

In this slightly later essay, Benjamin argues for an understanding of the literary artwork 

based on its position 'in the relations of production of its time'. " The correct approach to 

literature is not to ask whether it has the right political tendency or whether it manifests 

literary quality (two features that are usually said to be incompatible); instead, artistic 

judgement should depend on whether the text has the correct 'literary tendency' (769). 

Benjamin understands this concept in terms of the extent to which an author strives to 

revolutionise the current means of artistic production (literary technique) or, conversely, to 

maintain the status quo. Those arts that have embraced technological change - 

photography and music in the forrn of the phonograph, the sound film and the jukebox - 

stand as models of the desired, progressive approach. The creators of these types of art are 

not merely the producers of culture; they are 'engineers' who, like the angel with his plane 

and his blast-furnace, seek to intervene in the technologies of art in order to put them at the 

service of the revolution (780). While 'The Author as Producer' adopts the same 

antagonistic stance as 'Karl Kraus' towards the bourgeois/romantic approach to creativity, 

it also takes up a position in opposition to a more immediate enemy - the fascist statesmen 

51 William Wordsworth and Samuel L. Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads ed. by R. L. Brett and A. R. Jones, 2nd 

edn (London: Routledge, 1991), p. 245. 
52 Walter Benjamin, 'The Author as Producer, in Selected Writings, vol. 2, pp. 768-82 (p. 770). Further 

references to this essay are given after quotations in the text. 
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who have turned the bourgeois/romantic valuation of creative spirit and the natural man to 

their own ends. For Benjamin, fascism is the inevitable outcome of the capitalist 

separation of the producer from his product, of the individual from his work. It maintains 
its hold by exploiting the gap between the means of production and the relations of 

production, so that expansion in the economic base can be accomplished at the same time 

as containment at the level of social relations. The old bourgeois ideology of creation as 

that which concerns man's natural spirit rather than his labouring body, or more simply as 

that which happens when man is not working, is thus a key weapon in the armoury of a 
fascist politics that seeks to ground its power on the alienation of the bourgeois subject 
from his or her work. 

The solution to this problem cannot, however, be understood in terms of an art that 

simply reflects conditions as they are in the economic base. The point is not to show the 

relations of production as they really are now, but rather to aid in bringing about a change 
in those conditions through manipulations of the artistic means of production (technique). 

It is in this sense that Esther Leslie reads 'The Author as Producer' as arguing that Ja]rt 

can be prefigurative of social and technical relations to come'. " Leslie quotes from The 

Arcades Project in support of her point that art, although not entirely divorced from work 

as it is in the bourgeois and Nazi imagination, does not uncritically reproduce the 

exploitative conditions of capitalism; rather, it transforms them in the same way that a 
dream transfigures the reality that gave rise to its contents: 

The economic conditions under which society exists are expressed in the superstructure - 
precisely as, with the sleeper, an overfull stomach finds not its reflection but its expression 
in the contents of dreams, which, from a causal point of view, it may be said to 
'condition. ' (392) 

The key word for Leslie in this passage is 'expression' which, she argues, allows room for 

a representation of the economic base in the superstructure which is something other than 

a straightforward reflection. In other words, it leaves open the possibility that art might 

race ahead of the existing social and technological relations and figure a more desirable set 

of circumstances to come. Or, as Leslie puts it elsewhere, '[t]o pre-empt that development 

in art is to glimpse the potential (communist) future in the (capitalist) present, through an 

aesthetic negation of the social relations of capital'. " In this manner, the artwork in which 

the economic base finds itself transfigured is said to be, not only the dream of a better 

future, but also the means by which this future might be brought into existence. 

53 Leslie, p. 92. 
54 Leslie, pp. 105 and 92. 
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Benjamin appears, then, to pin his revolutionary hope on an unreal or fantastic area 
of human experience and endeavour - dreaming and artistic production - which, in his 

version, is as phenomenal as it is phantasmagoric, as material as it is ethereal. The danger 

posed by bourgeois/fascist notions of art as mind, spirit and divine creativity is thus, not 

merely that they exclude the idea of the labouring body, but that they also erase the notion 
of the dreaming or imaginative body. This body which suffers as a result of the existing 
economic and industrial conditions cannot find a means of expression - certainly not in an 

aesthetic realm that privileges the mind and the spirit, nor in a political sphere that is 

aestheticised precisely to immunise itself from the revolutionary challenge that this body 

would otherwise represent. Benjamin's understanding of the term 'dream' in this context 
is peculiar and specific. It should not be taken to mean something that has no relation to 

the economic base (this would put it in the same category as the bourgeois concepts 

mentioned above); rather, Benjamin's 'dream' is rooted in real conditions. It is motivated 
by the overfull stomach or, to extend Benjamin's analogy, by the undigested utopian 

potential of new technologies. Perhaps it is in this sense that the Angelus Novus, in his 

guise as the angel of history, might be regarded as a dreamer or dream-like figure. As 

Irving Wohiforth sees it, the angel is caught in a nightmare from which he cannot escape, 

whereas for Christine Buci-Glucksmann, the 'dreamy sexuality' of this figure speaks of 

another form of (female) sexuality. " In both versions - as the dreamer and the content of 

the dream - the angel comes adrift from the catastrophic reality which he would like to 

stop and make good. What difference would it make if this figure were understood instead 

to be the transfigured expression of conditions in the economic base - if this nightmarish 

figure with his claws, staring eyes and inability to do anything about the catastrophe of the 

past were, in fact, the collective dream of a society made sick by the failure of new 

technologies to bring about real social change? The extent to which he could be 

considered a figure of defeatist melancholy would then depend on the degree to which, 

following The Arcades Project, this collective dream/nightmare might itself be understood 

to be a means of revolutionary awakening. 

Theodor Adomo is famously unconvinced by the prominence and revolutionary 

importance afforded to the dream in The Arcades Project. In a letter to Benjamin 

reproduced in Aesthetics and Politics, Adomo complains that the idea that every epoch 

dreams its successor turns the dialectical image into nothing but the subjective content of 

consciousness. Benjamin's version of newness as the return of the archaic is transformed 

into a work of collective imagination or, to use a phrase suggested by Susan Buck-Morss, 

55 Wohlforth, p. 20 1; and Buci-Glucksmann, pp. 53 and 43. 
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into an argument for the 'autonomy of the imagination'. " Even the use of the term 
4collectivity' in this context is misleading; rather - because the idea of the neNN as the 

always-the-same is generated by a fetishistic attitude to the commodity - the dialectical 

image is nothing other than the product of alienated bourgeois subjectivity. As Adomo 

sees it, Benjamin's thinking in The Arcades Project is not dialectical enough. While the 

commodity fetish might be said to produce consciousness - the idea of the autonomous 
individual possessed of his own mind is nothing more than the phantasmagoric effect of 
the division of labour - it could never be said that the commodity fetish is the product of 

consciousness. This failure allows the false promis de bonheur offered by the commodity 
to be transformed, uncritically, into an equally fantastic or mythological dream of a 

classless society. Benjamin does not see that the Golden Age, which flashes up in the 

meeting of the archaic with nouveaut6, is nothing but an image of hell: 'the image of 

classlessness is put back into mythology instead of becoming truly transparent as a 

phantasmagoria of Hell. Therefore the category into which the archaic coalesces with the 

modem seems to me far less a Golden Age than a catastrophe. "' What is needed, 

concludes Adomo, is the externalisation and objectification of the nineteenth-century myth 

of interiority. Notions such as the dream and the collective imagination should be exposed 

as the products of an alienated subjectivity: 'The interior should be made transparent as a 

social function and its self-containedness should be revealed as an illusion'. " 

Susan Buck-Morss correctly points out that Adomo's difficultly here stems from 

the fact that he does not see a difference between dream images and 'conventional 

consciousness'. Both of these phenomena, as Adorno understands them, are produced 

'within the distorting context of class society'. " For Benjamin, on the other hand, the 

unconscious mind contains revolutionary possibilities that do not appear to collective 

consciousness. It is for this reason that the expos6 to The Arcades Project looks to the 

4collective unconscious' for an image of a classless society and that Convolute D turns to 

the dream as the transfigured expression of material conditions in the economic base. 

Benjamin's angel, especially as he appears in 'Karl Kraus' and 'Agesilaus SantandeC, 

functions in a manner strikingly similar to the repressed contents of the unconscious. In 

'Agesilaus Santander', the new angel literally steps out of Benjamin to confront the writer 

with his inhuman double, while in 'Karl Kraus', the angel-monster comes to defeat the 

56 Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1989), p. 120. 
57 Theodor Adorno, Ernst Bloch, Georg Lukdcs and Others, Aesthetics and Politics, ed. and trans. by 

Ronald Taylor (London: N LB, 1977), p. H 2. 
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demon with his all-too-human (subhuman') traits of mind and sexuality (450). 

Benjamin's angel is not, in fact, unusual in his ability to represent the collective desires 

that lie beneath the surface of human consciousness. Rather, a particular association with 
the unconscious (often the Freudian unconscious) is another attribute by which the 

modernist angel might be known. Carl Jung, for example, suggests that angels are a 

manifestation of what Freud calls the 'repressed': 'If angels are anything at all they are 

personified transmitters of unconscious contents that are seeking expression'. " 

Subsequent chapters reveal that Lawrence and H. D. also invoke the angel as a means of 

representing the hidden depths of the individual or collective mind. Benjamin's use of this 

trope, although not unusual, is however particularly interesting because it is in relation to 
his work that a question ostensibly concerning the angelic representation of the 

unconscious shades into, and becomes inseparable from, a second question concerning the 

autonomy of the artwork. 
Adorno's response to Benjamin, both in his attack on The Arcades Project and in 

his own monumental and unfinished book Aesthetic Theory, is instrumental in establishing 
this connection. First, following Adorno's reasoning, it becomes difficult to see how the 
idea of an angelic unconscious could be anything other than the ideological product of a 
bourgeois system that insists on separating the man who creates (the artist) from the man 

who works. It is not clear that the dream of a classless society, regardless of whether that 
dream originates consciously or unconsciously, can be distinguished from the subjective 

contents of the bourgeois mind. Indeed, the invention of the unconscious itself might 

easily be regarded as the last ditch effort of a bourgeoisie threatened with the exposure of 
4conventional consciousness' as nothing but ideology. What better response than to 

relocate the myth of interiority on darker, more mysterious and therefore less likely to be 

exposed grounds? In Aesthetic Theory, Adomo suggests that Freud's supposedly 

materialist theory is in fact no real advance on the idealism of Kant: it presupposes 'an 

absolutely subjective sign system denoting subjective instinctual impulses'. " If 

Benjamin's dream of a classless society is to be distinguished from bourgeois fantasy, then 
it is necessary to insist, not just on the fact that it is produced unconsciously, but that it is 

the transfigured expression of real social and economic conditions. As in the reading of 
Benjamin suggested above, this particular version of the dream has to be shown to be 

60 Carl G. Jung, Collected Works, vol. 13 ed. by Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, Gerhard Adler and 
Others, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1968), p. 82. 
61 Theodor W. Adomo, Aesthetic Theory, ed. by Gretel Adomo and Rolf Tiedemann and trans. by 
Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), p, 9. 
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something altogether more material and substantial than the subjective or spiritual contents 
of the bourgeois mind. 

A second point might also be derived from Adorno's critique of Benjamin which 
relates, in a more general sense, to the idea of an angelic representation of the 
unconscious. Put succinctly, because this idea is difficult to distinguish from what appears 
to Adomo's eyes to be a form of alienated bourgeois subjectivity, then it is also difficult to 
separate from all that this version of subjectivity entails for an understanding of art and of 
politics. In the terminology suggested by Aesthetics and Politics, to posit an angel as a 
figure of the unconscious or the imagination would be to mythologise the gap (produced 
by the division of labour) between the bourgeois subject and his work. The angel, who has 

everything to do with art and religion and very little to do with labour, cannot help but 

reinforce the view of the human mind as an autonomous, even transcendental realm 
separate to the suffering body. Consequently, the creation of this figure might also be said 
to clear the way for a return to Benjamin's old version of humanism, in which the man 
who creates is not the same the man who works, and to an old Romantic aesthetic, in 

which the artist neither works on nor destroys his 'natural' subject. So conceived, the 

angel (as a figure for the unconscious) suddenly appears to be the shadowy other, or 
dialectical complement, of the non-human angel in the 'Karl Kraus' essay. Whereas the 
latter comes to posit a new form of humanism and a new form of art, in which the creative 

man is no longer the product of alienated bourgeois subjectivity, the former seems to 

reinforce the old bourgeois ideal of the natural unpolitical self and the autonomous 
imagination. Between the two - which are not, it should be acknowledged, always easy to 

tell apart -a great deal, both aesthetically and politically speaking, remains at stake. 
This aesthetic/political remainder is in some respects the material with which the 

rest of this thesis is concerned. The critical importance afforded to Benjamin's angel, 

added to the view of this image as a figure of melancholy, threatens to close down an area 

of debate that, conceived otherwise, this figure might be said to open up. In his 

melancholy guise, the angel of history points the way towards the similar angels to be 

found in Klee, Rilke, Kafka and, perhaps most obviously, in the form of DUrer's 

Melancholia L Dreaming of a better, non-humanist future for mankind, this same figure 

moves in the direction of a different group of angels; a group which might also be said to 

include the celestial figures to be found in the New Age, D. H. Lawrence, H. D. and Mina 

Loy. The angelic landscape created by this second group is marked on three sides by three 

key cultural and intellectual traditions from which these writers seek, not entirely 

successfully, to detach themselves: the humanist belief in the natural man. the Romantic 

insistence on a gap between the labouring body and the creative mind, and finally, the 
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psychoanalytical notion of an unconscious more or less removed from reality (either the 

conscious mind or the material conditions of existence). While engagement ýNith these 
traditions by Benjamin and his Anglo-American peers is usually critical in nature - 
necessarily so in order to establish their own alternative area of intellectual endeavour - 
there is also a certain amount of dependence on the example that they set. The double 

glance, which reveals Benjamin's angel to be, on the one hand, an attack on the humanist 

privileging of creation over labour and, on the other, an argument in favour of the 

autonomy of the imagination, is perhaps the only way to perceive many of the angels in 

this thesis. 

It should be acknowledged that Lawrence, H. D. and Loy do not understand 
Romanticism, humanism and psychoanalysis in exactly the same way as Benjamin and 
Adomo. They do not, for example, view all three as products of alienated bourgeois 

subjectivity nor, when they talk about the material conditions of being, do they usually 

mean conditions in the economic base. Nevertheless, the angelic terrain delineated by 

these traditions has a fundamental character that cuts across the work of Benjamin and that 

of his Anglo-American peers: part-phenomenal, part-phantasmagorical, part-idealist, part- 

materialist in nature, these angels are most easily perceived in the character of an artwork 

or a dream. It is in this sense that the landscape surveyed by Benjamin's angel looks 

forward to that over which the modernist angel, the subject of the rest of this thesis, casts 

his own sometimes melancholic and sometimes unapologetically utopian glance. The 

following chapter opens the discussion of this figure by focusing on this second, optimistic 

outlook. Writing in the nominally secular climate of the early-twentieth century, the 

contributors to the New Age, turn to a familiar religious image in order to figure a better, 

non-human future for art and for mankind. 
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TWO 

From Man-God to Artist-Angel: Nietzsche and the New 

Age 1907-1914 

But when Zarathustra was alone he spoke thus to his heart: 'Could it be possible? This 
old saint in the forest has not yet heard anything of this, that God is dead! " 

Viewed in the light of social history, Zarathustra's declaration of the death of god becomes 

a powerful metaphor for the troubled state of religion in Europe at the end of the 

nineteenth century. As Owen Chadwick puts it (hardly less dramatically) in the title of his 

well-known book, the nineteenth century witnessed 'the secularisation of the European 

mind'. ' Countries such as France, Britain and Germany, otherwise divided as to the form 

of their Christianity and the mode of their worship, were united in their experience of a 

religion in decline; in many parts of Europe there was a substantial drop in the number of 

people attending services and communion? Historians writing after Chadwick are more 

reluctant to map this period of religious disenchantment directly on to the nineteenth 

century. Eras as diverse as the Enlightenment and the 1960s have also been recognised as 

playing a key role in the creation of the present, nominally secular epoch. Nevertheless, as 

Hugh McLeod points out, there are good reasons for viewing the period between 1848 and 

1914 as being of 'special importance' to the process of secularisation as a whole. 4 

Referring particularly to Britain, McLeod identifies a number of factors whose emergence 

over this period constituted a major challenge to the authority of the Anglican and Non- 

Conformist churches. First,, he recognises the influence of Darwinist and materialist 

accounts of the origins and development of human life. The notion that man descended 

from the apes made a mockery of the Christian belief that God made man in his own 

image, while the 'billiard-ball' theory of matter - that it bounces around the universe 

according to its own internal rules - removed the need for a transcendental power directing 

events on earth. Second, McLeod points to the scepticism that was engendered by a type 

' Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra: A Book for All and None, in The Portable Niet: sche, 
trans. by Walter Kaufman (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), p. 124. 
2 Chadwick, The Secularisation of the European Mind. 
3 Hugh McLeod, Secularisation in Western Europe 1848-1914 (Houndmills: Macmillan, 2000), p. 15. 
4 McLeod, Secularisation, p. 15. 
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of scholarship known as Higher Biblical Criticism. A number of biblical scholars, most 
famously Ernest Renan, challenged the assumption that God's word. as presented in the 
bible, could be accepted as historical and literal truth. The growth of scholar and scientist 

as professional roles towards the end of the century served only to reinforce the impression 

that these figures had replaced the clergy as the bearers of 'mysterious wisdom*! 
Certainly, concludes McLeod, the discoveries of such men would have had little impact on 

religion alone, but they took on greater significance in the context of social changes such 

as the decline of the parish, following the influx of workers into urban centres, and the 
failure of the Church to fulfil its traditional humanitarian mission under these new 

conditions. ' Together these factors seemed to sound the death knell, if not perhaps for 

God per se, then certainly for the Christian Church in its Victorian incarnation. 

The secularisation of the European mind did not, however, serve to banish the 

angel from the European imagination. As observed in the introduction, this figure enjoyed 

a literary and philosophical popularity in the early years of the twentieth century which sits 

uncomfortably with the notion that religion was in decline during the same period. 
Focusing on the years between 1907 and 1914 (towards the end of the phase identified by 

McLeod as being of special importance to the process of secularisation) and on a particular 

set of concerns expressed by the London journal the New Age, this chapter seeks to 

account for the continued appeal of the angel in nominally secular times. It explores and, 

to some degree, explains what might at first appear to be a literary anachronism or, in 

other words, the failure of the European imagination to keep up with developments in the 

European mind. The problem presented by the angel in the New Age is not, however, easy 

to resolve. It is not, for example, a question of proving that this figure is just as secular as 

the twentieth-century society in which it appears. While the New Age angel certainly has 

this-worldly significance - it functions above all as an 'artist-angel' or as a prescription for 

the correct approach to art and literature - this importance cannot be detached from its role 

as a messenger between the sphere of man and another other-worldly realm. Further, if the 

project of enlightenment and that of secularisation might for the moment be viewed as one 

and the same thing, then the artist-angel - whose stance in the New Age is unmistakably 

anti -En Ii ghtenment - must also be read as actively refusing the process of secularisation. 

This figure takes up a position in direct opposition to the idea that the desired direction of 

human history is out of the darkness of religion and myth and into the light of purely 

human achievement and knowledge. 

5 Hugh McLeod, Religion and Society in England 1850-1914 (Houndmills: Macmillan, 1996), p. 5. 
6 McLeod, Religion, pp. 211-12. 
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Again, however, this approach tends towards over-simplification. Put more 
accurately, the anti -En Ii ghtenment, antihumanist sentiments embodied by the artist-angel 
are both an attack on European Christianity and, paradoxically, Christianity's best line of 
defence. On the one hand,, the angel offers a Nietzschean-inspired critique of the failings 

of the Christian Church and, on the other, it echoes the justification of religion provided by 

modemisers and reformers within that same church. What is needed then, in order to 

understand the role of the angel in the New Age, is a more nuanced approach to 

secularisation; an approach which is able to account for the fact that, being an artist-angel, 
this is no common-or-garden religious figure; yet an approach which is also sensitive to 
the moments at which the artist-angel repeats or moves close to the position adopted by 

modernisers within the Anglican Church. It remains difficult, however, not only to 
determine the extent to which the figure of the artist-angel is the creation of a secular or a 
religious mind, but also to decide to which of these minds it owes its 'modernity'. Much 
depends on the degree to which secularisation and modernisation are assumed to be 

identical terms and, concomitantly, whether the religious commitments of writers such as 
A. R. Orage, Allen Upward and D. H. Lawrence are interpreted as the confirmation of, or 

conversely an obstacle to, the modernity of their work. 

Literary versus Liturgical Modernism 

Peter J. Bowler's recent book, Reconciling Science and Religion, contains a 

persuasive critique of Chadwick's secularisation narrative. It is misleading, he argues, to 

count science among the factors which contributed to the decline of religion in Britain 

because the early-twentieth century witnessed 'a concerted effort' to reconcile the two 

disciplines. ' Attempts to incorporate scientific discoveries into the Christian worldview 

were made, not only at the fringes of orthodox worship, but also by groups within the 

mainstream English and Scottish churches. One such faction was the liberals or 

'modernists' in the Anglican Church who emerged towards the end of the nineteenth 

century with the formation of the Churchmen's Union for the Advancement of Liberal 

Religious Thought. The modernists sought to replace the traditional notion of God as a 

transcendental power with that of God as immanent within nature. To this end, they 

claimed that the force that sustains and governs the natural world was nothing less than the 

will of God himself. The laws of materialism and evolution - which otherwise appeared 

' Peter J. Bowler, Reconciling Science and Religion. - The Debate in EarIj -- Ti t, entieth- Century Britain 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), p. 3. 
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to deny the existence of an omnipotent creator - were thus transformed (and made 
palatable in the process) into expressions of God's holy will. With its emphasis on God as 

revealed through nature, the modernist argument was vulnerable to charges of Pantheism. 
Yet, in spite of the many controversies it provoked, this movement managed to sustain its 

influence in the Anglican Church until the mid- I 930s. ' 

It was from the Non-Conformist churches, however, that the most influential 

spokesman for the modernist cause emerged. According to Bowler, the first major 

outburst of modernism came from the Congregationalists, with the publication of R. J. 

Campbell's The New Theology in 190V Campbell presented some of his radical ideas at a 

meeting of Congregationalist ministers in 1906 and The New Theology was written in 

response to the theological crisis that ensued. Initially, this book appears to reiterate the 

position of the modernists within the Anglican Church. Like his Conformist colleagues, 
Campbell argues for an immanent God revealed through the workings of the natural and 

physical world. The originality of his argument, and indeed the pill that many of his 

opponents found most difficult to swallow, was his reading of evolution as the means by 

which the Holy Spirit achieves His goals in the world. Applying Darwinist theory to the 

word of God, Campbell concluded that Christ is not in fact a Deity, but an evolutionary 
ideal or 'unique standard of human excellence' towards which every man ought to strive if 

God's intention is to be successfully realised on earth. " The concept of sin, he added, is 

the result of 'our own slowness at getting into line with the cosmic purpose'. '' Campbell's 

version of theological modernism effectively transfon-ns the Christian adage to live 

according to Christ's law into an evolutionary imperative. At stake is not only the 

salvation of the individual,, but the salvation of the species as a whole. The New Theology 

is thus emblematic of a particular strand of early -twentieth -c entu ry thinking which refused 

to accept that Christianity had lost its battle with nineteenth-century science. Rather, in 

the reconciliation of the two, modernists and liberals argued that their faith had gained 

both in strength and in relevance. The miracles of evolution could not, it was argued, be 

the result of chance; they necessarily revealed the work of an artistic hand behind the 

creation of the universe. 

Bowler is careful to distinguish modernism, as it was manifest in the Church, from 

modernism as a literary phenomenon. The former, he argues, is a 'last-ditch' attempt to 

reconcile the twentieth-century Church with discoveries that were made in the nineteenth, 

Bowler, pp. 208-13. 
Bowler, p. 214. 

10 R. J. Campbell, The Neiv Theology (London: Chapman and Hall, 1907), p. 76. 
" Campbell. pp. 66-67. 
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while the latter, by contrast, seeks a radical break from its nineteenth-century legacy. 

Instead of attempting to derive religious meaning from scientific discoveries, modernist 

writers are said to embrace the 'vision of a universe devoid of meaning and morality'. 
Bowler's portrait of literary modernism is limited by the fact that he allows the atheism of 
the Bloomsbury set and the 'realism' of Oxford figures such as G. E. Moore and Bertrand 

Russell to set the standard for what he takes to be the movement as a whole. 
Consequently, T. S. Eliot's turn to Anglicanism in 1927 is taken to be an aberration that 
'horrifies' his colleagues and Christian idealism is assumed to flourish only in 'the 

writings of lesser intellectuals and literary figures'. 12 Bowler's distinction between 

religious and literary strands thus overlooks exactly the type of modernism under 
investigation here; the type of modernism that turns to deep spiritual and religious 

meaning precisely because of its view of the world as lacking in cultural and social 

significance. More seriously, he misses a comer of literary modernism that is directly 

implicated in the debates which produced the liberal movement in the Church. This is not 

to suggest that the writers who make up this area were invariably uncritical of the 

arguments presented by Campbell and his colleagues; merely, that the gulf between 

literary and theological modernism is not as great as Bowler might seem to imply. 

The figure who most obviously links the debates over the two types of modernism 
is D. H. Lawrence. He is mentioned just once in Bowler's book and only then in 

connection with a reference to the controversial scientist/theologian, Alfred Lord 

Whitehead,, in Lady Chatterley'S Lover. " Early in life, however, Lawrence was closely 

involved in the controversy into which Campbell and his fellow modernists had plunged 

the Congregationalist Church. Until leaving Nottinghamshire for Croydon in 1908, 

Lawrence was an active member of Eastwood's Congregational Chapel. He attended 

Sunday services and also a Monday evening Literary Society -a group that tackled 

theology, politics and science almost more frequently than literature. " Eastwood's 

minister,, Robert Reid,, had clearly been influenced, if not by R. J. Campbell himself, then 

certainly by the wider debate over the relationship between science and religion. John 

Worthen's biography of Lawrence recalls a series of four sennons preached by Reid in 

December 1907, the same year that Campbell published The New Theology. Under the 

general title, 'Religion and Science' these lecture-like sen-nons included one entitled 

12 Bowler, pp. 334-35. 
13 Bowler, p. 2; and D. H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterle. ys Lover (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1993), p. 233. 
" See John Worthen, D. H. Lmvrence: The Early Years 1885-1912 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 199 1 ), p. 170. 
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'Evolution and Traditional Views of Creation' and another called 'The Evolution of 
Revelation'. " While these titles are indicative of the views and interests of the 
Congregationalist Church in general, there is also evidence to suggest that they XNere a 

response to a request from one congregation member in particular. On 15 October 1907. 

Lawrence wrote to his minister: 'I would like to know, because I am absolutely in 

ignorance, what is precisely the orthodox attitude - or say the attitude of the Non- 

Conformist churches to such questions as Evolution, with that the Origin of Sin, and as 
Heaven and Hell. "' This desire for clarification seems to result from Lawrence's 

recognition of a serious weakness in R. J. Campbell's all too convenient fit between 

Christianity and evolution. The same letter to Reid reveals that he had been reading The 

New Theoloýý and found Campbell's position 'untenable' because of the difficulty of 

applying a rational scientific argument to a religious desire that is, for Lawrence, deeply 

irrational. The word that Lawrence uses for this irrational feeling is *yearning', a word 
that seems to imply a desperate longing for something, which, unlike Campbell's Christ- 

like evolutionary telos, is beyond intellectual definition. To replace the mysterious object 

of religious desire with the rational goal of species improvement is, as far as Lawrence is 

concerned, to allow human reason to trespass illegitimately on the territory of the non- 
human or the divine. The problem with theological modernism is here explained in terms 

of its failure to negotiate between two separate - scientific and religious - ways of 

knowing and intending. The solution, at least for the literary modernists at the New Age, 

brings into play that traditional figure of negotiation and mediation: the angel in its role as 

6messenger' between man and God. 

The Critique ofAnthropolatry 

The terms of Lawrence's disagreement with Campbell are significant because they 

belong to a discourse that underpins Bowler's two supposedly antithetical - literary and 

theological - modemisms. I propose to call this discourse the critique of 'anthropolatry', 

borrowing the expression from an article by Allen Upward which appeared in the London 

journal, the New Age, in 1910. " 'Anthropolatry' is the inflation of man - here the average 

man or typical example of the human species - to the status of an idol, a false god that is 

worshipped above all others. It denotes the kind of worship that interprets God in human 

15 Worthen, D. H. Lmi, rence, pp. 171-72. 
16 James T. Boulton (ed. ), The Letters of D. H. Lawrence, vol. 1, September 1901-May 1913 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1979), p. 37. 
17 Allen Upward, 'Anthropolatry', New Age, 6 (13 January 1910), 249-50. 
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terms or, worse still, the belief that the average man might aspire to the status of a God. 
Translated into the terms of this critique, Lawrence's problem with Campbell becomes a 

protest against his assumption that man - any man - might one day become like Christ. 

Lawrence detects anthropolatry in Campbell's claim that human, scientific reason is 

adequate to explain the deepest mysteries of the universe. This is not, however, an entirely 

accurate nor fair description of the author's aims in The New Theology. Along with the 

other architects of theological modernism, Campbell was himself well aware of the danger 

of making human or intellectual incursions into divine territory. The Christian tendency to 
depict the kingdom of God as though it were a perfect version of the world of men was 

one of the main reasons that, to the eyes of liberals, this religion required modernisation in 

the first place. In 1904, in response to a severe decline in the number of people who 

counted themselves practising members of a congregation, the Daily Telegraph ran a 

series of letters entitled 'Do we Believe? '. " The answers to this question, provided by 

some nine-thousand correspondents, were revealing. According to McLeod, one of the 

most common complaints about Christian doctrine was its tendency to 

"'anthropomorphism", which ranked second only to "dogma" as a tenn of intellectual 

abuse'. '9 Put simply, the Daily Telegraph readers wanted their Christianity to be a little 

less human. Theological modernism thus found itself charged with a task not unlike that 

which Lawrence reserves for his own version of literary modernism: the task of leading 

the campaign against man-worship or anthropolatry. Whether they were successful or 

whether, within the bounds of their scientific paradigm, it was even possible for them to be 

successful is, of course, another question entirely. 

The literary response to the same problem is perhaps easier to evaluate. Allen 

Upward's demand for a critique of anthropolatry was, from the first, a call directed at a 

literary audience. The New Age was one of the London journals in which a number of 

writers who would later be identified as the architects of literary modernism initially found 

their way into print. Under A. R. Orage, who assumed editorship of the paper in 1907, this 

journal published early work by T. E. Hulme, Ezra Pound, Katherine Mansfield and 

Wyndham Lewis. The fact that a key contributor to this journal should set himself against 

the worship of man is therefore highly significant. It suggests that the critique of 

anthropolatry, which draws together the project of the theological modernists and the work 

of D. H. Lawrence, might also incorporate other strands of literary modernism. Indeed, the 

article in which Upward defines 'Anthropolatry' has much in common with the essay that 

" See W. L. Courtney, 'Do We Believe? ': A Record of a Great Correspondence in the 'Daily 
Telegraph', October, November, December, 1904 (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1905). 
19 McLeod, Religion, p. 186. 
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is widely credited with influencing Ezra Pound's creation of the Imagist movement, T. E. 
Hulme's 'Romanticism and Classicism'. " First published in the New Age in 1911, 
'Romanticism and Classicism' attacks 'man-worship' in terrns that are remarkably similar 
to the ones employed by Upward just a year earlier. Hulme suggests that transforming 

man into an idol is a last resort to which people turn when they think they have exhausted 

all other avenues: 'You don't believe in a God, so you begin to believe that man is a god. 
You don't believe in Heaven, so you begin to believe in a heaven on earth. "' The source 

of this error,, as Hulme sees it, is Rousseau - Rousseau's influential belief that man was 
born free and then enslaved by the combined might of Church and State gave life to the 
false assumption that without these restrictions man might once again be perfect. The 

outcome of the same error is Romanticism and, as Hulme explains elsewhere, 'Relativism 

in ethics, Idealism in philosophy and Modernism in religion'. 22 

The similarity between Hulme's argument in 'Romanticism and Classicism' and 

the viewpoint put forward by Allen Upward in 'Anthropolatry' is remarkable. A single 

paragraph from Upward's earlier text reveals that they both identify Rousseau as the high- 

priest of a dangerous and idolatrous religion - the 'Religion of Humanity': 

The superstition set up by Jean Jacques Rousseau in the eighteenth century is generally 
known as the Religion of Humanity. But (as I have pointed out elsewhere) religion is 
rudimentary science; and there is nothing scientific about this cult. It is simply a worship, 
with no more reason in it than the worship of cats or crocodiles or meteoric stones, or any 
other form of idolatry; and therefore its right name is anthropolatry, or man-worship. " 

Although Upward does not reveal Romanticism to be a direct descendent of the Religion 

of Humanity, he does single out for criticism a particular example of 'Modernism in 

religion'. Referring to the well-known socialist, Robert Blatchford, Upward expresses a 

heartfelt wish that he might be converted from the 'Religion of Man' to the 'Religion of 

the Overman. " Attempts to perfect the average man (and therefore the majority) are 

futile because only the superior man is capable of reaching a higher evolutionary level. 

Why then, given that religious modernism saw itself as moving beyond the 

worship of God in the image of man, did this movement remain vulnerable to charges of 

anthropolatry? The problem does not lie in their use of science and human knowledge per 

'0 See for example, Modernism: An Anthology of Sources and Documents, ed. by Vassiliki Kolocotroni, 
Jane Goldman and Olga Taxidou (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1998), p. 178; and Wallace 
Martin, The New Age under Orage: Chapters in English Cultural History (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1967), p. 167. 
21T. E. Hulme, 'Romanticism and Classicism', in Speculations: Essays on Humanism and the 
Philosophy of Art, ed. by Herbert Read (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, 1936), pp. 113-40 (p. 
118). 
22 Hulme, 'Humanism and the Religious Attitude', in Speculations, pp. 3-71 (p. 10). 
23 Upward, 'Anthropolatry'. p. 249. 
24 Upward, 'Anthropolatry', p. 250. 
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se. Instead of exacerbating the problem of man-worship by allowing human reason to 
penetrate further into the divine, evolutionary theory promised to provide nexN non-human 
equivalents for old religious concepts. As Gillian Beer points out in Danvin 's Plotý. the 
lesson of Darwinism, at least in theory, was post-anthropomorphic. The idea of natural 
selection suggested that the human model of creation - design and execution - could not 
be applied to the creation of the natural world; life was not created, says Darwin, but rather 
produced in the struggle between organisms . 

2' Associating God's will with 'production' in 

the evolutionary sense rather than 'creation' in the human sense (the difference between 
God as immanent in nature and God as transcendental creator), modernists in the Church 
hoped to inaugurate a religion that was, like Darwinist science, post-anthropomorphic. 
Yet, while this evolutionary paradigm could contain and 'de-humanise' the concept of 
creation, modernists struggled to make it incorporate the notion of sin, particularly that of 
Original Sin. To suggest that man as a species is flawed would be to contradict the law of 

evolution - the survival of the fittest - or, more gravely, to imply that God's plan is itself 

imperfect. Various solutions to this problem were suggested, ranging from Campbell's 

insistence that sin was the result of man's failure to interpret God's will, to the suggestion 

made by his fellow Congregationalist minister, Ebenezer Griffith-Jones, that 'not all 
branches of the tree of life were progressive'. " Unfortunately, these attempts to reconcile 
the concept of evolution with that of the fall were often obscured by the purely progressive 

gloss that influential socialist thinkers tended to give to Darwinism. Robert Blatchford 

(Upward's prime example of a convert to anthropolatry) was one such figure. In his 

popular book, God and My Neighbour, Blatchford argues that evolution and Original Sin 

could not possibly co-exist; evolution, he maintains, is a purely positive force through 

which mankind was developing ever more sophisticated means of co-operation . 
2' Not 

surprisingly, Allen Upward was not the only writer to detect anthropolatry in Blatchford's 

work. Lawrence wrote to Reid on 3 December 1907 that he could not read God and my 

Neighbour 'with patience'. " Socialism, at least for the young Lawrence, is a religion into 

which a man enters when he learns to listen to the suffering endured by his fellow men in 

25 Gillian Beer, Dativin's Plots. - Evolutionary Narrative in Daniln, George Eliot and Nineteenth- 
Centuri, Fiction, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 48. Beer argues that 
Darwin's humanist language undermines his attempt to displace man from his position at the centre of 
the universe. Even phrases like natural selection assume a subject who is able to perform the action of 
selecting: 'By whom or what [is life] selected or preservedT, p. 48. 
26 Bowler, p. 22 1. 
2' Robert Blatchford, God and mY Neighbour (London: Clarion, 1903), pp. 124 and 195-96; and Bowler, 

p. 355. 
2' Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 1, p. 39 
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their fallen condition on earth; it is emphatically not the belief in man's inevitable 

perfection. 

The type of literary or artistic modernism championed by T. E. Hulme \Nas much 
better equipped than its theological counterpart to deal with the notion of man as a limited 

or 'fallen' being. In 'Modem Art and its Philosophy', Hulme reflects in more depth on the 

origins of anthropolatry and its inevitable culmination in Romanticism. Looking beyond 

the philosophy of Rousseau, he finds a more general cause in the end of the belief in 
Original Sin. As long as man believed it was his destiny to suffer he created art whose 
order and precision acted as 'a refuge from the flux and impermanence of outside nature'. 
With the end of this conviction arrives a different kind of art: art that has no limits, art 

which dreams of the transcendence of man or, to use Hulme's own highly-charged term 
'slush'. " Hulme demands the re-cultivation of the former religious attitude and the 
development of art - ordered and geometrical in form - which once again reveals the 

arbitrariness of existence. His call for a return to the hard, dry forms of classicism at the 

end of 'Romanticism and Classicism' is part of the same agenda. So too is Ezra Pound's 

'Imagism', which follows Hulme in demanding '[d]irect treatment of the "thing"'. 'o By 

association, if perhaps not by design, Pound's demand for clear, direct images becomes a 

means of impressing upon man the sense that he is finite and limited. Starting out from 

the need to establish post-anthropomorphic values -a need which they shared with the 

modernists in the Church - Hulme and Pound thus arrive at two of the key statements of 
literary modernism. 

The Genealogy ofAnthropolatry 

The New Age approaches the critique of anthropolatry in accordance with the 

example set by Nietzsche. Many of the issues covered in this journal were influenced by 

Nietzsche and it is for this reason that David Thatcher credits the New Age with doing 

more than any other organ to publicise his philosophy in England. " The editor, A. R. 

Orage, was himself a Nietzschean and had already published a book analysing Nietzsche's 

work before assuming control of the New Age. Regular contributors to the journal 

included Oscar Levy, the editor of the first complete English translation of Nietzsche and 

29 T. E. Hulme, 'Modem Art and its Philosophy'. in Speculations, pp. 75-109 (pp. 86 and 80). 
30 Ezra Pound, 'A Retrospect', in Literary Essays, ed. by T. S. Eliot (London: Faber and Faber, 1953). 

pp. 3-14 (p. 3). 
3' David Thatcher, Nietzsche in England 1890-1914 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970), p. 
235. 
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the author of 'The Nietzsche Movement in England. A. M. Ludovici, an art-critic and 

committed Nietzschean; and J. M. Kennedy, a translator of and commentator on 
Nietzsche's work. The impact of Nietzsche's philosophy on the Neu, Age, particularly as 

regards its politics, has attracted a considerable amount of unfavourable comment. In an 

article published in 2000, Anne Fernihough criticises the journal for its anti-democratic. 

anti-feminist and pro-eugenicist attitude, much of which she claims 'was the legacy of 
Nietzsche who had associated democracy with herd values. 32 Charles Ferrall is only 

marginally more sympathetic, pointing out, quite rightly, that those who saw Nietzsche as 

a weapon with which to attack liberalism and democracy were often 'extremely crude' 

readers of his philosophy. " The problem, as interpreted by these critics, concerns the 

enthusiasm which many of the contributors to the New Age responded to Nietzsche's 

endorsement of aristocratic morality. As the adoption of aristocratic values required a 

wholesale rejection of the idea of equality, these writers were extremely prone to making 

statements that appear, particularly to contemporary ears, to be undemocratic, anti-feminist 
31 and, as Fernihough puts it in summation, 'outlandish and scandalous'. Yet filtering the 

New Age interpretation of Nietzsche through this late-twentieth-century critical lens is not 

especially helpful in the present context. While this approach certainly exposes some of 

the more pernicious Nietzschean forces at work in this journal, it tends to conceal the fact 

that the New Age contributors were by no means united in the lessons that they took from 

their philosophical predecessor. Further, many of these writers made crucial changes to 

Nietzsche's ideas (often motivated by their own concerns about the scandalous nature of 

these ideas) before incorporating them into their own essays and articles. This act of 

revision is demonstrated in the subtle, but consequential, transformation of Nietzsche's 

genealogy of slave morality into the New Age genealogy of anthropolatry. 

The first of Nietzsche's texts to be translated into English was Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra, published in 1896 by Thomas Common and W. A. Haussmann. Nietzsche's 

earliest incarnation in English was therefore as the writer who proclaims the death of god 

and an end to any supernatural justification for life. He was the philosopher who urges 

man to give significance to life by striving to overcome his all-too-human nature and, 

through a process of 'going down' or uncompromising self-discipline, to strive towards the 

condition of the Overman. " The influence of this version of Nietzsche can clearly be 

discerned in Upward's critique of anthropolatry. Having dismissed the religion of man, 

32 Fernihough, 'Go in Fear of Abstractions', P. 485. 
33 Ferrall, 'The New Age', p. 657. 
34 Fernihough, 'Go in Fear of Abstractions'. p. 482. 
3' Nietzsche, Zarathustra, p. 122. 
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'Anthropolatry' demands the creation of the religion of the Overman. Upward's aim here 
is to replace the worship of the mediocre man, who cannot break free from conventional 
morals and social mores, with the worship of the strong man who lives, like Zarathustra. 

according to his own laws and values. Yet, not long after the publication of Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra, another version of Nietzsche appeared on the Anglophone scene. This 

second Nietzsche, the author of On the Genealogy of Morality translated in 1899 and The 
Birth of Tragedy which appeared by way of excerpt and analysis long before its complete 
translation in 1909, suggested to Orage and Upward the possibility of a genealogical 
critique. Specifically, it provided them with the basic tools for a genealogical critique of 

anthropolatry. 
Nietzsche reveals that the principles that Upward and Hulme associate with 

anthropolatry - the worship of the average man and the belief that all men are potentially 

perfectible - are not absolute values. They were not pre-ordained by a supernatural cause 

or first principle, but are, instead, the products of a particular historical event: the triumph 

of the slaves over their masters or, as in On the Genealogy of Morality, the victory of the 

Jews over the Romans. Prior to this event the masters had understood evil to mean 
'powerless', but when the powerless took control, they had no-one to call evil, no-one 

against whom they could turn their aggressive feelings. To oppress their former masters 

was not possible because this was precisely the kind of behaviour against which the slaves 
had rebelled. The slaves were left with no other option but to turn their anger upon 

themselves and view their own bodies and minds as potential sources of evil. The 

aristocratic value system of the masters, in which good is synonymous with powerful, 
beautiful,, rich and happy, was thus turned on its head. From this point forward, the most 

desirable qualities were assumed to be those that demonstrated utter disregard for the self 

in conjunction with heightened concern for the other: 'humility', 'obedience' and 

4patience'. " 

The following passage from Human, All Too Human encapsulates the significance 

of this idea as it appeared to the contributors and readers of the New Age. It is taken from 

J. M. Kennedy's translation of the previously unpublished supplement to chapter Vill of 

Human, All Too Human and was published in the New Age in December 1909: 

36 Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy qf Alot-ality, ed. by Keith Ansell-Pearson and trans. by Carol 
Diethe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). p. 30. 
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I believe that everything which we Europeans of to-day are in the habit of admiring as the 
values of all these respected things called 'humanity, ' 'mankind, ' 'sympathy, ' 'pity. ' may 
be of some value as the debilitation and moderating of certain powerful and dangerous 
primitive impulses. Nevertheless, in the long run all these things are nothing else than the 
belittlement of the entire type "man, " his mediocrisation, if in such a desperate situation I 
may make use of such a desperate expression. I think that the commedia Umana for an 
epicuran spectator-god must consist in this, that the Europeans, by virtue of their growing 
morality, believe in all their innocence and vanity that they are rising higher and higher, 
whereas the truth is that they are sinking lower and lower - i. e., through the cultivation of 
all the virtues that are useful to a herd, and through the repression of the other and 
contrary virtues which give rise to a new, higher, stronger, masterful race of men - the 
first-named virtues merely develop the herd-animal in man and stabilitate the animal 
ýman, ' for until now man has been 'the animal as yet unstabilitated. ý37 

The problem with modernity, as identified by Nietzsche, is what man, specifically the 

modem European, assumes to be 'good' qualities - 'humanity', 'sympathy' and *pity'. In 

pursuing these values man believes himself to be bettering his species as a whole when, in 

fact, he is merely reducing all its members, high and low, to the same mediocre or 'herd' 
level. This reasoning is adopted enthusiastically by figures such as Allen Upward, A. M. 

Ludovici and A. R. Orage as the crux of their campaign against man-worship. In 

'Anthropolatry', for example, Upward blames the 'Religion of Humanity', much as 
Nietzsche blames slave morality, for reducing all great men to the level of liars and 
dissemblers: 'the man who dares to tell the truth', he laments, 'has about as much chance 

of finding his way into the Cabinet, or even the House of Commons, as he has of reaching 

the moon'. " A. M. Ludovici has similar doubts about the fate of the higher man in a world 

that values the 'democratic desire to please all'. " In a series of articles reviewing 

contemporary art exhibitions for the New Age, Ludovici returns repeatedly to his favourite 

theme; the disappearance of the great artist and the consequent 'mediocrisation, of modem 

art. Even A. R. Orage, easily the most democratically-inclined of the three, writes in 

'Down with the Tricolour' that pursuing liberty, equality and fraternity leads only to the 

rule of the 'most stupid'. " 

While the values promoted by slave morality might be identical to those supported 

by anthropolatry, their genealogies, by contrast, are quite distinct. Whereas, for Nietzsche, 

the decisive moment in the development of modem day values is the pre-modem shift 

from master to slave morality, for Upward, Orage and Hulme, this moment arrives much 

later - in the eighteenth century with the arrival of Rousseau. As noted earlier, both 

Upward and Hulme view Rousseau as the founder and the high priest of anthropolatry. 

" Friedrich Nietzsche, 'Peoples and Countries, trans. by J. M. Kennedy, Neiv Age, 6 (16 December 
1909), 156-58 (p. 158). 
38 Upward, 'Anthropolatry', p. 250. 
39 Anthony M. Ludovici, Nietzsche andArt (London: Constable, 1911). p. 16. 
40 A. R. Orage, 'Unedited Opinions: Down with the Tricolour', Neiv Age, 9 (21 September 1911), 489-90 
(p. 489). 
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A. R. Orage makes exactly the same point in his 'Unedited Opinions' column on 4 Jul\ 
1912. Titled 'Enough of ManT, this contribution divides the history of humanity into 

three eras and suggests that the transition between each era is facilitated by a philosopher 
or an artist: 

When Voltaire made Christianity impossible he made Humanitarianism necessary; but it 
took Rousseau to make the new theory desirable. In our day we are making 
Humanitarianism (the worship of Man) impossible. Thereby we may make Humanism, 
let us say, necessary. But who will make it desirable. 41 

The victory of anthropolatry over Christianity was only completed because Rousseau 

made the new values attractive through his art. If modernity intends to triumph over 

anthropolatry, it too needs an artist to sell its values to the masses. This sustained attack 

on Humanitarianism and Rousseau is not, in any straightforward way, attributable to 
Nietzsche. Keith Ansell-Pearson argues persuasively that, despite Nietzsche's description 

of himself as 'contra' Rousseau, their philosophies agree on a number of key points. Both 

stress the importance of an 'agent' to bring about a necessary revolution in values, and yet 
both neglect to consider how this educator is himself to learn the new code. 42 The fact that 

the New Age contributors consistently attribute the origins of man-worship directly to 

Rousseau suggests, therefore, an agenda which differs in at least one important respect 
from that of Nietzsche. 

Indeed, in some respects, the genealogy of anthropolatry in the New Age looks 

forward to the archaeological version of human history proposed by Michel Foucault in 

The Order of Things (1969). Like Orage and Upward, Foucault concludes that an 

4epistemic rupture' occurred at the end of the eighteenth century and again, like them, he 

characterises this break in terms of a move to a human-centred order of knowledge and 

belief. In Foucault's reading, man did not exist (in the modern sense of the word) before 

the birth of the sciences of biology, philology and economics. He emerged from these 

disciplines at a point around the end of the eighteenth century, but only as a figuration of 

finitude: as man who was forced to labour to survive or as man who was forced to speak in 

a language that preceded him. " The achievement of Kant, says Michael Mahon quoting 

from Foucault,. was to turn this limitation into a positive advantage by transforming 

finitude into the proper subject for philosophy: 'the infinite is no longer given, from now 

on there is only finitude, and it is in this sense that the Kantian critique carried with it the 

4'A. R. Orage, 'Unedited Opinions: Enough of Man? ', New Age, H (4 July 1912), 227-28 (p. 228). 
42 Ansell-Pearson, pp. 206-7. 
43 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: AnArchaeoloKyy qf the Human Sciences (London: Routledge, 

2002), pp. 340-42. 
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possibility - or the peril - of an anthropology. ̀  The new episteme played *a constituent 
role in modem thought' as it made possible the study of man as a limited category. It also 
brought with it the danger of anthropolatry, the assumption that nothing lies beyond the 
category of man, that his achievements are the highest and that the universe itself is 

orientated towards the perfection of his species. Foucault argues that, in order to continue 
the work begun by Nietzsche, it is now time to wake up from the 'anthropological sleep', 
to move, as he puts it, beyond the 'threshold' of man. " The Neil, Age contributors and 
several of the literary figures associated with this journal are usefully viewed as engaged 
in a similar task. For A. R. Orage and Allen Upward, the need to move beyond the 
threshold of man assumes a literal significance; it is taken to mean that the new man. the 
Overman, has to evolve and develop in the direction of an angel. 

'The New Contemplative and Imaginative Order' 

A. R. Orage positioned the New Age at the forefront of the search for a man capable 

of transforming the values of the old century into those of the new. His first set of 

editorial notes, published in May 1907, describes this task as though it were a heaven-sent 

mission: 

Believing that the darling object and purpose of the universal will of life is the creation of 
a race of supremely and progressively intelligent beings the Neit, Age will devote itself to 
the serious endeavour to co-operate with the purposes of life, and to enlist in that noble 
service the help of serious students of the new contemplative and imaginative order. 46 

Orage charges the New Age essayists and journalists with a daunting task: their work must 

advance the natural creation of 'a race of supremely and progressively intelligent beings'. 

As to the nature of these higher beings, they appear to be at once reminiscent of the holy 

man who lives by contemplation and of the artist who lives by imagination. Less 

generously interpreted, Orage's editorial note marks the beginning of an unfortunate 

obsession among contributors to the New Age. To borrow a phrase from Charles Ferrall, 

this passage anticipates the fondness of its writers for 'artist-as-aristocrat cant'. " Ferrall's 

expression alludes to the frequent appearance in this journal of articles in which the artist 

is assumed to be, or is urged to become, the present or future incarnation of Nietzsche's 

44 Michel Foucault, 'Philosophie et psychologie' In Dossiers pýdagogiques de la radio television 
scolaire, 10 (15-27 February 1965). Quoted and trans. by Michael Mahon, in Foucault's Nietzschean 
Genealogy: Truth, Poii, er and the Subject (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992). p. 74. 
4' Foucault, Order, pp. 371 and 373. 
46 A. R. Orage, 'The Future of the New Age', Neit, Age. 1 (2 May 1907), 8. 
47 Ferrall, 'The Neiv Age', p. 65 8. 
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Overman. Conflating Zarathustra with the pre-Christian masters in The Genealogy of 
Morality, writers such as Orage, Levy, Kennedy and Ludovici frequently demand that the 

artist adopt the values and characteristics of noble or aristocratic morality -a respect for 

power, strength and the ability to create and recreate their own principles. 
Ferrall takes his example of the artist-as-aristocrat from Wyndham Lewis's novel. 

Tarr. There is very little irony, Ferrall observes, in the eponymous hero's claim to be 'the 
Artist himself, a new sort of person; the creative man. " Tarr is no less serious about his 

ability to direct the energy that the average man wastes on sex into the ascetic practice of 
his art. He sees classicist or Post-Impressionist art as a means of disciplining or containing 
the undirected sexual impulses, or Jellyish diffuseness', that he associates with democracy 

and the feminine. " Resembling both an artist and a priest, Tarr appears to be a text-book 

example of a member of Orage's 'new contemplative and imaginative order'. Ferrall. 

however, pursues this analogy in a slightly different direction by suggesting that even 
Lewis's attempt to distinguish Tarr from the Nietzschean Overman is evidence of his debt 

to none other than Nietzsche himself. In a preface added to Tarr in 1918, Lewis argues 
that his hero is anything but the type of aristocrat championed by his predecessor's 

philosophy. This title, he suggests, has been claimed and thus cheapened by 'people who 

would otherwise have been only mild snobs and meddlesome prigs': Nietzsche's books 

'have made an Over-man of every vulgarly energetic grocer in Europe'. " Lewis's 

objection is, as Ferrall points out, both suggestive of Nietzschean snobbishness and 
inconsistent with Lewis's own commitment to the idea of the artist-aristocrat in Tarr. 

Nevertheless, the 1918 preface to this novel is consistent with the wider critique of 

anthropolatry outlined in the first half of this chapter. Seen in this light, the problem with 

Nietzsche is not his idea of the Overman per se, but the criteria, or rather lack of criteria, 

that he supplies for membership of this exclusive race of arti st-ari stoc rats. As long as 

worldly success and material wealth are allowed to function as the markers of the higher 

type of man, he remains stubbornly and disappointingly all-too-human. 

The preface to Tarr indicates that there is more than one version of the artist-as- 

aristocrat in circulation among the writings of the contributors to the New Age. Further, it 

suggests that if the Nietzschean version is all-too-human then his counterpart or opposite 

number in Tarr and in the New Age must be anything but human. A. R. Orage and Allen 

Upward look to the artist certainly, but also to the angel, to provide them with a model for 

the coming 'race of progressively and supremely intelligent beings'. The difference 

48 Ferrall, 'The New Age', p. 658; and Percy Wyndham Lewis, Tarr (London: Egoist, 1918), p. 11. 
49 Lewis, Tarr, p. 311. 
50 

Lewis, Tart-, p. x. 
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between these two versions of the coming man is helpfully glossed by Allen Up"ard in 

terms of the difference between two separate orders of beings: the Order of Devils. to 

which Nietzsche's Overman is said to belong, and the Order of the Seraphim, to which the 

enlightened man aspires. The former is not so much the type of life that will appear after 
the overcoming of the merely human as he is a license to indulge in the most deplorable of 

all-too-human desires and impulses. Upward describes Nietzsche's version of the new 

man in terms of a race of Old Testament Gods whose members are cruel and ruthless in 

their desire to gain power over others and then tyrannous in the exercise of that power. In 

the Tate Gallery, he observes, 'there is a picture of Nietzsche's Oven-nan crowned and 
throned and trampling on humanity'. " Upward is presumably referring to George 

Frederick Watts's Mammon (reproduced below), which was presented by the artist to the 

Tate Gallery on its opening in 1897 and is still on display today. The title of this picture 

supports Upward's suggestion that in addition to being 'militarist' and 'imperialist', 

Nietzsche's Overman is also a 'capitalist'. He is characterised by the same type of vulgar 

greed and capitalist acquisitiveness as Wyndham Lewis's grocers. The angelic Overman 

is, by contrast, a contemplative type, a wise innocent or meditative holy-man who, as is 

revealed in the final section of this chapter, bears more than a passing resemblance to the 

artist or the writer. More immediately significant, is that his similarity to an angel is 

predicated on his aspiration towards a higher goal than that of 'Humanity'. The would-be 

member of the Order of the Seraphim is encouraged to live in accordance with non-human 

values, in other words, by higher standards than those prescribed for him by Rousseau and 

by the version of Nietzsche adopted by energetic grocers. 

Allen Upward introduces this new order in a three-part series, 'The Order of the 

Seraphim', published in the New Age in 1910. " This series was initially intended to be a 

sequel to Upward's book The New Word - another critique of anthropolatry or the 

meaningless worship of Humanity - which counted both Orage and Ezra Pound among its 

admirers. " Unfortunately, this project was never completed. According to Upward's 

autobiography Some Personalities, financial circumstances meant that, in spite of many 

requests from readers to continue the series, he was forced to bring it to an end afterjust 

" Allen Upward, 'The Order of the Seraphim 1', New Age, 6 (10 February 1910), 349-50 (p. 350). 
52 Upward's articles were published over three months in the New Age, 6,1 (10 February 1910). 349-50; 

11 (10 March 1910), 445-46; and 111 (21 April 1910), 590-91. 
53 It was on the basis of the success of the New Word that Upward was invited to contribute 'a successor 
to that work' by the editor of the New Age. See 'Our New Avatar', New Age, 6 (3 February 1910), 316- 

17 (p. 317). For Ezra Pound's praise of Upward see, 'The Divine Mystery, in Selected Prose 1909- 

1965, ed. by William Cookson (London: Faber and Faber, 1973). pp. 373-76 (p. 375); and 'Allen 

Upward Serious', in Selected Prose, pp. 377-82 (p. 378). 
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Figure 4: George Frederick Watts, Mammon (1884-1885) 
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three instalments. " Nevertheless, even in this truncated form, *The Order of the 
Seraphim' is a significant contribution to the type of modernist thought under 

consideration in this thesis. Upward's demand for a race of artist-angels to defeat the 
Nietzschean race of devils resonates, first, with the desire of many modernist authors to 

establish an exclusive club or brotherhood of artists, and second, with a number of specific 

calls for the formation of an Angel Club or recognition of a particularly angelic attitude to 

art and to life. These demands appear, not only in the New Age context discussed in the 

present chapter, but also in the work of D. H. Lawrence, H. D. and Mina Loy explored later 

in this thesis. In order to prepare the ground for the discussion of these figures and to 

partially redress the neglect that Allen Upward's work has suffered in studies of the New 

Age, the remainder of this chapter considers exactly what is at stake in the confrontation of 

the all-too-human Order of Devils with the non-human Order of the Seraphim. To what 

extent might the non-human nature of the latter be considered a challenge to the inhumane, 

imperialist and militaristic nature of the fon-ner? Further, how far are the non- 

anthropomorphic attributes of the members of the Order of the Seraphim, like those of 

Wyndham Lewis's Tarr, predicated on the ability of the artist-angel to redirect the energies 

usually taken up by sex into the ascetic practice of his or her art? The answers to these 

questions are by no means straightforward, nor are they invariably consistent. They do, 

however, suggest the existence of a coherent paradigm: an Order of the Seraphim or, as 

Upward puts it in another context, an Angel Club made up at least partially of writers and 

artists. 

The Order ofDevils or the Artist-God 

The rapid rise and fall of the Nietzschean Order of Devils - an idea at first taken 

up enthusiastically in the New Age and then vehemently repudiated - is attributable, on 

both counts, to the demands of the critique of anthropolatry. The attraction of the 

Overman, as initially understood by A. M. Ludovici and by A. R. Orage, concerns his 

ability to inaugurate a set of values based, not on the needs of Rousseau's man in general, 

but on those of the strongest men in a community. As Upward points out, this idea is 

borrowed from Nietzsche's description of a pre-Christian state in which master morality 

prevailed over that of the slaves. Nietzsche's second essay in On the Genealogy of 

54 Allen Upward, Some Pet-sonalities (London: Murray, 1921). p. 243. 
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Morality explains how the oldest political state was moulded by the artistic will of 

conqueror and master race': 

What they do is to create and imprint forms instinctively, they are the most involuntar-ý, 
unconscious artists there are: - where they appear, soon something new arises, a structure 
of domination that lives, in which parts and functions are differentiated and co-related, in 
which there is absolutely no room for anything which does not first acquire 'meaning" 
with regard to the whole. " 

Crucially, Nietzsche does not support the idea of a return to a pre-Christian state in which 

slaves were dominated by masters. On the contrary, he insists in Human, All Too Human 

that the notion of turning back the clock is nothing more than 'romantic fantasising'. " 

This point seems to have been missed, however, by some of the most committed of the 

New Age Nietzscheans. A. M. Ludovici, for example, routinely takes the 'involuntary and 

unconscious artists' in the 'conqueror and master race' as a model for his version of the 

modem-day artist. In fact, the term 'master' does not properly do justice to the power and 

authority wielded by Ludovici's artist; in his ability to create and recreate the world, this 

figure is perhaps better described as an artist-god. 
In Ludovici's Nietzsche and Art published in 1911, the artist comes directly from 

this pseudo-Nietzschean mould. His task, explains Ludovici, is not greatly different from 

that of the Egyptian God who gave birth to the world by naming its constituent parts. 

Practising a form of 'ruler-art', this artist is to recreate the world according to a certain set 

of principles: 'All great ruler-art, then, is, as it were, a song of praise, a magnificat, 

appealing only to those, and pleasing only those, who feel in sympathy with the values 

which it advocates'. " The values to which Ludovici alludes in this sentence are a familiar 

combination of master morality and the post-anthropocentric standards identified earlier in 

this chapter. Democracy is no longer to be tolerated on the grounds that continuously 

deferring to the majority encourages a passive or feminine attitude to life, while art must 

abandon its Kantian claim to disinterested contemplation and admit that its true purpose is 

the celebration of superabundance. In short, life, as prescribed by the ruler-artist or 'man- 

God', is to be lived in the affirmative, self-fulfilling style of the masters rather than the 

self-negating, ascetic manner of the slaves. Ludovici makes no apologies for turning the 

artist into precisely the kind of tyrannical slave-driver vilified by Upward. If only, he 

suggests, his critics were to return to the history books, then they would discover that the 

slaves in ancient Egypt were more than happy to live under the wise and creative rule of an 

55 Nietzsche, Genealogv, p. 63. 
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artist-master: 'It was with great rejoicings, and not, as Buckle and Spencer thought. with 
the woeful and haggard faces of ill-used slaves, that his people assembled annually to 

continue and to complete the building of his [King Khephrýn's] pyramid'. " In this 

particular respect, Ludovici's artist appears to resemble Upward's 'slave-driver' angel. 
'crowned and throned and trampling on humanity', rather more closely than either of these 
figures resemble the Nietzschean Overman. " 

A similar claim might be made regarding the artist discussed in the early work of 
A. R. Orage. Before assuming the editorship of the New Age in 1907, Orage published two 
texts in which he presents the essential strands of Nietzschean philosophy: Friedrich 

Nietzsche. - The Dionysian Spirit of the Age and Nietzsche in Outline and Aphorism. Like 

Ludovici,, Orage devotes a large proportion of these texts to the discussion of art and to the 
function of the artist and, again anticipating Nietzsche and Art, he insists that the artist's 
future role is that of a divine ruler. The difference between Ludovici's ruler-artist and 
Orage's earlier version of the same figure concerns the distinct, but no less distasteful, 

manner in which the latter imposes his sacred will upon the world. Whereas Ludovici's 

artist adopts the violent methods of the pre-Christian slave-driver, his predecessor employs 

those of the Christian crusader: 

Where the artist leads there the people follow; he is the standard-bearer, the inspiring 
pioneer, the creator of new worlds, new values, new meanings, and he it is who also 
follows in the rear and turns men's minds from clinging to old superstitions, abandoned 
values, and worn-out meanS. 60 

Like the head of a crusading army, the standard-bearing artist is to forge his way into new 

territories, conquering the superstition of their peoples and championing a new set of 

values. The militaristic tone of the above passage is unmistakable, as are the imperialist 

associations of imposing new beliefs on races with traditions of their own. Once again, 

Upward's attack on the Nietzschean Oven-nan seems rather more applicable to Orage's 

version of the artist-god than it is to its intended target. The 'pioneering' artist described 

in the extract above is certainly possessed of 'a conquering, capitalist, militarist, 

imperialist nature'. " He is an aristocrat, undoubtedly, but an aristocrat in the same all-too- 

human vein as Ludovici's ruler-artist. In spite of the rhetoric which compares their task to 

that of God on the first day, these artists are essentially leaders of men, masters, 

conquerors, or discoverers of new worlds. Their sins are those of the power hungry tyrant, 

ever greedy for a greater share of territory and wealth. 

58 Ludovici, Niet.: sche, p. 219. 
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Towards the end of 1913, the discussion in the New Age began to move towards 
the issues that would later be taken up by Wyndham Lewis in the preface to Tarr. The 

artist-aristocrat who embraces the values championed by Nietzsche is accused of being ý et 
another instrument of anthropolatry. Espousing capitalist principles is said to be 
tantamount to preaching the reign of the mediocre man, or the reign of the 'vulgar grocers' 
ridiculed by Wyndham Lewis. Ludovici's ruler-artist is a favourite target for attacks of 
this kind. One of his chief adversaries (hypocritically given his earlier support for the 

artist-crusader) is A. R. Orage, writing under the pseudonym R. H. C. in his 'Readers and 
Writers' column. " Orage's contention is that Ludovici, like Nietzsche before him, expects 
the artist-aristocrat to be bom of an implausible marriage between culture and wealth. 
Modem day plutocracy, he declares, has existed quite long enough to show signs of 
anything more than a mediocre grasp of culture if, in fact, it were ever going to do so. " 

Ludovici's defence, which occupies his art column and the correspondence pages for some 
three months to follow, is to deny outright that Nietzsche ever suggested the imposition of 

culture upon the wealthy classes, who, resembling Wyndham Lewis's vulgar Nietzsche 

readers, are nothing but 'a community of shop-keepers wielding a power they never had 

any business to acquire'. " His opponents are unconvinced and turn their argument on 
Ludovici in person. He is, they claim, precisely the mediocre kind of art critic that one 

would expect to find in a society in which grocers have an over-inflated notion of their 

worth. This personal attack comes first from T. E. Hulme in his reply to Ludovicl's 

damning review of Jacob Epstein in December 1913. Hulme declares Ludovici's work in 

general, and Nietzsche andArt in particular, to be 'a shoddy imitation which may pass here 

in England [ ... ] but which in other countries, less happily democratic in these matters, 

would at once have been characterised as a piece of fudge'. British democracy, having 

first destroyed all standards in art, has now killed off any semblance of 'organised 

criticism by experts'. " Hulme's attack finds support from a familiar quarter. In a letter 

published in January 1914, Wyndham Lewis weighs in with the demand that Nietzsche's 

Oven-nen be represented by a 'less ridiculous go-between' than Ludovici. " For Lewis and 
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for Hulme, the influence enjoyed by a mediocre critic of Ludovici's ilk is further evidence 
of the malignant influence of anthropolatry, of democracy and of the unchallenged reign of 
the average man. In fact, given that this argument rarely strays from the terrain of art and 
literature, the critical authority wrongly conferred on a figure like Ludovici seems to be the 

only proof required. The threat posed by anthropolatry, to the eyes of writers like Hulme 

and Lewis, is primarily a threat to art and man's ability to discern real value in art. 

The Order of the Seraphim or the Angel Club 

The revelation that the Nietzschean 'angel -of-m ight' covertly furthered the aims of 
the man-worshippers fuelled the demand in the New Age for a genuine agent of 
transfon-nation. The authority of this figure could not be founded on his ability to act like 

a god on earth because the 'man-god', regardless of whether he is inspired by Rousseau or 
Nietzsche, is inevitably in league with the mediocre man. Instead, the influence of this 

new agent would depend on his ability to act as a mediator between man on earth and a 

god-like force elsewhere. Like an angel, he would receive messages from an otherworldly 

realm and then reveal them to man through the medium of his divine art. The terms 

employed here - particularly those relating to God and to the angel - require qualification 
because, unsurprisingly, they bear little resemblance to the concepts familiar to students of 

the Jewish-Christian tradition. The 'god' served by the New Age artist-angel is not, then, 

the anthropomorphic figure vilified by the correspondents in the 'Do We Believe? ' 

controversy. Instead, he is replaced by the 'universal will of life' described by A. R. Orage 

or, alternatively, by the 'vast realm of the Beyond' to which Allen Upward refers in 'The 

Order of the Seraphim'. " 

These concepts were almost certainly influenced by ideas that Orage and Upward 

would have come across in theosophy. Orage was a member of the Theosophical Society 

for a number of years and remained a keen student of religion and the occult throughout 

his career at the New Age. " The similarities between H. P. Blavatsky's *Universal World 

Soul' and Orage's 'universal will of life' are unlikely, therefore, to be coincidental. Both 

writers, for example, appeal to the scientific discovery of the ether - an airy or incorporeal 

material in which and through which all things are connected - in order to validate their 

claims to the existence of a god-like matter or energy running through the animate and 

inanimate world. The concept of the 'universal will of life' is not, however, identical to 
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that of the World Soul. In Madame Blavatsky's system, the World Soul is an all- 
encompassing force made up of hierarchies of angels and sentient beings entirely devoid 

of personality. " The individual angel, and indeed the individual soul, cannot be separated 
from the World Soul; the boundaries between these different orders of spirit are indistinct 

and pen-neable and, to paraphrase Madame Blavatsky, might usefully be compared to the 
boundaries between the jellyfish and the ocean in which it is immersed. " Writers such as 
Orage, Upward and Wyndham Lewis - desperate to save the individual and the artist from 
incorporation into the 'jellyfish diffuseness' of the democracy and the feminine - could 
hardly be expected to sympathise with this particular vision of the divine. Perhaps, then, a 
better comparison to the New Age notion of the 'universal will of life' is to be found in the 
immanent evolutionary force described by religious modernists such as R. J. Campbell. 
For Upward and Orage, God no longer directs the natural world from his throne on high. 
he is the natural world. ) the evolutionary motor that makes it grow and decay. The angel 
who deciphers the mysteries of this force is, like the modernist minister, required to be an 
expert in science, art or theology and, frequently, all three. 

These are the demands that inform Allen Upward's creation of the Order of the 
Seraphim. The title of this group, borrowed from the highest order of angels, refers to the 
fact that its members are 'conscious of being the Messenger from Heaven to Man'. " The 

angel is the 'genius' that has ascended the evolutionary ladder, or, in the words of Upward, 

'the tree of life', the furthest and therefore has the most sophisticated grasp of its heavenly 

mysteries. The average man languishes lower down and needs the assistance of the angel 

to climb any higher: 

Genius is the power of being sensitive to what is divine. The man of genius, the last 
delicate bud that sprouts from the tree of man, may be compared to the slender wire that 
rises from the receiving station to catch the unseen message that comes across the sea 
from an unseen continent. His duty, like the duty of the wire, is to record that message as 
he receives it. 12 

Like a radio transmitter, 'the angel of light' is responsible for receiving the first word from 

the universal will of life. It is his duty to foresee future transformations in the natural 

world and any subsequent modifications in the role that man is required to play within that 

world. Communicating this message to man requires the combined skill of a scientist and 

an artist and for this reason, says Upward, the Order of the Seraphim will safeguard the 
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interests of both disciplines: 'They will be the trades-union of poets, the patent agency of 
inventors'. " Yet it is the third attribute of the angel of light - his contemplative or ascetic 

nature - that truly marks him out as the potential saviour of mankind. Upward explains 
that the members of the Order of the Seraphim are to live at one remove from the material 

world of man, inhabiting a 'city of refuge' similar to the one occupied by the old Order of 
the Knights of Malta. There they should pursue a life of contemplation interrupted only by 

their duties to humanity: 

As for the outward and material form which their Organisation should take, I have in my 
mind's eye the old Order of the Knights of Malta, before its meaning and usefulness had 
passed away. The vision is of a real city of refuge, suffered to arise in some comer of the 
earth, [ 

... 
j There should be the headquarters of the Order, and from there, like bees from a 

hive, they should pass to and fro among the nations whithersoever they are sent in the 
service of Humanity. There, when Humanity refuses to be served by them they may pass 
their time in tranquillity Of SOUI. 74 

'The Order of the Seraphim' is neither an easy nor convincing text. Its ideas are often 

vague, and Upward is undoubtedly too ambitious in the list of requirements and 

qualifications that he expects of potential members of his brotherhood. Nevertheless, this 

series provides one of the clearest indications of the emergence of a new, part-secular, 

part-religious figure in modernist thought and literature: an artist-angel who combines the 

creative ability of a poet or an inventor with the 'angelic' attributes of a cloistered monk 

or, more literally, a Seraph. The importance of this figure not only to Upward himself, but 

also to some of his more famous literary peers, is belied by the relative lack of critical 

interest in the subject. " 

Allen Upward returns to the notion of the artist-angel in 'The Angel Club', 

published in October 1913 in the New Freewoman. Although this article is signed only by 

'The Chancellor', there is a wealth of evidence to suggest that it was written and submitted 

by the author of 'The Order of the Seraphim'. Upward became a regular contributor to the 

New Freewoman following the appointment of Ezra Pound as literary editor in 1913 and, 

although his contributions are usually attributed, the manner in which Pound refers to the 

Chancellor suggests strongly that this is a pseudonym for none other than Upward himself. 

In a letter to the editor, Pound addresses the author of 'The Angel Club' as 'one of the 
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most inte ligent men of our generation'; a phrase which cannot help but recall his 
exaggerated praise of Upward in both the New Freewoman and New Age as *one of the 
devoutest men of the age' and 'a very capable thinker' who 'deserves more attention than 
he now gets'. " More conclusive evidence is provided by Upward's 1921 autobiography, 
Some Personalities. Towards the end of this book, Upward warns his readers that he is 
going to adopt his 'official character as Chancellor of the Order of Genius*. He then goes 
on to demand the formation of a League of Peace whose members (unlike those of the 
League of Nations) will not be drawn from the ranks of the Nietzschean Overmen but from 
the angelic Sons of Men: 'The best peacemaker among them', claims Upward, 'will be 
their Archangel'. " It is surely, then, in his 'official character as the Chancellor' that 
Upward suggests the creation of an Angel Club in 1913. The ideas which Upward 
introduces in 'The Order of the Seraphim', and then returns to in Some Personalities, are 
all present in the New Freewoman article; on this occasion, however, they are refined and 
presented as a list of key points relating to the nature and character of the members of his 

order. 
The first demand made of potential recruits to this club is a recognisable one; the 

members of the Angel Club are to become a 'Sovereign Order, resembling in many 
respects the old Knights of Rhodes and Malta'. " No less familiar is Upward's second 
requirement; it is crucial, insists Upward, to distinguish between the angelic Oven-nan and 
the Nietzschean tyrant: 

Our Overman has more in common with the 'superior man' of Confucius and Mencius, 
and with the 'little child' of Jesus, as distinguished from the fiery 'saint' of Paul. In the 
meanwhile our name is not intended to denote that we are angels, but only that we have 
some higher pattern before our eyes than Humanity. '9 

Upward could not be clearer about the need to posit a non-anthropomorphic model for 

human subjectivity. Whereas Nietzsche's Overman is paradoxically all-too-human in his 

desire to behave like a tyrannous and implacable God, Upward's angels represent an 

altogether different, non-human horizon or pattern for becoming. The members of the 

Angel Club are not required to live in accordance with a divine law that all too quickly 

collapses into the terrestrial law of survival of the fittest (or the richest) but, rather, to live 

towards another end that is not yet knowable, to live towards 'some higher pattern than 

Humanity'. 
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The third characteristic demanded of the potential recruit to the Angel Club 

confirms a suspicion that was perhaps only implicit in 'The Order of the Seraphim": 

namely, that the non-human nature of this recruit refers, not only to the fact that he has 

adopted a non-anthropomorphic telos for his becoming, but also that he is required to be 

chaste, asexual and even incorporeal. This is not, insists Upward, a case of breeding a new 

race of men. On the contrary, the members of the new order of angels are encouraged to 

escape, or better to transcend, the all-too-human needs and demands of their sexualised 

and gendered bodies: like bees in a hive they will be 'an order of sexless workers 

perennially reproduced by the sexual members of the community'. " The fact that the 

Knights of Malta and St John feature as the model for both the Order of the Seraphim and 

the Angel Club is clearly a reference, not only to the isolation in which their members will 
live, but also to the ascetic lifestyle that they are required to pursue. Upward's demand for 

monk-like chastity among the members of his Angel Club raises a troubling question 

regarding the possibility of female membership. As numerous feminists have pointed out, 

claims to universal 'sexless' subjecthood are often tacitly gendered male. In the case of 

Upward's non-human angelhood, the clues provided by his stress on monastic and military 

models appear unambiguous. It is perhaps no co-incidence that, although 'The Angel 

Club' appeared in a journal whose efforts were initially directed towards the improvement 

or perfection of the female subject - the New Freewoman of its title - it did so at a time 

when the interests of its editor,, Dora Marsden, were turning towards another area. Bruce 

Clarke describes how Marsden gradually became less interested in the notion of an 

evolutionary goal or telos and rather more so in a Bergsonian concept of fluid and open- 

ended becoming. " Could it be, then, that this change in direction left room in the New 

Freewoman for an Angel Club that is in truth something of a boys club? An Angel Club 

that provides a non-anthropomorphic or post-human telos for human becoming certainly, 

but one that nonetheless assumes this horizon to be male? The question of female 

exclusion returns in the context of A. R. Orage's notion of a sexless, bodiless order of 

artist-philosophers. 
The prospects for (male) artists wishing to become members of the Angel Club 

are, however, rather more positive. Upward suggests that this order must safeguard the 

creative and intellectual elements in society by learning 'to give much to genius, and 

expect little in return'. " Ezra Pound reads this statement and the article as a xvhole as a 

manifesto for a club whose main responsibility will be to protect the arts. In a letter to the 
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editor,, printed in the New Freewoman on 15 October 1913, Pound expresses his desire for 

an order 'to foster the arts as the church orders fostered painting' and notes that this has 

never been more necessary that at the present time when the average man is given free 

reign in the "'ha-penny" press and the present university and educational systems'. Pound 

concludes his letter with a heartfelt plea to the Chancellor of the Angel Club to establish a 
scheme for the funding of the arts: 

I suggest that he add to his club's proposed utilities; that he consider the subsidising of 
artists, that is, of artists of recognizable value. If his club is a nation, he may as well have 
an 'established church': the church of Genius in Crucem. 83 

Upward's reply, appearing in the following issue of the journal, is predictably non- 

committal. He begins by assuring 'Mr Ezra Pound' that he is one of the few people who 

will be immediately eligible to become a member of the Angel Club and then goes on to 

suggest that the artists, on behalf of whom Pound speaks, will be invited to make up the 

second tier of the order. While these artists would not, therefore, be required to live in 

isolation, they would certainly enjoy the protection and some of the privileges of the 

regular members of the order. In response to Pound's request concerning the possibility of 

subsidizing the arts, Upward writes: 'The question [ ... ] is one that is only deferred until 

the time when our funds are sufficient for the purpose. "' This brief exchange of letters 

reveals clearly what Orage and Upward understand to be at stake in the debate over the 

nature and function of the proposed Angel Club. First, there is the extent to which this 

order might be able to accommodate the needs and demands of the artist - the degree to 

which 'the class on behalf of which Mr. Ezra Pound makes his appeal' might be 

considered to comprise a tier or rank of artist-angels. Second, there is the importance, as 

Upward sees it, of maintaining a separation between the isolated and ascetic lifestyle 

cultivated by the members of the Angel Club and the all-too-human pursuits of the average 

man. Upward appears unsure whether the artist (in the literal sense implied by Pound 

rather than in the Nietzschean sense of the creator of values) can be admitted to full 

membership of the Angel Club. He implies that the nature of his work necessarily requires 

him to remain part of the everyday world. A. R. Orage, by contrast, has no such doubts. In 

the articles explored below he argues that artists are destined, not only to be full members 

of the new angelic race, but to be its leading and pioneering members; a destiny that can 

only be fulfilled if they manage to abandon the debased and all-too-human subjects of 

their art. 
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Orage, like Upward, assumes that evolution will produce a new contemplative 

figure far removed from the material and physical concerns of man. The two writers 

differ, however, in their interpretation of the processes involved. Upward's understanding 

of evolution retains a physical basis: it is driven by the striving of organisms towards the 

light at the top of the tree of life. The ape, he implies, became a man when he stood 

upright in order to move nearer to the sun; man will become an angel when, and if, he 

finally takes the next step away from the ground and towards the heavenly light. " Orage's 

interpretation of evolution, on the other hand, is entirely spiritual. In a contribution to 

'Unedited Opinions', he explains that physical evolution (of the type crudely described by 

Upward) ended over eight to ten million years ago. The future development of the type 

'man' is now entirely dependent on a process that Orage terms 'Psychic Evolution. " 

Thus far, he says, man has only passed through the first two stages of this process: the 

worship of the heroic or the miraculous within other men and the worship of an external 

transcendental God. What is now required is the transition to a third phase, described in 

another contribution to 'Unedited Opinions' as the worship of 'one's own genius or 

Muse'. " As to how Orage believes this transformation might be achieved: how else but 

through the intervention and mediation of a philosopher-artist? 

Well, you are aware of the importance I attach to artists in the economy of Mansoul - it is 

on them that we rely for the attraction new views can exercise. [ ... I We need an artist 
philosopher to make the psychic life an object of admiration, hope and love. 8' 

Nietzsche was mistaken when he suggested that the new spirit, the superman, would be 

ja] creature begotten of man and woman, a product of human sex, in short, a human. " 

The new race, argues Orage, will be of spiritual origin, created in the mind of the most 

contemplative of men - the artist. Again, there can be little room for doubt that this 

philosopher-artist is, in fact, a man. Another of Orage's long-running contributions to the 

New Age was a fictional series revealingly entitled 'Tales for Men Only'. ' These stories 

describe the attempts of a group of men to fulfil their spiritual and intellectual potential; a 

goal that can only, it appears, be achieved if women are excluded from the group. 

Orage's revised version of the (male) artist figure evidently owes a bigger debt to 

Plato - another of his early influences - than it does to Nietzsche. Orage's notion that the 

psyche passes through a number of different stages or incarnations recalls Plato's 
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description of the journey of the soul through a number of different bodies (by 1912 Orage 
is also referring to the psyche as the immortal soul). The artist, it seems, is capable both of 

retarding and of advancing this progression. Plato finds him guilty of the former: artists 

are famously banned from the Republic on the grounds that their epic tales of warring gods 

and lamenting heroes set a bad example for its citizens. " Orage welcomes them back, but 

only on the condition that they agree to aid the process of psychic evolution by furnishing 

man with inspiring examples of the divine and heroic life. In 'Devil Worship', he argues 
that by dwelling on an aesthetic of ugliness and pain the artist risks accelerating the 

92 spiritual degradation of his readers. Orage leaves little doubt as to the genre that 

exemplifies this unfortunate type of art. In 'Modem Novels' and 'Some Errors of Modem 

Writers% he lays the blame firmly at the door of realism. Merely 'reproducing' things as 
they are, this type of art is little more than a catalogue of unedifying examples that retard 
the growth of the spirit: 'vulgar murders, rapes, adulteries, kitchen -sq uabb les, the doings 

and sayings of vulgar and repellent persons, the sexual affairs of nonentities, the trivial, the 
base,, the sordid, the mean. '9' The philosopher-artist is required to set an altogether more 

ascetic example. If 'life' is to be understood in terms of the disgusting activities described 

by realism, then good art must favour death: 

The wiser we grow, the less of 'life' in the gross we desire to see. With every year, if we 
continue to grow, our criticism of life becomes more severe, and our rejections more 
numerous. Progress in the spiritual meaning is, in short, a perpetual running away from 
what is generally called life. It is a movement towards what your school would call 
death. 94 

The search for 'a race of progressively and supremely intelligent beings' brings A. R. 

Orage full circle; he begins with the rejection of slave morality (belief in the perfection of 

the average man), moves through the adoption and rejection of master morality (belief in 

the artist-as-aristocrat as the creator of new values), and ends by taking up a set of beliefs 

that resemble nothing less than slave morality again. There can be little question that the 

type of art recommended in the above passage - art which preaches asceticism and even 

the desirability of death - would suggest to a Nietzschean the triumph of a life-denying 

philosophy or worldview. Further, it would imply the continued dominance of the 

institution in which slave morality found its most influential expression, the Christian 

Church with its emphasis on spirit over body, death (or life after death) over life. 

9' See Plato, The Republic, ed by G. R. F. Ferrari and trans. by Tom Griffith (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), especially book 3. 
Q2 A. R. Orage, 'Unedited Opinions: Devil Worship', New Age, 10 (11 April 1912), 564-65 (p. 564). 
93 A. R. Orage, 'Unedited Opinions: Some Errors of Modem Writers', New Age, 9 (5 October 1911), 

539. 
Q4 A. R. Orage, 'Unedited Opinions: The Limitation of Art', New Age, 9 (12 October 1911), 562-63 (p. 

563). 
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Perhaps, then, it should come as no surprise that Orage's notion of psychic 
evolution finds its counterpart in the theology of the modernists in the Anglican and Non- 
Confon-nist churches. The notion that evolution could be spiritual in nature, as \\ell as 
physical, was a key thread in their argument that science could be used to prove the 
existence of God. As early as 1899, the Congregationalist minister, Ebenezer Griffiths. 

suggested that man was gradually developing sensitivity to something nobler than ph\ sical 
sensation, to the breath of God himself, which would eventually imbue his body \\ ith an 
immortal soul. 9' R. J. Campbell is another advocate of the idea that evolution of the spirit 
might in some way overtake or outstrip that of the human body. The resurrection of Christ 
is, he says, proof that, in highly developed or 'fourth dimensional' beings, the body is but 

a mere 'thought-form, a kind of language'. " On this point at least, the religious 
modernists and the editor of the New Age are in complete agreement: the 'race of 

supremely and progressively intelligent beings' must be an incorporeal one, a race 

possessed of soul, but not necessarily of body. It is not, then, difficult to see from what 

source (both theological and philosophical in nature) Allen Upward might have derived 

the idea that the future man will bear a particular resemblance to the angel. Nor is it hard 

to understand why this angel-man might not under any circumstances be an angel-woman. 
As Gustav Davidson points out in his Dictionary of Angels, angels are traditionally 

thought to be 'bodiless and, hence, sexless' leading, he continues, to the widespread if 

misguided belief that they are invariably male. 9' Leaving aside for a moment the troubling 

consequences of these assumptions for would-be female members of Upward's Angel 

Club, it should be acknowledged that there is nothing in itself problematic about the fact 

that the New Age angel emerges from the same mould as Davidson's altogether more 

traditional version. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, it is unhelpful to have to 

choose between two diametrically opposed readings of the modemist angel: one which 

sees this figure as evidence of the 'secularisation of the European mind', and a second 

which interprets the same figure as proof of the religious conservatism of the European 

imagination. 

The question remains, however, as to whether the artist-angel represents the 

victory of a modem set of values over the old debased principles of anthropolatry. If the 

concept 'human' is understood in terms of being in possession of a sexed and gendered 

body, then, certainly, this figure would qualify as non-human. It is less clear, ho\\ever, 

that this non-human angel represents anything other than the perfection or evolutionary 

"' Bowler, P. 220. 
96 Campbell, pp. 223-24; and Bowler, p. 228. 
97 Davidson, Dictionaty (? f Angels, p. xxiii. 
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completion of the human type. The belief that T. E. Hulme attributes to the Humanists in 

philosophy, the Romanticists in literature, the Relativists in morals and. tellingly, the 
Modernists in religion - the belief that one day the average man might become a perfect 
god - is arguably repeated in Orage and Upward's assumption that the artist might el,,, olve 
into an angel. While they never go so far as to argue that all men might be perfected at the 
same rate, their dependence on an evolutionary paradigm leaves them vulnerable to the 
charge of preaching the Romantic or Christian belief in the eventual redemption or 
transcendence of all men. More specifically, they open themselves up to the accusation 
that they are merely recycling the beliefs of 'Romanticist' writers such as Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge. In his book on D. H. Lawrence and Nietzsche, Robert Montgomery draws 

attention to Coleridge's notion that psychical development might continue beyond the 

physical boundaries of the body: 'individuality is not only perfected in its corporeal sense, 
but begins a new series beyond the appropriate limits of physiology. "' Reference to 
Coleridge's letters reveals that this new series is to extend from man 'through Seraph and 

archangel, till we are lost in the GREAT INFINITE!. " There could hardly be a better and 
less ambiguous example of anthropolatry or, to paraphrase T. E. Hulme, a more clear-cut 
instance of the Romantic tendency to assume that man is infinite. 

Montgomery refers to this passage in order to highlight the similarities between 

Coleridge and Lawrence, but, with particular reference to the idea of psychical evolution, a 

more compelling analogy is to be found between Coleridge and the Neu, Age contributors. 
Although, as noted earlier, D. H. Lawrence was at one time a practising Congregationalist 

and thus might have been expected to share Campbell's belief in the perfection of man, he 

was not, as Montgomery implies, a Romantic. As the next chapter reveals, Lawrence's 

work often unfolds in stated opposition to what he sees as the Romantic or Christian 

tendency to dissolve self in the diffuseness of the divine other. Upward and Orage, by 

contrast, are much closer to repeating Coleridge's idea that man might rise through the 

ranks of the angels to become, if not quite lost in the great infinite, then certainly closer to 

its heavenly light. The lines that separate Romanticism from modernism are not in this 

case clear cut; especially, it seems, because there is no real separation between modernism 

as a theological phenomenon and modernism in its literary incarnation. A consistent 

critique of anthropolatry would presumably need to distance itself, not only from the 

98 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 'Hints Towards the Formation of a %lore Comprehensive Theon of Life', 
in Selected Poetiy and Prose, ed. by Stephen Potter (London: Nonesuch. 1971), pp. 467-69 (p. 469). 
Also quoted in Robert E. Montgomery, The Visionari, D. H. Lmt, rence. - Bejýond Philosophj- andArt 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). p. 90. 
99 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Collected Letters, ed. by Earl Leslie Griggs, 6 vols (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1956-71), \ol. 3, p. 483. Quoted in Montgomery. p. 91. 
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Romantic notion that man might evolve naturally into an angel, but also from the Christian 

idea that man has a perfect soul trapped and ýýeighed down by his all-too-human body. 

The following chapter turns to D. H. Lawrence in order to find a version of antihumanism 

that manages to be both anti-Romantic and thoroughly anti-Christian. Peculiarly. 

however, Lawrence's attack on institutional i sed religion does not entail abandoning the 

idea of an exclusive club of artist-angels; the idea of an Angel Club remains. on the 

condition, that is, that its members are imagined to deviate from tradition in retaining full 

possession of their sexualised and gendered bodies. Lawrence's artist-angels, ýNhile still 

belonging to a 'new contemplative and imaginative order, are altogether more fleshy and 

corporeal than those envisaged by A. R. Orage and Allen Upward. 
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THREE 

'lls n'ont pas de quoi'-. Sex and the Angels in D. H. 
Lawrence 1915-1922 

Ils Wont pas de quoi, as the Frenchman said of the angels, when asked if they made love 
in heaven. ' 

The Frenchman alludes to a fact that for most people raised within the Christian Church is 

a given. Angels do not indulge in sexual intercourse. How could they? They simply do 

not have what it takes [Ils Wont pas de quoi]. Carl Jung's research into the history of 

world religions suggests that this is not necessarily true of all angels in all traditions. Until 

as late as the nineteenth century, women in Germany were obliged to cover their heads in 

church, not because of the presence of male worshippers, but 'because of the possible 

presence of angels, who might be thrown into raptures at the sight of a feminine coiffure. ' 

The angels' 'susceptibility' to the female form is said to go back almost as far as the 

beginning of time itself. In Genesis 6: 2, it is recorded that the 'sons of God' developed a 

particular liking for the 'daughters of men'. Angels, concludes Jung, 'have always 
2 enjoyed a dubious reputation as far as their morals are concerned'. In spite of, or perhaps 

in ignorance of, this reputation the Frenchman greets even the mere suggestion that the 

angels make love in heaven with incredulity and derision: they simply don't have the 

equipment, they lack the necessary quoi. 

The Frenchman and his sexless angels appear in an introduction written by D. H. 

Lawrence for a book containing reproductions of his paintings to be published by the 

Mandrake Press in 1929. Lawrence is concerned in this introduction, not specifically with 

angels, but with the reception of the visual arts in England and America. Not only do the 

angels lack quoi, but so do modem people, 'particularly English and Americans'. when 

faced with a Botticelli Venus: 

I D. H. Lawrence, 'Introduction to these Paintings". in Phoenix: The Posthumous Papers Qf D. H. 

Lmt, t-ence, ed. by Edward D. McDonald (London: Heinemann, 1936), pp. 551-84 (p. 5-57). Further 

references to this essay are given after quotations in the text. 
2 Jung, Collected Woi-ks, vol. 13, p. 81. See also Davidson for female angels with equally dubious 

morals, Dictionaty ofAngels, pp. xxiii-iv. 
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They stare so hard; they do so u, ant to see. And their eyesight is perfect. But all theý can 
see is a sort of nude woman on a sort of shell on a sort of pretty greenish water. As a rule they rather dislike the 4unnaturalness' or 'affectation* of it. If they are high-brows they 
may get a little self-conscious thrill of aesthetic excitement. But real imaginative 
awareness, which is so largely physical, is denied them. Ils Wont pas de quoi, as the Frenchman said of the angels, when asked if they made love in heaven. (557) 

English and American audiences are no longer able to experience art in the physical, even 
sexual manner that a Botticelli Venus, and presumably Lawrence's own paintings, 
demand. The 'little self-conscious thrill' felt by the 'high-brows' is clearly no substitute 
for a real imaginative response which would call upon the mind and the body, the self- 
conscious ego and the pre-conscious drives. Lawrence blames the loss of this faculty on 
the Christian Church, specifically on its pathological fear of sex and the body. Yet this 
terror is not, he observes, integral to the Christian religion itself. Rather, it originated with 
Plato and gained momentum as an expedient response to a historically contingent event - 
the spread of syphilis through England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. These 
humble sociological origins are belied, however, by the strength of the hold that the 

campaign against sex and the body acquired over the English cultural imagination; a hold 

that persisted long after the means to treat and control syphilis had been discovered. For 

Lawrence writing in 1929, art lovers and even artists themselves are still possessed of a 

pathological fear of the body. The emphasis that the Impressionists put on light and colour 
is nothing more than a flight from sex: 'They escaped, they escaped from the dark 

procreative body which so haunts a man, they escaped into the open air, plein air and plein 

soleil: light and almost ecstasy' (563). The Post-Impressionists, for all their attempts to 

drag the solid and the material back into art, still rage against the body painting it in 'huge 

lumps, tubes, cubes, planes, volumes, spheres, cones, cylinders, all the "pure" or 

mathematical forms of substance' (565). The only exception to this rule is Uzanne. 

Lawrence recognises and applauds his attempt to represent the material irreducibility of 

the human body; in the 'appleyness' of Uzanne's portrait of his wife he finds the promise, 

slight though it may be, that art might one day return to the intuitive reality of the human 

body (579). The remoteness of this goal must have been brought home to Lawrence a few 

months later when thirteen of his pictures, along with four copies of the Mandrake Press 

edition of his paintings, were declared obscene and removed by the police from exhibition 

at the Warren Gallery. 

The quoi lacked by the Frenchman's angels is, then, the quality that is missing 

from both Impressionist and Post-Impressionist art and from the English and American 

people who comprise the audience for this type of art. Referring to an embodied or sexual 

faculty, quoi undoubtedly represents another version of that mysterious ener', N or I tý_ 

physical/sexual being which Lawrence elsewhere refers to as *the deepest life-force'. 
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'blood-consciousness' or 'the dark gods'. ' Scholars of Lawrence's work have added 
numerous phrases to this list in an effort to understand the peculiar nature of the 

phenomenon. Mark Kinkead-Weekes speaks of Lawrence's -unconsciously creative 
rhythms of living'; Michael Bell of 'the impersonal or generic self or, altematively, *the 

ontological sustaining of otherness' within an 'imaginary arena'; while Eugene Goodheart 

proposes 'the natural spirit'. ' Although these phrases are employed in different contexts 
and to more or less different ends, they are all useful in suggesting the existence of a life- 
force that cannot be reduced to the mere contents of the humanist or bourgeois self. - a life- 

force that, although disciplined and coherent, cannot be contained within the boundaries of 

any single individual nor even those of an entire species. The term quoi, which in relation 
to the angels acquires a particularly anatomical or sexual inflection, is evidently of the 

same genre. In fact quoi meaning literally 'what, or perhaps more appropriately 'you- 
know-what', is particularly, if not intentionally, successful in capturing the difficulty that 

both Lawrence and his critics encounter in trying to pin down this concept. ' For Mina 

Loy, whose brief unpublished notes on Lawrence offer a pointed critique of his 

philosophy, this problem is one which the writer never managed to overcome. In his 

depiction of men and women, particularly of the sexual life-force that acts through them, 

Lawrence was constantly checked, she argues, by an 'ominous darkness' into which his 

writing dared not peer. For all his dark gods, blood-consciousness and deepest life-forces 

Lawrence could not contemplate that most mysterious and impenetrable realm of all - the 

4sphinx' of female sexuality. ' 

Recent criticism of Lawrence's work tends to cluster around a different problem: 

namely, whether the quoi or the life-force at the centre of his prose and poetry is human, 

antihuman or even posthuman in nature. Most commentators agree that Lawrence offers a 

critique of the continent and self-possessed humanist subject. The excessive character of 

his life energies and rhythms coupled with his diatribe against the self-consciousness ego 

and the predominance of the intellect points inescapably to this conclusion. Critics such as 

3 D. H. Lawrence, Women in Love, ed. by David Fan-ner, Lindeth Vasey and John Worthen (London: 
Penguin, 1995), p. 314; Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious and Fantasia of the Unconscious, ed. by 

Bruce Steele (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2004), p. 192, Kangeroo (Harmondsworth: 

Penguin, 1950), p. 294. 
4 Mark Kinkead-Weekes, D. H. Lawrence: Triumph to Exile 1912-1922 (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1996), p. 135; Michael Bell, D. H. Lawrence: Language and Being (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. 71 and 49; and Eugene Goodheart, The Utopian Vision of DA 

Lmi, rence (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 61. 
' Referring to Lawrence's use of the phrase 'lls n'ont pas de quol' in his notes to Ps 

- vchoanalysis and the 
Unconscious, Bruce Steele chooses to translate it as the more anatomically explicit 'Hasn't got one'. 
See Lawrence, Psychoanalysis, p. 22 1. 
6 Mina Loy, 'The Library of the Sphinx', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 188. For a more 
detailed discussion of Loy's critique of Lawrence see chapter six. 
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Paul Sheehan and David Trotter add that as an antihumanist, or in Trotter*s terminologý a 
'postliberal', Lawrence demands consideration alongside modernist peers such as T. E. 
Hulme, Wyndham Lewis and A. R. Orage; all of whom appear in the previous chapter in 

relation to a non-human, angelic, version of the self. Disagreement and confusion arises, 
however, over the question of whether Lawrence undertakes this attack on humanism in 

the interests, or to the detriment, of what might, with reservations, be termed the actuallY 
human. As Paul Sheehan rightly points out, antihumanism does not necessarily imply 

misanthropy or a campaign against human life. There is a distinction to be made between 

the 'human' as the ideological embodiment of humanist ethics and the human or anthropos 
as a lived position. Nevertheless, for Sheehan, Lawrence walks a dangerous line between 

these two poles; his is an 'agonistic antihumanism' in which the hope that the human 

might be transcended is constantly undercut by what it is tempting to call his misanthropy 

or, in the words of Sheehan, Lawrence's 'perpetual frustration at human frailty and 
limitation, particularly at the irreconcilable gap of sexual difference'. ' 

In D. H. Lawrence and 'Difference' published in 2003, Amit Chaudhuri adopts a 

more benevolent view of Lawrence's antihumanist project. Unlike Sheehan, he seeks to 
discriminate between Lawrence's antipathy towards liberal humanism -a distaste which 
he justifiably associates with Lawrence's class-based hatred of Bloomsbury - and a more 

sweeping and cruel form of misanthropy. The difference, implies Chaudhuri, might 

usefully be illustrated in the contrast between Lawrence and T. S. Eliot; the latter turns to a 

rigid and unforgiving classicism in search of a golden age of unity while the former 

invokes a more flexible and inclusive form of 'difference' in the hope of accessing a lost 

world of plurality. ' Lawrence's non-human energies and life-forces are thus said to be 

'anti-humanistic' but not 'anti-human'. They are deployed in the service of a 'good' 

poststructuralist or postcolonial version of the self as crossed and re-crossed by various 

geographical and political identities. ' Chaudhuri's humanitarian version of Lawrence is 

partially motivated by his desire to correct Tom Paulin's portrait of a writer committed to 

right-wing individualism and 'modernist cruelty'. " Like Tony Pinkney before him, 

Chaudhuri turns to John Ruskin's notion of the Gothic to suggest that, at its best, 

Lawrence's aesthetic of Gothic imperfection actually represents a critique of the 

imperialist and totalizing project of Roman classicism and, although he does not state this 

' Paul Sheehan, Modernism, Narrative and Humanism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 

pp. 7 and 120. 
8 Amit Chaudhuri, D. H. Lawrence and 'Difference' (Oxford: Clarenden Press, 2003). p. 133. 
" Chaudhuri, p. 183. 
10 Tom Paulin, 'Hibiscus and Salvia Flowers: D. H. Lawrence, in, lfinotaur. - Poetry and theNation State 

(London: Faber and Faber, 1992), pp. 159 and 162. 
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outrig t, Eliotic modernism. '' Anne Fernihough begins her defence of Lawrence from a 
similar premise. Lawrence's commitment to organic models should not, she suggests, be 

read in terms of a proto-fascist ideology of blood and soil; rather, when interpreted 

correctly, these forms contain a radical critique of the type of idealism on which fascist 

states are built. Lawrence, argues Fernihough, subscribes to a notion of 'the fractured 

organic'; his aesthetic militates against totalitarianism, imperialism and logocentrism in 

the name of polysemy and difference. " Once again, what might otherwise be assumed to 
be an unpalatable commitment to modernist inhumanity is revealed instead to be a 
commendable investment in postcolonial/poststructuralist openness and difference. 

The revaluation, even rehabilitation of Lawrence by these critics is a long overdue 

and useful intervention into an area of literary scholarship that had for some time appeared 
hostile to theoretical approaches. Nevertheless, in making Lawrence human again - 
particularly when the human is understood in poststructuralist terms - it is important not to 
lose sight of the fact that, in novels like The Rainbow and Women in Love, the human is 

frequently shot through with a radically inhuman force. Notions such as the dark gods and 
blood-consciousness, Lawrence's quoi, do not translate easily into poststructuralist 
differences and plural identities; in their appeal to an essential, even mystical, version of 

the self they remain stubbornly modernist. To be precise, they conform to a modernist 

paradigm also recognisable as the one revealed in Allen Upward's artist-angels and A. R. 

Orage's philosopher-artists. Lawrence's modernism is not, therefore, comparable with the 

classical type that Pinkney and Chaudhuri associate with Eliot. Nor is it strictly a 

Nietzschean kind of modernism. Lawrence's philosophy, like that of Upward and Orage, 

unfolds in dialogue with Nietzsche, but always in stated opposition to the cruel and 

imperialist tendencies that Nietzsche's work supposedly manifests. The manner in which 

Lawrence responds to Darwin perhaps provides a better indication of the type of 

modernism revealed in his prose. As Ronald Granofsky points out, Lawrence was not 

especially interested in Darwin's observation that chance and contingency play a part in 

evolution; what caught his attention was the scientific rationale that Darwin appeared to 

give to the medieval idea of the Great Chain of Being and thus to the biblical notion that 

man might be an angel inpotentia. " The version of modernism that underpins Lawrence's 

notion of quoi is familiar, then, as the divided project that he would have come across as a 

'' Chaudhuri, see postscript, pp. 196-13. 
12 Anne Femihough, D. H. Lawrence: Aesthetics and Ideologi, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 

pp. 10- 11. 
" Ronald Granofsky, D. H. Lawrence and Suri, ival: Darwinism in the Fiction of the Transitional Period 

(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2003). p. 28. 
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reader of the New Age; a modernism that strives to save art from the all too humanist or 
anthropolatrous while nevertheless claiming to be motivated by the angelic advancement 
of the human type. Eugene Goodheart describes Lawrence's struggle with this paradox in 
The Utopian Vision of D. H. Lawrence. Although the natural forces and energies in 
Lawrence's novels appear hostile to human life, he did not, suggests Goodheart, or at least 

not intentionally, advocate the destruction of the human race: 'Despite the terrible and 
inhuman character of the natural spirit that Lawrence has invoked, it serves, or at least 

Lawrence means it to serve, the human interest. "' 

Goodheart's ambivalence,. in addition to the lengths to which other critics are 

prepared to go in order to establish the humanity or inhumanity of D. H. Lawrence, is 

testimony, then, to the paradoxical aims of the modernist project to which he subscribed. 
Placing Lawrence in the context of the New Age writers suggests that an antihumanist, 

anti-Christian theory, which nonetheless makes a claim for the angelic nature of certain 
human beings and/or their sacred duty to safeguard the human interest, is bound to end up, 

sooner or later,, in ambiguity. The present chapter seeks to explore this ambiguous project 

as it appears in Lawrence's work, paying particular attention to the novels and essays 
dating from 1915 to 1922, but also noting briefly the abandonment of the whole question - 
perhaps motivated by the impossibility of ever reconciling its contradictory demands - in 

Lawrence's late writing. Invoking A. R. Orage and Allen Upward's angelic interests also, 

though not incidentally, requires a return to the issue of the Frenchman's quoi-less angels. 

It is by no means a given that the angels who appear in Lawrence's wartime novels, The 

Rainbow and Women in Love and in many of Lawrence's letters dating from the same 

period, do not have what it takes. Rather, the life-force and sexual energy that Lawrence 

finds lacking in English and American art-lovers is often channelled through the angelic 

figures and images which feature prominently in his writing from this time. The angel 

finds a use once more as a figure of the non-human, of Lawrence's 'terrible and inhuman' 

spirit, of his dark gods, or of the quoi that the Frenchman erroneously supposes him or her 

to lack. Indeed, it is not only the Frenchman who stands to be corrected here. Lawrence's 

angels, serving as catalysts for the flow of sexual currents through the cosmos, represent a 

major departure from the chaste and incorporeal artist-angels to be found in the New Age. 

While both types are intimately associated with the role of art and that of the artist, 

Lawrence's version reconnects the angel (and the art that he or she symbolises) with the 

sexual and corporeal drives supposedly eradicated by Christianity. Lawrence's departure 

from his peers is not, however. necessarily indicative of a more inclusive approach which 

14 Goodheart, p. 6 1. 
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would allow both men and women to act as angelic agents of human transformation. It 

remains open to question whether Lawrence manages to account for the female in his 

model of angelic energies: specifically, whether he manages to answer or even come close 
to answering the riddle of Mina Loy's dark 'sphinx' of female sexuality. 

This chapter approaches Lawrence and his angelic sexual energies from two 
distinct, yet converging, directions. The first section takes its cue from 'Introduction to 
these Paintings' and considers what it means to approach an artwork with the requisite 
amount of quoi: in other words, with an awareness of, or a feeling for, the non-human life- 
forces and energies that act through the human and his highest cultural achievements. The 

Rainbow contains a three part lesson in how not to approach art, as three characters in turn 

all offer their inadequate response to a reproduction of Fra Angelico's angel-filled 

painting, The Last Judgement (reproduced below). Recalling Allen Upward's Order of the 
Seraphim, the second section considers how, when correctly interpreted, Fra Angelico's 

vision of heaven provides a model for Lawrence's own version of a community of artists, 

the similarly named 'Order of the Knights of Rananim'. " The third and fourth sections 

turn their attention to the fundamental question of how the Frenchman's quoi-less angels 

are transformed into ciphers for the non-human energies that Lawrence finds in The Last 

Judgement, and then seeks to incorporate in his vision of Rananim. They consider the 

possibility that a Lawrentian language of the angels might represent an alternative 
language in which to describe the psyche, particularly the pre-conscious or unconscious 
levels of the psyche identified by Freud. Lawrence's well-known objection to Freudian 

theory motivated him to develop his own version of psychoanalysis in Psychoanalysis and 

the Unconscious and Fantasia of the Unconscious. The present chapter suggests that 

Lawrence's angels play an important role in this rewrite and finds a precedent for this 

unusual use of celestial imagery in the medieval theory of pneumatology. In this context, 

the angel acquires a non-humanist function (as a sign that man is possessed and driven by 

forces of which he has no conscious awareness) which sits uncomfortably alongside 

his/her humanist or Christian significance (as a symbol of man's potential for perfection). 

Man, it seems, can only fulfil the biblical promise that he will one day be like the angels if 

he succeeds in sacrificing his humanist self to the non-human energy, to the angelic quoi 

that exceeds him. 

'5 Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 2, p. 252. 
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'The Rainbow'and 'the Artist par excellence of the Angels' 

The particular significance of Fra Angelico's The Last Judgement to D. H. 
Lawrence is revealed in a number of letters dating from 1914 and 1915, the period in 

which he was completing The Rainbow. Unsurprisingly then, the picture also pla)s a 
pivotal role in the novel. Jeffrey Meyers, in an authoritative article on the subject, 
compares the significance of The Last Judgement to that of the rainbow itself, Fra 
Angelico's picture, he observes, is present in The Rainbow as 'a symbolic centre of the 

narrative'. " Meyers records that Lawrence encountered the painting during his 1912-1913 

stay in Italy. The Last Judgement was, and still is, on public display in the Convento di 

San Marco in Florence. Probably, Lawrence was reminded of this picture in 1914 when, 

as his letters record, he read, and was greatly impressed by, Kathryn Jenner's newly 

published Christian Symbolism. " Jenner reserves high praise for Fra Angelico, 'the artist 

par excellence of the angels', and reproduces a detail from The Last Judgement to 
illustrate the typical arrangement of the angelic ranks in religious art. " The painting 

shows a series of concentric circles radiating outwards from the figure of Christ. 

Traditionally, explains Jenner, those closest to the Godhead would be the Seraphim, 

Cherubim and Thrones, followed by Dominions, Virtues and Powers, and finally, in the 

outer rings, Principalities, Archangels and Angels. " To the left of this centrepiece is a 

circle of dancing saints or angels and to the right is a graphic portrayal of the torments 

undergone by the damned following their descent into hell. With the exception of this last 

element, The Last Judgement is an example par excellence of angelic art, of precisely the 

type of art that the writer of 'Introduction to These Paintings', with his contempt for the 

Frenchman and his quoi-less angels, might be expected to disapprove. 

Certainly, there is little in Fra Angelico's picture to suggest the 'appleyness' or 

'thereness' of Uzanne's irreducible bodies. Instead, because of the contrast that Angelico 

draws between the spiritual elevation of the saved and the physical suffering of the 

damned, The Last Judgement demands to be counted among those artworks which further 

the Christian/neo-Platonic campaign against the body. Yet Lawrence's endorsement of 

Fra Angelico, to which his wartime letters and The Rainbow testify, is not necessarily 

incompatible with the position he adopted in 1929 at the time of writing the 'Introduction'. 

In fact, Lawrence sees something in The Last Judgement which goes beyond a 

pathological fear of the body, he sees an early means of communicating the vast forces and 

16 Jeffrey Meyers, 'The Rainbow and Fra Angelico. D. H. Lmvrence Review, 7 (1974), 139-55 (p. 140). 
17 Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 2, p. 250. 
18 Kathryn Jenner, Christian, ývmbolism (London: Methuen. 1910), p. 74 and plate opposite. 
19 Jenner, p. 5. 
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energies that connect the human to the non-human power of the cosmos. The angels 
surrounding Christ turn out to be the very embodiment of quoi; they reveal the necessity of 
adopting a celebratory attitude to the otherwise terrifying discovery of the existence of 
dark gods and natural spirits that are entirely indifferent to the fate of humanity. 

Lawrence does not, however, reveal what he takes to be the instructive content of 
The Last Judgement in a straightforward manner. The role that the painting plaý s in The 
Rainbow,, notably in revealing the different aspirations of two generations of the BrangNN en 
family, is structurally important, but by no means doctrinally or philosophically 
transparent. Three characters, Anna, Will and their daughter Ursula, all respond to a 
reproduction of the painting in turn. Each interpretation, suggests Meyers, functions as an 
indexical clue to the level of sophistication that a particular character has achieved in his 

or her life. Will, then, appears medieval because of the pleasure he takes in the mystical 
elements of the painting, while Anna, who holds The Last Judgement up to reality and 
predictably finds it lacking, is similarly unenlightened. In contrast to her parents, 
Meyers's 'more sophisticated' Ursula refines her reading as she gradually acquires a 
deeper understanding of art and its relation to life. " Eventually, she realises that Gothic 

mysticism and dogmatic realism are both insufficient as means of approaching the 

painting's real message; like the rainbow, the other 'symbolically central' image in the 

novel, The Last Judgement contains the promise that human life will be renewed. " 

Meyers assumes here that The Rainbow finishes on an optimistic note, that, despite the 

corruption of humanity suggested by the industrial landscape over which Ursula gazes in 

the final scene, both the rainbow and the painting capture the possibility, even inevitability 

of human rebirth. Yet there is no critical consensus over the note struck by this ending. " 

Indeed, if Women in Love with its bleak view of Lawrence's own era is understood to be 

the perverse working out of the promise at the end of The Rainbolv, it becomes difficult to 

see how it could possibly be interpreted in a purely positive light. More pertinently, it is 

by no means certain that Ursula's interpretation of The Last Judgement represents either 

the painting or the novel's authorised, optimistic meaning. Ursula's version, although 

certainly more sophisticated in the sense of being more modem, is just as partial and 

20 Meyers, pp. 142-143. 
21 Meyers, p. 152. 
22 Keith Sagar argues that in the 'desperate' ending of The Rainbow 'the vision of hell has become 

stronger than the belief in rebirth'. See D. H. La-wrence: Life into Art (Harmondsworth: Viking, 1985), 

p. 135. F. R. Leavis offers a more optimistic reading, suggesting that the forward-looking ending to The 
Rainbow could not have been written by the darker Lawrence of Women in Love. Frank Kermode takes 

a similar view of the first novel, if not the second, arguing that the di\ine covenant at the end of The 
Rainbow anticipates the apocalyptic renewal of Women in Love. See F. R. Leavis, D. H. Lawrence: 
Novelist, p. 143, and Frank Kermode, 'Lawrence and the Apocalyptic Types', Critical Quartei-41% 10 
( 1968), 14-3 8 (p. 20). 
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limited as that of her parents. What seems to be on offer in The Rainbow is not a lesson in 
the right reading of angelic art, but a sermon in how none of the paradigms available to aid 
the judgement of the modem art-]over are adequate to the task. Just as in , Introduction to 
these Paintings', Christianity and its fear of the body is shown to lead inexorabl_y to the 
anaernic art of the Impressionists. 

The Last Judgement makes its first appearance in the novel when Anna is pregnant 
with Ursula. She finds it among various prints and reproductions owned by her husband 

and initially responds to it with joy: 'The beautiful, innocent way in which the Blessed 
held each other by the hand as they moved towards the radiance, the real, real, angelic 
melody, made her weep with happiness'. " A false note, however, is struck by the 

repetition of the word 'real' in this sentence; effectively, it serves only to indicate the 

precariousness of Anna's equation between angelic melodies and reality. Anna struggles 
to imagine a relationship between the two that is anything other than a relationship of 

opposites; a task, no doubt, made more difficult still by her upbringing in a Catholic faith 

that views the 'real' world as a vale of tears that must be traversed in order to reach the 

true bliss in heaven. Before she can be imaginatively transported by the angelic melodies 
in The Last Judgement, the terrible nature of postlapsarian life creeps back into her mind: 
'And in all the happiness a black shadow, shy, wild, a beast of prey, roamed and vanished 
from sight [ ... ] there was a dread for her' (167). The primitive consciousness with which 
Anna is associated in this novel - most famously in the episode when she dances pregnant 

and naked before Will - is not, then, a type of paganism in which man understands himself 

to be at home among the natural rhythms and energies of nature. Instead, it is an early 

form of religion in which man knows himself to be at their mercy and finds consolation 

only in the prospect of his release from the terrestrial world in death. Believing this to be 

the 'real' nature of things, Anna cannot accept the beauty that she finds in Fra Angelico's 

painting to be anything other than an unreal dream: 'hard, hostile reality' stands forever as 

a contradiction of the beautiful illusion offered by art (168). 

Anna's husband, Will, has few Christian prejudices. Nevertheless, in his approach 

to The Last Judgement, he proves himself to be the most religiously inclined of the three 

characters. For Will, the painting provides an opportunity for Romantic transcendence. a 

chance to sublimate the tedious particulars of the everyday into a God-like vision of the 

Whole. Seen through his eyes, the individual angels and devils in The Last Judgement are 

merely units, beautiful only to the extent that they participate in the total composition of 

23 D. H. Lawrence, The Rainbow, ed. by Mark Kinkead-Weekes (London: Penguin, 1995), pp. 166-67. 

Further references to this novel are given after quotations in the text. 
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Fra Angelico's picture: 'He did not care whether or not he believed in devils or angels. 
The whole conception gave him the deepest satisfaction, and he wanted nothing more" 
(259). Will has no interest in the supposed reality or unreality of angels and devils. 
Instead, he seeks the Romantic sublime in which 'the human figure' is revealed to be 

nothing more than a unit in a grand design by a Universal Architect. Will's love for 
Gothic architecture (a characteristic that Chaudhuri and Femihough are also keen to 

attribute to an anti-total i sing, anti-imperialist Lawrence) has nothing whatsoever to do 

with the diverse and sometimes incongruous elements that this style incorporates; in Will's 

eyes, they are just means to an end, building blocks in the realisation of a single and 

awesome vision. Espousing an entirely different worldview to Anna, Will's encounter 

with The Last Judgement enables him to transcend the fragmentary and broken nature of 
'hostile reality'. A semantic shift has taken place which allows him direct contact with the 
divine through art - primitive Christianity has been succeeded by Romantic ism . 

24 

Another change of paradigm occurs when Ursula, Will and Anna's daughter, offers 
her more sophisticated or modem interpretation of The Last Judgement. For Ursula, the 

painting is an entirely secular phenomenon; it appeals to her, not because it suggests 

capricious gods or Universal Architects, but for the rather more prosaic reason that it is a 

pretty picture: 

She adored Fra Angelico's flowers and light and angels, she liked the demons and enjoyed 
the hell. But the representation of the encircled God, surrounded by all the angels on 
high, suddenly bored her. The figure of the Most High bored her, and roused her 
resentment. Was this the culmination and the meaning of it all, this draped, null figure? 
The angels were so lovely, and the light so beautiful. And only for this, to surround such 
a banality for God! (259) 

Ursula, it is tempting to say, is a child of Impressionism. She notices only the detail, the 

'lovely' (presumably quoi-less) angels, and the clever use of light in The Last Judgement. 

Like the Impressionists in 'Introduction to these Paintings', Ursula prefers 'open air' to 

substance, mentally stripping Fra Angelico's picture of its bodies, its gods and, most 

seriously of all, of its religious meaning. Modem rationalism, or the clerkly scepticism 

which Frank Kermode associates with all the Brangwen women, deprives the painting of 

its mystical significance; Ursula simply cannot accept that the end of all its beauty is to 

glorify a 'banal god'. " 'More sophisticated', in the sense of being more modem, more 

enlightened and more impression i stical ly-in cIi ned, Ursula*s judgement falls short perhaps 

24 Virginia Hyde also reads the move from Anna to Will in terms of a shift betNeen epochs. Hyde, 

however, places the emphasis on the religious nature of these epochs rather than their artistic character. 
See Virginia Hyde, The Risen Adam: D. H. Lawt-ence's Revisionist Tvpologý (Pennsylvania: 

Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), p. 80. 
2' Kermode, 'Apocalyptic Types'. p. 24. 
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even of that of her parents. The child-like quality of her sentiments - she *adores', 
'enjoys' and becomes 'suddenly bored' - is symptomatic of a youthful paradigm that has 

not yet reached maturity. 
Christianity, Romanticism and modern rationalism are all deficient in this one 

respect: none of these paradigms are able to deal with the human, or rather, with the point 
at which the human meets the non-human, the angelic life-force that works through man 
and the finest examples of his art. Christianity refuses the possibility that the products of 
human creativity and artistry might be divine; belonging to 'hostile reality', they can never 
offer more than a beautiful illusion or scant consolation for the terrors to be suffered on 
earth. Romanticism admits that art might be a route to transcendence, but only if man 
forgets the role that the human 'units' play in its creation (if The Rainbow can be said to 

offer an inhuman view of man's role in the cosmos then surely it is here in Will's Gothic 
idea of a Universal Architect for whom men are nothing but building blocks). Most 
deluded of all is the approach adopted by modem sceptics who deny the existence of 
divinity altogether. All of these paradigms, associated, it should be noted, with the long 

period in English art between the spread of syphilis in the sixteenth century and the advent 

of the twentieth century, insist on a gap between the human as embodied substance and the 
human as divine. In the case of Anna's Christianity and, to a lesser extent, that of Will's 

Romanticism, man must become aware of his own mortality or corporeal fragility in the 

face of terrible natural forces before he can earn his angels' wings (literally as a member 

of the joyful angelic host in a Christian heaven or figuratively as a Romantic artist with an 

angel-like view of the Whole). Ursula's rationality similarly diminishes man in order to 

reveal his position at the centre of the universe. Denied the full imaginative and 

transcendent experience available to her parents, she supposes that angels, light and 

flowers exist only for the distraction and entertainment of mere men and women like 

herself. From the antihumanist viewpoint here taken to be that of Lawrence, these 

characters all assume far too little and far too much about man's place in the universe. 

They empty him of cosmic matter and then, with the hubris that Paul Sheehan associates 

with the humanists, promote their empty and abstract category *man' to a position at the 

centre of, and with mastery over, all things. Lawrence's interest in Fra Angelico's 

painting does not, however, end by abandoning its angels and demons to a humanist cause. 

In spite of the ease with which Anna, Will and Ursula project their redundant worldviews 

on to The Last Judgement, the painting also contains a lesson for the would-be 

antihumanist. After all, for Lawrence's peers at the Neiv Age. to earn the \Nings of an 

angel did not necessarily mean to succeed according to Christian, Romantic or rationalist 

standards - certainly not, if their shared goal is assumed to be the giving up of an all-too- 
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human attachment to substance and the assumption of a god-like view or position of 
mastery over the Whole. Instead, to be angelic, although still requiring the sacrifice of 
bodily desires and needs, meant to reject the ethical and political goals of humanism, to 

concede that the human can never master, but only work with or against, the non-human 
forces and energies that flow through man and the universe in its entirety. 

The Angelic Society ofRananim 

Lawrence's letters testify to an altogether different interpretation of Fra Angelico's 

The Last Judgement. Aware perhaps that the painting dates from the very early period of 

the Renaissance and that it therefore pre-dates the beginning of the English campaign 

against sex and the body, Lawrence does not read The Last Judgement as symptomatic of 

the humanist desire to elevate an abstract and substance-less human ideal into the place of 

the divine. Instead, the use that he makes of the celestial figures in this painting resembles 

closely the use to which Allen Upward puts the Seraphim in the New Age. In both cases, 

the angels stand as models for the pursuit and regulation of life (as opposed to the lifeless 

ideal espoused by Christianity and Romanticism) in a utopian community of the author's 

own devising. Lawrence first broaches the idea of forming a new society in a letter to S. S. 

Koteliansky, dated 3 January 1915. The name for his new community would be the 'Order 

of the Knights of Rananim', its motto would be 'Fier [Pride]' and its badge, sketched 

carefully in the letter, would be a phoenix rising from the flames. " In subsequent letters to 

friends and acquaintances - many of them fellow artists and writers - Lawrence elaborates 

on the Christian and military precedents for his new society. Like Upward, who also 

thought to recruit the members of the Order of the Seraphim from among artists and 

thinkers, Lawrence models his society on a monastic militia: its name, the 'Order of the 

Knights of Rananim', recalls the Order of the Knights of St John and the Order of the 

Knights of Malta, identified by Upward as a direct source of inspiration for his own 

27 monastic/artistic society. The fact that both writers emphasise the medieval and/or 

Christian character of their utopian communities is not, however, in itself indicative of 

direct influence, nor even of any real affinity between Lawrence and Upward. A brief 

perusal of W. H. G. Armytage's classic study, Heavens Below. - Utopian Experiments in 

England 1560-1960, supplies many contemporaneous examples of other, similarly named 

and similarly themed, versions of utopia. John Ruskin, for example, was instrumental in 

the foundation of St. George's Guild, while Edward Carpenter and Edith Ellis. both of 

26 Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 2, p. 253. 
27 Upward, 'Seraphim 1', p. 349. 
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whom feature prominently when this thesis turns its attention to early-twent ieth -century 
sexology, were closely involved in the establishment of the Fellowship of NeNN Life . 

2' All 

of these communities - even those like Rananim and the Order of the Seraphim which 
never made it beyond the theoretical or rhetorical stage - look to medieval, monastic and 
more generally Christian precedents for their names and some of the basic principles 
around which they are organised. 

Yet,, if Upward and Lawrence take part of their inspiration for the Order of the 
Seraphim and for Rananim from a very general source, they are also indebted to a much 
less well-known paradigm. Both writers look to a very particular kind of angel to clarify 

and illustrate their ideas concerning the quality of life to be achieved in their utopian 

colonies. Few of the critics to tackle the question of Lawrence's plans for Rananim 

comment, however, on the peculiarly angelic nature of some of his letters on this subject, 

much less, on the fact that their angelic nature often derives from Lawrence's references to 

Fra Angelico's The Last Judgement. Keith Sagar acknowledges his debt to a monastic 

model and Harry T. Moore notes the 'ministerial' manner in which Lawrence writes of his 

colony, but neither remark on the three or four occasions on which Lawrence appeals to 

21 the angels to illustrate the organisation of life in Rananim. One of the most instructive 

examples of this type occurs in a letter to Lady Ottoline Morrell dated I February 1915. 

Here, Lawrence explains that he wants Morrell to form with him 'the nucleus of a new 

community' in which the bourgeois ideal of leading a prosperous and comfortable life 

would play no part. The only 'riches' in this community would be those involving self- 

fulfilment, the 'integrity of character' and the reunion of the flesh and spirit. Moreover, in 

order to access this new wealth, the citizen of Rananim would have to give up the 

safeguards that so-called civilized society has erected to protect the human from the 

capricious natural forces that surround him. At present, complains Lawrence, man 

resembles a motor car that is 'so encumbered' by safety devices that it simply will not go. " 

In his imagined community there would be no place for institutions that claim to protect 

the human while actually serving to limit its potential, the church would be replaced by a 

lived religion and the established aristocracy by an aristocracy of the spirit. Lawrence 

envisages a peculiar type of communism in which the self-negating ideals of communism 

28 W. H. G. Armytage, Heavens Beloit,: Utopian Experiments in England 1560-1960 (London: Routledge 

and Kegan Paul, 1961), pp. 289-304 and 333-34. 
2Q Sagar, p. 253; and Harry T. Moore, The Priest of Love: A Life of D. H Lawrence, rev. edn (New York: 

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1974). p. 230. 
30 Boulton (ed. ), Letters, I pp. 271-72. 
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property so-called would be replaced by those pertaining to self-affirmation and individual 
fulfilment: 

It is communism based, not on poverty, but on riches, not on humility, but on pride, not on 
sacrifice but upon complete fulfilment in the flesh of all strong desire, not on forfeiture 
but upon inheritance, not on heaven but on earth. We will be Sons of God who walk here 
[ ... I on earth, not bent on getting and having, because we know we inherit all things. We 
will be aristocrats, and as wise as the serpent in dealing with the mob. For the mob shall 
not crush us nor starve us nor cry us to death. We will deal cunningly with the mob, the 
greedy soul, we will gradually bring it to subjection. 

We will found an order, and we will all be Princes, as the angels are. 
We must bring this thing about - at least set it into life, bring it forth new-born on 

the earth, watched over by our old cunning and guarded by our ancient, mercenary-soldier 
habits. " 

With the assurance of an Old Testament prophet Lawrence declares that, in the fair and 

equal society of Rananim, the biblical promise that all men will come to be like Christ, 

that all men will rise to the rank of angels, will actually come to pass: '[w]e will be Sons 

of Gods who walk here [ ... ] on earth', 'we will all be Princes, as the angels are'. 
It should already be clear that the celestial figures invoked in this letter are not 

those to be found in Lawrence's version of orthodox Christianity. They stand, not for 

Christian virtues such as poverty, humility and the sacrifice of the flesh, but for the good 

of riches (of the spiritual rather than the material kind), pride and sexual fulfilment. To 

classify these angels it is therefore necessary to look away from religion in the direction 

suggested by the rather more chaste angels to be found in the New Age. Like Upward's 

Seraphim, Lawrence's angels and Sons of God conform to a post-Nietzschean paradigm. 

All 'Princes' or rulers of the earth upon which they walk, these prototypes of the citizens 

of Rananim represent the triumph of master morality over that of the slave; in Rananim, 

the 'good' would be that which pertains to self-fulfilment and the affirmation of life while 

the 'bad' would be that which demands the effacement of the self in the interests of the 

other. The list of qualities that Nietzsche attributes to 'brave and noble men' in Beyond 

Good and Evil -a text that Lawrence is generally assumed to have read 32 - apply equally 

to Lawrence's angel s/inhab itants of Rananim: ja] faith in yourself, pride in yourself, and a 

fundamental hostility and irony with respect to "selflessness"'. " Beyond Good and Evil 

might also be posited as a possible source for Lawrence's notion that humanity has been 

" Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 2, p. 273. 
32 Patrick Bridgwater explains that Beyond Good and Evil was added to the stock of Croydon library in 

1908 and that, as Lawrence took up a teaching position in Croydon in the same year, he was likely to 
have come across it there. See Patrick Bridgwater. Niet: sche in Anglosaxony. - A Stuqý, of Nietzsche's 

lmpact on English and American Literature (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1972), pp. 103-04. 
33 Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil: Prelude to a Philosophy (? f the Future, ed. by Rolf-Peter 

Horstmann and Judith Norman and trans. by Judith Norman (Cambridge: Cambridge UniNersity Press, 

2002), p. 155. 
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spoiled by the desire to protect and preserve life at all costs. Here, Nietzsche states that 

self-preservation is not the 'cardinal drive of an organic being', Ja]bove all, a living thing 

wants to discharge its strength - life itself is will to power'. " It is almost certainly a 
similar idea that lies behind Lawrence's suggestion that the angelic members of the 'Order 

of the Knights of Rananim' would live in a perpetual state of readiness for war. 
Awakening the 'mercenary-soldier habits' that lie don-nant in that mollycoddled excuse 
that passes for modem man, Rananim would charge its members, not only with the 

guardianship of their own way of life, but also with the altogether more troubling task of 
subjugating the mob. 

The celestial prototype for the would-be citizen of Rananim is, then, post- 
Nietzschean in nature. This is not, however, to suggest that Lawrence is necessarily pro- 
Nietzschean. Peculiarly, although this philosopher undoubtedly influenced many of the 
ideas in Lawrence's letter to Morrell, he is also the implied enemy of the imagined state of 
Rananim. The 'great serpent' that would have to be destroyed if Lawrence's plans were to 

come to fruition is the Will to Power. The citizens of Rananim would be required to curb 

and discipline their natural desire to gain and exercise influence over their fellow 

colonists. Lawrence's mention of the Will to Power is evidently meant to recall 
Nietzsche's affirmation of the drive that lies behind all human impulses and actions; 

although, in so far as he reads the Will to Power in terms of social ambition, Lawrence is 

probably indebted to the popular caricature of this concept rather than to the version to be 

found in Nietzsche. Heidegger offers what is undoubtedly a more faithful reading of the 

Will to Power when he suggests that it is a reaching out beyond oneself in order to gain 

mastery over, or 'come to grips with', both the object that is willed and the subject or self 

who wills. " The conscious desire to subjugate a fellow man (as opposed to the 

unconscious wielding of innate authority) would, for Nietzsche, suggest ressentiment - the 

perverse tendency of the newly liberated slave to feel resentment towards and even to 

enact revenge upon his former master. For Lawrence, however, the point remains that the 

creation of the perfect society is contingent on Nietzsche being wrong about the 

fundamental drive that lies behind all other human desires. If Rananim is to come into 

being, its potential citizens would have to demonstrate that it is possible to overcome the 

Will to Power and that, like the angels, they could all be Princes. 

As Colin Milton remarks, there is something superficial about Lawrence's pointed 

rejection of a predecessor whose influence is otherwise everywhere evident in his work. 

34 Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, p. 15. 
35 Martin Heidegger, Niet,: sche, vol. 1, The JJ'7/1 to Power as Art, trans. by David Farrell Krell (London: 

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 198 1 ), p. 4 1. 
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No doubt, like the contributors to the New Age, Lawrence had no desire to be associated 

with the 'bad odour' that attended Nietzsche's supposedly militaristic and imperialist 

philosophy in the early years of the war. " Patrick Bridgwater makes a similar point in 

Nietzsche in Anglosaxony, adding that Lawrence misunderstood the Will to Power because 

he assumed it to be a purely intellectual force. " Yet Lawrence's insistence that utopia lies 

at the far side of the struggle to overcome the Will to Power demands to be taken rather 

more seriously than if it were merely a politically motivated concession to Nietzsche's 

many detractors. The manner in which Lawrence understands the functioning of elemental 
life-forces (among which ought to be counted Nietzsche's Will to Power even if, for 

Lawrence, this is an intellectual and not a pre-conscious force) is a determining factor in 

deciding where to put the dividing lines between the human, the inhuman and the angelic 
in his work. Perhaps, then, the fact that the celestial beings in this letter presage a society 
in which Nietzsche's master morality is affirmed, but his Will to Power is denied, is 

testimony to the sheer complexity of quoi, to the difficult conceptual nature of the 'good' 

life-force that works in and through the figure of the angels. 
Lawrence expands on the angelic nature of quoi in letters to Gordon Campbell and 

E. M Forster dated 20 December 1914 and 28 January 1915. These letters, written 

immediately before and immediately after the announcement of his intention to found 

Rananim, reveal that Lawrence has a particular type of angel in mind as a prototype for the 

organisation of society in his colony. To Forster, in what a postscript added by Frieda 

describes as a 'very angelic letter', Lawrence writes: 

It is time for us now to look all round, round the whole ring of the horizon - not just out of 
a room with a view; it is time to gather again a conception of the Whole: as Plato tried to 
do, and as the mediaeval men - as Fra Angelico -a conception of the beginning and the 

end, of heaven and hell, of good and evil flowing from God through humanity as through 

a filter, and returning back to god as angels and demons. [ ... ] 
In my Island, I wanted people to come without class or money, sacrificing nothing, 

but each coming with all his desires, yet knowing that his life is but a tiny section of a 
Whole: so that he shall fulfil his life in relation to the Whole. 38 

Fra Angelico's painting suggests to Lawrence how the would-be inhabitant of Rananim 

must come to understand his or her life - as part of a spiritual/physical current which flows 

from God to humanity and then back to God in the form of angels and demons. Realising 

that he/she is a channel for cosmic energy, the new citizen finds self-fulfilment but never 

comes to believe that he/she has mastery over other people, much less, over the m\, sterious 

ebb and flow of the cosmos itself. In this manner, Lawrence issues a challenge to tx\o 

36 Colin Milton, Lmvi-ence and Niet.: sche. - A Study in Influence (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 

1987), p. 16. 
37 Bridgwater, p. 107. 
38 Boulton (ed. ). Lettet-s, 2, pp. 265-66. 
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distinct schools of thought: first, to the humanist belief that the universe is centred upon 

man; and second, to the supposedly Nietzschean view that humanity is driven by the desire 

of one man to achieve mastery over another. 
There is, however, another lesson that the would-be inhabitant of Rananim might 

learn from Fra Angelico's angels. Although the earlier letter to Gordon Campbell does not 

mention Fra Angelico by name, it does recommend Catherine Jenner's Christian 

Symbolism and describes the hierarchy of angels exactly as they appear in the text 

accompanying Jenner's reproduction of The Last Judgement. The Eternal God, Lawrence 

explains, is surrounded by 'the Hierarchy of the Cherubim and Seraphim': beyond them 

are 'the Dominions and Powers'; and furthest from God are 'the Principalities, 

Archangels, and Angels, which come as messengers and guardians and carriers of blessing 

at last to mankind'. For Lawrence,, one particular detail stands out in this scheme: the 

simple fact that the angels that are closest to God are 'absorbed in praise eternally'. 'I 

cannot forget', he says towards the end of the letter, 'that the Cherubim who are nearest 

God and palpitate with his brightness are absorbed in pr is 3' Lawrence's theme in this 

letter - suggested by a manuscript that he had received from Campbell - is the unfortunate 

obsession of modem novelists with the figure of the Egoist. Lawrence complains that, if 

Campbell must give the world yet another book about the Egoist, then he ought not to end 

it in the usual way with the suicide of his protagonist. A far better approach, Lawrence 

continues, would be to follow the example set by the Book of Job and show the Egoist in 

the midst of his suffering 'absorbed in praise'. The novelist ought not to lament the 

fragility of the Ego when beset by the difficulties and terrors of an indifferent universe; 

rather, he should give up on the idea of the Ego altogether and celebrate the immense 

power of the Whole as it is manifest (for good or for evil) in the manifold of its parts. 

Mark Kinkead-Weekes helpfully suggests that there might be another lesson here for the 

potential recruit to Rananim. In his biography of Lawrence's middle years, Kinkead- 

Weekes explains that Lawrence's source for the name of his utopian community was likely 

to have been the first line of the Hebrew version of psalm 33: Rannani Zadikim lAdonai 

[Rejoice in the Lord 0 ye righteous]. He adds that, if so, then the name that Lawrence 

chooses for his colony recalls 'Lawrence's sermon to Campbell about the Cherubim and 

the end (rather than the middle) of the book of Job'. 40 These echoes, between the angels 

absorbed in praise and the rejoicing encrypted in the name of Lawrence*s utopian 

community, confirm, not only that Fra Angelico provides a model for the type of life to be 

39 Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 2, p. 249-50. 
40 Kinkead-Weekes, p. 182. 
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pursued in Rananim, but that this model has two distinct aspects: first, it shoNN s how the 
individual must understand its own relatively unimportant position in relation to the 

circulation of cosmic energies through the universe, and second, it demonstrates that, 

rather than despair of this fact, he or she ought to be absorbed in praise. 
The attributes that Lawrence ascribes to the angels thus provide a number of clues 

as to the nature of the life-force that flows through these figures. Primarily, as a number of 
commentators have pointed out, this natural force is related, but by no means identical, to 
the World Will that Lawrence encountered in his early reading of Schopenhauer. " For 

Schopenhauer, the World Will is a blind, impersonal force that strives to realise itself 

without regard for the fate of the individual. Men who become aware of the real nature of 
the Will have only two options: either they give in to misery and despair or they seek to 

escape from the 'endless stream of willing' into the still sphere of art and representation. 42 

As Michael Bell explains in Literature, Modernism and Myth, this does not necessarily 

mean that art has any more truth or any more purpose than anything else in the world, but 

that, unlike religion for example, it does have the advantage of being conscious rather than 

unconscious illusion . 
4' Given Lawrence's objection to the type of art that sets itself up in 

opposition to the sexualised body, he could hardly be expected to share this view of art as 

a means of denying life or of taking refuge from the Will. Thus, although Schopenhauer's 

version of the will - an impersonal, indifferent force - comes much closer to Lawrence's 

concept of cosmic forces than does Nietzsche's Will to Domination, Lawrence nonetheless 

protests about what he sees as Schopenhauer's ascetic and life-denying tendencies. The 

notes which Lawrence scribbled on his copy of 'The Metaphysics of Love' bear witness to 

his disapproval. Lawrence reserves most of his contempt for a section in which 

Schopenhauer extols the virtue of the ascetic, will-denying man and decries the 

irresponsibility of lovers: 'And yet, amid all this turmoil, we see a pair of lovers 

exchanging longing glances - yet why so secretly, timidly, and stealthily? Because these 

lovers are traitors secretly striving to perpetuate all this misery and turmoil that otherwise 

would come to a timely end. ý44 Lawrence's comment on this section is predictably 

41 See for example; Milton, pp. 6-8; Montgomery, pp. 50-53; and more recently, Morag Shiach, 

Modernism, Labour and Selffiood in British Literature and Culture, 1890-1930 (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2004), pp. 170-71. 
42 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea, trans. by R. B. Haldane and J. Kemp, 3 vols 
(London: TrObner, 1883), vol. 1, p. 254. 
43 Michael Bell, Literature, Modernism and Myth: Belief and Responsibility in the Twentieth Centurv 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 24. 
44 Arthur Schopenhauer, 'The Metaphysic of Love', in Essays of Schopenhauer. trans. by Mrs Rudolf 

Dircks (London: Walter Scott, 1897), pp. 168- 208 (p. 208). 
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scathing: 'This charitable and righteous man never stole a secret look - he ýN ould spare the 
poor individual, dear soul. "' 

Confronted by Schopenhauer's desire to make art a refuge from the will. Lawrence 

appears to follow the example of Nietzsche. First, Nietzsche demands that the Nvill (life- 

energy not the Will to Power) be affirmed rather than denied, and second. he makes art the 

rightful home of the will and therefore of the 'real' world as a whole. To paraphrase Bell, 
if the world has no more purpose than a work of art, rather than withdraw into 'conscious 
illusion', man should simply adopt the same attitude towards the world as he would 
towards a work of art: 'Life is lived as an intrinsic, rather than for an instrumental or 
teleological, value', " The precedent is set by the art-angels who are closest to god: rather 
than constantly striving to get even closer, they know their place in the universal hierarchy 

and, more importantly, are fully absorbed in the celebration of this knowledge. Further, 

unlike Schopenhauer's ascetic man whose purpose in life might be said to be the denial of 
life, Lawrence's angels are disturbingly fleshy, even sexual beings; they 'palpitate' with 

the brightness of God. " The emphasis that Lawrence places on the altogether sexual 

nature of the will or cosmic energy, as it is revealed and justified in art, is arguably further 

than the 'early' Nietzsche was prepared to go. Texts such as The Birth of Tragedy 

acknowledge the physical nature of the Dionysian strand in Greek art, but this is 

necessarily tempered and made palatable by the Apollonian commitment to dreams and 

illusion. Although Lawrence was unquestionably influenced by these early texts, 

Nietzsche's unwillingness to countenance the possibility of a head-on encounter with the 

material irreducibility of drives and impulses was no doubt registered by the novelist. " 

Indeed, it was feasibly Nietzsche's initial reluctance to deal with the pre-conscious, 

intuitive self that led Lawrence to conclude that the Will to Power is nothing more than the 

conscious desire of one intellect to gain mastery over another. 

In Nietzsche's later work, however, there is the suggestion of a more material, 

more corporeal, understanding of art and the drive to create. This idea finds its most 

coherent expression, not in Nietzsche's work, but in the commentary of another figure 

roughly contemporaneous with, and frequently compared to, Lawrence. " In Nietzsche: 

45 Quoted in Emile Delavenay, 'Sur un exemplaire de Schopenhauer annot6 par D. H. Lawrence', Revue 

Anglo-Amýricaine, 13 (1935-1936), 234-38 (p. 238). 
46 Bell, Literature, Modernism and Myth, p. 29. 
47 Boulton (ed. ), Letters, 2, p. 250. 
4' For the influence on Lawrence of The Birth of Tragedy and its Apollonian and Dionysian modes see, 
'Study of Thomas Hardy', in Phoenix. - The Posthumous Papers of D. H. Lmvrence, ed. by Edward D. 

McDonald (London: Heinemann, 1936), pp. 398-516 (especially p. 110). For Lawrence's dissatisfaction 

with these ideas see Montgomery. p. 94. 
49 For suggestive comparisons of Heidegger with Lawrence see Bell, D. H. Laivrence, Sheehan; and 

Fernihough. 
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The Will to Power as Art, Martin Heidegger observes that, in Twilight of the Idols and The 
Will to Power, there are two apparently contradictory versions of art: art as a 
ccountermovement to nihilism' (which would require it to establish a new set of human 

values) and art as a phy sio I ogical/p sycho logical condition (which would dissolve art and 
all other potential sources of value in a flux of natural processes and drives). " On the one 
hand, art is said to be the enemy of nihilism and, on the other, it is the final conquest of a 
radical materialism that itself appears to border on nihilism. Nietzsche is said to overcome 
this contradiction by positing 'rapture' -a condition which cannot help but recall the 

angels 'absorbed in praise' - as the 'basic aesthetic state'. Rapture, a feeling of 
'enhancement of force' and 'plenitude', is above all an embodied condition; in its most 

original form, notes Heidegger, it is nothing other than the feeling of sexual arousal. " Yet 

this is not to say that in rapture the self dissolves into the *riotousness and tumult' of 
Wagnerian ecstasy, nor that it gives itself up to the blind striving of Schopenhauer's World 

Will. Rather, rapture is an ascent beyond the self, a reaching out towards the divine 

measure of form and the beautiful and a striving towards things that we 'believe we can 
but barely overcome', that we can but 'barely survive'. 52 Heidegger's example of an 

attempt to grasp the beautiful is revealing; it comes from Rilke's first 'Duino Elegy' - the 

poem which contains one of the most famous angelic encounters in modem European 

I iterature: 

Who, if I cried out, would hear me among the angelic 
orders? And even if one of them pressed me 
suddenly to his heart: I'd be consumed 
in his stronger existence. For beauty is nothing 
but the beginning of terror, which we can just barely endure, 
and we stand in awe of it as it coolly disdains 
to destroy us. Every angel is terrifying. " 

Heidegger quotes only the middle section of this passage, from 'For beauty is nothing' as 

far as 'to destroy us', neatly avoiding any suggestion of angelic intervention. " In the 

context of Lawrence's work, however, the angelic nature of this encounter - an encounter 

with something which tests and stretches the human as far as, and even beyond, its limits - 

is crucial. It is no coincidence that Eugene Goodheart chooses to quote the same passage 

in order to convey the 'remarkable' affinity between Rilke and Lawrence. " Their 

similarity is founded, not only, as Goodheart points out, on their shared wish for 

50 Heidegger, pp. 92. 
5' Heidegger, pp. 97,100 and 116. 
52 Heidegger, pp. 119 and 116. 
" Rainer Maria Rilke, Duino Elegies, trans. by Edward Snow (New York: North Point, 2000), p. 5 
54 Heidegger, p. H 6. 
55 Goodheart, P. 77. 
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transcendence and fear that such transcendence will result in the disintegration of the self, 
but on the angelic language in which both Rilke and Lawrence choose to communicate the 

ambivalent nature of their visions. 
In Fra Angelico's 'palpitating angels', Lawrence identifies his own solution to the 

problem posed by Heidegger - that of reconciling the need for standards to counter 
nihilism (or the modem scepticism embodied by Ursula) with a vision of the world as 
governed by a natural spirit, impersonal force, or quoi which knows nothing of all-too- 
human values and significance. Like Nietzsche,, he gestures towards a 'feeling' which 

suggests both the loss of the self and its recollection in confrontation with a 'stronger 

existence'. He finds an illustration of this feeling in the higher ranks of angels who, 

although absorbed in praise, nonetheless know their proper place in relation to God and to 

the lower orders. In another letter to E. M. Forster, Lawrence seeks to distinguish '[m]y 

angels and devils' from 'your Pan'. Forster's Pan appears in the first story in Celestial 

Omnibus,. as a sickly and effeminate youth who, after undergoing a sudden conversion, 
takes to cavorting wildly with women and nature. To Lawrence, this figure represents an 

unregulated Dionysian force, not unlike the Wagnerian 'riotousness' described by 

Heidegger. Forster's Pan, Lawrence explains, is 'the undifferentiated root and stem 
drawing out of unfathomable darkness'. Lawrence's 'own angels and devils', by contrast, 

are 'symbols for the flower into which we strive to burst'; they represent the fulfilled self, 

which, although in contact with the undifferentiated organic drives behind all living things, 

also strives towards the idealist goal of beauty and singularity. " To move from the 

elemental to the ideal is not easy; the sections in which Heidegger derives form and grand 

style from the embodied feeling of 'rapture' (which is originally the feeling of sexual 

arousal) are by far the most difficult and least convincing sections of The Will to Power as 

Art. " Lawrence has an advantage, however, because the image he borrows from The Last 

Judgement manages to contain both poles of this opposition without necessarily needing to 

derive one from the other, much less, to synthesise the two. Angels, at least in their 

modernist incarnation, have the remarkable ability to straddle the material ist/ideal ist 

divide. 

Yet Lawrence is also more ambitious than Heidegger in that he insists on keeping 

the original sexual meaning of angelic rapture constantly in view. Angelic encounters - 

the encounter with beauty which is also an encounter with terror - often carry a sexual 

charge in Lawrence's work. When Ursula opens the door to her first lover, Skrebensky, in 

56 Boulton (ed. ), Lettei-s, 2, p. 275. 
57 See Heidegger, especially chapters 16 and 17. 
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The Rainbow, it is as if the three angels that appeared to Abraham had come knocking 
(271). Similarly, when the speaker in the poetry collection Look! We HM, e Conle 
Through! finally gives himself up to the irreducible otherness of his wife, the 'three 
strange angels' come calling again: 

What is the knocking? 
What is the knocking at the door in the night? 
It is somebody wants to do us harm. 

No, no, it is the three strange angels. 
Admit them, admit them. " 

'Song of a Man Who has Come Through', with its three strange and possibly harmful 

angels, is another locus for critical discussion of the human ity/inhuman ity of Lawrence's 
life-forces and cosmic energies. Sandra M. Gilbert suggests that the three angels come as 
'harbingers of the creative-destructive mystery implicit in every moment of life', while 
Helen Sword notes that an otherwise 'optimistic' poem becomes troubled at the moment of 
their arrival; the speaker realises, Sword explains, that he must submit to a horrific 

'fertilising force' in order to create. " Colin Milton argues that the three angels are none 

other than Zarathustra's three evil things; a claim that does not persuade T. R. Wright who 
is, nonetheless, willing to admit the Nietzschean provenance of some of the other ideas in 

the poem. 'O In the light of Lawrence's letters - particularly those which concern his plans 

to establish an angelic community of artists and writers overseas - it is necessary to 

recognise that the angels do not only represent the indifferent workings of a sexual or 

natural drive; they also look forward to the triumph of art, to the adoption of an immanent 

approach to life that is neither instrumental nor teleological in character. In terms of the 

question posed in 'Introduction to these Paintings', the problem is one of showing that 

angelic quoi - the sexual or embodied feeling that the Frenchman erroneously believes the 

angels lack - is also the attitude that man ought to adopt towards art and life. Aesthetic 

values, which might be thought to disappear in a primordial soup of energies and life- 

forces, instead derive new content, and concomitantly a new raison d'&re, from amid the 

very same primordial stuff 

58 D. H. Lawrence, Complete Poems, ed. by Vivian de Sola Pinto and Warren Roberts (Harmondsworth: 

Penguin, 1993). p. 250. 
Ind '9 Sandra Gilbert, Acts of Attention: The Poems of D. H. Lawrence, edn (Carbondale: Southern 

Illinois University Press, 1990), p. 107; and Sword, Engendering Inspiration, p. 91. 
60 Milton, p. 172; and Wright, pp. 52 and 64. 
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Pneumatology, Psychoanalysis and a Language of the Angels 

In 1898, Edward Carpenter published a collection of his art criticism Angels' 
Wings, the title of which is taken from an essay considering the depiction of the angel in 

the visual arts. D. H. Lawrence was almost certainly aware of this essay; Emile Delavenay 

remembers Jessie Chambers assuring him that Lawrence had read most of Carpenter's 

works, and adds that it was probably after reading Angels' Wings that Lawrence wrote his 
juvenile piece, 'Art and the Individual'. " Collected in Phoenix H, 'Art and the Individual' 

argues that art is 'the medium through which men express their deep, real feelings' 
. 
62 its 

goal is to bring men into sympathy with as many other men and phenomena as possible 

with the eventual aim of joining them with the whole cosmos 'to carry out some ultimate 

purpose - evolution, we call one phase of the carrying out'. " Lawrence's emphasis on 

man"s deep feelings, as well as his mystical or evolutionary connection to the rest of the 

cosmos, is a familiar feature of much of the work explored in this chapter. The suggestion 
that this emphasis might in some way have been inspired or motivated by Lawrence's 

reading of Carpenter demands, therefore, careful consideration. In fact, as its title 

indicates, the essay 'Angels' Wings' might even be posited as a precedent for the link 

which Lawrence establishes between man's 'real deep feelings' - later his pre-conscious, 

unegotistical, or impersonal self - and a language or image bank of angels. 

'Angels' Wings' is unequivocal about what angels in art cannot do; they cannot 

convince a modem audience, trained in the materialism and rationalism of the nineteenth 

century, of the real existence of men and women that can fly. The idea of an angel is an 
insult to even the most childlike of consciousnesses: 

And everyone remembers the shock that came to the enquiring mind, as time went on - 
the child-like direct materialistic question, time and again set aside, and time and again 
recurring, with regard to these beautiful winged creatures - how do they put their clothes 
on? 

64 

Surprisingly, this observation does not lead Carpenter to argue for the obsolescence of the 

angel in the visual arts. The problem for the rational mind, he explains, is not with angels 

per se but the angel as it appears in Romantic art. Even J. W. M. Turner's great reputation 

and considerable technical abilities 'do not altogether atone for his solecisms - his 

impossible figures engaged in unknown occupations, his needless grottoes (needless 

61 Emile Delavenay, D. H. Lawrence and Edýt, ard Carpenter: A Study in Edýi, ardian Transition (London: 
Heinemann, 1971), pp. 21 and 173. 
62 D. H. Lawrence, 'Art and the Individual', in Phoenix JI, ed. by Warren Roberts and HaM T. Moore 

(London: Heinemann, 1968), pp. 221-26 (p. 224). 
63 Lawrence, 'Art and the Individual', p. 226. 
64 Edward Carpenter, 'Angels' Wings', in Angels' Wings: A Series of Essays on Art and its Relation to 

Life, 2 nd edn (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1899), pp. 25-40 (pp. 25-26). 
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except for the purpose of providing a point of deep shade), his temples which never were 
nor could be used'. Carpenter expresses a familiar modernist preference for Greek over 
Romantic and Gothic art; the former is said to aspire to the depiction of beauty in 'clear, 

simple and definite forms', while the emotion and mysticism of the latter escapes 'the 
bounds of definite thought'. " When the Greek sculptors came to represent winged beings 

they did not think to abandon reality in the ludicrous manner of Turner and his colleagues. 
Instead, they used symbolism and minimalism so as not to insult the reason of their public. 
In Carpenter's nineteenth-century rational audience there is, it should be acknowledged, 
more than a suggestion of Lawrence's quoi-less English and American art-lovers; they too 

stand before a picture and criticise it for its 'unnaturalness or affectation'. 66 Yet 
Carpenter's final word on the angel in art is not to request that artists capitulate to this 

audience and limit themselves to the depiction of figures that do not break the rules of 

materialistic or rational thought. Rather, the very persistence of winged figures in art 
testifies, he claims, to another, presumably irrational, demand on the part of the artist and 
his audience: 'The recurrence of wings in Cupids and Angels, all down the history of Art 

and in so many nations, suggests a great need in the human mind - suggests the haunting 

vision of the real existence of beings capable of swift translation through space. "' If 

angels do not bear witness to a rational or mechanical possibility, then they must testify to 

an as yet unexplored psychological desire. 'Angels' Wings' saves the angel for art on the 

condition that, unlike its Romantic/Gothic predecessor, it aspires to psychological rather 

than physical fact. 

It seems possible, then, that Carpenter's rehabilitation of the angels might have 

suggested to Lawrence an alternative language or idiom in which to describe the psyche: 

specifically perhaps, those dark and irrational parts of the psyche that Freud designated the 

unconscious. Lawrence's dissatisfaction with the newly available language of Freudian 

psychoanalysis is well-known. Published in 1921, his critique of psychoanalysis, 

Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious, contains a damning image of Freud rummaging 

about in the confines of the dark and poky cave of the unconscious. In a grotesque parody 

of Plato, the shadows and horrors that Freud finds inside turn out, not to be the reflections 

of ideal forms elsewhere, but the self-identical truth of human origins: 

" Carpenter, 'Angels' Wings', pp. 36 and 39. 
66 Lawrence, 'Introduction', p. 557. 
67 Carpenter, 'Angels' Wings, p. 39. 
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With dilated hearts we watched Freud disappearing into the cavern of darkness. which is 
sleep and unconsciousness to us, darkness which issues in the foam of all our day's 
consciousness. He was making for the origins. We watched his ideal candle flutter and 
go small. Then we waited, as men do wait, always expecting the wonder of wonders. He 
came back with dreams to sell. 

But sweet heaven, what merchandise! What dreams, dear heart! What was there in 
the cave: Alas that we ever looked! Nothing but a huge slimy serpent of sex, and heaps 

68 of excrement, and a myriad repulsive little horrors spawned between sex and excrement . 

Lawrence's contempt for Freud seems at first inconsistent in a writer who himself aimed 
to reconnect the human with the quoi of sexual and physical drives and impulses. Yet, as 
Goodheart rightly points out, Freud's unconscious disappoints Lawrence, not because its 

contents are too base and elemental, but because these contents are nothing more than the 

repressed contents of consciousness. " The fact that Freud discovers nothing but sex and 

excrement is testimony, therefore, not to the existence of a life-force that, for Lawrence, 

always escapes consciousness; rather, to the perverse obsessions of a civilization that has 

got sex and excrement on the brain. Lawrence finds a dilemma at the heart of 

psychoanalysis that is suggestively close to the one that T. J. Clark has recently identified 

with modernism as a whole. Neither Lawrence's psychoanalysis nor Clark's modernism 

can be entirely sure whether its project is a dream or a nightmare. What from one 

perspective looks like the dream of total representation -a journey into the unconscious to 

bring to light the origins of human sexuality - looks, from another viewpoint, like a 

nightmare in which nothing, not even the mysterious origin of sexuality, escapes the 

inhuman mechanics of signs and linguistic codes. " Substitute Clark's dream/nightmare of 

total representation for Lawrence's dream/nightmare of bringing everything to 

consciousness and the results are roughly the same; Freud goes into the cave 'with dreams 

to sell' - the promise that he would reveal the real meaning of sexuality - and emerges 

claming that there is nothing more to human desire than its all too familiar signifiers of sex 

and excrement. This is not to imply that Clark's 'representation' and Lawrence's 

(consciousness' are identical terms; on the contrary, the disjunction between the two 

usefully brings to light the work that Lawrence has to do to save his own mode of artistic 

representation from the charge of being all too (inhumanly) conscious. 

If Freudian psychoanalysis fails to touch the life-forces and cosmic energies that 

lie beyond the reach of consciousness, then what kind of language - if indeed language is 

the right word here - might succeed in doing so? Carpenter's notion that the persistence 

of the angel in art testifies to an unacknowledged psychological need, and Lawrence's use 

"' Lawrence, Psj, choanalysis, p. 9. 
69 Goodheart, p. 104. 
70 T. J. Clark, Farelvell to an Idea: Episodesfi-om a HistogQ010deMism (NeNN, HaN en: Yale Universitý, 

Press, 1999). See especially pp. 9- 10 and chapter 3, 'Freud's C&anne'. 
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of the same figure to represent the impersonal currents that flow through the individual in 
Rananim, suggests an intriguing hypothesis: that images of angels might in themselves 
constitute precisely this kind of language or, if not, that they might at least form part of the 
vocabulary of one. There is, in fact, a historical precedent for the association of angels 
with the human mind in the medieval study of pneurnatology. The OED 11 describes this 
early science as the study of spiritual beings, 'comprehending the doctrine of God as 
known by natural reason, of angels or demons, and of the human soul'. The entry goes on 
to explain that the discipline was short lived because the neglect of spiritual beings, 

prompted by 'the philosophical tendencies of the eighteenth century', limited 

pneurnatology to the study of human souls only, or in the words of the OED, to Jhe 

science of the nature and functions of the human soul or mind, now commonly called 

psychology'. Psychology is thus said to rise from the ashes of the belief that the various 
humours and states of the human soul were influenced by the real existence of angels and 
demons. Like the eighteenth-century innovations singled out by Foucault, economics, 

philology and biology (otherwise known to Lawrence and his fellow modernists as the 
instruments of humanism), psychology or the study of human souls in isolation emerged 
from a society that had become obsessed with the finality of man. " Knowledge of the 

human was limited to the brief interlude between his birth and his death; scholars no 
longer sought to include the infinite domain of God and his hosts of angels. 

Giorgio Agamben takes medieval pneurnatology as his subject in the second half 

of Stanzas, published in English in 1993. Particularly relevant in the present context, is 

Agamben's suggestion that contemporary psychoanalysis might find 'a useful point of 

reference' in medieval phantasmology. " Like Lawrence, Agamben focuses on a perceived 

shortcoming of Freudian psychoanalysis and seeks to remedy it with a theory of spirits, 

phantasms and angels. On this occasion, the problem is said to be that Freud failed to 

develop a 'proper organic theory of the phantasm', which left him unable to deal 

adequately with melancholia and, more pertinently, with artistic activity. Melancholia 

'embarrassed' Freud, explains Agamben, because, in order to maintain its link to mourning 

(fixation on a memory or an object linked to the loved one), he had to propose 'the 

paradox of an intention to mourn that precedes and anticipates the loss of an object'. " in 

melancholia, the desired object is not yet attained, even fundamentally unattainable; 

nevertheless, it appears to the melancholic as if lost, thus allowing him or her to 

" Foucault, Order, p. 340. 
72 Giorgio Agamben, Stanzas: Word and Phantasm in Western Culturc, trans. by Ronald L. Martinez 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), p. 23. 
7' Agamben, pp. 23 and 20. 
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appropriate or incorporate the unobtainable object into his or her self Agamben's 

terminology gestures towards a connection between melancholia and artistic practice, he 

speaks of the former's ability to grasp unobtainable objects in terms of an 'imaginative 

capacity' and the sphere in which it functions as a 'phantasmagoric aI reality'. A feNN 

pages later, he suggests that both melancholy and artistic activity 'find justification in 

exacerbated phantasmatic practice'. " Pneumatology, which is never 'embarrassed' by 

phantasmagoric or unreal realities, is thus revealed to have an advantage over Freudian 

psychoanalysis in its ability to account for the phenomenon of melancholy and, 
concomitantly, for that of artistic production. 

Agamben's argument here is complex, even convoluted, but what follows is a brief 

summary of how he derives a phantasmatic theory of the poetic word from a medieval 
theory of spirits and circulating humours. Stanzas explains that the pneuma, or 'subtle 
body of the soul', was believed to be an intermediary between the body and the spirit. 
Figuratively linked with the breath or the air, it was thought to circulate (not unlike 
Lawrence's life-forces) through the blood, the sexual fluids, the imagination and the astral 

plane of the heavens, crossing and re-crossing the boundaries of the individual, world and 

the spirit-filled cosmos. Desire, and indeed art, enter the picture in the 

psychology/pneumatology of love. Here it was maintained that the unattainable object of 
desire was itself a 'phantastic pneuma'; further, that in this form it too travelled across the 

internal1external, corpoteal/incorporeal limits of the pneumatalogical circuit. The 

phantasm or '(in)spiration' of the beloved - the lost object that could never have been 

obtained - is thus connected organically to the breath, the air and - this is the crux of 

Agamben's argument - to the voice and the poetic word. Pneumatology reveals poetry to 

be the place where the gap between desire and the unattainable object can be closed: 

'phantasm generates desire, desire becomes words and word defines a space wherein the 

appropriation of what could not otherwise be appropriated is possible. "' The figure who 

stands over this process is Dilrer's melancholy angel, elsewhere christened by Agamben 

the 'angel of art' in contrast to Benjamin's 'angel of history'. " Having put aside the tools 

of science and industry, DUrer's angel is the symbol of the struggle to realise the 

unrealisable in art: 'the emblem of man's attempt, at the limit of an essential psychic risk, 

to give body to his own phantasies and to master in an artistic practice what would 

otherwise be impossible to be seen or known. ' 77 

74 Agamben, pp. 20 and 25. 
7' Agamben, p. 129. 
7' Agamben, Man Without Content, p. I 10. For Dilrer's angel see Figure 10, p. 234 
77 Agamben, Stan.: as, p. 26. 
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There is no evidence to suggest that Lawrence knew anything of pneurnatology. 

still less to prove that he shared Agarnben's complex vision of the science as a corrective 
to Freudian psychoanalysis. Nevertheless, Agamben's view of art as the only place "here 
desire and the phantasms generated by that desire can find a material forrn is instructive as 

regards Lawrence's own elusive understanding of sexuality and desire. It suggests the 

possibility that quoi, the life-force channelled through Fra Angelico's angels, might be 

precisely that -a 'whatness' or 'thereness' that cannot be conceived of by any other 

means. No wonder, then, that from Lawrence's point of view Freud's attempt to portray 

this phenomenon in scientific or psychoanalytical terms leads him merely to posit the 

hideous underside of human consciousness as the true meaning of sexuality. The final 

section of this chapter examines the possibility of an angelic language as it appears in 

Women in Love and 'Study of Thomas Hardy'. To what extent does this language succeed 

where Freudian psychoanalysis fails in communicating the pre-conscious significance of 

sexual desire? Is every language that attempts total representation doomed to repeat T. J. 

Clark's modernist nightmare of turning human sexuality into an inhuman parade of signs? 

Or is there something in Agamben's version of pneumatology that allows art - angelic art 

in particular - to give body to the otherwise intangible phantasms of love and desire? 

Sexual Attraction on the Outside 

The model of sexual attraction explored in Women in Love is inside out. The 

angels, which manifest the desire of one character for another, do so in such a way as to 

bring what is usually thought of as the inside, outside, and what is usually taken to be the 

outside, inside. Birkin's speeches, concerning the perfect relationship that he hopes to 

foster with Ursula, contain numerous examples of this reversal. In the first example 

below, his theory is introduced to the reader and in the second, Birkin attempts to convince 

Ursula of its validity: 

He believed in sex marriage. But beyond this, he wanted a further conjunction, where 

man had being and woman had being, two pure beings, each constituting the freedom of 

the other, balancing each other like two poles of one force, like two angels, or two 

demons. '8 

78 Lawrence, Women in Love, p. 199. Further references to this novel are given after quotations in the 

text. 
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Why should we consider ourselves, men and women, as broken fragments of one whole. 
It is not true. We are not broken fragments of one whole. Rather we are the singling 
away into purity and clear being, of things that were mixed. Rather the sex is that which 
remains in us of the mixed, the unresolved. And passion is the further separating of the 
mixture, that which is manly being taken into the being of the man, that which is womanlý 
passing to the woman, till the two are clear and whole as angels, the admixture of sex in 
the highest sense surpassed, leaving two single beings, constellated together like two stars. 
(201) 

Lawrence subscribes to the modern i st/psychoanalytical dream of making the secret of 
sexual attraction a material, tangible thing. He does not, however, locate the matter of 
sexual difference within the container of the body, treating the psyche as if (to paraphrase 
Norman Holland on Freud) it were an internal organ. " On the contrary, Lawrence sees 

primitive drives and impulses - located in the lumbar ganglion and the solar plexus - as 

unfolding in a kind of symbiosis with forces which act on them from the outside. These 

drives are either affective or repulsive, attracting or rejecting the love, recognition and 

physical presence of other selves and other bodies (including heavenly bodies). In Women 

in Love,, therefore, the direction of Lawrence's inquiry is not inwards, towards the 'slimy 

serpent of sex', rather outwards, towards angels, demons and stars. Using images from 

evolutionary theory and the vocabulary of magnetism and polarity, Lawrence suggests that 

there are solid scientific reasons for locating sex in the gap between the inside of the 

human body and the universe beyond. There is, it should be acknowledged, nothing 

particularly unusual about this emphasis. Morag Shiach suggests that Lawrence's attempt 

to link the individual psyche to historical processes and cosmic structures was 'a common 

strategy in early twentieth-century intellectual and cultural life'. ` She finds a comparable 

'psychobiological model' - one that is rooted in polarity and in the singling out of cosmic 

matter - in contemporary theosophy and a similar attempt to connect the ebb and flow of a 

universal life-force with the passage of historical movements in writers such as T. E. 

Hulme, Oswald Spengler and Edward Carpenter. In Love's Coming-of-Age, Carpenter 

describes the perfect marriage in terms of the coming together and moving apart of *two 

suns' which eventually combine to form 'the glory of one double star': images which 

might well have suggested to Lawrence Birkin's 'two angels', 'two demons' and 'two 

stars'. " 

In Birkin's theory of sexual attraction there is very little to choose between angels 

on the one hand, and demons and devils on the other. Angels and demons do not belong to 

two opposite poles, the moral poles of good and bad; rather, together with the stars, they 

79 Quoted in Earl G. Ingersoll. D. H. Lawrence. - Desire and Narrative (Gainsville: Florida Uni, ersitN 

Press, 2001), p. 6. 
'0 Shiach, p. 18 1. 
81 Edward Carpenter, Love's Coming-(? f-Age (London: Methuen, 1914), pp. 103-04. 
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constitute a single 'infinite' pole in contrast to the 'finiW pole represented by the 

ei ghteenth -century conception of man. Freud's 'serpent of sex' would presurnabl) belong 

to this second, finite category as the labour and suffering to which man was condemned 
after succumbing to temptation in the garden of Eden recalls only his mortality, his all-too- 
human failure to live up to the standards required of him by God. By appealing to images 

of angels, demons and stars, Birkin suggests an altogether different understanding of sex; a 
version that assumes sexual difference to be co-extensive with cosmic matter or. to use 
Agamben's pneurnatological terms, to belong the same phantasmatic reality as melancholy 

and art. Gerald Doherty applauds Lawrence's application of a celestial and gravitational 

metaphor to Birkin and Ursula's relationship because of its ability to disrupt the 

metaphorical template to which, he claims, sex relations are usually referred. The 

difference is one of 'excorporation' as opposed to 'incorporation', - the former 

(Lawrence's) keeps self and other at a distance so that each can give birth to his/her 

individual self without hindrance, while the latter (the usual poetic mode) implies a form 

of identification in which difference is overcome and self is abandoned in favour of a 

complete union with the other. " Doherty gives only the briefest of examples of this 

second, self-annihilating version, quoting Cathy's famous declaration of love in Wuthering 

Heights: 'Nelly, I am Heathcliff. " 

A more detailed treatment of 'incorporation' in Lawrence's prose would need to 

acknowledge that 'the usual poetic mode' is the perverse creation of the usual three 

suspects: Christianity and its 'secular' incarnations, Romanticism and modernity. In 'The 

Crown'. for example, Lawrence argues that there are only two directions in which human 

life can move through time: towards the end, as in the Christian mode of self-denying love, 

and towards the beginning, which is expressed in the pagan worship of strength and 

immediacy. An imbalance on either side is potentially fatal, but it is only when it is on the 

Christian side that self-annihilation - as manifest in the all-consuming love to be found in 

Romantic poetry - begins to look like an attractive proposition. In Shelley"s work, notes 

Lawrence,, the denial of the flesh is so extreme as to lead inexorably to the poetis 

extinction. " 'The Lemon Gardens' turns its attention from Romanticism to modernity 

suggesting that even this new paradigm perpetuates the old Christian values of self-denial 

and physical annihilation. Christ's unfortunate achievement, explains Lawrence, was to 

'2 Gerald Doherty, 'A Question of Gravity: the Erotics of Identification in Women in Love', D. H. 

Lmvt-ence Revieii,, 29 (2000), 25-41 (p. 27). 
83 Doherty, p. 26. 
84 D. H. Lawrence, 'The Crown', in Rqflections on the Death of a Porcupine and Other Essaj, s, ed. by 

Michael Herbert (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 249-306 (p. 269). 
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teach man to love 'the God which is Not-Me'; a lesson from which modernity has profited 
by simply substituting Christ for another God which is Not-Me - the Machine. " 

'Incorporation', or love of the God which is Not-Me, might thus be said to have 
flourished between the mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries. The period in which 
the self-annihilating doctrine of Christianity found secular allies in Romanticism and 
Industrialism is also, though not coincidentally, the period in which man learrit to worship 
another God which is Not-Me - the abstract and finite model of the human to which 
anthropolators such as Rousseau pledge their allegiance. To present 'excorporation', self- 
fulfilling sex, or man's connection to quoi as the negation of this outdated version of love. 
Lawrence thus needed to overturn, or better still to invert, the eighteenth/nineteenth- 
century version of what it meant to be human. Effectively, if not intentionally, Lawrence's 

task, as it appears in Women in Love and in 'Study of Thomas Hardy', is to turn Kant's 

model of Man - rather, Kant's model of Man and Woman - inside out. This is not to 

suggest that Lawrence deliberately set out to challenge the work of this philosopher, nor 
that Kant's version of Man is somehow representative of the whole period under question 
here. Instead, Kant functions as a foil to Lawrence, bringing out those elements which are 
distinctive about Lawrence's own version of the human as well as those which he most 

urgently sought to challenge. In exploring the contrast between the two thinkers, the end 

of this chapter seeks to clarify the uniquely Lawrentian difference between a reductive 

ontology (including the various forms of Christian/humanist idealism that posit man as a 

means and an end in himself and Freud's version of materialism which cannot see beyond 

the empty signifiers of sex and excrement) and a productive ontology, in which human 

desire is equated with angels and demons and, thus, with the phantasmatic reality that is 

also the rightful home of art itself. 

Kant argues that the experiencing subject and the object that he or she experiences 

are mediated through a spatio-temporal framework. As Christine Battersby remarks in The 

Phenomenal Woman, this is rather like the subject putting on a pair of sunglasses through 

which he can then see the world as organised into categories of space and time. " This 

does not mean that the subject is a coherent self prior to the putting on of these glasses: it 

is only through the synthesis of the intuitions he receives through their lenses that it 

becomes possible for the subject to say 'I', to distinguish the self on one side of the glasses 

from that which is not self on the other. Nevertheless, because the action of synthesis 

85 D. H. Lawrence, 'The Lemon Gardens', in Twilight in Italy and Other Essays (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1994), pp. 114-32 (pp. 120-2 1 ). 
86 Christine Battersby, The Phenomenal Woman. - Feminist Metaphysics and the Patterns of Identin, 

(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1998), p. 61. 
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must be supposed to originate in a subject, an already existing and unchanging self has to 
be presupposed. Kant calls this a priori subject 'the transcendental self. As part of her 

work towards a feminist metaphysics, Battersby reveals that Kant's unchanging self also 
demands an unchanging object. The certainty that 'I am', and that I persist' in the same 
fon-n from birth until death, assumes that there is a permanent object against which the 
subject can measure the relative stability or instability of all things including itself. Kant 

proposes 'matter', which, if it is to fill the role of permanent object, must also be 

understood to be fixed and unchanging. " So conceived, argues Battersby, matter can 
hardly be thought to accommodate the flux and change that occurs within nature, not to 

mention that which occurs within the human (especially female) body: 

The self is constructed as a homogenous unity through its differentiation from the 'object'. 
As such, it seals over fractures within the self and treats the body as closed in ways that 
prevent Kant from thinking determinate biological principles that could account for sexual 
difference - or for the growth of another self within the womb. " 

Kant's version of the subject makes it impossible to ground sexual difference, or indeed 

any difference at all, in the internal matter of the body. 

Lawrence turns this conclusion on its head. Negating the Kantian propositions 

outlined above reproduces, almost word for word, his theory of sexual difference as it 

appears in Women in Love. For Lawrence, matter is in flux and is contiguous, not closed 

off from, the subject. In Women in Love, the angelic couple emerges from the separating 

out of a universal mixture and it does so according to the biological law of generation 

rather than the rational/logical law of opposition; in other words, Lawrence's subject(s) are 

produced from unstable matter, not as a formal reflection of permanent, unchanging 

matter. Second, Lawrence's notion of contiguity produces fractured selves: subjects 

whose bodies are open to the cosmos and whose gender and sexuality is decided in the 

division of universal matter, by the passing of that which is 'womanly' to the woman and 

that which is 'manly' to the man (201). In the consummation of Birkin and Ursula's 

momentarily perfect relationship, the male is reunited with the universal male current and 

the woman with the female equivalent: 'It was a perfect passing away for both of them, 

and at the same time the most intolerable accession into being, the marvellous fullness of 

immediate gratification, overwhelming, outflooding from the Source of the deepest life- 

force, the darkest, deepest, strangest life-source of the human body' (314). Jonathan 

Dollimore reads this description of anal sex in ten-ns of 'a hornoerotic desire consciously 

87 Battersby, p. 69. 
88 Battersby, p. 73. 
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and artistically sublimated into heterosexuality'. " Lawrence's deeply felt suspicion of 
homosexuality as expressed in his antipathy to Cambridge intellectuals such as J. M. 
Keynes and Duncan Grant suggests, however, that Dollimore is perhaps overstretching the 

point here. Cornelia Nixon offers a more persuasive interpretation of the same moment 
when she observes that, for Lawrence, there is an important difference between 

procreation as a means of participating in the mysteries of creation itself and procreation 
as a means of begetting children. " Anal sex (between a man and a woman) has a distinct 

advantage over vaginal sex in that it is purposeless, at least, purposeless so long as the 

only purpose in life is assumed to be the preservation of self through the begetting of 

children. 
'Study of Thomas Hardy', the 'philosophy' on which Lawrence was working 

during 1914 and 1915, contains another example of the Kantian model of the human 

turned inside out. Chapter five of 'Study' again insists that man and woman are evolved 
from universal matter and that the process will not be complete until he or she has 

achieved the condition of a perfect angel: 

And since the beginning, the reaction has become extended and intensified; what was one 
great mass of individual constituency has stirred and resolved itself into many smaller, 
constituent parts; what was an utter, infinite neutrality, has become evolved into still 
rudimentary, but positive, orders and species. So on and on till we get to naked jelly to 
enclosed and separated jelly, from homogeneous tissue to organic tissue [.. ] and on and 
on, till, in the future, wonderful, distinct individuals, like angels, move about, each one 
being himself, perfect as a complete melody or a pure colour. 9' 

Here Lawrence rules out the possibility of constructing a subject in opposition to an object 

(matter) on two grounds. First, the matter in question is anything but a pen-nanent object: 

like 'jelly', it refuses to be contained within a single and definite outline. Second, and 

more fundamentally, the logic of opposition, by which Kant seeks to posit an unchanging 

subject, is itself fatally flawed. 'Study' explains that man is mistaken when he assumes 

that by discovering more and more things that are not him he will eventually arrive at a 

better understanding of the self. To proceed by all-too-conscious elimination is futile 

because it wrongly assumes that man already contains what he is 'within' himself. This is 

the error made by Hen-nione in Women in Love, when she seeks to externalise or make 

conscious her sexuality by looking at her reflected image in a mirror. She wants 

pornography, sneers Birkin, not sexual union with a man (42). It is also the mistake made 

time and time again by idealists who seek the God which is Not-Me and by materialists, 

89 Jonathan Dollimore, Sexual Dissidence. - Augustine to Wilde, Freud to Foucault (Oxford: Clarendon 
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such as Freud, who seek to take a short cut straight to the diseased heart of things. Theý 
all miss the true significance of life, of sex and of quoi, which is always contiguous \\ Ith 
but by no means contained by, or amenable to, knowledge or conscious mastery by the 
human: 

There is female apart from Woman, as we know, and male apart from Man. There is male 
and female in my poppy plant, and this is neither man nor woman. It is part of the great 
twin river, eternally each branch resistant to the other, eternally running each to meet the 
other. 9' 

How, then,, might these cosmic life-forces be captured or, more to the point, 
represented? And what role might the ever-present angels in Lawrence's own art play in 

such a representation? Birkin is convinced that man cannot impose form and meaning on 
his surroundings. The 'real existence' of angels and demons - in other words the life- 
forces to which men and women are constantly subject - effectively displaces man from 

the centre of Kant's phenomena] world. Space and indeed time, when they are filled with 
cosmic spirits and life-forces, are no longer cognitive frameworks which man can impose 

upon his surroundings, but material, tangible things that take no account whatsoever of the 
human. The gap between the self and the other is not a vacuum, nor a gap waiting to be 

actualised by a subject. It is thick, claims Birkin, with the tissue of 'unseen hosts' whose 

existence is in no way dependent on man: 

Do you think that creation depends on man! It merely doesn't [ ... ] There is the grass, and 
hares and adders, and the unseen hosts, actual angels that go about freely when a dirty 
humanity doesn't interrupt them - and good pure-tissued demons: very nice. (128) 

Nature is created and destroyed, becomes and unbecomes, according to rhythms and 

processes over which man has no influence or control. It is not, and could never be, a 

permanent object from which the subject can derive the certainty that 'I am' and that 'I 

persist' from birth until death. In 'The Crown', Lawrence insists that long-lasting objects 

are the closest that man ever comes to permanence; nothing escapes the ravages of time 

but the perfect consummation itself. If man wishes to make a record of this consummation 

then his best, and indeed only, hope is to transfer it on to canvas or a marble block, which, 

being matter, does after all move more slowly than other forms of life: 'Only Matter is a 

very slow flux, the waves ebbing slowly apart. So we engrave the beloved image on the 

slow, slow wave. We have the image in marble, or in pictured colour. " Art, then, is the 

only place where the phantasm of sexual desire - the life-force or quoi that escapes the 

flux of time and becoming - might be, albeit imperfectly, realised. 

92 Lawrence, 'Study', p. 443. 
93 Lawrence, 'Crown', p. 302. 
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Lawrence treads a fine line here between the two contradictory positions that 
Heidegger associates with Nietzsche's late aesthetics. Initially. he appears through Birkin 
to want to dissolve all human values,. including those of art or 'creation% in a tide of 
biological drives and impersonal forces. If Lawrence were to push this vision to its 

conclusion, he would presumably end up positing an entirely inhuman NNorld in which 
there was nothing but thick angelic matter and indifferent organic processes. Exactly how 
Lawrence might then think to represent this world is difficult to imagine; surely any 
attempt to do so would inevitably end, not in an impossible depiction of pre-conscious life- 
forces and energies, but in its apparent opposite - T. J. Clark's modernist nightmare of 
'total representation' in which human sexuality and desire is transformed into a 
mechanical parade of signs and codes. Yet, in 'The Crown' and 'Study of Thomas 

Hardy', Lawrence attempts to find a way out of this impasse. Without abandoning his idea 

that biological life-forces are entirely indifferent to the life of the individual, he suggests 
that, in the consummation of a sexual relationship, man and woman might momentarily 
become the perfect 'expression' of these energies. 'Study of Thomas Hardy', for example, 

compares the perfectly fulfilled human life to the blooming of a poppy. " For Lawrence, 

the expressive or aesthetic value of the bloom inheres in the fact that it has no purpose; in 

the eyes of those who seek only to preserve or prolong life, it represents a wasteful or 

excessive use of energy. Lawrence applies a similar standard to the evaluation of human 

life; only the non-teleological, non-instrumental relationship is judged to be of aesthetic 

value and thus of any value at all. To paraphrase 'The Crown", only the perfect (and 

issueless) consummation escapes the ravages of indifferent, indiscriminate natural 

processes which otherwise reduce all human purpose and endeavour to nothing. 

Paradoxically, however, this aesthetic or expressive value means that the great art of the 

fulfilled relationship is virtually impossible to capture or represent through the medium of 

art. Precisely because nothing, except the moment of consummation itself escapes the 

value-destroYing forces of nature, it is impossible to make a pennanent record of the 

experience. The best that man can hope for is to persuade the artist to make a semi- 

permanent version in 'marble or pictured colour'. 

Lawrence's artist is thus charged with the impossible representation of quoi - with 

the depiction of a whatness or thereness that can only be achieved in art and, even then. 

only partially or incompletely. Unlike the artist imagined by Agamben, Lawrence's 

version does not aim for the realisation of the impossible or phantasmagoric object of 

desire; for Lawrence, desire is always a physical, tangible thing, it resides in the separating 

114 Lawrence, 'Study', p. 403-04. 
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out of male and the female substance from the twin streams of cosmic matter. Instead, 

confronted with a world in which everything conforms to meaningless organic laNN s or to 
the equally meaningless mechanical laws of language and signification, the artist must 
give body to an impossible human standard or value. He must aim at the manifestation of 
a phantasmagoric or aesthetic reality in which the unobtainable telos of human life (the 

point at which man becomes like Fra Angelico's rejoicing angels) is grasped at precisely 
the moment when life abandons its claim to be anything more than the physical working 
out of inhuman drives and forces (the moment at which man realises his own mortality in 

confrontation with Rilke's terrible angels). The antihumanist surface of Lawrence's work 

- his displacement of man from his position at the centre of the universe - thus conceals a 
humanist core. Lawrence invests heavily in the idea that there is an immanent value to 
human life and sexuality and, further, that this value is not in any way instrumental or 

orientated towards the continued survival of the species. Freud is wrong, he explains in 

Fantasia of the Unconscious, to suggest that sex is the biological impulse that lies behind 

all others; rather, the primary 'motive' is the creative or religious one. " Man is driven to 

make spiritual or aesthetic value out of the chaotic mass of sexual drives and impulses that 

otherwise threaten to reduce all values to nothing. 
Lawrence's vision is by no means easy to sustain. The equivocal nature of the 

angel image - its ability to stand for the potential perfectibility of the human and, as in 

Rilke, the possible death of the human at the hands of impersonal cosmic forces - testifies 

to the difficulty of reconciling a material ist/biological version of man's insignificance in 

the world with an ideal ist/aesthetic understanding of the intrinsic value of man and his 

cultural achievements. In fact, even Lawrence's angels eventually prove inadequate to the 

task. In his late writing, these figures constantly threaten to deceive man, to lead him into 

the old human i st/Chri sti an trap of believing that he will one day overcome his physical 

and sexual being and become like the airy and quoi-less angels beloved of writers such as 

Upward and Orage. Lawrence's 1920s poetry returns on several occasions to the 

observation that man is deluded if he ever thinks he will ever fulfil his angelic potential, 

while Apocalypse despairs of angels altogether, suggesting that they are nothing but 

anthropomorphised versions of a life-force or energy that is now inaccessible to even the 

finest of modern imaginations. " This change is indicative of a wider shift in Lawrence's 

work, the quoi that can be seen in the angels of Fra Angelico's The Last Judgement 

95 Lawrence, Ps 
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becomes veiled in what Mina Loy refers to as the 'ominous darkness' of novels such as 

The Plumed Serpent and Lady Chatterley's Lover. The balance moves so that angels, even 

of the type to be found in Rilke, seem to have too much of the human about them: 

specifically, as Lawrence writes in Apocalypse, too much of the 'policeman or postman' 

about them. " This bureaucratic version of the angel testifies, not to the life-force that links 

man directly to the cosmos, but to man's perverse 'civilized' desire to protect himself from 

its capricious workings. 
Chapter four looks to the nineteenth-century novelist Honore de Balzac to find an 

illustration of what Lawrence believes to be the poverty of the human imagination with 

respect to the angels. Balzac's S6raphitus-S6raphita, although doubly-sexed, certainly 

does not possess the quoi that Lawrence demands from the angel in art. Yet for H. D., also 

the subject of the following chapter, Balzac's hermaphrodite angel appears in an entirely 

different guise: not as evidence of the sexual impoverishment of art, but rather of its 

openness to other kinds of sexuality, to divine androgyny and mystical homosexuality. 

The question addressed on this occasion is not, then, simply whether or not the angels have 

what it takes, but whether what it takes [quoi] is masculine, feminine, straight, queer or 

bisexual in nature. 

97 Lawrence, Apocalypse, p. 120. 
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FOUR 

'What Sort of Angels? ': The Divine Union of Male and 
Female in H. D. 's Prose 

S6raphita would be the two natures in a single being, like Fragoletta, but with this 
difference, that I assume this creature to be an angel arrived at his final transformation, 
and bursting through his envelope to ascend to the skies. ' 

D. H. Lawrence's fear that the example set by the angels might deceive man into believing 

that he can transcend the all-too-human aspects of his nature appears to be confirmed by 

the role played by the angel in Honor6 de Balzac's Sýrqphita. Like Fragoletta - the 

hermaphrodite in a novel by Latouche - the eponymous hero/heroine of this novel is at 

once doubly-sexed and, paradoxically, entirely asexual. As S6raphita, a woman in 

apparent need of tender care and protection, she is fruitlessly loved and pursued by a 

young man, Wilfrid. As S6raphitus, a man with superhuman strength and matchless 

bravado, the same figure is hopelessly worshipped by a young woman, Minna. Neither of 

these characters initially realises that his/her beloved has a double nature or, in the words 

of Balzac, that S6raphita is 'two natures in a single being'. Not until the end of the novel 

do they learn that he/she appeared on earth as both man and woman, 'under the form 

which was intelligible to each - S6raphitus to one, S6raphita to the other'(1 5 1). At the 

same moment, Minna and Wilfrid come to a sudden realisation of the reason for 

S6raphitus-S6raphita's cold and indifferent response to their advances. As implied in 

his/her name, this man-woman is, in fact, 'an angel arrived at his final transformation'(x): 

The Seraph lightly spread his wings to take his flight, and did not look back at them - he 

had nothing now in common with the earth. 
He sprang upwards; the vast span of his dazzling pinions covered the two seers like 

a beneficent shade, allowing them to raise their eyes and see him bome away in his glory 

escorted by the rejoicing archangel. (151-52) 

Left behind on earth, Minna and Wilfrid begin to work towards their own imperfect 

version of the union of 'two natures in a single being'. By joining their male and female 

souls together in the sacrament of marriage, Minna and Wilfrid imagine that they xN ill be 

' Honor6 de Balzac, S&aphita, trans. by Clara Bell (Sawtry: Dedalus, 1989), p. x. Further references to 

this novel are given after quotations in the text. 
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able to sublimate their youthful passions into purer form of missionary zeal. They set off 
in the company of Minna's father to go, by a longer and rather less direct route, 'to God' 
(157). 

This chapter sets out to ask whether the ascetic life chosen by Minna and Wilfrid is 

the only example to be drawn from S6raphitus-S6raphita or whether, in the case of 
Lawrence's correspondent and fellow modernist poet, H. D., there might be another, 
entirely different, lesson to be gleaned from Balzac's hennaphrodite angel. H. D. read 
Siraphita as a young woman in Philadelphia. She did so at the insistence of Ezra Pound. 
her close companion, poetic mentor and one-time fianc6. In 1958, H. D. composed a 
tribute to Pound, in which she combined memories of their youthful affair with thoughts 

and reflections on his immanent release from St Elizabeth's Hospital. Titled End to 
Torment, this text contains a list of some of the many books that Pound brought for H. D. 

to read: 

It was at this time that he brought me the S&qphita and a volume of Swedenborg - 
Heaven and Hell? Or is that Blake? He brought me volumes of Ibsen and of Bernard 
Shaw. He brought me Whistler's Ten O'Clock. 2 

Not only did they read Sýrqphita, they also read at least one of the mystical texts from 

which Balzac took much of the material for his novel. H. D. 's hesitant attribution of 
Heaven and Hell to the eighteenth-century mystic, Emanuel Swedenborg, is entirely 

accurate. Swedenborg's philosophy was founded on his conviction that man and God are 

not,, as orthodoxy would have it, entirely separate orders of being (or non-being); instead, 

these two figures represent the opposite ends of a single ontological continuum. ' 

Movement between manhood, angelhood and godhood, of the type accomplished by 

S6raphitus-S6raphita, was thus said by Swedenborg to be a real possibility. Further, as 

Balzac records in Sýraphita, Swedenborg conceived of the notion of marriage between the 

angels and even claimed to have witnessed such marriages in a series of visions recorded 

in his books (64). This is not, and here Balzac and Swedenborg are insistent, the type of 

marriage that is likely to produce children; the consummation of this union is spiritual - 
4 the joining of 'two minds into one' - rather than physical. Like the angels ridiculed by 

D. H. Lawrence,, the Balzacian/Swedenborgian angels do not seem to have the necessary 

equipment. 

2 H. D., End to Torment. - A Memoir of Ezra Pound, ed. by Norman Holmes Pearson and Michael King 
(Manchester: Carcanet, 1980), p. 23. 
3 See for example, the sections entitled 'The Conjunction of Heaven with the Human Race' and 
'Therefore Each Angel is in A Complete Human Form' in Emanuel Swedenborg, Heaven and its 
Wonders and Hell, ed. by Doris H. Harley and trans. by J. C. Ager (London: Swedenborg Society, 195 8), 

pp. 73-77 and 291-302. 
' Swedenborg, p. 207. 
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Curiously, it is an angel of precisely this type that H. D. connects most closely xN A 
Ezra Pound. Although Pound is more usually associated with the supposedly aggressive 
and masculinist tendencies of fellow modernists such as Wyndham Lewis and T. S. Eliot. 
in End to Torment, he is repeatedly linked with the ascetic and spiritual interests of 
eighteenth and nineteenth-century figures such as Swedenborg and Balzac. On several 
occasions in this text,. H. D. compares Pound and his youthful love for her to the 
'uncoordinated entity' represented by Balzac's hermaphrodite angel. Often Pound himself 
is Sdraphitus-S6raphita, at other times, he/she is the mystery child that H. D. imagines 
Pound and she might have had together; in both cases, it seems that there is a pressing, if 

perhaps unexpected, association to be made between the hermaphrodite angel and the 

modernist poet. H. D. 's connection of Balzac with Pound could justifiably be read as her 

acknowledgement of the interest that all three of these writers shared in the occult. The 
late 1980s and early 1990s saw the publication of a number of critical texts which, for the 
first time, paid serious attention to Pound's reading in occult literature. James 

Logenbach's Stone Cottage and Leon Surette's The Birth of Modernism are perhaps two of 
the most famous examples of this type of scholarship, although it is also worth mentioning 

a special issue of Paideuma, published in 1991, which focuses specifically on the 

relationship between Pound and Swedenborg. H. D. was similarly fascinated by esoteric 
doctrine and by the idea of a secret tradition. Susan Stanford Friedman and Barbara Guest 

explore her commitment to astrology and to mystical versions of Jewish-Christianity in 

their authoritative and pioneering publications Psyche Unborn and Herself Defined. 

The aim of this chapter is not, however, to meditate on the place of the occult in 

modernism; the case for its inclusion in studies of figures such as H. D. and Pound is 

convincingly made by Surette and Friedman. Instead, the goal of this chapter is to set 

H. D. 's portrait of Pound as S6raphitus-S6raphita against the modernist precedent offered 

by the angels in the New Age and in texts by D. H. Lawrence. Angels of this type are not 

always occult; their presence does not necessarily reveal the author's interest in a 

particular esoteric tradition or mystical doctrine. Rather, the emergence of such figures 

testifies to a vision of art that charges the artist with divine responsibility and then 

encourages him to exercise that responsibility in the company of similarly blessed 

individuals. The difficulty of reconciling this ideal with the humanity, and more precisely 

the sexuality, of the artist is the obverse side of this otherwise seductive paradigm. 

Lawrence's gradual dissatisfaction with the image of the angel, together with Orage and 

Upward's difficulty in reconciling the spiritual nature of the artist-angel with the material 

demands of his vocation, bears witness to its existence. H. D. 's fiction functions to bring 

this other side into greater visibility. 
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To situate S6raphitus-S6raphita (pound) in the company of the modernist angel 
requires, first of all, a return to the critically divisive question of Balzac-s significance to 
modernism. In a brief exploration of Ursula Gestefeld's 1898 book, The Metapki'sics of 
Balzac, the first section of this chapter suggests that the relevance of Balzac to the earl"'- 
twentieth-century reader was founded, partly on his mysticism, but also on the advanced 
evolutionary theories and gender politics that his occult novels were thought to espouse. 
The issue of gender is important because H. D. 's conflation of Pound with the 
hermaphrodite/sexless angel implies a subtle challenge to what Surette suggests is Pound's 

phallocentric version of the occult. ' In End to Torment, Pound's divinity as an artist is 

understood, not in terms of his god-like ability to create fon-n where previously there was 
chaos, but rather more ambiguously in terms of his rumoured bisexuality and intellectual 

(read sexless) union with H. D. 

Taking its cue from H. D. 's yoking of deviant sexuality to artistic talent, the second 

section of this chapter will consider the work of sexologists such as Edward Carpenter and 
H. D. 's friend, and sometime mentor, Havelock Ellis. A number of recent publications 
have turned to their work: specifically, to their scientific exploration of the commonly held 

view that bisexuality or homosexuality was more prevalent among those with artistic or 
literary proclivities. Richard Dellamora's Victorian Sexual Dissidence (1999) and Hugh 

Stevens's Modernist Sexualities (2000) both contain essays that touch on this idea, while 
Deirdre Anne Pettipiece makes it central to her re-reading of Hemingway and H. D. in Sex 

Theories and the Shaping of Two Moderns (2002). ' What is less commonly 

acknowledged, however, is that, for sexologists like Edward Carpenter, homosexuals were 

not only more likely to be possessed of artistic genius but also of a certain type of divinity. 

'Inverts', to use Carpenter's terminology, were quite simply closer to God. When H. D. 

codes bisexuality or lesbianism into her autobiographical fiction, it is necessary, therefore, 

to ask exactly what she means to convey. To what extent does this code reveal the sexual 

orientation of her artist protagonists and to what extent does it signify the divinity that they 

derive from their status as artists? 

The third and final section of this chapter explores H. D. 's autobiographical fiction, 

specifically, Asphodel and Bid Me to Live. Written in response to her First World War 

experiences in London, these novels explore the possibility of forming a creative 

' Surette, p. 148. 
6 See for example, Jo-Ann Wallace, 'The Case of Edith Ellis', in Modernist Sexualities. ed. by Hugh 

Stevens and Caroline Howlett (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000). pp. 13-40; and Robert 

Sulcer, Jr, 'Ten Percent: Poetry and Pathology', in Victorian Sexual Dissidence, ed. by Richard 

Dellamora (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), pp. 235-52. 
zn 
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partnership or marriage between a male and a female. As \ýas the case with Balzac's 
hermaphrodite, the combination of male and female elements is here understood to be the 
key which unlocks the door to the divine or, more pertinently, to the divinity of art. The 

success or failure of these relationships is typically figured in terms of a mystical 
experience, of an authentic or phoney rendezvous with the angels. Noting the slippage 
that occurs between the notion of the divine man-woman and that of the man and woman 
united in a divine marriage, this section integrates the issue of sex and gender into the now 
familiar concern of who and what might constitute a holy order of artists. The loaded 

question which Julia (H. D. ) imagines posing to Rico (Lawrence) in Bid Me to Live might 
stand as a motto for this chapter, even this thesis, as a whole. In response to Rico's 

promise that '[w]e will go away together where the angels come down to earth', Julia 

perceptively asks: 'What sort of angels? " Exclusively male, male and female, 

heterosexual, bisexual,, homosexual, chaste - what sort of angels indeed? 

Balzac and Pound in H. D. 'S 'End to Torment' 

The question of Balzac's relation to modernism tends to be approached from two 

very different directions. The first approach, and perhaps the one which carries the most 

critical weight, is to view Balzac's realism as irreconcilably opposed to 

modem i st/postmodem ist self-referentiality and abstraction. George Lukdcs's reading of 

Balzac is typical here. Balzac's socially and historically involved realism is said to be the 

antithesis of the abstract and self-regarding art that Lukdcs associates with tum-of-the- 

century naturalism, in other words, the Zola school and the psychological novel. His 

concern for 'man as a whole in the whole of society' is claimed to foreshadow the Russian 

novel and 1930s socialist realism much more closely than it does the high modernism that 

is usually associated with figures such as Ezra Pound and H. D. ' Roland Barthes also 

draws a sharp dividing line between Balzac and the modem writer. SIZ and Writing 

Degree Zero both take Balzac's works to be typical of the classic or readerly novel as 

opposed to the writerly text that is *our value' today. For Barthes, 'there is a world of 

difference (that of 1848)' between Balzac and Flaubert; modernism, he argues, 'begins 

with the search for a [bourgeois] Literature that is no longer possible'. ' 

7 H. D., Bid Me to Ll'i, e (A Madrigal) (New York: Dial, 1960), p. 86. Further references to this novel are 

given after quotations in the text. 
8 George Lukdcs, Studies in European Realism, trans. by Edith Bone (London: Hillway, 1950) p. 5. 
9 Roland Barthes, SIZ trans. by Richard Miller (London: Cape, 1975). p. 4; and Writing Degree Zero 

and Elements of Semiology, trans. by Annette Lavers and Colin Smith (London: Cape, 1967), p. 33. 
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There is,, however, a second approach to the question of the relationship bemeen 
Balzac and modernism; an approach that is less interested in the epistemological gap 
between the nineteenth-century author and his early-twentieth -century successors than it is 
in the rather more prosaic fact that a number of modernist writers were keen readers of 
Balzac's work. This alternative emphasis is exemplified by the wave of Ezra Pound 

scholarship mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. Logenbach, Surette and 
Tryphonopoulos all give critical prominence to H. D. 's assertion that Ezra Pound read 
Siraphita and Swedenborg's Heaven and Hell. For them, the significance of her 

revelation inheres in the fact that both texts are potential sources for what Logenbach 

names Pound's 'secret "Doctrine of the Image"'. " In addition to the public 'Do's' and 
'Don't's' of Imagism there was, Logenbach suggests, another private version of the 

manifesto, one that was esoteric, even Swedenborgian, in nature. Andrzej Sosnowski 

responds to this idea in an article published in Paideuma, suggesting that the key features 

of Imagism - verbal economy and the presentation of 'an intellectual and emotional 

complex in an instant of time' - were already present in Swedenborg's language of the 

angels. " This second Balzac, the source of some of the mystical and occult elements in 

Poundian modernism, is an entirely different figure to the version that Lukdcs names as the 

forefather of socialist realism. The latter is primarily interested in an accurate record of 
human society and, the fori-ner, in a Swedenborgian attempt to communicate with the 

angels. It is predominantly in this second guise that Balzac finds his relevance in the 

present chapter. H. D. leaves the reader of Asphodel in little doubt as to her low opinion of 

the type of literature championed by Lukdcs: 'Life was Russian. Life was damn bad art. "' 

The connection that End to Torment establishes between Pound and S6raphitus-S6raphita 

has, then, nothing whatsoever to do with the realism or the 'damn bad art' that Lukdcs 

associates with Balzac. Instead, it is an appeal to his reputation as a mystic and, perhaps 

more interestingly, to yet another reading of Balzac that was current around the time that 

H. D. and Pound came to study his work. 

In 1898, Ursula Gestefeld, a Christian Scientist based in New York, published a 

short study titled The Metaphysics of Balzac. " Gestefeld draws her material, not from the 

more famous social texts of the ComMie Humaine, but from a trio of novels that are said 

" James Logenbach, Stone Cottage. - Pound, Yeats, and Modernism (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1988), p. 32. 
" Pound, 'A Retrospect', p. 4; and Sosnowski, p. 32. 
12 H. D., Asphodel, ed. by Robert Spoo (Durham: Duke University Press, 1992), p. 146. 
13 Zara Bruzzi also mentions this text in her reading of End to Torment. Bruzzi refers to Gestefeld's 

suggestion that Balzac's flowers are symbols of androgyny to argue that H. D. 's frequent depictions of 
floral landscapes are also coded references to the 'third sex'. See Zara Bruzzi, "'The Fiery \Ioment": 

H. D. and the Eleusinian Landscape of English Modernism'. Agenda, 2-5 (1987-88), 97-112 (p. 102). 
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to mark the beginning of an entirely different undertaking for Balzac. Quoting the English 

editor of The Magic Skin, Louis Lambert, and Sýraphita, Gestefeld presents them to the 

reader as 'a series of philosophical and analytical studies which should lead up to the 

establishment of certain principles tending to facilitate the evolution of a higher 

civilization'. " This desire is a familiar component of the modernist vision of a utopian 

society populated by angels. Balzac (not unlike his successors in the New Age) appears to 

want to account for the possibility that man might fulfil his divine potential, to explain, in 

evolutionary terms, how Christ's promise that man might one day be like the angels could 

actually come to pass. It is hardly surprising, then, that to the eyes of Gestefeld Balzac 

appears to be an exact tum-of-the-century contemporary. The Metaphysics of Balzac 

repeatedly insists that Balzac's mystical novels could not have been understood in his own 

time and that it is only now (in the last decade of the nineteenth century) that they have 

finally become accessible to the average reader. The conditions that have fostered this 

new, receptive attitude to Balzac are again recognisable as being those which gave rise to 

some of the occult ideas to be found in Orage, Upward and Lawrence. Gestefeld refers to 

an explosion of interest in mysticism; it seems as if, she says, men and women have finally 

woken up to the mysterious potential of the universe, 'as if an illuminating wave from the 

unknown had flowed in upon and impregnated sleeping souls with its subtle fire'. " 

Another, more particular, reason for Balzac's contemporary relevance inheres in the 

familiarity of tum-of-the-century readers with the notion of an all-pervasive cosmic force: 

a concept to which the public 'would have been blind even ten years ago'. Appealing to 

the Christian Scientist's belief in the ability of thought to effect spiritual and material 

change, Gestefeld names this force 'Universal Thought Energy'. " Except for this 

emphasis on the power of the mind, Gestefeld's cosmic charge flowing through every life- 

form bears a striking resemblance to Lawrence's infinite flux and A. R. Orage's 'universal 

will of life'. " Balzac's contemporariness is contained, then, in his appeal to the same 

mystical commonplaces as early-twentieth-century modernism. 

The Metaphysics of Balzac suggests a third reason for its timely late-nineteenth- 

century return to a mid-nineteenth-century author. In The Magic Skin, Louis Lambert and 

Sýraphita, Balzac is said to present a gendered version of the divine. Gestefeld reads the 

three novels in turn, arguing that each one offers an ever-more-complete achievement of 

the divine ideal - the perfect union of man and woman. In The Magic Skin, she finds a 

14 Ursula N. Gestefeld, The Metaphysics of BaLac (New York: Gestefeld, 1898), p. 14. 

15 Gestefeld, p. 15. 
16 Gestefeld, p. 30. 
17 Orage, 'The Future of the New Age', p. 8. 
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'truly loving woman' and a man who does not know how to love anyone or anything but 
himself, in Louis Lambert, she uncovers a marriage of souls (as opposed to bodies) in 

Pauline's devotion to Louis after he has gone insane; and in &raphita, Gestefeld finally 

identifies an example of the perfect integration of male and female elements: 'And it is 

only the "He, " the exterior, that disappears, because lifted up into the "She, " the interior 

that is eternal. "' A number of assumptions are at work here which foreshadow or 

complement those to be found in later, more recognisably modernist, treatments of the 
divine union of male and female. First, Gestefeld is in no doubt that the spiritual or divine 

contribution to this partnership comes from the female. This is implicit in her suggestion 

that the male is the material and therefore transitory element, while the female is 'eternal'. 

It is explicit in references to 'the higher nature and office of woman' and to the fact that it 

is only the 'woman nature' which is capable of 'fidelity to divine ideals'. " The second 

point to note is the slippage between the concept of a union between separate human 

beings and that of a union of 'two natures in a single being': in other words, between the 

idea of man and woman united in marriage and that of man-woman as divine 

hermaphrodite. As in Sýraphita, human marriage is seen to be an imperfect or immature 

forrn of the ideal 'angelic' union. Third, and perhaps most importantly, The Metaphysics 

of Balzac implies that Balzac's contemporary significance, his modernity even, is 

predicated on his gendering of the divine. Although Gestefeld does not state explicitly that 

this is the case, the centrality of the question of gender to her reading of the novels makes 

it virtually inseparable from her argument for their modernity. Balzac's metaphysic, she 

claims, can only now (in 1898) be understood; only now, she implies, is it possible to 

comprehend his belief in the divinity of the union of male and female. H. D. 's association 

of Seraph itus- S6raph ita with Ezra Pound is usefully interpreted in this light. what she 

recognises in Balzac and, not unusually, in Pound is a tacit attempt to gender the divine. 

Leon Surette has few doubts as to the fact that Ezra Pound understood the occult in 

gendered terms. The Birth of Modernism maintains that, going against 'mainstream occult 

attitudes' which usually privilege the gynocentric or the androgynous, Pound adopted an 

approach that was unapologetically phallocentric. Surette bases his assertion partly on 

Pound's infamous postscript to Remy de Gourmont's The Natural Philosophy of Loiv. 

Here, Pound proposes a theory of male spiritual dynamism and female receptivity that is, 

to quote Surette, 'blatantly and offensively sexist'. Contrast this, he suggests, to the 

gynocentric or androgynous commitments of some of Pound's fellow occultists: Carl Jung 

" Gestefeld, pp. 31,65 and 109. 
19 Gestefeld, pp. 66 and 33. 
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with his determination to put the Goddess back in religion, George Bernard Shaw with his 
debt to Bulwer-Lytton's 'coming race' of superior angel-women, and Balzac \\ ith his 
hermaphrodite angel. " This last example is curious: why, if Pound intended to cultivate a 
phallocentric version of mysticism, did he attribute such importance to S&qphita? Why 
did he not only read, but also recommend to H. D., a book that, for Surette, is centred on 
the figure of the androgyne and, for Ursula Gestefeld,. is testimony to the superior claim of 
the female to divinity? This apparent inconsistency could be said to point to a gradual 

change in Pound's attitudes - more than twenty years separates his reading of &raphita 

from the 1926 publication of The Natural Philosophy of Love. Yet, as Tryphonopoulos 

reveals, Pound's fascination with Balzac and Swedenborg was not short-lived, nor were 
these figures later repudiated in favour of 'sexist' writers such as de Gourmont. In a letter 

to Olivia Rossetti Agresti written in 1956, Pound claims a fifty-year interest in the work of 
Swedenborg. 21 

Another possible explanation for Pound's otherwise inconsistent investment in a 

phallocentric version of the occult and Balzac's hermaphrodite angel is simply that, as far 

as the poet himself was concerned, these commitments did not necessarily conflict. What 

Pound took second-hand from Balzac and first-hand from Swedenborg was not, in fact, the 

notion of a divine androgyne - although this is exactly what H. D. gains from her reading 

of these writers; rather,, what Pound borrows from Sýraphita is the idea of the poet as the 

man of action. Leon Surette is once again the source of this observation. Although he 

does not comment directly on the male emphasis which often characterises Pound's 

interpretation of Balzac and Swedenborg, he does provide the examples and analysis in 

which this bias is revealed. Consider, for example, Surette's proposal that the epic reach 

of the Cantos was suggested to Pound by Balzac's description of the nature of 

Swedenborgian prayer. Just as the supplicant can bring about real physical changes 

through the power of his prayer, so Pound believed that the poet could change the world 

through the power of his poetry. 22 The artist suggested to Pound by Swedenborg is thus an 

active political agent; he is a man of action and not, to read between the lines of this 

statement, an androgyne, a hermaphrodite or, much less, a woman. Surette quotes from a 

letter from Pound to William Carlos Williams in which Pound appears to transfer the 

power of Swedenborg's angels directly into the hands of the artist. It dates from around 

20 Surette, pp. 146-49. 
2' Quoted in Demetres Tryphonopoulos, 'Ezra Pound and Emanuel Swedenborg', Paideuma, 20 (1991), 

7-15 (p. 13). 
22 Surette, p. 130. 
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the same period as H. D. and Pound's reading of &raphita and touches on a number of the 
questions that are central to this thesis: 

I am interested in art and extacy [sic], extacy which I would define as the sensation of the 
soul in ascent, art as the expression and sole means of transmuting, of passing: on that 
exstacy to others. 

Religion I have defined as 'Another of those numerous failures resulting from an 
attempt to popularise art. ' By which I mean that it is only now and then that religion rises 
to the dignity of art, or from another angle. That art includes only so much of religion as 
is factive, potent exalting. 

Swedenborg has called a certain thing 'the angelic language' by the way I will send 
you certain things out of Swedenborg that will save me much preface. It will take a week 
or two for me to get at them. This 'angelic language' I choose to interpret into 'artistic 
utterance. ' " 

Pound claims not only that art is man's highest achievement (higher, even, than religion), 
but that art is an achievement that might only be attained by the highest of men. In a move 
that cannot help but recall some of his colleagues at the New Age, Pound compares the 

successful artist to an angel: 'This "angelic language" I choose to interpret into "artistic 

utterance"'. This is presumably the type of language which, like Swedenborgian prayer, is 

able to effect real historical and political change. The (male) artist-angel speaks and his 

word,. henceforth, is done. 

H. D. offers her own version of the Balzacian/Swedenborgian artist-angel in End to 

Torment. On this occasion, however, the emphasis is not on his ability to change the 

world through his poetry, but on his/her indeterminate gender and bisexuality. H. D. is 

much closer to Gestefeld than she is to Pound,, in her assumption that Sýrqphita reveals the 

divinity of the union of male and female types 'in a single nature' rather than the political 

and historical power vested in the (male) artist-angel. It is perversely appropriate and 

perhaps not accidental, therefore, that H. D. 's example of the androgynous artist-angel is 

none other than Pound himself. End to Torment employs the figure of S6raphitus- 

S6raphita to suggest the confused character of Pound's early gender identifications and the 

experimental nature of his sexuality. Balzac's angel enters the memoir in a chain of 

associations that establishes his/her androgyny and his/her association with Ezra Pound: 

S&aphita. A story by Balzac. The Being, he-her, disappears or dies in the snow. 
S6raphitus. Ezra brought me the story. (11) 

This is an unusually human version of S6raphitus-S6raphita; the assumption into heaven 

that marks the climax of Balzac's novel is replaced with the altogether less dramatic 

ending of disappearance or death in the snow. At this early stage in End to Torment, H. D. 

is rather more committed to establishing the humanity of Ezra Pound than she is to 

'14 October 1907), quoted in Surette, p. 130-3 Ezra Pound, Letter to William Carlos Williams ( :11. 
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defending his angelic calling as a writer. She explains this emphasis in tenns of a desire to 
counteract the many articles published since his incarceration that reduce Pound to a 
political pawn; it is rare, H. D. observes, to find a piece that treats him 'as a human being' 
and not as journalist's abstraction or political "cause... (9). Pound's initial connection \N ith 
S6raphitus-S6raphita is thus predicated on his early sexual experiments - portrayed as all- 
too-human rites of passage - rather than his claim to be an artist or, indeed, an artist-angel. 
End to Torment describes how Pound's premature return to Philadelphia after taking up a 
college position in Indiana became the subject of rumour and lewd conjecture. 
Demanding an explanation from her companion, the young H. D. is taken back by Pound's 

response: 

'They say in Wyncote that I am bi-sexual and given to unnatural Just. ' I did not 
understand the implication of the words. Nowadays any sophisticated teenager would 
laugh at them. But this is - 1906? 1907? (15) 

In 1906/1907,, Pound's rumoured bisexuality was incomprehensible to the unworldly H. D. 
'Nowadays' (1958), in contrast, it would raise little more than a laugh among 
4sophisticated teenagers', well-versed in the discoveries of scientists and psychoanalysts. 
Bisexuality, as Freud had famously established, is the condition into which all children are 
born. 

Pound's identification with the man-woman S6raphitus-S6raphita is confirmed in a 
description of the youthful love affair that he conducted with H. D. To borrow an 

expression from Freud, the love they share is at once angelic and polymorphously 

perverse: 

For no 'act', afterwards, though biologically fulfilled, had had the significance of the first 
demi-vierge embraces. The significance of 'first love' can not be overestimated. If the 
'first love' is an uncoordinated entity, Angel-Devil - or Angel-Daemon or Daimon, 
Sdraphitus-S6raphita - what then? Find a coordinated convention, Man-Hero who will 
compensate, complete the picture. (19) 

'An uncoordinated entity' that is unable to tell good from evil (Angel or Devil), and 

Christianity from Greek paganism (Devil or Daemon), H. D. 's love for Pound is a pre- 

Oedipal paradise of undirected sexuality from which she is forcibly expelled by the need 

to find a conventional 'Man-Hero' ]over. The event which precipitates the transition 

between these pre- and postlapsarian states conforms loosely to Freud's Oedipal narrative. 

H. D. 's father intervenes - he catches them 'in the very act' - and from this moment on 

H. D. is forced to renounce her polymorphously perverse desires and acquiesce to the 

social requirement of finding a conventionally male partner (19). In End to Torment, this 

redirecting of the libido does not, as in Freud's work, take place in early infanthood. 

Nonetheless, it was almost certainly Freud who suggested to H. D. the possibihtý of a 
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much later and, even then, imperfect adolescent transition. In his analysis of H. D., Freud 

came to the conclusion that the writer had become 'stuck' at the earliest pre-Oedipal phase 
and that, as a result, much of her adolescent life had been spent in 'fear and dread' of her 
father. " The complexity and sheer audacity of the passage quoted above from End to 
Torment is rarely acknowledged. H. D. combines an Oedipal narrative with a biblical one 
to argue, against the Freud of the pleasure principle, that the pre-Oedipal condition is in 
fact a Paradise from which the child resents being expelled; she re-reads Sýraphita to 

suggest that the hermaphrodite angel is an uncoordinated mass of desires rather than the 

asexual being envisaged by Balzac and Swedenborg; and finally, she entirely rethinks 
Pound's version of the artist-angel to suggest that his divinity lies, not in the power of his 

language to bring change, but in his ability to love perversely. This final point is not 

meant to suggest that H. D. gives up on the artist-as-angel paradigm. On the contrary, she 

too adopts an angelic language - suggested by the prayers to the angels in Robert 

Ambelain's La kabbale practique - as a model for the supposedly 'simple' language in 

which she presents the very difficult material in End to Torment. " Rather, it seems that 

End to Torment demands a re-working of the artist-angel figure. There is a need here to 

account for the artist-angel as a sexed being, further, as one that is sexed in an 

unconventional,. uncoordinated way. 

H. D., the Sexologists and the Divine Invert 

As H. D. 's reference to the 'sophisticated teenager' suggests, by the time she came 

to write End to Torment, bisexuality no longer carried quite the stigma that it had at the 

time of her affair with Ezra Pound. At the end of the nineteenth century, particularly 

around the time of the Oscar Wilde trial, homosexuality was frequently cited as evidence 

of the corrupt and degenerate nature of modem society. Yet as artists and intellectuals 

became increasingly aware of the work of sexologists and psychologists such as Richard 

Krafft-Ebing and K. H. Ulrichs in Germany, Havelock Ellis and Edward Carpenter in 

Britain, the situation began gradually to change. The account of homosexuality and 

bisexuality provided by Ellis and Carpenter suggested that inverts, to use Carpenter's 

24 For Freud's understanding of the Oedipus complex as the 'peak of infantile sexuality' see 'Three 

Essays on Sexuality", in The Standard Edition of the Complete Ps 
- vehoanalytical Works of Sigmund 

Freud, vol. 7,1901-1905, ed. by James Strachey, (London: Hogarth Press, 1953), pp. 123-245 (note on 

p. 226). For the Oedipus complex generally see chapter V, section D in The Interpretation of Dreams, 

in Standard Edition, vol. 4. For H. D. 's reaction to Freud's diagnosis, see Letter to Bryher [24-25 April 

1933], Bryher Papers, Beinecke, Gen Mss 97, fol. 558; and Susan Stanford Friedman (ed. ), Analysing 

Freud. - Letters of H. D., Biý, hcr and their Circle (New York: New Directions. 2002). 

25 See H. D., End to Torment, pp. II and 13; and Robert Ambelain, La kabbale practique (Paris: Editions 

Niclaus, 195 ]), pp. 220 and 222. 
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terminology, might have an altogether more positive influence on society and culture. 
Effectively, the sexologists reversed the terms of the more familiar degeneration narrative 
so that the invert was no longer perceived to be a symptom of the failure or the perversion 
of human evolution and instead became a foretaste of its eagerly anticipated outcome. The 
invert, who, S6raphitus-Seraphita-like, combines elements of the male and the female in a 
single nature, was said to be a more complete and therefore more advanced type of human 
being. As critics such as Susan Stanford Friedman,, Rachel Blau DuPlessis and more 
recently Lisa Rado and Deidre Anne Pettipiece have pointed out, the discover', of this 
'third' or 'intermediate sex' was an attractive proposition for the modernist writer, 
especially for the female writer. One of the 'advanced' attributes which the invert was 

routinely said to possess was a particular aptitude for artist production. Thus the mind of 
the artist, which had previously been assumed to be male or, worse still, to be male and 

possessed by a female muse, could feasibly be supposed to be androgynous in nature. 
Friedman and Blau DuPlessis both point to the 'psychic and intellectual androgyny' that 

Virginia Woolf memorably brings to life in the figure of Orlando and in A Rooni of One's 

Own,, as a typical response to this new, more inclusive, understanding of the creative 

mind. " 

Carpenter and Ellis's theories of sexual inversion contain, however, another more 

ambitious claim; a claim that, perhaps because of its strangeness or sheer audacity, has 

received much less attention in studies of their work and its relation to modernism. " 

Sexual inverts are indeed more likely than the average man to display artistic genius; they 

are also, and this is one of the most radical of the sexologists' 'discoveries', far more 

likely to be possessed of divinity, to be god-like or angelic in nature. A more familiar 

version of this argument, certainly within the parameters of this thesis so far, would claim 

that the artist (usually the male artist) is an advanced human being or a perfected version 

of man. This is the idea that Upward, Orage and Lawrence derive from their reading of 

Nietzsche and of his revaluation of the role of art in society as compared to that of science 

and religion. What Ellis and Carpenter might be said to add to this argument is the idea 

that sexual inversion is also a predicate of the divine; inverts as well as artists (especially 
I 

2' DuPlessis, Writing, p. 74, and Friedman, Penelope's Web, p. 162. 
27 Tom Gibbons writes at length about Havelock Ellis's mystical interests as expressed in works such as 
A rmations (London: Walter Scott, 1898) and The New Spit-it (London: Bell, 1890). He argues for a 
direct connection between Ellis's belief in the evolutionary perfection of the human type and his radical 

views concerning freedom of sexual expression. He does not, however, address Ellis's views on sexual 
inversion. See Gibbons, Rooms in the Darwin Hotel, especially p. 52. More recent critics to consider 

the conflation of mysticism and radical sexual politics in Carpenter and/or Ellis include Jo-Ann Wallace 

and Ed Madden, 'Gospels of Inversion: Literature, Scripture, Sexology', in Divine Aporia. - Postmodern 

Conversations about the Other, ed. by John C. Hawley (Lewisburg: Bucknell Universiv, Press, 2000), 

pp. 123-52. 
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inverts who are artists? ) are advanced, god-like or angelic examples of humankind. The 
introduction of sexual inversion into this equation demands a slight modification of the 
other two terms. Artistic genius and divinity are no longer necessarily the sexless 
categories that they were for Allen Upward and A. R. Orage, nor even the heterosexual 
categories that they were for Lawrence; instead, in the work of Ellis, Carpenter and H. D., 
the possession of either of these attributes implies a deviation from the heterosexual norm. 
S6raphitus-S6raphita (Pound) is typical in this respect; he/she is an angelic divinity who is 
bisexual and an artist whose uncoordinated, pre-Oedipal love for H. D. becomes the subject 
of her own prose and poetry for 'ten years or more'. " Artistic genius. bisexuality and 
divinity slide into, and stand in for, one other in a manner that entirely defeats the logic of 
cause and effect employed by some of the more scientifically or clinically-inclined of the 
sexologists. Before considering this complex three-sided model, however, it is necessary 
to explore exactly how and at what cost sexual inversion comes to act as a marker for 
divinity, first, in the texts of the sexologists and then, in the work of H. D. 

Edward Carpenter played an instrumental role in the dissemination of the idea of 
the divine sexual invert at the beginning of the twentieth century. Intermediate Types 

among Primitive Folk, published in 1914, is ostensibly an enquiry into sexual inversion 

among primitive cults and tribes. In reality, it contains a quasi-scientific, quasi-mystical 

argument in favour of the view that sexual inversion is a divine condition or, as Carpenter 

himself puts it, that there is a 'connection of the Uranian [homosexual] temperament with 

prophetic gifts and divination. It cannot, Carpenter states later, be a coincidence that 

inverts are routinely granted positions of spiritual authority in primitive societies. No, the 

reason for their status as priests, medicine-men or socerers is that such individuals really 

do possess supernatural powers: 'there really is a connection between the homosexual 

21 temperament and divinatory or unusual psychic powers'. In support of his argument, 

Carpenter offers the usual milange of Darwinian science and mystical speculation. The 

invert's supernatural abilities are said to have evolved in response to his need to integrate 

his male identity with that of the female and vice versa. Belonging to the 'third sex', 

he/she possesses the qualities of both men and women which, in combination, become far 

more powerful than they are in isolation: 

2' H. D., End to Torment, p. 19. 
29 Edward Carpenter, Intermediate Types among Primitive Folk: A Stuaý,, in Social Evolution (London: 
Allen, 1914), pp. 15 and 48. 
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This interaction in fact, between the masculine and the feminine, this mutual illumination 
of logic and intuition, this combination of action and meditation, may not only raise and 
increase the power of each of these faculties, but it may give the mind a new quality, and a 
new power of perception corresponding to the blending of subject and olýject in 
consciousness. It may possibly lead to the development of that third order of perception 
which has been called the cosmic consciousness, and which may also be termed 
divination. 30 

The ambition of this argument is remarkable. Carpenter does not simply note that the 

invert represents a union of male and female elements in a single nature, although such 

observations were commonplace at the time. Instead, he suggests that the 'interaction of 

masculine and feminine' in the person of the invert might lead to the evolution of a divine 

type of being or, as he sees it, to the development of 'that third order of perception' - the 

(cosmic consciousness'. Like Upward and Orage, Carpenter imagines that the advanced 
human being (here the invert) will possess the universal vision or omnipotent viewpoint 

usually attributed to divine beings. 

Carpenter's argument, strange as it might sound at the beginning of the twenty- 

first century, was not, however, unique in its own time. Carpenter found a precedent for 

his idea of the divine invert in the work of the German psychologist and sexologist, K. H. 

Ulrichs. Writing some thirty years before his English successor, Ulrichs was one of the 

proponents of the theory - later recognised by Foucault in The History of Sexuality - that 

homosexuality was not a matter of sexual practice, nor even of partner choice, but a matter 

of 'interior androgyny, a hermaphroditism of the soul'. " As Ulrichs understood it, 

homosexuality designated the unfortunate condition of possessing a female soul within a 

male body. Carpenter refers directly to this theory in his 1908 book, The Intermediate Sex, 

and provides the Latin formula that Ulrichs used to describe this condition: 'anima 

muliehris in corpore virili inclusa [a female soul trapped in a male body]. "' The use of 

Latin suggests not only that these terms have clinical authority, but that they also carry a 

certain amount of liturgical weight. In fact, there are numerous points in Ulrichs's work at 

which the author might be said to profit from the slippage between religious and scientific 

terminology. Carpenter's book reveals the spiritual significance of the phrase *Umings', 

chosen by Ulrichs to classify the homosexual type: 'From Uranos heaven; his idea being 

that the Uranian love was of a higher order than the ordinary attachment. ' Carpenter 

continues by admitting that he is not entirely comfortable with terms such as *soul' and 

30 Carpenter. Intermediate Types, p. 63. 
31 Michel Foucault, The Histoi-v of Sexuality, trans. by Robert Hurley, 3 vols (London: Allen Lane, 

1979), vol. 1, p. 43. 
32 Edward Carpenter, The Intermediate Sex: A Study qf Some Transitional Tipes qf Men and Women 

(London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1908), p. 19. 
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'heaven'; they are, he says, words that are 'somewhat vague and indefinite'. " 
Nevertheless, Ulrichs's general notion that the sexual invert might belong to a kind of 
spiritual aristocracy survives, albeit translated into more 'definite' language, not only in 
Carpenter's work, but also in that of his contemporaries Havelock Ellis and his wife Edith 
Ellis. 

Havelock Ellis's Studies in the Psychology of Sex -a work much admired by H. D. 

and Bryher - pays tribute to Carpenter's 'remarkable book', Intermediate Types among 
Primitive Folk. Ellis refers directly to the passage in which Carpenter discusses the 
evolutionary reasons for the disproportionately high occurrence of sexual inversion among 
'sorcerers and diviners, medicine-men and wizards, prophets and priests'. " In this 

manner, he seems to endorse Carpenter's idea that there is a strong historical and 
anthropological connection between homosexuality and spiritual authority. Recent 

scholarship confirms not only that Ellis himself imagined a divine or advanced role for the 

sexual invert, but that so did his wife, Edith Ellis - famously one of the few female 

subjects to feature as a case-study in Studies in the Psychology of Sex. In an article 

published in Modernist Sexualities, Jo-Ann Wallace observes that some of the ideas 

presented in Edith Ellis's essays are strongly reminiscent of those which appear in 

Carpenter's texts. Following her husband in arguing that certain men and women are 

congenitally predisposed to homosexuality, Ellis suggests that such people have a natural 

genius for creation and, further, that they should turn this genius to the cause of promoting 

the higher development of the human race. There is, it should be acknowledged, a catch 
here. Given that congenital homosexuality might be passed on to children, it is far 

preferable, Ellis states, for the invert to turn his or her attention to artistic rather than 

sexual reproduction: 'From a eugenist's point of view, persons unfitted to have a child 

should be encouraged to devote their energies to those ends which indirectly aid the higher 

development, whether it be in the fields of art, science, or religion. "' Ellis leaves it open 

to question as to whether artistic, scientific or religious endeavour is the means by which 

the invert might advance the development of the human race, or whether it is merely a 

distraction to prevent this figure from passing on his /her unfortunate predilections to a 

future generation. 

" Carpenter, Intermediate Sex, p. 20. 
34 Havelock Ellis, 'Sexual Inversion', in Studies in the Psycholok, of Sex, 3 rd edn, 4 vols (New York: 

Random House, 1936). vol. 2, part 11, p. 29. All further references to Havelock Ellis are to this 

particular volume and part. 
35 Edith Ellis, 'Eugenics and Spiritual Parenthood'. quoted in Jo-. Ann Wallace, 'The Case of Edith Ellis', 

p. 3 1. 
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This is a problem that recurs frequently in texts that discuss the divine 

responsibilities of the invert. By emphasising the spiritual nature of homosexual ity. 

writers such as Carpenter and Ellis frequently seek to de-emphasise its sexual or physical 
significance; in other words, the invert is only permitted to be divine to the extent that he 

or she is not, paradoxically, a sexual being. As far as Carpenter is concerned, homogenic' 
love will eventually work itself out into a strictly emotional type of love. Like the Platonic 
love shared by the Greeks it will be 'continent' and 'chaste': 'the ideal of Greek life was a 

very continent one: the trained male, the athlete, the man temperate and restrained, even 

chaste, for the sake of bettering his powers. "' For Ellis, the key word is 'hygiene', by 

which he appears to mean a state of psychic cleanliness or wholesomeness in which sexual 
tendencies are sublimated into emotional ties and loyalties. Although the ascetic life is 

difficult, a doctor cannot, in good conscience, recommend that the sexual invert 'indulges 
his impulse'. " Despite Ellis's unwillingness to advocate the repression of sexual drives. it 

is clearly the ascetic life - read also the angelic or the monastic life recommended to the 

artist by the New Age - that is to be preferred. In an article published in 2000, Ed Madden 

suggests that the use of spiritual and biblical terminology to describe the condition of 

sexual inversion is a 'reverse discourse', intended to subvert the certainties of the 

conservative religious majority. While it is tempting to view Carpenter and Ellis's work as 

part of the same campaign, their particular strategy fails to legitimise same-sex desire or 

same-sex object-choice, and arguably was never intended to do so. " If, as Foucault 

maintains,. the late-nineteenth century witnessed the transition of homosexuality from a 

practice to an identity (from sodomy to hermaphroditism of the soul), then it would seem 

that the same period also risked transforming homosexuality into nothing but a matter of 

soul. The doubly gendered but entirely asexual and disembodied angel envisaged by 

Balzac stands over this process both as a promise and as a warning. 

H. D. was both a close acquaintance of Havelock Ellis and a careful and 

appreciative reader of Studies in the Psychology of Sex. It is difficult to discover whether 

or not she knew the work of Edward Carpenter, although, as mentioned in the previous 

chapter, her friend and correspondent D. H. Lawrence had read all of his works and 

probably used Carpenter's theories as the basis for his own notion of angelic marriage. 

While critics have not been slow to link the 'third sex' envisaged by the sexologists to the 

theme of androgyny in H. D. 's work, they have, however, tended to read this connection in 

terms of her commitment to a politics of gender rather than to a set of particular spiritual 

36 Carpenter, 1ntermediate Sex, p. 68. 
37 Ellis, pp. 331,326 and 342. 
38 Madden, 'Gospels of Inversion', p. 145-46. 
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or mystical beliefs. As observed above, critics such as Friedman and Blau DuPlessis refer 
to Virginia Woolf s Orlando as a means of suggesting that, through her own version of the 
man-woman or 'girl-boy', H. D. similarly wished to protest against the habitual exclusion 
of the female from the world of letters. Friedman even goes so far as to argue that H. D. 
had a particular target in mind. H. D. conceived, says Friedman, of her own version of the 

androgynous artist in order to oppose the 'flawed' or 'androcentric' model offered to her 
by D. H. Lawrence. " Diana Collecott also reads a feminist or oppositional politics into 
H. D. 's literary homage to Balzac's hermaphrodite angel. Quoting Natalie Barney's poetic 
tribute to the same figure, Collecott suggests that S6raphitus-S6raphita functions as a 
protest on the part of the modernist female against the role imagined for her by the 

modernist male: specifically, in H. D. 's case, against 'the singular feminised "Dryad"' that 
Pound took her to be and against the subordinate part that she was afforded in 'D. H. 

Lawrence's philosophy'. " 

Yet to position the notion of androgyny on one side or the other of a battle between 

genders (even genders of modernism) appears at first counter-intuitive; surely, the point of 

androgyny is to enact a compromise or, in the words of the sexologists, a mediation 
between the two sexes? More importantly, this strategy seems destined to fail on both 

counts. As Lisa Rado rightly points out, incorporating a construction of the other sex into 

the imagination is hardly likely to produce a coherent and functional version of female 

subjectivity. In fact, notes Rado, when modernist women attempt to access this 

androgynous imagination it usually provokes a crisis of self that resembles 'nothing less 

than the powerful and terrifying experience of the sublime'. " Considering the fate of the 

fictional artists in H. D. 's novels, Rado names this crisis the 'failed sublime'. The process 

of trying to identify with an all-encompassing 'overmind' is said to lead only to the 

dissolution of the (female) self in the face of an infinite power that is, after all, 

traditionally gendered male. 42 There remains, however, another question to be addressed 

in relation to H. D. 's use of androgyny and her debt to the sexologists: to what extent can a 

commitment to androgyny be feminist strategy, even afailed feminist strategy, if sex and 

the gendered body are removed from the picture altogether, if psychic hermaphroditism 

turns out to be all a matter of soul and none whatsoever of body? Rather than evaluate or 

choose between the various readings of H. D. 's interest in androgyny, the following 

39 Friedman, Penelope's Web, p. 16 1. 
40 Diana Collecot, H. D. and Sapphic Modernism: 

1999), pp. 53-54. 
41 Lisa Rado, The Modern Androgyne Imaginatior, 

of Virginia, 2000), p. 21. 
4 -' See Rado, especially pp. 66-69. 

1910-1950 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

A Failed Sublime (Charlottesville: University Press 
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discussion seeks to add another possible level of meaning to the existing interpretations. 
What if the significance of the girl wanting to be a boy in H. D. 's early texts is not only that 
it clears, or fails to clear, a space for the possibility of female creativity. but also that it 
encapsulates the idea of the male/female artist as divine? 

It seems likely that H. D. conceived her notion of girls who want to be boys in 

relation to Bryher - the young woman who she met in 1918 and who subsequently become 
her lifetime companion and partner. Among the H. D. papers preserved at the Beinecke 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, is an unpublished letter to H. D., dated 20 March 1919, 
in which Bryher discusses 'the question of whether I was a boy sort of escaped into the 

wrong body'. H. D. had arranged for Bryher to visit Havelock Ellis, and the letter provides 

a record of their conversation on the subject of the third sex and psychic androgyny: 

Then he brought out tea and we plunged into 'colour hearing' and 'cross- dress i ng. ' I 
should fill pages if I were to write all this down, so I shall have to wait and tell you about 
it. Then we got on to the question of whether I was a boy sort of escaped into the wrong 
body and he says it is a disputed subject but quite possible and showed me a book about it. 
He said I should find it perhaps too difficult to read as it was very scientific. We agreed it 
was most unfair for it to happen but apparently I am quite justified in pleading I ought to 
be a boy, -- I am just a girl by accident. Then we got on to the 'Studies' and said I thought 

43 everybody ought to read them. He smiled and told me about their being prosecuted . 

Although Bryher is not explicit here, it is probable that her claim to be a boy 'sort of 

escaped into the wrong body' refers at least in part to her attraction to women, particularly 

perhaps, to her love for H. D. The notion of being psychically, or even spiritually, male 

and yet accidentally trapped in a female body draws heavily on the language used by the 

sexologists to describe the condition of sexual inversion. More usual perhaps would be 

Ulrichs's idea of being afemale soul trapped in a male body, but Bryher's reversal of these 

poles does not in any way lessen her reliance on the terminology suggested by Ulrichs and 

his colleagues. In fact, Bryher's letter refers openly to her admiration for Ellis's Studies in 

the. Psychology of Sex and, by means of the phrases 'colour hearing' and 'cross-dressing', 

alludes specifically to the passage in which Ellis discusses the origins of sexual inversion. 

In this section of the Studies, Ellis recalls John Addington Symonds's comparison of 

homosexuality to colour blindness and suggests that the condition might also be likened to 

colour hearing. Just as colour-hearers attach sounds to certain shades, the invert links 

pleasurable sensations to objects that are usually without sexual significance. The point of 

this comparison is to stress that, like colour-hearing, sexual inversion is not a disease. 

Instead, both of these conditions are 'abnormalities', 'congenital' or 'organic variations'. " 

43 Bryher, Letter to H. D. (20 March 1919), H. D. Papers, American Literature Collection, Beinecke, Mss 

24, fol. 80. 
44 Ellis, p. 318. 
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Bryher's claim to be a boy 'sort of escaped into the wrong body' -a claim that she 
associates with Ellis's discussion of colour-hearing and cross-dressing - is clearly 
informed by a similar conviction. 

When H. D. incorporates the idea of girls who want to be boys into her early 
novels,, she brings with it the assumption that this condition is a congenital variation and 
not in any way a pathology. In fact, she goes a stage further than Bryher, to suggest after 
Carpenter and his colleagues that the feeling of being a boy escaped into the wrong body 
testifies to the spiritual authority or the divine election of the subject. Asphodel, a novel 
which dates from H. D. 's early acquaintance with Bryher, is undecided as to whether being 

a boy in a girl's body implies lesbianism and/or the possession of visionary or artistic 
powers. Composed in 1921-1922 and published posthumously in 1992, Asphodel is a 
semi-fictionalised account of H. D. 's early life in England. It covers the period of H. D. 's 

arrival in Europe with Frances Gregg, her marriage to Richard Aldington, the breakdown 

of that marriage and finally the birth of her child in 1919. Early in the novel, a 

correspondence is established between Hermione (H. D. ), Fayne Rabb (Frances Gregg) and 
the legendary figure of Joan of Arc. In order to establish this connection, H. D. appeals to 

the notion of being a boy trapped in a girl's body and, at the same time, to the socially 

unacceptable sexuality and visionary capabilities that this condition implies: 

They had trapped her, a girl who was a boy and they would always do that. They would 
always trap them, bash their heads like broken flowers from their stalks, break them for 

4S 
seeing things, having 'visions' seeing things like she did and like Fayne Rabb . 

The persecution that H. D. refers to in this passage is motivated, on the one hand, by the 

fact that they are girls who are boys, sexual inverts with feelings for each other, and, on 

the other, by the fact that they have 'visions'. Similarly, when George Lowndes (Ezra 

Pound) suggests that the two of them 'would have been burnt in Salem for witches', it is 

simply not clear whether George is referring to the socially unacceptable nature of 

Hermione and Fayne's love for each other or to their witch-like power to 'see things' (50). 

As in the reference to Joan of Arc, H. D. appeals to a version of the past that cannot tell the 

difference between lesbians and practitioners of magical arts: one group is assumed to be 

interchangeable with the other and both are marched indiscriminately to the stake. 

Effectively, she adopts the same approach to history and to the place of 'girls who are 

boys' within that history as does Edward Carpenter; recognising that there has long been a 

conflation of visionaries, witches and women who desire women she decides that 'there 

H. D., Asphodel, p. 9. Further references to this novel are given after quotations in the text. 
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really is a connection between the homosexual temperament and divinatory or unusual 
powers'. " 

H. D. returns to the figure of Joan of Arc in a review of Carl Dreyer's film The 
Passion and Death of a Saint, published in Close Up in 1928. Dreyer succeeds. she notes, 
in presenting us with a Jeanne who, in a physical respect, typifies the type of girls who are 
boys: she is a 'great lout of a hulking boy or girl' and a 'sturdy boy figure'. " This is not, 
however, 'our Jeanne' because, in his attempt to present a realistic portrait of the saint, 
Dreyer has entirely stripped the boy-girl of his/her mystical powers. The Passion and 
Death of a Saint gives no indication of the consolation that she took from her traffic with 
the angels: 

I mean Jeanne d'Arc talked openly with angels and in this square on square of Danish 
protestant interior, this trial room, this torture room, this cell, there was no hint of angels. 
The angels were there all the time and if Jeanne had reached the spiritual development 
that we must believe this chosen comrade of the warrior Michael must have reached, the 
half-hypnotised numb dreary physical state she was in, would have its inevitable psychic 
recompense. The Jeanne d'Arc of the incomparable Dreyer it seems to me, was kicked 
towards the angels. There were not there, nor anywhere, hint of the angelic wing tip, of 
the winged sandals and the two-edged sword of Michael or of the distillation of maternal 
pity of her 'familiar' Margaret. 48 

H. D. 's concern in this article has more to do with the uncompromising realism of Dreyer 

and his neglect of an audience's need for idealism than it does the visionary powers of the 
boy-girl. Nevertheless, the Joan of Arc described in this passage joins the one in Asphodel 

as an example of a type that appears repeatedly in H. D. 's 1920s and 1930s prose: a boy or 

girl 'sort of escaped into the wrong body' who possesses a gift for seeing things, even, in 

the case of Joan of Arc, of communicating with the angels. Palimpsest provides another 

version of this figure in the form of Hipparchia: 'boy and girl alike', he/she experiences 

poetic inspiration in the form of vision and dream. '9 Another androgynous/visionary 
figure features in H. D. 's early novel Paint it Today. Perhaps in acknowledgement of 

Bryher's assertion that she is a girl only by accident, here it is the Bryher character, 

Althea, who joins the H. D. persona in being both boy-girl and mystic. At the end of the 

novel they both stand transfixed and to some extent transported by a statue of 

Hermaphrodite in Rome. 

In 'Narthex', a short story published in anthology in 1928, H. D. at first appears to 

offer yet another example of the divine invert. As in Paint it Toda , it is the Bryher y 

character, Gareth, who seems to be granted the privileges of the boy-girl visionary. He/she 

40 Carpenter, Intet-mediate Types, p. 48. 
47 H. D., 'Joan of Arc', Close Up, 3.1 (1928), 15-23 (p. 16). 
48H. D., 'Joan of Arc'. p. 22. 
41) H. D., 'Hipparchia', in Palimpsest (Paris: Contact, 1926), p. 40. 
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possesses a boy's name, the look of a 'boy Emperor' and a *boy-turn of chin. " Gareth 

also has an insistent resemblance to a singular kind of angel: 'she was an astral-coloured 
raspberry shaped ridiculous small angel with the war gear of Athene'. 'If Garry hatched 

she would be bee-winged, a sort of raspberry sort of astral-coloured angel. "' Yet the 

peculiarity, indeed altogether ridiculous nature, of this particular angel implies that there is 

something more at work here than a straightforward attribution of visionary or angelic 

powers to the 'third sex'. It suggests the possibility that the divine boy-girl might in some 

way turn out to be a disappointment, that the figure who promised to be an angel (perhaps 

of the type that provided Joan of Arc with consolation in the final moments of her life) 

might turn out to be nothing more than a parody of this figure, a 'raspberry sort of astral- 

coloured angel'. Certainly, the Bryher character in 'Narthex' proves to be something of a 
disappointment to the H. D. character, Raymonde; she fails miserably to appreciate the 

vibration in St Mark's Square and appears, at least in Raymonde's eyes, to be 'sulking like 

a little girl'. " The boy 'sort of escaped into the wrong body' has lost his/her connection to 

the divine and, in doing so, has become laughable, 'a ridiculous small angel'. There is yet 

another catch here; a sense in which the promise held out by the attribution of visionary 

powers to the divine boy-girl might not be fulfilled, or fulfilled only in the most perverse 

of ways. 
In fact, the moment in 'Narthex' when the union of male and female elements in a 

single being does not produce, as promised, an angel but a grotesque parody of one is 

typical in H. D. 's work. The final section of this chapter explores two further examples of 

this disappointing reversal taken from Asphodel and Bid Me to Live. These moments 

might easily be read, following Rado, as examples of the 'failed sublime'; the female (or 

male) character attempts to incorporate a version of the other sex into his imagination - in 

the hope perhaps of accessing divinity, or at the very least, poetry - before realising, too 

late, that to do so would cause the fragmentation of his or her self before the terrible 

demands of the sublime. While Rado sees this crisis in terms of a threat to an ideal version 

of the self, reference to the sexologists suggests that it is also a threat to the material reality 

of the human body; access to queer divinity is often achieved only at the expense of the 

desires and impulses that marked that individual as queer in the first place. In this light, 

the problem with which H. D. engages is revealed to be similar to that with which D. H. 

Lawrence struggles: the problem of reconciling the divine aspirations of the artist with the 

50 H. D., 'Narthex', in The SecondAmerican Caravan: A Yearbook ofAmerican Literature. ed. by Alfred 

Kreymborg, Lewis Mumford and Paul Rosenfeld (New York: Macaulaý. 1928), pp. 22-5-84 (p. 262). 

5' H. D., 'Narthex', pp. 243 and 253. 
52 H. D., 'Narthex', p. 243. 
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material demands of his all-too-human body. Indeed, in so far as both H. D. and La\\rence 

refer to sexology and psychoanalysis, or rather to a mystical or angelic form of these 

sciences, their approach to solving this problem might be said to be very similar. In 

H. D. 's case, however, the task of reconciling divinity with physicality, the Spirit of Art 

with the all-too-human body, takes on at least two further levels of complexity. To what 

extent can the idea of a man-woman with divine powers and/or artistic genius be 

entertained seriously by a writer keen to safeguard her own legitimacy as a woman, as a 

woman who desires both men and women and, above all, as a female writer who demands 

recognition alongside her more famous male peers? Does the attempt to ground art in the 

divine experience of being a boy trapped in a girl's body inevitably result in turning that 

body into nothing but a soul? The final part of this chapter reintegrates the question of 
divinity, and its relation to sexuality, back into the problem of art, it seeks to reveal exactly 

what is at stake in the transformation of the artist (H. D., Lawrence and Pound) into the 

doubly gendered but entirely asexual angel symbolised by Balzac's Sýraphita. 

'What Sort ofAngel? ' 'Asphodel'and 'Bid Me to Live' 

Asphodel, written in 1921-1922 and published posthumously in 1992, is generally 

considered to be an early version of Bid Me to Live which appeared in 1960 shortly before 

H. D. 's death. " Both novels take as their subject the period before, during and after the 

First World War and both focus, to a greater or lesser extent, on the romantic relationships 

which H. D. cultivated at this time with fellow artists and writers such as Ezra Pound, Cecil 

Gray and Richard Aldington. Bid Me to Live also famously considers H. D. 's troubled 

friendship with D. H. Lawrence -a topic that H. D. was unable to address until her 

psychoanalysis with Freud in the 1930s. " Given the nature of this subject matter, it should 

not perhaps be surprising that these novels have become something of a locus for critics 

wishing to contrast H. D. 's portrayal of male-female relationships with those of her male 

peers. Susan Stanford Friedman, Rachel Blau DuPlessis and Peter Firchow all turn to 

Asphodel and/or Bid Me to Live in order to substantiate their influential readings of H. D. 

as an opponent or critic of male modernism. Friedman and Firchow both observe that 

there are certain similarities between D. H. Lawrence's understanding of the perfect 

relationship - the star-equilibrium to which Birkin and Ursula aspire - and H. D. 's own 

version of a mystic or angelic meeting of opposites. In fact, they go further to suggest that 

" See for example, Friedman, Penelope's Web, p. 180-8 1. 
54 Donna Krolick Hollenberg (ed. ), Between Histoty and Poetiy. - The Letters qf H. D. and Norman 

Holmes Pearson (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1997), p. 247. 
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the latter is a direct response to, or a critique of, the former. Friedman argues that, through 
the mouthpiece of Julia in Bid Me to Live, H. D. seeks to reprimand Lawrence for oniv 
considering the 'man-artist' in his supposedly equal partnership, while Firchow reads the 
same character as H. D. 's reply to Lawrence's own version of Julia (apparently based on 
H. D. ) in Aarons Rod. " DuPlessis paints a more ambivalent picture of H. D. as caught 
between her attraction to narratives of 'romantic thraldom' and a desire to *delegitimate' 
these narratives as the accepted version of the power dynamic in heterosexual 

relationships. " 

This section follows critical precedent in establishing a connection between the 

angelic partnership to which Lawrence's characters aspire and the mystical marriage 
desired by the protagonists in Asphodel and Bid Me to Live. As will shortly become 

evident, there are also good biographical reasons for viewing the angelic aspirations of 
Julia and Rico in Bid Me to Live as a direct response to Lawrence's dreams of founding a 

colony of artist-angels overseas. Nevertheless, in making the distinction between the two, 
it is important not to assume that H. D. necessarily demonstrates the male-female 

relationship to be of an inferior quality to that between same-sex partners. The ideal form 

of both types of relationship, in accordance with the precedent set by Balzac, is the 'union 

of two natures in a single being'. S6raphitus-S6raphita (Pound) functions as the highest 

standard of what might be achieved, both individually by the divine androgyne and 

together by the divine couple. In End to Torment, Pound's divinity is linked to pre- 

Oedipal or prelapsarian desires which express themselves in not one, but two distinct 

ways: first, in his rumoured bisexuality and second, in the undirected, uncoordinated 

nature of the love that he shares with H. D. The ideal towards which the heterosexual 

couples in Asphodel and Bid Me to Live aspire is a similar type of angel ic/daemonic love 

or, to paraphrase End to Torment, S6raphitus-S6raphita love. They aim towards a 

relationship that might somehow avoid falling into the Oedipal pattern of woman and 

'coordinated convention Man-Hero', towards a love that is instead pre-Oedipal, like the 

uncoordinated desire that a baby feels for its mother, or prelapsarian, like the chaste love 

that a brother feels for a sister. The ultimate failure of her characters to escape this 

Oedipal trap is frequently described by H. D. in terrns of an inability to live up to their 

angelic promise, they turn out, like Bryher in 'Narthex'. to be inauthentic, false, or frankly 

ridiculous parodies of angels. 

55 Friedman, Penelope's Web. p. 161, and Peter E. Firchow, 'Rico and Julia: The Hilda Doolittle - D. H. 

Lawrence Affair Reconsidered', Jow-nal of Modern Literatut-e, 8 (1980-81), 51-76 (p. 7"). 
56 DuPlessis, Writing, pp. 67 and 76. 
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Asphodel presents no less than five different relationships to the reader. All of 
them involve the H. D. character,, Hermione, and, in order of appearance, Fayne Rabb 
(Frances Gregg), George Lowndes (Ezra Pound), Jerrold Darrington (Richard Aldington). 
Cyril Vane (Cecil Gray) and Beryl (Bryher). Oddly, in only one of these relationships 
does Hermione appear to achieve a truly angelic connection with her partner; more 
peculiarly still, the partner in question is Cyril Vane, a relatively minor figure in the novel 
who, despite being the father of her child, is finally dismissed out of hand by the pregnant 
Hermione. Vane and Hermione meet in Lechstein's (Epstein's) studio, folloNNing 
Hermione's betrayal by her husband, Darrington, and his return to active service. 
Together they visit a restaurant for coffee and Hen-nione describes the mystical experience 
that ensues: 

We know each other when we see each other, people like us. We were two angels with no 
wings to speak of, with the angelic quality that comes, that goes, that will come, that will 
go. ( 142) 

He was a lump of amber and Hermione had only to look and look or to rub her palm 
across that smooth surface and electric sparks would answer her, warm her, light her. God 
sends things to people. He had caught her wrist. Was this God? or messenger of God? 
(143) 

The nature of this angelic relationship is rather more inspirational than it is sexual. Vane's 

function,, as befits a 'messenger of God', is to reconnect Hermione with the source of her 

artistic genius. He does so by talking to her in a 'pre-war' manner about books and 

culture, 'things that Darrington had forgotten' (143). In the early stages of their marriage, 

Darrington had performed a similar role. Unlike George Lowndes, who once insisted that 

'[y]ou are a poem though your poem's naught', her young husband had supported her 

poetic endeavours, had even, as Hermione puts it, 'given her words and the ability to cope 

with words, to write words' (74,114). Darrington's entry into the anny and a series of 

sordid affairs brings this creative phase of their relationship to an end. Hermione finds her 

husband transformed, to quote Robert Spoo"s introduction to Asphodel, 'from 

androgynous "fawn" and poetic brother into a jaunty, lascivious Mars. 57 Only by 

abandoning Darrington for the less threatening figure of Vane, does she rediscover a 

poetic brother/sisterhood and an angelic connection to the source of artistic inspiration. 

Unfortunately, this moment of creative fruitfulness is short-lived. Hen-nione 

quickly becomes disillusioned with Vane; a disappointment that, as with Gareth in 

'Narthex', is equated to the experience of discovering that an angel was nothing but a fake, 

a masked angel, or a 'ridiculous small angel'. Vane becomes a sub-standard copy of a 

57 Robert Spoo, 'Introduction', in Asphodel, pp. ix-xxi (p. x1i). 
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celestial being, a 'wax-annunciation angel', or 'a painted annunciation angel NN ho NN as now 
nothing, no one, someone who would conceivably help her' (165,164). At her most 
acerbic Hermione asks: 

What was Vane? At best some tall half-sexed Gabriel or Michael, some angel of 
annunciation, some spirit who had appeared and made what was ordained, what was to be, 
reality. (156) 

Evidently this change in Hermione's view of Vane is a consequence of the fact that she 
has become pregnant with his child. Asphodel gives a bitter account of the conception, 
suggesting that Hen-nione has been 'entrapped' by the wax angel of the annunciation into 
bearing the child of God (157). The moment at which Vane accedes to the role of the 
father-figure is also the moment at which he ceases to be an authentic messenger. 
connecting Hermione to the divine source of her creativity and instead becomes a 'fake' 

angel, a mere instrument of 'what was ordained'. Significantly, in the passage quoted 
above, this 'angel of annunciation' is also described as 'half-sexed'. It is not then the case 
that, in becoming involved in a carnal relationship with H. D., Vane ceases to be an asexual 
cangel' and is transformed instead, to use Spoo's expression, into a 'lascivious Mars'. 

Rather, it seems that the second phase of their relationship manifests a 'bad' Oedipal fon-n 

of sexuality (half-sexuality), while the early creative phase allowed for the expression of 
'good' pre-Oedipal impulses and undirected desires. These feelings are undoubtedly what 
Hermione refers to as 'electric sparks' during her first meeting with Vane (143). Vane's 

fall from grace - the revelation that he is only an inauthentic 'half-sexed' angel - is not, 

then, the result of a failure to live up to the asexual standards demanded by the angel in 

Balzac's novel, but the consequence of his assumption of the role of father-figure, Man- 

Hero or Man-God. 

In some respects, Hen-nione's relationship with Vane in Asphodel acts as a 

prototype for that of Julia and Rico in Bid Me to LA, e. The second novel bases the 

relationship of its two central characters on the friendship that H. D. cultivated with D. H. 

Lawrence between 1914 and 1918. Although this friendship is the subject of much critical 

and biographical speculation, it is extremely difficult to ascertain its exact nature, not least, 

because Richard Aldington destroyed Lawrence's letters to H. D. after the break up of their 

marriage. Lawrence's letters to H. D. reveal little more than the fact that they often read 

and discussed each other's work and that he was grateful to her for providing him and his 

wife with accommodation following their expulsion from ComNN all. It Is certain, however, 

that Lawrence invited H. D. to join him in founding a colony of artists. or, as suggested in 

the previous chapter, a colony of artist-angels, overseas. In a letter to Catherine Carswell 

dated 27 October 1917, Lawrence explains that his preparations for Rananim have become 
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(much more definite'. The destination was to be the East slope of the Andes and the 
colonists were to include: 'Freida and 1, and Eder and Mrs Eder, and William Henry and 
Gray, and probably Hilda Aldington and maybe Kot and Dorothy Yorke. ` Lawrence's 

plan, and more specifically his invitation to H. D. to join this exclusive group of pioneers, 
finds fictional expression in Bid Me to Live in a letter sent from Rico to Julia. Rico 

promises in this letter that '[w]e will go away together where the angels come down to 
earth' (57). The repetition of this phrase - it appears with slight variations no less than six 
times in the novel - has led several critics to conclude that this is the exact, or almost 
exact, wording of a promise that Lawrence made in a real letter to H. D. " If this is indeed 

the case, then this letter would serve as further evidence that Lawrence envisaged his 

colony in terms of a heaven on earth or as a paradise inhabited by a peculiar breed of 
artist-angels. It would also suggest that, in Bid Me to Live, H. D. offers a critique not only 
of Lawrence's notion of the perfect male-female relationship, but also of his plans for 

Rananim. 

Returning to more certain critical ground, there can be little doubt as to the nature 

of H. D. 's protest against Lawrence's angelic relationship of equals. Julia initially views 
her friendship with Rico as possessing the same divine qualities as those sought by 

Hermione in her relationship with Vane. Rico promises to complete Julia intellectually, to 

give her the inspiration and the motivation to achieve her full artistic potential. Just as in 

Asphodel, however, the moment of disappointment is both swift in arriving and terrible in 

its psychic consequences. Halfway through Bid Me to Live, Julia is prompted to question 
Rico's motivation in inviting her to come away with him 'where the angels come down to 

earth'. 'What sort of angelsT, she asks, suddenly unconvinced that Rico's paradise is in 

any way a tempting prospect for a female writer (86). Again following a similar pattern to 

Asphodel, this moment of doubt follows a move towards the development of a physical 

relationship. Believing that Rico has invited her to give some sign of their unspoken 

connection, Julia reaches out to touch his an-n. Rico recoils, 'hurt, like a hurt jaguar' (81), 

and Julia is forced to reconsider the basis on which she had imagined their relationship 

was founded: 

She did not turn to look at Rico, for the actual face of Rico was projected out, it was a 
mask set among fruit-trees. It was Satyr in a garden. We will go away lvhere the angels 
come down to earth. What sort of angels? (85-86) 

58 James T. Boulton and Andrew Robertson (eds), Lettet-s of D. H. Lmvrence. vol. 3, October 1916-June 
1921 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 173. 
59 Both Friedman and John Worthen treat these fragments as if genuine. See Friedman, Penelope's Web, 

p. 151; and Worthen, 'Lawrence or Not? The Letter Fragments of H. D. and E. T. ', DHL Reviell', 30 

(2002), 43-53 (p. 5 1). For the repetition of Rico's invitation in Bid Me to Live see pp. 57.66,86,1 '18, 

169 and 183. 
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What sort of angels indeed. Rico now appears to be invested ýk ith the primitive sexual 
power of a male deity. His face is a fetish object or a Satyr, the half-bestial spirit whose 
days are usually spent in the pursuit of nymphs. It resembles a 'mask among fruit trees', 
perhaps one of the idols that, according to the Golden Bough, are hung in orchards to 
ensure the fecundity of the crop and by extension that of the male king. The moment of 
doubt, in which it was necessary to question whether membership of Upward's Angel 
Club denoted sexlessness or whether it instead signified belonging to a single, invariably 

male sex is here described in vivid and arresting detail. Julia's problem is not simply that 

as a woman she is barred from the divine angelic realm or territory claimed by the male 
sex, but that, by investing that supposedly non-human sphere with his all-too-human 
sexuality, Rico simply perpetuates the perverse logic according to which the Oedipal 

pattern of Man-Heroes and Man-Gods is projected on to the mysterious face of the divine. 

The Satyr and the 'mask' or idol are symbols of an archaic world in which the need to 

ensure male fecundity and the continuation of the male line did indeed determine the 

nature and character of its gods and its divine law. 

Rico's desire to play God is one of the major themes of Bid Me to Live. H. D. 

returns to this idea in Julia's analysis of the reason that he shied away from her touch. 

Like Christ on the morning of the resurrection, he is said to manifest a kind of noli me 

tangere: 'She did not know, would she ever know, whether his gesture had been personal 

repugnance, some sort of noli me tangere (his own expression)' (82). Rico's wish to play 
God is revealed again in a Christmas charade in which 'old Rico of course is Gawd-a'- 

mighty' (112). Julia is the 'tree of life' and Vane (the Cyril Gray character again) is the 

'Angel at the Gate'. Bid Me to Live and Asphodel repeatedly refer back to a quasi- 

bib] ical/quasi-Freudian paradigm in which Fathers, Heroes and Old Testament Gods are 

positioned on the postiapsarian or post-Oedipal side of the barrier and angels, particularly 

of the polymorphously perverse, S6raphitus-S6raphita kind, are placed on the prelapsarian, 

pre-Oedipal side. The importance of the angel to H. D., and the reason that she often 

chooses images of angels over, say, those of gods or demons to represent the divine nature 

of the poetic gift that she shares with her male peers, is contained within this opposition. 

In essence, the attraction of the angel for H. D. is not dissimilar to that which the same 

figure held for Allen Upward, both writers look to exploit the deceptively simple fact that 

the angel, while a divine being, is not a god. For Upward, as explained in chapter two, the 

purpose of transforming the artist into an angel is to save this figure from a damaging 

alliance with Nietzsche's all-conquering Artist-God. Upward aims to retain the divine 

power of the artist, while insisting that the artist exercise that power benevolently. in other 

words, with a mind to his responsibility for the advancement of the human race. H. D. 's 
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novels unfold in the blind spot of this thesis. Like Lawrence, she is concerned with the 
fate of human sexuality when yoked to artistic divinity. Should the artist emulate 
Havelock Ellis's invert in seeking to live an ascetic life regardless of the psychic cost of 
such an endeavour? Does the angel that he or she imitates have what it takes for a sexual 
relationship? Unlike Lawrence, however, H. D. queers divine sexuality, imagining it to 
exist in the places that escape the conventional demands of a heterosexual relationship. 
Angelic sex appears, then, in the S6raphitus-S6raphita love that she felt for Ezra Pound, in 
the desire of women for other women, and in Julia/Hermione's relationship mith the 
unmanly and unheroic figure of Cyril Vane. Only when it does not involve a coordinated 
convention Man-Hero, or Gawd-a'-mighty does the union of man and woman produce 
divine poetry. 

Yet, even when its issue is art and not children, angel sex is something of an 
oxymoronic concept. There remains, with regards to H. D. 's prose, the problem of 
deciding if a relationship is angelic because it manifests sexuality differently - in a pre- 
Oedipal or uncoordinated way - or, because it is, in fact, asexual. Even sexuality 
differently begins to appear to be no sexuality at all, if the pre-Oedipal phase is assumed to 
be a state of prelapsarian innocence. It is no coincidence, perhaps, that when the angelic 

relationship does produce children, it does so following what is frequently portrayed as an 
immaculate conception; the mystical children of S6raphita-S6raphitus and of Vane and 
Hermione are described as though they are the product of divine intervention rather than 

human procreation. " It seems, then, that as a spokesperson for the excluded, H. D. comes 

up against the same problem as Havelock Ellis and Edward Carpenter. Her appeal on 
behalf of heterosexual and bisexual women contains the same condition as Ellis's defence 

of homosexual men; they too might aspire to become divine artist-angels, but only to the 

extent that they abandon the sexuality and gender that marked them out in the first place. 

In this respect, H. D. 's women appear little different to the male artist-angels envisaged by 

Upward and Orage or, for that matter, to S6raphitus-S6raphita as imagined by Balzac. All 

of them aspire to an ascetic life that, as Ellis admits, is difficult to achieve but highly 

desirable for the maintenance of psychic and physical hygiene. 

H. D. 's prose, with its immanent critique of peers such as Pound and Lawrence and 

its debt to the ideas of early -twentieth-century psychoanalysts and sexologists, functions to 

bring this problematic aspect of the artist-angel paradigm into greater prominence. 

Through the sublime figure of S6raphitus-S6raphita in End to Torment and the ridiculous 

half-sexed, raspberry shaped angels in her autobiographical novels, H. D. explores the 

60 See H. D., End to Torment, pp. 51-52; and Asphodel, pp. 154-55. 
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potential of this trope to open up, and conversely to close down, competing claims to 

artistic authority. In many ways, this is the point at which the idea of the artist-angel 
becomes most interesting: the point at which it ceases to be a means of justifying the 61ite 

status already afforded to certain (male) artists and instead becomes a motile device used, 

more or less successfully, to question some of the assumptions at the heart of the 

modernist project. H. D. 's not quite coherent attempt to shift the balance of 

creative/angelic power from the divine male to the divine pre-Oedipal or homosexual 

couple does, in fact, succeed in revealing the wealth of possibilities that still remain 

unexplored in relation to this figure. To modify the question posed in Bid to Live: what 

sort of artist makes an angel? Is he or she male, female, male, heterosexual, homosexual, 

bisexual or polymorphously perverse? The answer, as suggested by H. D. 's prose, is 

inconclusive: perhaps all of, and at the same time none of, the above. 
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FIVE 

'The Necessary Angel': Wallace Stevens, H. D. and the 
Need for Poetry in the Twentieth Century 

Yet I am the necessary angel of earth 
Since, in my sight, you see the earth again, 

Cleared of its stiff and stubborn, man-locked set, 
And, in my hearing, you hear its tragic drone 

Rise liquidly in liquid lingerings. ' 

Thus far the angel has been considered as a goal or a telos to which the human, especially 
the artist, might aspire. In the exercise of his creative powers and in the regulation or 
correct expression of his sexuality, the artist might move beyond the debased all-too- 
human ideal set by the humanists and towards the altogether more noble aim of life lived 

angelically. For Upward and Orage, this means refusing as a subject for art the degraded 

kitchen-sink matter of the realists; for Lawrence, understanding human sexuality to be 

contiguous with the cosmos and then deriving the value of both aesthetically; and finally 

for H. D., queering 'angelic sex' so that the men and women excluded by her peers might 

also aspire to angelhood. All of these writers assume that the angel has an importance to 

the artist and his art that exceeds that of the mere content; this is not simply a question, as 
Edward Carpenter might put it, of replacing the impossible angels of Romantic art with 
figures more suited to the modem, materialist imagination. Rather, 'angelic' is a predicate 

that serves, on the one hand, to indicate a quality of art in general, and on the other, to 

describe a quality of life as pursued by the artist and/or humanity as a whole. The 

difference between these two functions is not always easy to discem. In the case of 

Lawrence and Upward's angelic brotherhoods, it initially seems that the requirement to be 

like an angel refers to the man rather than to his art. This certainty breaks down, however, 

when it becomes apparent that, for Lawrence, angelic life is meant to be judged as if it 

were a work of art, as if, that is, it were one of Fra Angelico's angel-filled paintings. H. D. 

1 Stevens, Collected Poems, pp. 496-97. 
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complicates the situation still further by considering the divine relationship to be both the 
occasion for art and its ideal content or perfect expression. At this point, a question 
demands to be answered: namely, the extent to which the modernist angel is a prescription 
for art and the extent to which it is a prescription for the higher development of human, 

antihuman, or posthuman life. Is there, in fact, a difference between these two alternatives 
or does angelic art always impinge upon life and angelic life upon art? The problem is 

particularly pressing because modernity - understood as Frank Kermode's 'clerklv 
scepticism' or Edward Carpenter's materialist imagination - might otherwise be assumed 
to deny any connection at all between the angels of art and the vicissitudes of real life. 2 

The present chapter changes the focus slightly so that, rather than being considered 
as a goal to which the artist/artwork aspires, the angel is understood to be a quality without 
which both art and life would be greatly impoverished. This approach has the advantage of 
demonstrating that, in certain contexts, angelic art is not just a desirable telos, or one 
possible aesthetic among many, but a necessity, a phenomenon that man simply cannot do 

without. Extreme as it might sound, there is a strand of modernist thought which maintains 
that without the angels there can be no art, and further, that without angelic art man cannot 
bear the terrible and indifferent workings of modem reality on the one hand, and archaic 
fate on the other. This view is present, to a greater or lesser extent, in Massimo Cacciari 

and Frank Kermode's readings of modemist art and literature and in the 1940s and 1950s 

poetry of Wallace Stevens and H. D. For Stevens and H. D., the question of the necessity of 

art and the relation it bears to the 'real' world takes on an urgency that cannot be separated 
from the age in which they lived and wrote. Working during, and in the aftermath of the 

Second World War, both writers found themselves under intense pressure to justify their 

poetic activities: not least because the difficult and self-confessed escapist tendencies of 

their poetry appeared, to some of their contemporaries, to be an evasion of the terrible 

realities of the historical and political events of the times. In a letter to Norman Pearson 

dated 12 December 1937, H. D. complains about a note that she has received from Harriet 

Monroe. Monroe advises her one time protýgje to inject some 'Life' into her poetry by 

relating it more closely to contemporary events. ' Wallace Stevens issues a defence of the 

disinterested writer in 'The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words'. Stevens insists that 

even supposedly apolitical writers like Jane Austen and Walter Scott cannot have been 

wholly ignorant of political and social developments: 'It seems possible to say that they 

knew of the events of their day much as we know of the bombings in the interior of China 

2 Kermode, 'Apocalyptic Types', p. 18; and Edward Carpenter, 'Angels' Wings, pp. 25-26. 
' Hol lenberg (ed. ), Letters of H. D. and Pearson, p. 9. 
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and not at all as we know of the bombings of London, or, rather, as we should know of the 
bombings of Toronto or Montreal. " The bombings of London, of which H. D. as a wartime 
resident of the city was only too well aware, required both writers to return to the issue of 
poetry's relation to reality and to offer a new justification of the poet's role in a society at 
war. 

It is as part of H. D. and Stevens's defence of poetry that the angel becomes a 
necessary rather than a possible or desirable predicate of art. Not only does this figure 
function, as Kermode and Cacciari point out, as a condition of possibility for art - in H. D. 

and Stevens's work it is usually likened to the imagination or inspiration - it also acts as a 
necessary mediator between man and his divine fate, making it easier for him to live \Nith 
the realities of modem warfare, to live, as Stevens puts it, 'in the intervals of a storm'. ' 

The first idea, that a supernatural or angelic being is the cause or the precondition of art, is 

a familiar postulate of the theory of artistic creation as daemonic possession. In its most 
familiar Socratic form, this theory maintains that 'they [great authors] utter their beautiful 

melodies of verse in a state of inspiration, and, as it were, possessed by a spirit not their 

owW. 6 The first section of this chapter briefly describes the Socratic daemon before 

turning to its Romantic and then Post-Romantic successors as they appear in the work of 
H. D. and Lawrence. This opening is not, however, meant to suggest that inspiration 

considered daemonically is indistinguishable from, or even similar to, inspiration 

understood to be an angelic phenomenon. Section two invokes Cacciari to suggest that 

writing under an angelic imperative involves resisting daemonic possession, mustering the 

power of free will to struggle against the inexorable fate to which the daemon otherwise 
binds the human. The angel's power to resist is also the subject of the section three which 

turns to Kermode to argue that it is not only the inexorable workings of fate against which 

this figure struggles, but also the 'utter inhumanity' of contingent and indifferent reality. 

Kermode is a useful figure in this context: primarily, because he equates the temporal order 

of the angel (the aevum) with that of the novel, thus closing the already narrow gap 

between the angel and artistic form completely; and secondly, because he returns to the 

question raised in previous chapters concerning the humanity or inhumanity of the angels. 

In The Sense of an Ending, Kermode views both the ordered sphere of daemonic necessity 

and the disordered sphere of 'real' contingency as inhuman; the angel (art) is obliged to 

4 Wallace Stevens, The Necessary Angel: Essays on Realhy and the Imagination (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1960), p. 21. 

Stevens, Necessarv Angel, p. 21. 
6 Plato, 'Ion'. trans. by Percy Bysshe Shelley, in Five Dialogues of Plato bearing on Poetic Inspiration, 

(London: Dent, 1910), pp. 1- 16 (p. 6). 
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steer a careful course between these two extremes thereby saving the human from his fate 

and, no less importantly, from his lack of fate. 

The art of Wallace Stevens and H. D. unfolds in this angelic/human gap between 
two terrible alternatives. No less an imperative than poetry when it is dictated to the poet 
by the daemon, their work derives its angelic necessity from the need to resist the 
dehumanising power of this other, daemonic type of fate and the equally dehumanising 

power of a lack of fate or of a surfeit of contingent reality. There is, however, an important 
difference between the two writers. Stevens, a major influence on Frank Kermode, is 

unsurprisingly much closer to the position outlined in The Sense of an Ending. The 
4necessary angel' of his poem 'Angel Surrounded by Paysans' is a figure for an 
imagination that struggles against the too little offered to it by reality and the too much 

supplied by the ordered systems of religion and mythology! Stevens's angel, who supplies 
the title of this chapter along with the titles of no less than three books of post-war 

criticism, is the subject of section four. H. D. 's angels, particularly those to be found in the 

1940s and 1950s poetry of Trilogy and 'Sagesse', are different. They too are necessary, 
but they acquire their necessity immanently, in the unfolding of the poem, rather than 

extraneously when the poem enters into a position of mediation between man and reality. 
For Stevens, the angel is like poetry; it is a metaphor for poetry, or better still, a 

synecdoche for a poetic project that provides angelic fictions to enable man to live in a 

world governed by chance on the one hand, and unbearable myths on the other. For H. D., 

by contrast, the angel is poetry; Trilogy owes its form, its content, its raison d'&re to a 

theory of the imagination as governed by planetary angels. H. D. 's angels enter the poem 

as content certainly, but they also provide its causa sui and the logic according to which its 

words, lines, stanzas and sections unfold. The fifth and final section of this chapter 

explores the difference between this immanent link between angel and poem and the 

extraneous or synechdochal connection posited by Stevens. To what extent does H. D. 's 

immanent approach risk closing off her poetry from the vicissitudes of life and reality and 

thereby reconnecting it to a version of the world as governed by daemonic fate? In terrns 

of the question posed at the beginning of this chapter, the problem is to show how, and 

how intimately, the angel and art are related for these writers and, concomitantly, the effect 

of this relation on the connection between angelic art and real life (that of the artist and/or 

of humanity in general). 

' Stevens, Collected Poems, p. 496. 
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Modernist Inspiration 

In 'Ion'. Socrates explains that inspiration happens when the poet is taken over by 
an external force that he can neither control nor resist: 

For the authors of those great poems which we admire, do not attain to excellence through 
the rules of any art, but they utter their beautiful melodies of verse in a state of inspiration, 
and, as it were, possessed by a spirit not their own. Thus the composers of lyrical poetry 
create those admired songs of theirs in a state of divine insanity, like the Corybantes, who lose all control over their reason in the enthusiasm of the sacred dance; and, during this 
supernatural possession, are excited to the rhythm and harmony which they communicate 8 to men. 

Such is the strength of this spirit that Socrates later compares it to a divinity: 'transcendent 
poems are not human as the work of men, but divine as coming from the God. " 
Inspiration is an overwhelming force that arrives from outside the poet and possesses his 
being to the end of producing 'transcendental' or great poetry. This Socratic model is 

perhaps best known in its Romantic incarnation. The passage quoted above is from 
Shelley's translation of 'Ion', and Goethe famously employs the idea of daemonic 

possession in his autobiography. " John Beer argues that, in this Romantic version, the 

god-like entity which possesses the poet is a kind of Supreme Being - alternatively a 
divinity or 'all-embracing Reality', depending on whether it appears in a religious or an 

atheistic system of thought. In the work of Coleridge (an Anglican) it has the character of 

a benevolent creator and in that of Shelley (an atheist) something of the quality of nature 
itself. " The property that this entity retains across its many different incarnations is its 

externality; after Plato, the daemon who inspires great poets is, invariably, a 'spirit not 

their own'. 
In Post-Romantic Consciousness, Beer argues that the Post-Romantic 

understanding of Being differed from that of their predecessors in that it ceased to be a 

'metaphysical conception, linking the individual either to a divinity or some all-embracing 

Reality' and instead became a circumscribed phenomenon 'focused on the individual alone 

and particularly on the sense of his or her personal identity'. " Beer's examples of the 

modernist version of this concept are taken from D. H. Lawrence and Virginia Woolf. In 

Lawrence's work, Being is said to be a vital force manifest in the pre-conscious desires and 

drives of the individual, while, in that of Virginia Woolf, the notion of Being is tied up 

' Plato, 'Ion', p. 6. 
9 Plato, 'Ion', p. 7. 
'0 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Autobiography, trans. by John Oxenford, 2 vols (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1974), vol. 2, pp. 423-25. 
" John Beer, Post-Romantic Consciousness: Dickens to Plath (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 

pp. 3 and 141. 
12 Beer, p. 141. 
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with the 'visionary' sense of being in the moment. Clearly, a change of this type in the 
understanding of Being would necessitate a similar change in the notion of daemonic 
inspiration; if Being is no longer thought to be a channel linking the poet to a supernatural 
entity, then poetry, supposedly 'divine as coming from God', could hardly be imagined to 
travel between the two. This question touches upon the issue addressed by Helen Sword in 
Ghostwriting Modernism. Sword explores the significance of the daemons, spirits and 
many other ghostly presences which appear in modemist literature and concludes that, 

rather than being assumed to inhabit an ethereal realm beyond that of the sensible world, 
these figures are 'intemalised': they become 'ghosts of the mind' or 'necessary 

manifestations of the creative imagination'. " Modernist art, if not necessarily divine. is 

certainly supernatural in coming from spirits, daemons and ghosts. Its difference to 
Romantic art inheres only in the fact that these figures are now thought to reside within the 

mind; they are likened to mental or physiological faculties, most often, to the faculty of the 
imagination. Ghostwriting Modernism understands this modernist version of daemonic 

inspiration to be a compromise with the materialist demands of modem rationalism. Woolf 

and Lawrence are said to be typical in that they reject the notion of '[r]eal ghosts - the 

kinds who knock into furniture' - in favour of the 'metaphorical ghosts' of creativity. " 

Yet a re-examination of H. D. 's daemons suggests that modernist writers might have 

another motive for internalising the external Socratic source of inspiration; a motive that 

intersects with,, and might even be said to comprise, their desire to present the poetic 

imperative as an angelic rather than a daemonic force. 

it would not be valid to claim that the Romantic model of artistic inspiration held 

no attraction for the twentieth-century writer. The re-publication of Shelley's 'Ion', in a 

1910 collection entitled Five Dialogues of Plato bearing on Poetic Inspiration, suggests 

rather the opposite. Indeed, both D. H. Lawrence and H. D. make frequent reference to 

daemons and to the role they play in inspiring and controlling their poetic output. Donna 

Krolick Hollenburg adds that H. D. 's employment of this image probably reveals the direct 

influence of Lawrence - H. D. 's daemons, like those of Lawrence, take on an unexpected 

life and personality of their own. " In an introduction intended for the American edition of 

New Poems, Lawrence writes that he has gradually befriended his poetic 'ghost' or 

daemon, acquiring the kind of respect for this alternative 'self that might usually be 

expressed towards a difficult colleague or family member: 'To this day, I still have the 

" Sword, Ghostivriting Modernism, p. 82 and pp. 88-89. 
14 Sword, Ghostivriting Modernism, p. 88. 
" Donna Krolick Hollenberg (ed. ), 'Art and Ardour in World War One: Selected Letters from H. D. to 

John Cournos', lowa Revieiv, 16 (1986)ý 126-55 (p. 128). 
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uneasy haunted feeling, and would rather not write most of the things I do write - 
including this note. Only now I know my demon better, and, after bitter ý ears, respect him 

more than my other, milder and nicer self. "' H. D. 's daemon benefits from a similar 
reversal in the attitude of its host. In a letter to John Cournos dated 8 September 1916, 
H. D. suggests that, if Cournos's love for her helps him to write, then he must continue to 
do so whatever the consequences. Cournos cannot resist his destiny as a writer because 
'[w]ith the Daemons there is no conscience'. Yet the daemons that H. D. imagines for 
herself and her correspondent turn out to be of a rather more civilized nature than their lack 

of conscience might initially suggest: 'At the same time I know our daemons act with calm, 
with dignity. "' There is a degree of self-consciousness, even irony in Lawrence and 
H. D. 's claims to be possessed by irresistible and yet ultimately respectable and respectful 
daemons. No doubt both writers were well aware of the risk of descending into Romantic 

clicM. 
There is, however,. nothing Romantic, nor indeed typical about the daemon which 

appears in 'Murex', the central section of H. D. 's 1926 novel Palimpsest. 'Murex' features 

a poet, Raymonde Ransome, whose ability to write is dependent on an alter-ego - an 
imaginary persona known to Raymonde by the name Ray Bart. At first, this alter-ego 

seems to be another version of Socrates' poetic daemon. Ray Bart's presence is just as 

terrible as that of the spirit in 'Ion', but, rather than being driven to *divine insanity', 

Raymonde is consumed by dreadful physical pain: 

Inspiration, they said was a high and vibrant rush of wings. It was not. It was a small 
painful grub that sank deep and gnawed into one's forehead and burrowed painfully 
deeper. It must be prodded out like some festering splinter. Inspiration was more like a 
festering splinter than a rush of wings. " 

There is a striking contrast between the quasi-Romantic understanding of inspiration as a 

'rush of wings' and the palpable torture of a grub burying itself deep, 'like a festering 

splinter', in the brain. Like a grub - and here it is difficult not to think of the many other 

slugs, pupae and molluscs which populate H. D. 's texts in surprisingly large numbers - 

inspiration is banal, ignoble and, crucially, cannot under any circumstances be ignored: 'It 

must be prodded out like some festering splinter'. Writing poetry, H. D. suggests, is just as 

much an imperative for the twentieth-century poet as it was for his or her Socratic 

predecessor; Raymonde has no choice but to suffer the painful grub of inspiration just as 

16 D. H. Lawrence, 'Foreword to Collected Poems', in Complete Poems, ed. by Vivian de Sola Pinto and 
Warren Roberts (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1993), pp. 849-52 (p. 850). 
17 Hollenberg (ed. ), 'Art and Ardour', p. 134. 
18 H. D., 'Murex' in Palimpsest (Paris: Contact, 1926), p. 211. 
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Lawrence, even though he would 'rather not write', is virtually forced by his daemon to put 
pen to paper. 

Yet the necessary encounter with the modernist daemon differs from that with its 
Socratic antecedent and not only because, as a grub in the brain, inspiration is found 
internally rather than in the ethereal regions that separate man from God or an 'all- 
encompassing Reality'. Put simply, Raymonde's meeting with Ray Bart is also a meeting 
with her own body as corpse. A brain infested with grubs does not under normal 
circumstances belong to a living person and nor is it usual (except perhaps in Hitchcock) to 
imagine a bird pecking away at a living person's skull in order 'to prod out that choice 
morsel'. " At the moment of inspiration, Raymonde realises not that poetry comes from an 
immortal being elsewhere, nor that it emerges from a magical faculty within her own mind-, 
rather,, that the creative impulse is a foreign invader, a grub, that burrows its way into her 
body and thereby transforms that body into something which is itself strange and corpse- 
like. 'Murex' thus gives an uncanny twist to the model of inspiration as a daemonic 

imperative. H. D. suggests that is impossible for Raymonde to ignore or refuse Ray Bart 

just as it is impossible for a dead body to ignore or refuse the insects that feed on it. How a 

corpse, presumably without consciousness, free will or even the biological drive to self- 

preservation might be thought to offer resistance or a lack of resistance to anything is, in 
fact, precisely the point. H. D. suggests a need to write that is so strong that rather than 

merely possessing the human it threatens to drive the human (here understood in terms of 

consciousness,, free will and the will to live) from his or her otherwise non-human, material 
body. This problem is one that will recur in the following discussion of daemonic versus 

angelic necessity: how to account for the drive to create without, on the one hand, reducing 

the human to an empty vessel to be filled with daemonic spirit, and on the other, turning 

him or her into mere flesh or a corpse to be gradually consumed by grubs which burrow 

from the outside in. 

Massimo Cacciari andAngelic versus Daemonic Necessity 

The 'necessary angel' appears for the first time in Wallace Stevens s poem 'Angel 
20 Surrounded by Paysans. It has subsequently featured in the titles of no less than three 

studies of twentieth-century art and literature: one by Stevens himself (195 1 ). a second by 

Robert Alter (1991) and a third by Massimo Cacciari (published in English in 1994). In 

the third of these publications, Cacciari argues that the paradigm shift in which man turned 

"' H. D. 'Murex', p. 211. 
20 Stevens, Collected Poems, p. 496. 
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from the daemon towards the figure of the angel was also, if not primarily. a move from 

necessity understood as archaic fate to necessity as a more flexible and ultimatelý more 
human phenomenon. Although Cacciari does not date this shift precisely - The Necessaly 
Angel is an impressive, if often mystifying, milange of material taken from Greek 

philosophy, Christian and Gnostic texts and twentieth-century sources - he does imply that 

angelic necessity is of particular relevance to the modem era: specifically, to the modemist 
turn in art, philosophy and literature. Rainer Maria Rilke, Paul Klee and Walter Benjamin 

all feature prominently in Cacciari's description, summarised below, of how and NNhy the 
daemon eventually gave way to the angel. 

The daemon is the servant of one of the most ancient forms of necessity. In Greek 

this concept is known as ananki and, rather like the term fate in its contemporary usage, it 

means the strict following of a pre-deten-nined path through life. The daemon is required 
to ensure that there can be no deviation from this route; its function is to fix the soul to its 

destiny or to bind the soul to its fate. 21 Cacciari's source for this idea is the myth of Er 

related at the end of Plato's Republic. Er dies and comes back to life witnessing, in the 

process, what happens to souls when they are released from their human bodies in death. 

First,, they draw lots to determine the order in which they will be permitted to select their 

next life; second, each soul takes its allotted turn in choosing a life from a pile which 

includes the lives of ordinary citizens alongside those of great men; and finally, each soul 

is granted a daemon whose task it is to fix its host on the path which it has chosen. 22 

Cacciari argues that binding the soul to its fate, or rather ensuring that the soul accepts its 

lot in life, is the original function of the daemon whose name is etymologically related to 

'daiomai,, dainymi: to distribute, to cast lots' (31). The role of the daemon in compelling 

the poet to write draws heavily on this earlier function, strictly speaking, the daemonic poet 

is bound to live out his or her pre-allotted fate as a writer, even though, to paraphrase 

Lawrence, he would rather not write the things that he does. 

If the daemon is the servant of ananki, the angel, by contrast, is its first antagonist. 

The angel has the power to struggle against necessity, a fact that was confirmed at the 

moment of the rebellion in heaven when Lucifer refused to submit to the authority of God. 

Along with the angel therefore, arrives man's ability to overcome his destiny. his power to 

resist the fate to which he had previously been bound by the daemon. This is not, however. 

a straightforward or unambiguous liberation. Although the angel is free from daemonic 

necessity, he must not be assumed to be identical to free will, or any of the human faculties 

" Cacciari, p. 29. Further references to this book are given after quotations in the text. 
22 Plato, Republic, pp. 337-45. 
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which are usually thought to be the seat of his ability to choose and determine the direction 
of his life. Unlike the daemon which holds fast to the individual soul and thereb", risks 
becoming indistinguishable from that soul, the angel has 'a nature separate from soul, from 
consciousness and from Nous' (31). The angelic struggle thus takes place on two fronts. 
not only must he/she defeat daemonic necessity, but he/she must also resist the temptation 
to become identical with Being - that aspect of the human (soul. consciousness or Nous) 
which is itself assumed to be eternal and resistant to change. Clearly, this is a very 
particular kind of angel, not at all like the immortal guardian of the human soul beloved of 
popular imagination. 

Cacciari provides a strong indication that this unusual type has a specitic 
connection to modernity, more particularly, to modemist art. His example of an angel 
caught up in the fight to retain a nature separate to that of the daemon on the one hand. and 
that of Being on the other, is taken from the sketches and paintings of the twentieth-century 

artist Paul Klee. In the Angelus Novus - the picture made famous by Walter Benjamin's 
'Theses on the Philosophy of History' - Cacciari recognises a commitment to ýnewness, 

that prevents Klee's angel from being consumed by the predictable and unchangeable 

succession of daemonic time and, simultaneously, from becoming confused with the 

equally homogenous time of eternal human Being. Instead: 'The New Angel is, so to 

speak, the image of the Angel immanent to the most singular and unrepeatable 
individuality of the creature - better, the New Angel is the name of the fiorce that makes 

this single being-there unrepeatable and unique' (25). This modem angel suggests an 
instant of 'being-there', a mode or 'force' of existence that is neither located in the human 

as an eternal unchanging property, nor outside the human as a daemonic force that makes 

all living things pass away. Like H. D. 's inspirational grub - itself a product of modernist 

art - Klee's angel inhabits a space between two types of necessity: that which resides 

within man (Being or unchanging human nature) and that which is visited on him from the 

outside (daemonic fate). 

The many references to the visual and poetic arts in The Necessary Angel are not 

merely illustrative. Rather, Cacciari identifies the angelic space between two types of 

necessity as the proper sphere of art, as the grounds of representation itself. Following 

Benjamin's essay 'Fate and Character', he returns to the scene of the pre-modem to 

suggest that Greek drama would have been unthinkable without the notion of an angelic 

challenge to daemonic fate. A tragic hero cannot struggle against his destiny until 

discovering that he has, at least to some extent, a self that exists independently of that 

destiny (39). Comedy requires a similar challenge to the daemon but, unlike his tragic 

counterpart, the comic character also avoids the risk of turning 'self (perhaps in the sense 
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of a tragic flaw) into another form of necessity. Jokes rely upon misnaming, 
misunderstanding and misrecognition; they play upon a gap between word and thing that 
simply does not exist as long as the daemon binds the human soul tightly to its fate. the 
proper name to its proper outcome or destiny. In this manner, Cacciari identifies the 
angelic origin of comedy as the origin of representation in and of itself. From the point at 
which the angel offers a successful challenge to the daemon, names cease to be labels for 
stable, unchanging essences and become things in themselves: 'The liberation of character 
from the daimon coincides with the liberation of the name from being the signified, that is, 
from being the imitation-image of the thing that it signifiesý (43). Although this moment 
of liberation appears at first to belong to a pre-modem era, Cacciari makes a speculative 
claim for its relevance to the twentieth century. In order to do so, he draws again on the 
work of Walter Benjamin. In the figure of the angel of history, Cacciari recognises a 
modem attempt to oppose the 'weak messianic force' of the angel to a second mode of 
'invincible [daemonic] Necessity' (50). The unstoppable onward march of progress is 

challenged by Benjamin's angel who remembers and draws in to himself [er-innerung] the 
past. To utter the name of this angel is not to participate in, or collude with, the successive 
time of cause followed by irredeemable effect, call followed by inevitable answer; rather, it 
is to recognise 'the time of the representation of ideas', in which names, devoid of reason 
or aim, resound with the echoes of things in themselves (50). With the aid of Benjamin, 

Cacciari's angel (representation itself) assumes the responsibility of resisting the terrible 

continuum of history, of challenging the daemonic or inhuman succession of one damn 

thing after another. 
Cacciari thus offers a number of intertwined hypotheses as to the nature of the 

connection between art and the angel, and as to the relevance of that connection to 

modernist artists and writers. First, he argues that the angel belongs to the same order of 

necessity as that of art itself, both art and the angel find their necessity in the need to resist 

an earlier imperative, that of predetermination or of daemonic fate on the one hand, and 

immortal, unchangeable Being on the other. Second, he suggests that this struggle assumes 

a particular significance in the twentieth century and that, intriguingly, it does so because 

to resist daemonic fate is also to struggle against an inhuman version of time and history. 

Cacciari does not, however, indicate precisely what it is about this recent period in art and 

history that might demand the renewal of an ancient battle against daemonic fate. nor does 

he question or justify the validity of identifying a pre-modem paradigm shift - from 

daemonic necessity to the angelic struggle in Greek drama - as the constitutive moment of 

Klee and Benjamin's modernity. Certainly, the historical chasm between the two might to 

some extent be bridged by the Romantic and Post-Romantic attachment to the daemon as a 
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poetic rather than an existential imperative. There is, after all, little difference between the 
immortal, unchanging aspects of Being, with which Cacciari's angel is reluctant to become 
entangled, and John Beer's Supreme Being, to which the Post-Romantic poet endeavours 
to sever his connection. Perhaps, then, the modem or modernist angel reneNý s the struggle 
of the pre-modern angel, but this time against a daemonic version of poetic creation rather 
than an archaic vision of fate and destiny. H. D. 's quarrel in 'Murex' is with the Romantic 
view of inspiration as a 'rush of wings', not, after all, with the Socratic version of what 
happens to the soul after death. " Nevertheless, while there can be little doubt that a 
campaign against a certain type of Romanticism is part of the work of the angel under 
consideration in this chapter, Cacciari's allusion to another battle. against Benjamin's 
'daemon' of history, suggests that the angel's responsibilities do not finish here. In Frank 
Kermode's classic reading of apocalyptic fictions, The Sense of an Ending, the angel's 
second struggle - against the daemon of history - acquires the particularity and historical 

urgency that it arguably lacks in The Necessary Angel. 

Frank Kermode and 'Aevum'or the Angelic Time of the Novel 

In an epilogue added to the second, 2000 edition of The Sense of an Ending, Frank 

Kermode remarks that his notion of aevum or 'angelic time' has not, as yet, attracted 

serious discussion. Although critics have been only too keen to debate the other ideas in 

the 1968 edition of this book - particularly the distinction it makes between 'unconscious' 

myth and 'conscious' fiction - the central role played by the angel has not been widely 
discussed. 24 In the context supplied by the present chapter, angelic time, as well as the 

importance that Kermode continues to attach to this concept, demands detailed 

consideration, not least because, as Cacciari suggests, angelic time might conceivably 

function as a human or humane alternative to the dehumanising time of the daemon. 

Further, because he argues that the angelic struggle against daemonic forces determines the 

form of the twentieth-century novel, Kermode effectively strengthens the notion that the 

proper era of this battle is the present-day and that the terrain on which it takes place is that 

of art. The disorientating conflation of ancient and modem paradigms, which characterises 

the work of Cacciari, is ostensibly replaced by an overarching historical narrative in which 

the particular conditions created by twentieth-century economics and politics - the feeling 

23 H. D., 'M urex', p. 211. 
24 Frank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending, 2 nd edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), p. 194. 

Further references to this book are given after quotations in the text. 
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that we 'suffer a more rapid rate of change' - demands, and obtains, a particular creative 
response in the angelic time of the modern novel (10 1). 

The concept of angelic time appears, however, in the context of a much earl ler time 
and place. Ken-node turns to St Thomas Aquinas to find an attempt to combine the 
Augustinian idea of nunc movens (in which already existing matter is shown to have pure 
potentiality or the capacity to receive form) and nunc stans (in which everything in God 
has perfect and unchanging being). Aquinas's angels bridge the gap between these two 
extremes; they are man-stuff and god-stuff, combining potentiality and the capacity for 

change with eternal, immutable substance: 

His angels, though immutable as to substance, are capable of change bý acts of will and intellect. So they are separated from the corporeal creation, which is characterised by a distinction between matter and form, and also from God. They are therefore neither 
eternal nor of time. (70) 

Like Cacciari,, Kermode emphasises the feature that the angel shares \\ ith the 

consciousness of man, his free will, at the same time as the feature which separates him 
from that consciousness,, his God-like immutable substance. The point at which the two 
theorists diverge is at Kermode's suggestion that angelic time or ael, um - that which is 

6neither eternal nor of time' - is also the time of the novel. In the novel, characters, who 

are 'out of time' and whose ends are contained and expressed within their beginnings 

(figures of immutable substance), must nonetheless perform acts which appear to unfold 

within time - they must seem to have the liberty to choose their fate (perform acts of will) 

and,, further, must be seen to be subject to accidental or contingent events (72). Kermode's 

description of a genre in which everything happens in succession, and in which actions 

have a before, a middle and an end, at first sounds much closer to the classic novel of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries than it does to its twentieth-century successor. 

Kermode even supplies the outline of a genealogy, according to which angelic time 

emerges in the thirteenth century and becomes incorporated in the novel at a point towards 

the end of the eighteenth. The angelic fictions provided by Aquinas are said to be 

succeeded first by tragedies, then by 'philosophic poems', and finally. by the novel 

(Kermode's first examples of this genre are provided by Henry Fielding and Samuel 

Richardson) (89). For a brief moment, the angels appear to belong securely to the 

thirteenth century; they are nothing more than the medieval version of the 'concord fiction' 

that man always needs to give his life meaning in relation to an imagined beginning and an 

end. The philosophic poem, the eighteenth-century novel and, at several genealogical 

stages further removed, the twentieth-century novel represent the modemisation, or de- 

angelicisation, of an obsolete fiction. Yet Kermode is unwilling to give up on his angelic 

paradigm as the key to understanding these later fictions. Contrarý, to the expectations 
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sown by his quasi -genealogical approach, angelic time is never more in evidence than in 
the second half of The Sense of an Ending in which Ken-node turns his attention. first to 
modernism, and then to the existential novel. 

The angel, Kermode explains, is necessary in a world in \ýhich it is difficult to 
deny that certainty is no longer the certainty of apocalypse or of man's eventual accession 
to Supreme Being, but the certainty of never-ending creation and destruction in a world 
that is indifferent to the ends imagined for it by mankind. Man needs the angel when it 
becomes 'difficult to deny that the world in which men suffer their ends is dissonant in 
being eternal' (89). Ken-node suggests that this has never been more the case than in the 
present era (the 1967 of the first edition of his book), not because the fear of nuclear \\ar is 

any more 'real' than the medieval terror of 'armies in the sky, but because there can be no 
doubt that the twentieth century suffers 'a more rapid rate of change' than any previous 
epoch (95,101). Conceivably, then, the present era - which can no more deny the 
certainty of change and destruction than it can its own modernity - might be said to have 

more need of the angel than any previous era. Indeed, Kermode finds evidence of an 
angelic attempt to straddle the divide between mutable reality and an eternal order of 
immutable substance in the first wave of modernism. W. B. Yeats, he explains. creates a 
System which, like daemonic fate or the plot of a novel, cannot accommodate change of 

either a willed or contingent nature. This is not, however, to suggest that the poet 

conceives of a world in which reality is entirely squeezed out by a single overarching 

paradigm or plot. Elsewhere in The Sense of an Ending, Ken-node explains that to live by 

concord fictions alone is to succumb to madness, or worse, to capitulate to a single myth of 

the type promoted by fascism. Yeats saves his work from this fate by making an effort, 

particularly towards the end of his career, to include reality in his fiction. Poems such as 

'The Circus Animals' Desertion' are said to reveal his commitment to representing 

6colloquial uncertainty' or a 'reality that will not be reduced' (106). 

Kermode recognises a more consistent approach to the representation of reality in 

the novels of Jean Paul Sartre. In La Nausýe, Sartre is said to make a concerted attempt to 

include reality, 'to give very full representation to the horror of contingency' (136). Yet 

these efforts, he adds, are inevitably limited: with a predetermined plot and an immutable 

ending, the novel can never be anything but a 'destroyer of contingency' (137). The 

certainty with which Kermode posits this conclusion is undoubtedly a consequence of his 

reliance on the rather singular instance of Yeats as a model. Yeats's System, consisting of 

the entirely pre-determined and almost impenetrable version of histor-ý in .4 Vision. is 

hardly a typical example of fictional mythmaking. Kermode's attempt to combine this 

extreme version of a System with a model of realitý, taken from the existentialist novel 
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leads, not surprisingly, to confusion when it comes to determining the ethical character of 
his angelic (fictional) compromise. 

Like the angel created by Cacciari, Kermode's version is imagined to be a figure of 
resistance; he struggles, on the one hand, against the contingent horrors of modem, rapid 1ý - 
changing society, and on the other, against the insane/fascist delusion that this state of 
affairs can be ameliorated through the creation of a single, totalising mýth. Ken-node is 
unclear, however, about the name under which the angel (novel) undertakes this two-sided 
battle. He suggests at numerous points in The Sense of an Ending that the angel acts in the 
interests of the human; contingent reality and totalising, daemonic orders of myth are said 
to be 'inhuman' in so far as they both reduce man to nothing but the plaything of external 
forces. Yet, being a compromise between these two inhuman orders (immutable substance 

and free will or accident), it is not entirely clear on what grounds the angel bases his claim 
to be human. Peculiarly, Kermode seems to derive the notion of angelic/human time from 

the adding together of two versions of daemon ic/inhuman time. In his discussion of Yeats, 

Kermode offers the following opaque explanation: 'The System is a plot, a purely human 

projection, though not more human than its apparent antithesis, reality, which is a human 

imagining of the inhuman' (105). Modifying his earlier notion that 'the price of a formal 

etemity' (in a System or divine order) is 'inhumanity', Kermode suggests that Yeats's 

System is a necessary response to the altogether human need to impose order on disordered 

and chaotic reality. Nevertheless, this System is 'not more human' than reality itself, 

which now no longer unfolds in a realm external and indifferent to man, but in man's own 

mind as 'a human imagining of the inhuman. Somewhere in these varying degrees of 

humanity and inhumanity Ken-node is at risk of losing the sense that there is anything to 

choose between them. The 'inhuman' enemies against which the angel struggles - 

contingent reality and a totalising myth - here appear to be nothing more than the always- 

already humanised products of the imagination. Kermode momentarily does away with the 

separation between angelic time and the time of the human mind, not to mention the 

distinction between angelic/human necessity and daemon ic/inhuman necessity. All of 

these phenomena are said to be the creations of a mind trying to live in a world that no 

longer exists outside that mind. 

Kermode returns to the same problem in his section on Sartre. On this occasion, 

however, he adds an 'as if, a notion of representation which prevents the collapse of the 

inhuman into the human, the disappearance of reality and inyth into imagination: 
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[I]t means that the humanising of the world's contingency cannot be achieved without a representation of that contingency. This representation must be such that it induces the proper sense of horror at the utter difference, the utter shapelessness, and the utter inhumanity of what must be humanised. And it has to occur simultaneousi. -y with the as the act of form, of humanisation, which assuages the horror. (145) 

Reality, which is now permitted to have an inhuman existence separate to that of the 
imagination, must be represented; and in this act of representation Nve behave 'as if- - in 
other words, without falling prey to the belief that our concord fiction is anything but a 
fiction - we have humanised its horrors and 'utter inhumanity'. Representation and form 

are consolatory fictions; they allow us to act 'as if we can master the utterly contingent 
and terrible events that in reality exceed our control. The confusing alternation of the 
terms human and inhuman in Ken-node's argument testifies to the difficulty of his task. He 

attempts to show that the angelic time of the novel is a necessary human fiction allowing 
man to live in a world beset by two separate daemonic enemies: the archaic daemons of 
fate and myth (recruited to a modem fascist cause) and the modem daemons of contingent 
and rapidly-changing reality. This is a particularly twentieth-century or modernist project, 

one that not only relies on examples taken from the likes of Yeats, Pound and Sartre, but 

that borrows its central image - the necessary angel - from a poem by Stevens. It remains 
to be seen, however, whether modernist writers, particularly Stevens himself, approach the 

problem in the same way as these later thinkers. What difference does it make to the idea 

of offering angelic (poetic) resistance to daemonic reality if that reality is no longer 

Kermode's vague sense of 'rapid-change', but the altogether more tangible realities faced 

by civilians during the Second World War? 

Wallace Stevens and the 'Necessary Angel of Earth' 

Wallace Stevens's 'necessary angel of earth' has a strong claim, along with 

Benjamin's angel of history, to be the twentieth-century angel. As observed earlier, 

Stevens's angel supplies the titles of Massimo Cacciari and Robert Alter's studies of the 

modem angel; it also makes its presence felt in The Sense of an Ending providing Kermode 

with one of his most lucid examples of the peculiar effect of memory on time (54). The 

(necessary angel, to which these later versions all refer, appears in 'Angel Surrounded bý, 

Paysans' the concluding poem of Stevens's 1950 collection, The -4uroras of Autunin. The 

angel in the poem's title appears at the door to a house and delivers a monologue to the 

countrymen inside. He begins by establishing his modernity. it would be xNrong, the angel 

claims, to confuse him with his traditional predecessors: 'I have neither ashen \Njng nor 
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wear of ore / And live without a tepid aureole'. " Like the Christos and Mary Magdalene 
figures in H. D. 's Trilogy, this figure is far removed from the tired 'junk-shop' images 
which dominate medieval and Renaissance art. " in fact, the 'necessary angel of earth' is 
not only the embodiment of a particular break with tradition, but also the instrument by 
which this break is to be made total or universal. It is the angel's responsibilit" to s'Aeep 
away the outdated fictional apparatus with which man has encumbered the world in order 
to understand its mysterious workings. Only in the perfon-nance of this duty can the angel 
justifiably call himself necessary: 

Yet I am the necessary angel of earth 
Since, in my sight, you see the earth again, 

Cleared of its stiff and stubborn, man-locked set, 
And, in my hearing, you hear its tragic drone 

Rise liquidly in liquid lingerings. (496-97) 

Chief among the 'stubborn, man-locked' fictions which need to be destroyed are those 

supplied by the church. In an earlier poem, 'The Man with a Blue Guitar, Stevens 
demands that religious ritual be replaced by the secular ceremony of poetry: 'Poetry / 
Exceeding music must take the place / Of empty heaven and its hymns' (167). Perhaps, 

then, the earthly nature of the necessary angel signifies that it pertains to the terrestrial 

sphere of poetry rather than the celestial kingdom of heaven. Stevens goes much further in 

the direction of a secular version of the angel than do many of his modernist peers. 
The fact that the 'necessary angel' breaks with the old religious fictions should not, 

however, be taken to mean that this figure repudiates fiction altogether. Clearing the earth 

of its 'man-locked set' does not reveal things as they really are. Instead, the angel, like the 

speaker of 'The Man with a Blue Guitar', confirms the need for new fictions to take the 

place of the old illusions offered by the church. Frank Ken-node suggests that the 

'necessary angel' is a figure for the poetic imagination; he is a symbol of man's ability to 

manage and tame the world through fictions, or, to quote Kermode, a symbol of 'the 

imagination which redeems the earth'. 27 Certainly, the world as viewed through the 

angel's eyes is one of shifting, imaginary figures and the half-apparent contents of fantasy- 

'watery words awash' and 'meanings said / By repetitions of half-meanings' (497). 

Further, like the faculty of imagination, the 'necessary angel' appears to reside in the mind 

of man: 

25 Stevens, Collected Poems, p. 496. Further references to this collection are given after quotations in 

the text. 
26 H. D., Ti-ilogy (Manchester, Carcanet, 1997), p. 27. 
27 

Frank Kermode, Wallace Stevens, 2 nd 
edn (London: Faber and Faber, 1989), p. 78. 
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Am I not, 
Myself, only half a figure of a sort, 

A figure half-seen, or seen for a moment, a man 
Of the mind, an apparition apparelled in 

Apparels of such lightest look that a turn 
Of my shoulder and quickly, too quickly, I am gone? (497) 

Once again, 'Angel Surrounded by Paysansý gestures towards the modemity of its subject. 
Like H. D. 's daemonic grub, the necessary angel is an uncanny figure for the poetic 
imagination; he is a foreign body in the brain, - 'a man / Of the mind' - familiar but only 
half-so, momentarily glanced, but soon disappearing for good. Whereas the Socratic poet 
believes himself to be possessed by a daemon or a 'spirit not [his] own, Stevens and H. D. 
imagine the poet to be haunted by a mental faculty that is almost, but not quite, his own. 28 

Part of the uncanny nature of the necessary angel also results from the fact that he is the 
imagination imagined; in other words, the imagination as subject to the blurring and 

mystifying effects of that self-same imagination. As such it becomes difficult to decide 

whether the angel is the creative faculty in-itself or merely a representation of that faculty, 

whether he belongs to the inner realm of psychological processes or to the external world 

of art and representation. Kermode again understands the modernity of this angel in terms 

of novelistic form. Like the plot of a novel, 'the necessary angel' plays upon involuntary 

memory, giving man the power to 'see earth again' or to recover impressions that he failed 

to register at the time of experiencing. 2' Although Ken-node's analogy loses some of its 

force outside the context of The Sense of an Ending, it remains useful in establishing yet 

another connection between the twentieth-century angel and the formal properties of the 

artwork. With reference to Cacciari, Stevens's 'necessary angel' might even be said to 

bring about the liberation of words from things and thus the beginning of representation 

itself. From the moment at which this figure materialises at the door. things and the 

meaning of things are never fully present; they appear half-obscured, or with the uncanny 

doubles and reflections that are created through repetition. 

While the modernity of the cnecessary angel' is persuasively established by 

analogy to other modernist tropes - H. D. 's grub in the brain, Kermode's angelic time or 

Cacciari's angel of representation - it is not yet clear to what extent this angel finds its 

necessity in countering a specifically twentieth-century enemy. Between the archaic 

daemon challenged by Cacciari's version of the angel and mid-century 'reality' opposed bý 

Kermode's version there is a wide gulf that Stevens's angel must either close, or 

28 Plato, 'Ion', p. 6. 
29 Kermode, Sense of an Ending, p. 54. 
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conceivably side-step, by establishing his/her necessity in relation to another daemonic 
enemy - perhaps the daemon of Romantic and Post-Romantic poetry. Stevens's approach 
to this problem lies somewhere between that of Kermode himself and that of the modemist 
subjects of Kermode"s book. Significantly, it also shares a number of characteristics NN ith 
the Nietzschean approach to history and tradition adopted by writers such as the New Age 
contributors and D. H. Lawrence. In The Necessary Angel -a collection of essays which 
takes its name from the subject of 'Angel Surrounded by Paysans' - Stevens argues that it 
is the necessary work of angelic fictions to mediate between reality and imagination. 
There is nothing particularly modem about this task; rather, it is an ongoing response to the 
fact that the balance between reality and imagination undergoes significant changes from 

age to age and from one geographical location to another. Stevens's proposition, borrowed 
from Adams on Vico,, is that history is a succession of 'progressive mental states'. a series 
of collective mindsets, each one of which interprets the divide between imagination and 
reality in a slightly different way. " He gives an example of change over time in the 

opening pages of 'The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words'. Plato's image of the soul no 
longer appeals to the modem reader, not because he or she no longer believes in the 

existence of the soul, but because it simply does not speak to the current combination of 
imagination and reality. Location also has a part to play in the creation of a particular 
balance; the art of Italy fails to captivate Spanish art-lovers and vice versa because. in Italy, 

there is a tradition of the imagination, and in Spain, a tradition of reality (9). This second 

example bears a striking resemblance - in form if not in its geographical detail - to D. H. 

Lawrence*s suggestion that the Southern imagination and approach to life is the antithesis 

of that to be found in the North. " Further. in Stevens*s notion that each age manifests its 

own particular balance of reality and imagination it is difficult not to be reminded of the 

notion that Lawrence and the contributors to the New Age took from Nietzsche: the idea of 

history, not as a continuum, but as the waxing and waning of two antagonistic, Apollonian 

and Dionysian, elements. '2 Thus far, Stevens's angelic fictions find their necessity as a 

response to a particular modernist version of history. a version that combines psychology 

with mythology to suggest that every age has its own particular artistic demands or needs. 

As yet, there is little to suggest that the -necessary angel' is required to combat anything 

'0 Stevens, Necessary Angel. p. 6. Further references to this book are given after quotations in the text. 

-, I See for example, D. H. Lawrence, TWilight in Itaýy and Other Essays (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1994), p. 200; and Psychoanalysis. pp. _3 ) _5 and 82. 
32 See Lawrence's epochs of Dionysian love and Apollonian laN%- in 'Study of Tbomas Hardy'. p. 110. 

and J. M. Kennedy's Apollonian and Dionysian ages in 'Charles Lamb'. Veu- . 4ge, 4 (7 Januar% 1909). 

pp. 225-27. 
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even vaguely resembling the contingencies of modem reality, or, that other daemonic 
enemy, the intransigent nature of fate or of a totalising myth. 

Stevens still has to account, however, for the movement bemeen one collective 
mindset and the next. He needs an agent of change that is capable of disrupting: 

1 the 
existing relationship and bringing about an entirely new balance between imagination and 
reality. Confusingly, he also refers to this agent as 'reality', or 'the pressure of an external 
event or events on the consciousness' (20). Earlier in 'The Noble Rider and the Sound of 
Words', reality had something of the quality of life as lived and was said to be just as 
necessary as imagination. On this occasion, however. Stevens understands reality to be a 
negative force; it is a pressure that intrudes from the outside, interrupting the tranquil 
reverie of the artist, and obliging him to re-think the degrees of imagination and reality 
present in his art. The artist provides necessary fictions as a response to this intrusion, 

either, to aid the transition from one era to another, or to help mankind to resist the 

pressure of violent reality. The outline of another 'necessary angel' and another daemonic. 

even demonic version of reality can already be glimpsed. Stevens puts out a call for poets 

of 'extraordinary imagination' to counter the terrible force of contingent and inexplicable 

events (23). This is escapism certainly - '[t]he poetic process is psychologically an 

escapist process' - but not in a pejorative sense; rather, the poet remains attached to the 

first order of reality in so far as he provides man with the necessary fictions ('violence 

from within') to help him live his life in defiance of the vicissitudes of the second 

('violence from without') (30,36). 

Importantly, and here he pre-empts the position later adopted by Frank Kennode, 

Stevens maintains that the 'violence without' has never been stronger and more noticeable 

than in the present day (the early 1940s when he delivered this paper to a gathering at 

Princeton). In the 1880s and 1890s, he argues, life was so comfortable that reality, 

understood as an intrusive and violent pressure, was barely noticeable. With the passing of 

the Victorians, and the rise to power of 'intellectual minorities and social minorities% came 

the sense that life as it had always been known 'might not be final' (26). Stevens cites the 

Russian revolution, the rise of the social democratic party in Gen-nany and the isolation of 

the British Empire as examples of social and political upheaval. Together, these events are 

said to have changed the nature of reality itself- 

Reality then became violent and so remains. This much ought to be said to make it a little 

clearer that in speaking of the pressure of reality, I am thinking of II fe ina state of 

violence, not physically violent, as yet, for us in America, but physically violent for 

millions of our friends and for still more millions of our enemies and spiritually ý iolent, it 

may be said, for everyone alive. (26-27) 
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Obviously, the physical violence to which Stevens refers is that of the Second \N"orld War. 
Less self-explanatory, perhaps, is his notion of 'spiritual violence* b", \ýhich Stevens 
appears to refer to a particularly 'modem' sensibility, a feeling that \ý hat had gone before 
was final, that the 'coloured plates' of the Victorian age represented an unchanging and 
eternal landscape, and that rapid change of a political and social naturesimply did not exist 
until the advent of the twentieth century (26). Indeed,, it seems that, from Stevens"s point 
of view,, reality did not exist until the last ten years or so: 'For more than ten years no\\. 
there has been an extraordinary pressure of news -[... ] And for more than ten years, the 
consciousness of the world has concentrated on events which have made the ordinary 
movement of life seem to be the movement of people in the intervals of a ston-n' (20). 

Wallace Stevens's 'necessary angel' does, then, confront a twentieth-century 
daemon. In fact, in several respects this is a more terrible daemon than all of those that 
have gone before: first, because, despite the fact that the world is always in transition 
between different eras of reality and the imagination, never before has it experienced such 
change as a sudden and utterly irrevocable break from a stable and unchanging past-, and 
second, because the violence unleashed in this change is so extreme as to explode 
physically on to the scene of the Second World War. This is not, as in Kermode, a case of 
the feeling that 'we suffer a more rapid rate of change', but a case of the very real sensation 
that humanity has never known violent change before us. Raising the stakes in this way, 
Stevens suggests that that his version of the twentieth-century angel is more necessary than 

any of those that come before or after. This figure is needed, not just to provide the 

palliative or humanising fictions that man always requires to give his life meaning in 

relation to an imagined beginning or end, nor to combat (again) the daemonic fate to which 

man was bound before the advent of representation; rather, this angel finds his necessity in 

the here and now of a modern world in which the human cannot live without the fictions 

that only the angel, as the imagination or as the process of representation itself, can 

provide. 
There remains, however,, a question mark against the modernity of Stevens's 

6necessary angel': effectively, the same moment of doubt as emerged in relation to Frank 

Kermode's troubling shift from St Thomas Aquinas to Jean Paul Sartre. In both cases, it is 

extremely difficult to decide to what extent it is the angel itself of which the twentieth 

century has need, and to what extent, the fictions, poetry and imagination for which this 

figure merely stands. Put simply, how necessary is the angel, or the daemon for that 

matter, to a vision of art as the necessary human counterweight to an inhuman and 

unquestionably modem version of time and history? There is undoubtedl\ a connection 

between the angel, his daemonic opponent and fiction: this is enshrined in the Socratic 
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notion of daemonic inspiration and confirmed in Cacciari's version of representation. 
There is also a link between fiction and modemity; without fiction, claim Kermode and 
Stevens, modem reality simply cannot accommodate the human. Is it reasonable. however. 
to deduce from these connections, and from the fact that Stevens constantly gestures 
towards the modernity of 'the necessary angel', that the twentieth century actuall--ý needs 
the angel or can it make do instead with the fictions and poetry for which the angel is. at 
best, the source or model and, at worst, merely the emblem, synecdoche or symbol? 
H. D. 's long poem, Trilogy, dating from around the same time as *The Noble Rider and the 
Sound of Words' provides an opportunity for further reflection on this question. H. D. 

cements the connection between poetry and the angel so that, rather than seeming to be 

paradigmatic or emblematic of the creative process, this figure controls the unfolding and 
the direction of her poetry immanently. In so doing, H. D. also demonstrates the risk that 

this strategy involves: namely, that of detaching her poem from its modem, Second World 

War context, and relocating its subject-matter in a world of archaic myths and fate. The 

angel, a figure that traditionally challenges daemonic necessity, here threatens to become 

the agent of its execution. 

H. D. and the 'Escapist Poetry'of Trilogy' 

H. D. 's poetry enters into a tangential relationship with that of Wallace Stevens. 

The two poets were certainly not identical, nor can their work be considered, in any simple 

way, part of the same poetic moment. Although both were born and brought up in 

Pennsylvania, there are few biographical links between them. Bryher's short 

correspondence with Stevens, and H. D. 's re-reading of his work soon after completing 

another angelic poem 'Sagesse' in 1957 are notable exceptions. More significant is the 

fact that these poets had very different attitudes to the idea of religion and the gods. While 

Stevens declared that the gods were finished and that poetry would replace 'empty heaven 

and its hymns', H. D. is rightly credited with a revival of the gods in poetry, particularly as 

regards Trilogy with its roll call of Greek deities and occult angels. Feminist critics point 

out that her poem enacts a recovery of the female gods and myths that had long been 

ignored, or even partially erased, by traditional, patriarchal scholarship. Susan Gubar, for 

example, famously reads Trilogy as a straightforward attempt to 're-establish the primacy 

of what masculine culture has relegated to a secondary place as "feminine"'. " Yet H. D. 's 

" Susan Gubar, 'The Echoing Spell of H-D-'s Trilogy', in H. D., ed. by Harold Bloom (New York: 

Chelsea House, 1989), pp. 63-78 (p. 73). 
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interest in the sacred dimensions of human experience is emphatically not a rejection of 
Stevens's views relating to poetic inspiration. On the contrary, H. D. argues that if pushed 
to its furthest extreme the uncanny logic, according to which inspiration arrives from 

within and without the poet at the same time, might itself assume a supernatural form. In 
this new divine guise, the imperative to write poetry demands to be judged by standards 
other than the human, social and determinedly, if not entirely convincingly, modem ones 
supplied by Kermode and Stevens. 

How, then, does H. D. 's version of inspiration as an uncanny 'man in the mind' 
rejoin its daemonic precedent in being a supernatural experience? 'Murex' provides a 
possible answer; Raymonde's experience of Ray Bart is not only that of a grub burrowing 
its way into her brain, but also that of being possessed by 'a flaming white sword of the 

spirit'. " Although this second feeling is no less physically terrible than the first, it is less 

banal, less grotesque and much closer to the spiritual or visionary experience traditionally 

attributed to mystics and prophets. Notes on Thought and Vision provides another example 

of inspiration as a supernatural force. Again, there is no instant of sudden illumination, 

only sustained physical and mental toil: 'All this was no "Inspiration, " it was sheer, hard 

brain work. "' H. D. 's example of the long-suffering poet is the solitary Japanese figure, 

Lo-Fu, who sits contemplating an apple branch until he finally receives the matter for his 

poetry or, to paraphrase Rachel Blau DuPlessis, until his imagist vision becomes a 

4visionary' one. " Lo-Fu stares at the external scene before him until it becomes part of his 

own self, until the tree is incorporated into his own soul: 'His love, his apple branch, his 

beautiful subtle mistress, was his. And having possessed her with his great and famished 

soul, she was his forever. "' If this is indeed a visionary experience, then it is not a 

visionary experience in the traditional sense; gazing at the tree does not lift Lo-Fu out of 

his own body and transport him to the transcendental and ethereal dimension of Supreme 

or Heavenly Being. Rather, contemplation of the outside world returns the poet to his own 

self, to his sexuality (the tree is like a mistress) and to his *great and famished soul'. Here 

again is the uncanny twist in which poetry seems to originate in a foreign realm outside the 

poet and, simultaneously, in the mechanical and physiological processes inside his or her 

body. The only significant change to this familiar double movement is that, on this 

occasion, the resulting experience is assumed to be close to that of the visionary or mystic. II 

34 H. D., 'Murex', p. 181.1 
(London: Peter ONNen, 35 H. D., Notes on Thought and Vision and the Wise Sappho, ed. bN Albert Gelp, 

1988), p. 26. 
36 Rachel Blau DuPlessis, H. D.: The Career of that Struggle (Brighton: Han ester, 1986), p. 33. 

" H. D., Notes on Thought and Vision, p. 45. 
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'Murex' and Notes on Thought on Vision were both written in the eark to mid- 
1920s. There is nothing in these texts, however, to suggest that poetry or the process of 
writing poetry has any particular relevance to the twentieth century. In order to maintain 
that the process of creation is a sacred experience, they are obliged to imply that it is 
unchanging, that the action of writing poetry was the same for Lo-Fu as it is for H. D.. the 
same for Raymonde as it was for her Greek predecessor in Palimpsest, Hipparchia. B,, 
contrast, 'Note on Poetry' - the name usually given to a letter sent from H. D. to Norman 
Pearson in 1937 - maintains that sacred and 'escapist' poetry has never been more 
necessary than in the present, modern era. In 'Note on Poetry', H. D. addresses herself to 
Harriet Monroe's charge that her poetry has little or no relation to 'Life. She is indignant 
that Monroe should dare to accuse her of irrelevance when, of the two of them, only H. D. 

actually experienced life in the midst of a civilian war. She describes to Pearson her 
feeling that survival was nothing but a matter of chance, of the house next door being hit 

rather than her own: 

Perhaps specifically, I might say that the house next door was struck another night. We 
came home and simply waded through glass, which wind from now unshuttered windows, 
made the house a barn, an unprotected dug-out. " 

Stevens's metaphor concerning the unfolding of life in the intervals of a great storm 

acquires a literal meaning in this passage; life and poetry happen in the temporal and 

spatial gaps between air raids and the crises they provoke. The parallel between the two 

texts is indicative of a number of other similarities between 'Note on Poetry' - written five 

years before the opening essay in The Necessary Angel - and Stevens's thesis concerning 

the necessity of poetry in troubled times. H. D. appears to share Stevens's sense that he is 

living in a terrible and inhuman age and, like him, she advocates a kind of inner or 

imaginative resistance to this external menace. Poets, she explains, inhabit an 'inner world 

of imagination' which serves as a refuge from 'the battle and din of battle and the whole 

dreary, tragic spectacle of our times'. It is certainly not the poet's responsibility to remind 

his or her audience of this 'tragic spectacle'; on the contrary, it 'is not to be recalled, save 

in moments of repudiation, historical necessity'. " Exactly what kind of history might 

necessitate the repudiation or repression of this external drama is not entirely clear., the 

horrors of war are ordinarily assumed to be the material the historian needs to remember 

(the content of history), not the trauma that he or she needs to forget. 

For the rnornent,, however, it is sufficient to recognise that Stevens and H. D. both 

establish the necessity of the poetic imagination in terms of its ability to act as an inner 

" Hollenberg (ed. ), Letters of H. D. and Pearson, p. 9. 
'9 Hollenberg, (ed. ), Letters qfH. D. and Pearson, p. 8 
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space of resistance to an external realm of terrible and inhuman reality. This space is what 
Stevens calls the 'violence within' to counter the 'violence without' and what H. D. refers 
to in 'Note on Poetry' as an 'inner region of defence'. Neither of these writers is afraid to 
use the term escapism, although H. D., like Stevens, has reservations about the word: 'these 
are the poems of escapism - if there is any such word'. H. D. concludes 'Note on Poetry' 
by explaining her need to write in terms of a desire to make 'real' something that would 
otherwise be sacrificed to the materialist and instrumental reason of post-Enlightenment 
scholars. She speaks of 'a wish to make real to myself what is most real, the fragrant pages 
of the early Greek poets, to tear, if it be even the barest fragment of vibrant electric 
parchment from hands not always worthy to touch, fingers whose sterile "Intellectual itý` Is 
so often an inverted curse of Midas'. " For H. D., the monolithic face of reason and 
'intellectuality' presents a similar menace to Frank Kermode's totalising myth; it threatens 

to reduce everything to a single paradigm which has dangerously forgotten its status as 
fiction and mistakenly believes itself to be the one true reality. This all-encompassing 

myth forms the opposite pole to H. D. 's 'terrible spectacle' of reality. Between the two, 

H. D. deploys her own version of the necessary angel charged with resisting the pressure of 

external events on the one hand, and the hegemony of reason and intellectuality on the 

other. In Trilogy, the three part 'peace poem', in which she addresses the subject of the 

Second World War,, H. D. offers an angelic schema that is at once more rigorous, and 

arguably more inhuman, than any of those so far discussed in this chapter. " 

Trilogy suggests an answer to the question posed above as to what type of history 

demands the repudiation of the drama of contingent and accidental events. H. D. 's poem 

presents a history of the imagination which is no longer considered to be an 'Inner region 

of defence', a psychological faculty, or a visionary power, but a collective, even cosmic 

force writ large on the canvas of the heavens. In this other history - which in its opposition 

to the 'tragic spectacle' of chance and reality also comes perilously close to a mythology - 

the cosmic imagination passes through a number of distinct stages. The passage from one 

epoch to the next is governed by a succession of planetary angels. Susan Acheson 

describes the astrological precedent for this idea in an authoritative article on Trilogy. It is, 

she notes, an 'astronomical fact' that the point of spring equinox, on the path that the sun 

appears to trace in a sky of fixed stars, moves slightly backwards with the passage of each 

year. 42 Thus, approximately every two thousand years, the equinox moves anti-clockNN ise 

" Hol lenberg, (ed. ), Letters of H. D. and Pearson, p. 10. 
41H. D., quoted in Norman Holmes Pearson's foreword to Trilogy, P. ix. 
42 Susan Acheson, 'H. D. and the Age of Aquarius: Liturgy, Astrology and Gnosis in Trilogy', Sagetrieb. 

15 (1996), 133-50 (p. 134). 
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into the sign preceding the one in which it had previously appeared. This movement 
inaugurates a new era known to astrologists as an aeon. The twentieth century. as H. D. 

was well-aware, lay exactly on the borderline between two such aeons: that of Pisces who 
had governed the last two thousand years of Christian history and that of Aquarius NN hose 

coming era H. D. looked forward to as a 'woman's age' in which a mystical or female form 

of knowledge would triumph over the intellectual certainties of the past. " Susan Acheson 

argues persuasively that the negative method of presentation employed in *Tribute to the 
Angels' - the manner in which the Lady appears through a list of attributes that she does 

not have - implies that the poem is a celebration of this new provisional and mysterious 
order of knowing. " In fact, Trilogy is replete with imagery relating not only to the 
Aquarian and the Piscean aeons, and to the impending transition from one to the other, but 

also to the Arian aeon which governed the last-but-one age of the Egyptians. 

In order to explain the role of the angels in this alternative version of human 
history, it is helpful to supplement Acheson's account of astrology with a second reading 

offered by one of H. D. 's predecessors. In The History and Practice of Magic, first 

published in 1870, Paul Christian provides a framework that fits perfectly over the 

astrological schema outlined in Trilogy. " Christian explains that the science of astrology 

originated among the magi of ancient Egypt in the theology given to them by their 'law- 

giver', Hermes-Thoth. From the Egyptian book of Tymander, the magi learn that '[flrom 

the All-Powerful come seven Spirits who move in seven circles', and moreover, that 'the 

action of the seven Spirits in their circles is called Fate'. This revelation, argues Christian, 

is the 'foundation of all Astrology'. " Importantly, it is also the origin of the angel. The 

seven spirits who come from the 'All Powerful' are the source of the many other angelic 

septets that appear in both Eastern and Western religions: 

These seven Spirits of the Egyptian theogony are the seven Devas of ancient India - the 
seven Amschaspands of Persia - the seven great Angels of Chaldea - the seven of the ten 
Sephiroth of the Hebrew Qabala - the seven Archangels who, in the Christian Apocalypse, 

are seen by St. John before the throne of the Ancient of Days. 47 

The seven angels in the second book of Trilogy, 'Tribute to the Angels', regain their 

original association with the planets; Michael, for example, is the 'regent of the planet 

43 H. D., Letter to Viola Baxter Jordan (2 July [1941]), Viola Baxter Jordan Papers, American Literature 

Collection, Beinecke, Mss 175, fol. 32. 
44 Acheson, pp. 137-38. 
4' Angela DiPace Fritz also refers to this text in Thought and Vision:. 4 Critical Reading qfH. D. 's Poetri, 

(Washington DC: Catholic University of America Press, 1988). p. 1] 9. 
46 Paul Christian, The History and Practice of Magic, trans. by James Kirkup and Julian Shaw, 2N ols. 
(London: Forge, 1952), vol. 1, pp. 56 and 58. 
47 Christian, p. 67. 
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Mercury' while Gabriel is the 'moon-regent' 
. 
4' These angels thus reclaim the role that they 

played in ancient astrology, both in determining the character of the astrological aeon. 
which here becomes the imaginative or creative era, and in governing the composition of 
the individual psyche. Although Susan Stanford Friedman perhaps goes too far to suggest 
that astrology might be considered an early form of psychology, this is certainly the role 
that this early science takes in H. D. 's poem. H. D. 's angels are both the regents of an 
6outer% collective or cosmic sphere and the rulers of an 'inner', psychological region. " 
They claim responsibility for the art and poetry that arrives, on the one hand, from the 
inborn talents of the artist or poet, and on the other, from a particular imaginative aeon that 
always exceeds, and to some extent acts through, the work of the individual poet. It is in 
this sense,. that H. D. 's part-archaic, part-modem angels play an immanent part in Trilogy: 
the theory of the imagination as governed by planetary angels provides the occasion for the 

poem, its particular Aquarian character as described by Susan Acheson, and even, in the 

case of 'Tribute to the Angels', the formal logic according to which its stanzas and lines 

are organised. 
The role that the angels play in the transition between imaginative eras, and in the 

formal organisation of the poem, is best exemplified in the exchange that takes place 
between Annael and Uriel towards the centre of 'Tribute to the Angels'. These angels 

create circular patterns in the poem, recalling not only the movements of the planets, but 

also the circles made by the Seven Spirits of Pymander. The repetitive phrasing and 

positioning of the lines in which their names appear creates the impression that the poetry 

(or perhaps the angel) is looping around so that the reader is confronted by the same figure 

on two or even three occasions. At the end of lyric [5], for example, H. D. introduces Uriel 

with the line 'God's very breath - Uriel' (67). Lyric [6] then goes on to discuss the terrible 

wars over which he has presided before returning to his name which is once again placed at 

the very end of the lyric, separated (this time by a line-end rather than a hyphen) from what 

has gone before: 'is named among the seven Angels, / Uriel' (69). The poetic effect of this 

technique is similar to that of the tonic in a piece of music; the repetition of the name 

brings about a resolution or a return to the bedrock of the melody. Thematically, the 

pattern suggests that, like the planet Mars to which he is linked, Uriel's movement through 

the poem is a circular or orbital one. Just as the planet reappears at regular intervals 

throughout the year, Uriel rematerialises at particular junctures in this short section of 

poetry. 

48 H. D., Trilogy, pp. 99 and 92. Further references to this poem are given after quotations in the text. 
49 Friedman. Psyche Reborn, p. 192. 
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Unfolding in tandem with the movement which brings the same angel back to 
prominence on more than one occasion is a second movement which brings a succession of 
different angels to the fore. Returning to the idea of the procession of the equinoxes. it 

seems as though the history of imagination (and the poem) passes through the sign of each 
angel in turn, each transition inaugurating a new aeon with new imaginative and 
psychological possibilities determined by the attribute of its dominant angel. While Uriel, 
for example, presides over ages of 'red-death', specifically over the terrible wars of Rome, 
Jerusalem and Thebes, the inevitable move towards Annael inaugurates epochs of peace 
and tranquillity, 'the sea-shell' and 'the empty lane' (70,68,79). Again, repeated phrasing 
suggests that this is not a cataclysmic shift but an event that is regular and therefore. to an 

extent, predictable. The cycle begins with a refrain naming Uriel in Lyric [7]: 'where, 
Uriel, we pause to give / thanks that we rise again from death and live' (70). 'Tribute to 

the Angels' then circles back around to the same phrase in Lyric [23]. On this occasion, 
however,, Uriel's orbit has been replaced by that of Annael: 'where Annael, we pause to 

give / thanks that we rise again from death and live' (87). The cycle ends with the final 

stanza of 'Tribute to the Angels', in which the last angel, Zadkiel, takes over from the six 

angels who went before: 'where, Zadkiel, we pause to give / thanks that we rise againftom 
death and live' (110). This pattern of repetition, but repetition differently, is typical of 

H. D. 's poetry and prose; it suggests a movement forwards towards the future that is also a 

failure to break free from the past. 

The rhythm created by the angel names in 'Tribute to the Angels' invariably 

suggests regularity and circularity. It is no coincidence, then, that they are closely 

associated with the passage of time in the poem. The name of each angel ends with a 

resounding 'el' that recalls the sound of a bell and, indeed, the Italian bell-towers are said 

to 'speak' these names as they toll the hour: 'the campanili speaks', Azrael, Gabriel, 

Raphael (78). H. D. revisits the theme of the association of the angels with time in 

'Sagesse' written in 1957. On this occasion, she appeals to the occult idea that every 

twenty-minutes of the clock is sacred to a different guardian angel. The poem is 

punctuated with references to the hour and to the angels' names creating the unsettling 

sense that, on the one hand, the poet is unable to catch up with time and her devotions, and 

that on the other, time and its ministering angels threaten to catch up with her: 
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At 3.20, we served you meanly, Si6m6; 
true, we awaited Senciner at 3.40, 

who would carry us on till 4, and of this Trinity, 
we did not note your predecessor, T6piseuth, at 3; 

at 3.20, we served you meanly, Siým6, 

but still the Sotis, Sothis radiance of the dawn 
followed us, and still the brilliance 

of the after-midnight Seket tracked us down, 
and still the morning Leuk6 held her own. " 

The speaker cannot recapture the hour at which she served Siým6 badly. time, which 
through its association with the angels becomes of immutable substance, cannot be 
rewound or undone. 

Clearly, H. D. 's version of angelic time is very different to that of Frank Kermode. 
The aspect of the angel that Cacciari and Kermode link to contingency and change (of both 

a willed and an unwilled nature) is subsumed under the aspect which pertains to god-like 
order and pattern. H. D. 's angels, like the archaic angels described by Paul Christian and 
like the daemons in the myth of Er, are the agents of fate; they are the executors of a pre- 
ordained order in the passage of the earth through various imaginative aeons and in the 

passage of the individual through time. It is thus open to question whether Trilogy - the 

work that H. D. refers to as her 'peace poem' - comes anywhere close to humanising the 

reality of war or, to paraphrase H. D., to assuaging the feeling that survival is a matter of 

chance, of the house next door being hit rather than one's own. If Frank Kermode is 

correct to suggest that the humanising of contingency can only be achieved through a 

representation of that contingency, then H. D. 's attempt to contain the chance events of the 
1940s within an overarching historical or mythological structure ought properly to raise 
doubts about the extent of its human commitments. Indeed, in Trilogy, there is an element 

of indifference to the material damage and suffering caused by the blitz; an indifference 

which results from the poem's certainty that, just as the spinning of the earth on its axis 

will bring day after night, the revolutions of the planetary angels will eventually bring 

about the end of Uriel's reign of 'red-death' and the beginning of the more benign age of 

Annael. Victoria Harrison is also right to suggest that there are potentially anti-Semitic 

undertones to lines counselling readers to abandon the scene of the war because there is 

nothing more to be done: 'leave the smouldering cities below / (we have done all we 

could), / we have given until we have no more to give' (114). Trilogy, explains Harrison, 

'is tired of the Jew' whose suffering H. D. found difficult to reconcile NN ith her sense that 

H. D., 'Sagesse', in Hemetic Definition (Oxford: Carcanet. 1972). p. 83. 
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Jewish materialism and intellectualism (particularly the kind of scientific materialism she 
associated with Freud) was in part responsible for the terrible mechanistic turn that conflict 
had taken in the twentieth century. " H. D. 's hoped-for transition to the new Aquarian Age 
of uncertain and mystical knowledge is to be achieved only by the necessar-IN sacrifice of 
those who adhere to the old order of reason and intellect. 

The angelic time of Trilogy might therefore be termed daemonic in that it binds the 
human soul and body to a fate that exceeds him. In H. D. 's version of angelic 'escapism", 
there appears to be no escape from the cosmic machinations of destiny played out at the 
level of the collective or epochal imagination and replicated at the level of the individual 

psyche. This order is altogether more binding than the unavoidable generic version that 
Frank Kermode finds in the novel. Although Trilogy is, of course, constrained by the 
formal expectations of the long poem, H. D. suggests that the content and formal structure 
of her art is also, quite literally, governed by archaic spirits which control the passage of 
the earth through various imaginative or cultural phases. A qualification, however, 

remains to be made. Although the angels in Trilogy might justifiably be accused of being 

the agents of ancient daemonic fate, they cannot be accused of being the instruments of 
that other Benjaminian version of daemon ic/demon ic time. As observed earlier, in 

Cacciari's reading of Benjamin, the angel is said to oppose his 'weak messianic force' to 

the successive time of one thing after another; he refuses the illusion that things are getting 
better in order to draw into himself [er-innerung] the injustices of the past. The angels in 

Trilogy are similarly opposed to the view of history as a straight line, not only as a straight 
line from primitive beginnings to modem ends (as might be expected given their own 

archaic origins), but also as a direct route from prophesy to fulfilment. from the moment at 

which the soul chooses its lot in life to its pre-allotted death. While the narrative of this 

poem is governed by patterns and pre-determined outcomes, these patterns are not, as in 

the fascist myth decried by Kermode or the myth of progress described by Benjamin. 

single or monolithic and, furthermore, are not entirely unaware of their status as fictions. 

The second half of Trilogy suggests that the world is full of would-be patterns and pre- 

determined outcomes and that contingency and humanity, of a sort, enters when it comes to 

the artist's selection of one order or pre-determined outcome over another. 

The regular and predictable pattern of the angels in 'Tribute to the Angels' is 

broken when an invocation that was supposed to bring Gabriel brings the Lady instead: 'I 

had been thinking', explains the speaker, of the moon-regent Gabriel: 'how could I imagine 

" Victoria Harrison, 'When a Gift is Poison: H. D., The Moravian, the Jew, and World War 11% 

Sagetrieb, 15 (1996), 69-93 (p. 76). 
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/ the Lady herself would come instead? ' (92). It is only with hindsight that this 

unexpected, even irrational event can be construed as the working out of larger pattern; in 

fact,, the appearance of the Lady is perfectly in keeping with the speaker's prayer to the 

angel of the annunciation and, more importantly, with the transition to a new age of 

Aquarian or 'womanly' knowledge. The speaker, it is implied, would not have been 

surprised at the Lady's material i sation, if she had recognised at an earlier stage that a 

greater order than that of the angels' names was also in operation. Much of the third and 
final book of Trilogy, 'The Flowering of the Rod', unfolds under the same conditional 

tense. Mary Magdalene's meeting with Kaspar the mage, and her anointing of Christ's feet 

with myrrh, is presented as something that could have happened in any number of ways 
had circumstances or the story dictated. Where, asks H. D., did she get the money to buy 

the jar of myrrh from Kaspar? '[S]ome say she took the house-money / or the poor-box 

money, / some say she had nothing with her' (129). Similarly, if the Simon in the story 
had been that other biblical Simon, he 'might have heard / that this woman from the city, / 

was devil-ridden or had been'. Kaspar, H. D. muses, 'might call / the devils daemons' and, 
indeed, in so far as Magdalene's fate is already sealed by the fact that the Simon in the 

poem is not that other biblical Simon, there is more than a suggestion here of the Platonic 

daemons which bind the soul to its destiny (145). Yet this is not a fate that is imposed on 

Magdalene from afar, nor a fate that marshals her from a particular beginning via the most 
direct route to an already-determined end. Instead, this destiny unfolds immanently with 

the twists and turns of a story that could have taken any one of several, no less meaningful, 

paths to its finale. There is, then, another imperative besides that of daemonic necessity at 

work in Trilogy; the need for an artist to make sense of things as he or she goes along, to 

find meaning in the unexpected - the appearance of the Lady instead of Gabriel - which 

sometimes involves rejecting the expected, or that which could have been according to 

another paradigm, as well as re ecting the wholly unexpected or contingent. j 

To what extent, then, might this immanent attitude to angel ic/daemonic fate and, 

more importantly, to the artistic creation of fate be termed human? Certainly, it differs 

from the inhuman order of Kermode's single overarching myth and from Cacciari and 

Benjamin's time of relentless succession. H. D. 's angels bring an order to Trilogy, but it is 

not simply an influence that works unconsciously through the artist: rather, this is an order 

for which he/she must also assume responsibility. The artist must fashion a narrative or a 

story for a world in which every event and every object is potentially full of divine 

meaning, or in which, to quote Wallace Stevens, there are 'intimations of immortality in an 
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object on a mantelpiece. " Accordingly, the poet or storyteller imagined by Trilogy does 

not set out to provide the consolatory fictions that compensate for the lack of angels in the 

modem world. ) but to uncover or invoke the angels that still remain hidden in the most 

unlikely of places: in the 'red-death' of the blitz and in the 'sea-shells' and 'empty-lanes' 
(70,79). Arguably, this task acquires a particular urgency or 'historical necessity' in the 

middle of the twentieth century. The need to repudiate the feeling that survival is a matter 

of chance, of the house next door being hit instead of one's own, requires that someone 
take on the task of recovering the meaning and of revealing the divine order that underlies 

even these most contingent of events. 
To assume this responsibility, however, is to take a risk; it is to gamble both 

modernity and humanity on a game with an angel who promises to raise this stake to 

divinity on the one hand, and reduce it to the mechanics of archaic and inhuman fate on the 

other. In a letter to Robert Duncan, composed in response to his poem *Risk', H. D. 

describes her feeling that succumbing to the daemonic imperative to write is indeed to take 

a terrible risk: 

I just wasn't going to write any poetry and then your letter came and the poem and Aug. 
17, it started me off. Does one have to write? It seems so, from your Risk. Mine is a Risk 
too. " 

Another of H. D. 's late poems, Hermetic Definition features a dice game with Azrael, 'the 

Mohammedan [ ... ] ruler of time and death'. " At stake in this game is nothing less than 

human life itself- 

'is this your throw with Death? 
right, left? 
win, lose? 

you court the end? 
you call this life? 
your rose so red [ ... ] 

now choose, 
right, left, 

win, lose. 555 

Azrael is the dark,. daemonic or demonic, underside of the benevolent angel envisaged by 

Cacciari and Ken-node. He does not so much liberate man from his daemonic destiny as 

turf him out into a terrifying world, in which every decision assumes the importance of that 

52 Stevens, Necessaty Angel, p. 75. 
5' Robert J. Bertholf (ed. ), A Great Admiration: H. D. / Robert Duncan Correspondence 1950-1961. 
(Venice: Lapis, 1992), p. 30. 
54 Hollenberg (ed. ), Letters of H. D. and Pearson, p. 45. 
55 H. D., Hermetic Definition, p. 20. 
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first decision when the soul chooses a lot to determine the order in which he or she Nvill be 

permitted to select his next life. In a world that is saturated with divine meaning, every 
move that an individual makes is potentially one that will lead straight to his or her death. 
It is not, therefore, the duty of the poet to humanise the world by imposing a comforting or 
consolatory pattern on contingent or accidental events; rather, his or her task is to 
dehumanise the world by connecting its terrestrial order to the vertiginous order of heaven 

and the gods. 
Poetry, then, is a necessary aid to life, to life lived as a risk or a never-ending game 

with the terrible angels that inhabit man's mind and also work through, or in defiance of. 
that mind. There are clear echoes here of Lawrence's idea that life should not be lived 

with the aim of self-preservation, but with the aim of spending itself in excess or aesthetic 
display. Yet the risk described in Trilogy and Hermetic Definition is of a different nature 
to the one taken by the human subject in confrontation with an angel that stands, on the one 
hand,, for his or her perfect or artistic telos, and on the other, for his or her disintegration 

among psychobiological or natural drives. Here it is a question of epistemology as well as 

ontology; the problem is not only one of Being or Supreme Being, but the difficulty of how 

man comes to know that Being, how he conceives of his modemity, or conversely his 

archaism, his humanity, or his inhumanity. Angelic fictions, of the type provided by H. D., 

Yeats and Stevens are necessary to man's understanding of his place in the modem world, 
but they are also an illusory framework through which he might mistake that world for the 

archaic world of myth and daemonic fate. Mina Loy, the subject of the sixth and final 

chapter of this thesis, views psychoanalysis as precisely this type of new/old fiction. She 

sees the new discoveries of this twentieth-century science as little more than re-workings 

of the old prejudices of the Catholic Church. Nevertheless, Loy's attack on the Church, in 

both its traditional and psychoanalytical modes, does not render the angel obsolete in her 

work; rather angelic art remains a necessary mediator through which man arrives at an 

understanding of his life as it unfolds in what is now a barely discemable gap between 

archaic fate and modem,, here psychobiological, reality. 
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six 

The Artist-Angel-Burn: Mina Loy's 'Conversion' and the 
Profane Religion of her Poetry 

Angels everywhere - they flew against the light 
I knew then they have crystal intestines ' 

Among the unpublished texts in the Mina Loy collection at the Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library, is an undated article titled 'Conversion'. Its name suggests that the 

subject of this piece will be a religious awakening or recognition of spiritual truth. This is 
indeed the case, but the 'religion' to which the convert turns is not one which is usually 
known by that name. 'Conversion' explores, or rather exposes, what Loy takes to be the 
dangerous faith of psychoanalysis. This new religion, she argues, is a form of 
'mechanised mysticism' in which the convert is presented with the Unconscious as a kind 

of 'ready-made' Absolute. ' The rationale behind this statement is explained in the first 

section of the article. It is no co-incidence, notes Loy, that the new science shares a 

number of its concerns with the old church. In fact, '[t]he obsessions prescribed by the 

"Holy Church" of Rome, are re-edited by the Psychoanalyst'. Whereas, man once 

worshipped at the feet of Our Virgin Mary, he now bends to the all-powerful figure of the 

'incest complex', more particularly, the 'mother complex' (fol. 153). One Eternal Mother, 

argues Loy, has simply been substituted for another. Similarly, the divine mystery of life 

itself, which man once took to be the creation of God, is now assumed to be the product of 

that 'ready-made' Absolute, the Unconscious. Thus the convert only has to invoke his 

new God, the Unconscious, and he has immediate access to divinity. This is particularly 

problematic, Loy concludes, if that convert happens to be an artist. It is not the artist's 

duty to provide a short-cut to the Absolute, but rather to strive and then to miss this goal: 

1 Mina Loy, 'Angels' intestines', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 166. 
2 Mina Loy, 'Conversion', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 153. Further references to this 
typescript are given after quotations in the text. 
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The aim of the artist is to miss the Absolute ----- the only possible creative gesture -------- 
whereas the mystic impulse is to embrace a 'ready-made' in the way of absolutes. 

And the Absolute of this new mechanised mysticism of the Psycho Analyst is the 
Unconscious. (fol. 153) 

Loy's claim that psychoanalysis has become a twentieth-century religion is not 

entirely unfounded. The period in which this article was written, most likely between the 

mid-1920s and 1930s, witnessed a number of quasi-religious *conversions' to the new 

science, particularly among writers and artists. Previous chapters have revealed the 

regularity with which H. D. and Lawrence incorporated religious imagery into their 

psychoanalytic models of self and other. Following Loy, it is not difficult to read this 

tendency as evidence that these writers regarded psychoanalytic theory as a new kind of 

religious faith. H. D., for example, having studied under Freud in 1933 and 1934, 

remembers him in Tribute to Freud as the founder of a new religion. Rachel Blau 

DuPlessis observes that Tribute mingles Freud with a number of other male personalities 

in H. D. 's life, all of whom are then conflated with the figure of Chri St. 3 Freud's divinity is 

confirmed in this text by a number of passages comparing him to a Greek god or to the 

4 Recording Angel to whom the analysand must account for his sins. In the light of D. H. 

Lawrence's vehement attack on Freud in Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious, it is 

initially difficult to see how he too might be understood to be a follower of the religion 

founded by Freud. Yet, for reasons that are explored in the first section below. D. H. 

Lawrence provides Mina Loy with her chief example of a convert to the psychoanalytic 

faith. In fact, Loy is not the only reader of Lawrence's work to conclude that he is a 

proselytiser for psychoanalysis. In a recent collection of essays, in which Ingrid Hotz- 

Davies and Anton Kirchhofer survey the diverse uses to which Freudian theory was put, 

they comment specifically on Lawrence's belief that 'the new "science" has all the 

makings of a candidate for the "religion of the twentieth century"'. ' This conviction, they 

point out, goes against the anti-clerical spirit of Freud's own work. In texts such as The 

Future of an Illusion and Civilization and its Discontents, religion features as a dangerous 

illusion or, alternatively, as an expedient means of preserving civilization in the face of 

man's deep-rooted, anti-social impulses. Nevertheless, in Psychoanalysis and the 

Unconscious, and again in Fantasia of the Unconscious, Lawrence insists that Freud had 

uncovered the rudiments of a new faith, if only, Lawrence laments, 'he could have 

3 DuPlessis, H. D., p. 76. 
' See for example, H. D., Tribute to Freud, pp. 12 and 30. 

'Introduction: Psychoanalysis as Cultural Material', in Psychoanalytic- ism: Uses of Psychoanalysis in 

Novels, Poems, Plays and Films, ed. by Ingrid Hotz-Davies and Anton Kirchhofer (Trier: WVT, 2000), 

pp. 11 -31 (p. 13). 
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established strong enough foundations on which to 'build his church'. ' Mina Loy's lack of 

enthusiasm for Freudian theory thus stands in marked contrast to that of H. D., and even to 

the critical interest demonstrated by D. H. Lawrence. In her biography of Loy, Carolyn 

Burke implies that, like several others in her circle, Loy regretted the fact that Freud did 

not leave enough room in his version of the unconscious for 'creative inspiration'. For 

that reason, explains Burke, writers such as Loy and Mabel Dodge much preferred the 

work of psychical researchers such as Frederic Myers whose theories suggested the 

existence of a super-sensible, and therefore potentially artistic or spiritual, dimension to 

the mind. ' 'Conversion', which warns expressly of the dangers of Freudian thought for the 

artist,. evidently proceeds from a similar concern. 
Reflecting on the manner in which the modernist angel often functions within a 

psychoanalytic paradigm - for Lawrence it is a figure for the sexual life-force which flows 

through an individual, while for H. D. it features in a non-Oedipal family romance - this 

chapter offers its own interpretation of the question posed by Loy in 'Conversion': to what 

extent is the modernist angel a sign or a symptom of the fact that these writers viewed 

psychoanalysis as a new religion? Further, if this is indeed the meaning of the modernist 

angel, why, and to what degree, might this faith be seen as limiting or dangerous for the 

successful pursuit of their art? Through a close reading of 'Conversion' (a text which, 

despite its relevance to a number of key modernist debates, has never been quoted or 

discussed in a published book or article), the first section of this chapter considers exactly 

what Loy believes to be at risk when an artist converts to the psychoanalytical faith. It 

aims to show that the problem, if not the solution, is not dissimilar to that identified in 

previous chapters: namely, the issue of mediating between the divine promise of art and 

the material reality of the human body. For H. D. and for Lawrence, the aim of 

psychoanalysis (if not its achievement) is to strike some sort of balance between these two 

extremes, whereas for Loy, the interests of this new church remain, like those of the old, 

too heavily weighted on the side of the spirit. What is required, therefore, is a more 

successful means of negotiating between spirit and body, divine art and real life. More 

precisely, to pre-empt the position later said to be adopted by Loy herself, what is needed 

is an idealist aesthetic that is grounded in a body altogether more visceral and material 

than the unconscious that she found in the work of some of her peers. Changing the 

6 Lawrence, Psychoanalysis, p. 7. 
7 Carolyn Burke, Becoming Modern: The Life of Mina Loy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1996), pp. 121 and 144. For more about the influence of Myers on the modernist aesthetic, see Justine 
Scott-Carthy, 'Edges of the Mind: Psychic Margins and the Modernist Aesthetic in Vernon Lee, Evelyn 
Underhill, May Sinclair, Dion Fortune and Jane Harrison' (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of 
London, Queen Mary College, 2000). 
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method of mediation does not, however,, necessitate changing one of its key markers. Like 
Lawrence, H. D. and Wallace Stevens, Loy turns to the angel, in its traditional role as 

messenger between the divine and the human, in order to figure the constitutive gap 
between spirit and body or, in the terminology of the previous chapter, myth and realltv. 
On this occasion, the angel does not belong to either the Catholic or the Psychoanalytic 

Church. Instead, it remains fin-nly rooted in the corporeal reality and everyday banality of 
human life. In four further sections, this chapter considers Mina Loy's alternative version 

of the modernist angel: the artist-angel-bum, who appears in surprisingly large numbers in 

the gutters and on the pavements of downtown Manhattan during the 1930s and 1940s. 

'Conversion' to the Psychoanalytical Religion 

An alternative title, handwritten on the page preceding the typescript of 
'Conversion', reveals this text to be a 'Critique of D. H. Lawrence, Psychoanalysis and the 

Unconscious'. As far as Loy is concerned, Lawrence is a typical example of a convert to 

the new Freudian religion. Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious is said to reveal the depth 

of his devotion to the God of the Unconscious. Loy's judgement seems initially 

reasonable in the light of the suggestion made in chapter three that Lawrence uses 

religious, particularly angelic, language to describe the psyche. What could be better 

evidence that a writer has elevated psychoanalysis to the status of a religion than his 

tendency to translate (or, from Loy's point of view, to re-translate) its terminology into a 

Christian idiom? Nevertheless, this is not the testimony that Loy offers in 'Conversion'. 

Proof of Lawrence's fidelity to the religion of psychoanalysis comes in the unexpected 

form of his disagreement with Freud: 'Inevitably Lawrence like other converts whose 

reputation makes it imperative that they preserve their independence, compiles some 

ingenious terminology of his own and indulges in the well known "truc- of the 

distinguished desciple [sic], in seeking a quarral [sic] with his master' (fol. 153). 

The passage which Loy quotes from Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious in 

support of this assertion is worth noting; she chooses the section in which Lawrence 

ridicules Freud for delving into the cave of the Psyche and returning with a repulsive prize: 

Thus: 'But sweet heaven what merchandise. 
What dreams dear heart! What was there in the cave? 
Alas that we ever looked! 
Nothing but a huge slimy serpent of sex ----------- 
Which transposed to the economic style of 'modernism' would run something like this 

'Sweet heart Alas Cave serpent ----- em' !( fol. 153) 
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The poetic arrangement of these lines is the work of Loy, rather than Lawrence, and her 

quotation stops short of revealing the full horror of Freud's discovery as it appears in 

Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious - Lawrence goes on to describe *a huge slimy 
serpent of sex, and heaps of excrement, and a myriad repulsive little horrors spawned 
between sex and excrement'. ' Nevertheless, Loy's incomplete version conveys the 

essence of what she believes to be the problem with Lawrence's position in this text; by 

attacking Freud's famous obsession with bodily functions, he reveals himself to be a 

champion of conservative values and old-church morality. Translated into the 'economic 

style of modernism', the language of Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious becomes 

strangely reminiscent of that of a heroine in a sentimental novel. Encountering a threat to 
her modesty, she descends first into hysteria and then into a dead faint: "'Sweet heart 

Alas Cave serpent ----- em" ! '. Loy's biting satire delivers an idiosyncratic and, it should 
be acknowledged, largely inaccurate portrait of Lawrence as a staunch opponent of the 
kind of talk that threatens common decency. 'Conversion' goes on to argue that it is, 

indeed, Freud's amoral version of man - driven by the sex instinct rather than by a sense 

of right and wrong - to which Lawrence objects most vehemently. Loy cites 
Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious again: "'Psycho-Analysis is out under the therapeutic 

disguise to do away with the moral faculty in man"'. Lawrence's mistake is to suggest 

that too close an examination of sex and excrement poses a threat to man's finer qualities, 

the mere existence of which, Loy herself is reluctant to countenance: 'My observation of 

every strata of society leads me to conclude that man has never exhibited the least 

inclination towards a moral faculty' (fol. 153). 

Yet Loy's argument with Lawrence does not end here. Her contention is not that 

Lawrence has acted against the dictates of Freud in trying to exorcise the less delicate 

functions of the body from his version of psychoanalysis; rather that, in doing so, he has 

merely furthered his master's clandestine project, ýthe purification of the race'. Although 

Freud is popularly accused of stimulating interest in the grotesque reality of sex and 

excrement, Loy's Freud is accused of having an altogether different agenda. Like the 

'Fathers of the church', the psychoanalyst manages to disembody sex, transforming it from 

an instinct performed spontaneously into a duty decreed in advance by doctrine: 

If Freud is not in the pay of the Jesuits, the omission should be immediately remedied. 
For he, contrary to Mr. Lawrence's assertion is in a fair way to accomplish - what the 
Fathers of the church so signally failed to accomplish - the purification of the race. 

Already the Oite, in protest at the epidemic of psycho-exhibitionism among the 

merely cultured, are dropping 'sex' entirely from their programme. 
Psycho-Analysis has raised sex to the venerable status of a duty; and WHO ----------- 

wants to do his duty? (fol. 153) 

' Lawrence, Psychoanalysis. p. 9. 
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Admittedly, this is a complicated, perhaps even self-contradictory, argument. It is difficult 

to decide whether Loy accuses Freud of always having been on the side of the Church, as 
she did earlier in her suggestion that the mother complex is a modem version of the Virgin 
Mary, or, in contrast, whether she asserts that Freud has only latterly become an ally of the 

church and that he has done so via the circuitous route of turning sex and excrement into 

matter for common, 'merely cultured', conversation and thereby making it unsuitable for 

the salons of the 61ite. According to this second interpretation, Freud's ability to succeed 
where the Church Fathers failed would be an unintended consequence of his popularity, 

rather than the 'clandestine project' that 'Conversion' earlier suggested that it was. The 

use that Loy makes of Lawrence's work in this critique is, as suggested above, both 

opportunistic and misleading. Reading Lawrence's attack on Freud as evidence of his 

collusion (Loy's terminology is even suggestive of a Jesuit conspiracy) with his master is a 

perverse way of interpreting the argument in Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious. It 

entirely overlooks the fact that, as understood by critics such as Eugene Goodheart, 

Lawrence's problem with Freud is not, in reality, dissimilar to that of Loy herself. ' While 

the latter complains of 'psycho-exhibitionism' and the transformation of sex into a 
dogmatic duty, the former suggests that, thanks to Freud, man has got sex on the brain. 

For both Loy and Lawrence, Freud's failure is related to his tendency to intellectualise, or 

over-expose, an instinct that, as they see it, is mysterious and difficult to represent. 
Although 'Conversion' is not, then, an astute critique of Lawrence, this essay does 

articulate a concern that, to some extent, defines the type of modernism under 

consideration in this thesis; a concern that the promotion of a new hybrid-version of 

psychoanalysis, evolutionary theory and religion represents an attack on the human body 

in its sexual, gendered or even excremental specificity. To a certain degree, then, it does 

not matter whether Loy argues that psychoanalysis has always been, or has only recently 
become, a religion, her point remains that it is one now. Further, she argues that the goal 

of this 'new' religion is the same as that of the old, the banishment of sex or, in Loy's 

words, 'what the Fathers of the church so signally failed to accomplish - the purification 

of the race'. 'Conversion' also exhibits the second characteristic typical of modernist texts 

which interest themselves in this problem. The question of the erasure of the body is not 

viewed primarily as a humanitarian problem. Loy's fears about the purification of the race 

should not be read entirely in terms of an anti-eugenicist stance. As Paul Peppis remarks, 

poems such as 'Parturition' in which Loy describes the mystical experience of childbirth 

Goodheart, p. 104. 
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draw openly on the 'eugenicist celebration of biological creativityý. ̀ Nor is *Conversion' 

purely a feminist protest against the erasure of the gendered body. Although Loly's 

unpublished works often argue that the chief casualty of the psychoanalytical campaign 
against the body has been our understanding of female sexuality, the nature of her 

complaint in 'Conversion' relates to men and women alike. '' Rather, the problem of the 

suppression of sex is first and foremost a problem for art. 'Conversion' repeatedly states 
that the new therapeutic religion poses a threat to the creative source of literature. The 

6mechanical mysticism' of psychoanalysis is impossible for the artist because, explains 
Loy, he or she must aim for the Absolute and miss; this fore-doomed attempt is 'the only 

possible creative gesture'. For Loy, D. H. Lawrence has compromised himself through 

psychoanalysis because, by trying to apply Freud's insights to his work, he has 

'dangerously damned his own creative flux with a theory' (fol. 153). What is at stake here 

seems to be a particular type of art; an art that stems from a mysterious, quasi-Romantic, 

source of 'creativity', yet one that is somehow rooted in the physical specificity of the 

human body. Focusing on Mina Loy's poetry, particularly the late poems, which feature a 
figure often described as the 'angel-bum', and the 1920s poems, which consider the role of 

art and the artist,, this chapter unpacks some of the attractions and some of the pitfalls of 

such an art. 

The Angel-Bum in 'Hot Cross Bum' 

The label 'angel-bum' is usually applied to the homeless men and women who 

feature in poems written by Mina Loy in the late 1930s and 1940s. At this point in her 

life, the British born writer and painter was living in New York and spending a significant 

proportion of her time in the company of the tramps and vagrants who frequented her 

chosen neighbourhood, the Bowery in Lower Manhattan. Loy describes these figures as 

'burns'; a word perhaps meant to signify the purposelessness and immobility that 

characterises the condition of being among the long-term unemployed. As Rachel Potter 

points out in an article on Loy's late poetry, the men and women living on the Manhattan 

streets in the post-depression era were far more likely to be long-term unemployed than to 

be economic migrants or itinerant labourers. " Loy's work from this period thus focuses 

on a cast of bums who are permanently denied the social and economic benefits enjoyed 

10 Paul Peppis. 'Rewriting Sex'. p. 570. 
'' See for example, Mina Loy, 'The Child and the Parent', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fols 

10-20, especially, 'The Outraged Womb', fol. 19; and Loy, 'Library of the Sphinx', Mina Loy Papers. 

Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 188. 
12 Rachel Potter, 'At the Margins of the Law: Homelessness in the City in Mina Loy's Late Poems', 

Women: A Cultural Revieiv, 10 (1999), 253-65 (p. 256). 
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by the majority of New York's citizens. Trapped at the margins of society. they are 
ignored by, and indifferent to, the conventional standards observed by the shoppers and 

commuters with whom they share the pavement. 
How, then,, do Loy's bums, the representatives of a marginalised and destitute 

minority, become angel-bums? For critics such as Maeera Shreiber and Carolyn Burke, 

the answer lies in the spiritual or aesthetic beauty that these figures assume within the 

context of Loy's work. Shreiber finds an example of this transformation in the 1944 

poem, 'Chiffon Velours'. The subject of this poem is an elderly woman whose destitute 

and decaying body finds aesthetic redemption in the brilliance and radiance of the flowery 

trim on her skirt - 'a yard of chiffon velours'. " To the eyes of Shreiber. this poem 

provides an example of a technique she calls the spiritual i sation of the profane or, in the 

words of her article, a celebration of 'the beauty of the thing that is broken. ' The woman 
in 'Chiffon Velours', she concludes, is rather 'more angel than bum'. 14 Carolyn Burke 

observes a similar transformation in the Bowery collages that Loy constructed from 

materials found on the street. One of these compositions, No Parking, depicts a pair of 

'beatific' bums accompanied, unexpectedly, by a butterfly fashioned out of a paper cup. 
Burke's description of this butterfly might easily be taken for a wider statement of Loy's 

artistic aims at this time; bums and paper cups alike manifest the possibility that 'discards' 

might be 'resurrected as a celestial messenger'. " Loy's notion of the angel-bum contains, 

however, a potential trap for the unwary. It cannot be assumed that, sympathising with 

what it is to be a bum, Loy sets out to show that there is something inwardly redeeming, in 

other words angelic, about this condition. Her point is not simply to demonstrate that 

bums, although outwardly grotesque, actually possess the spiritual qualities of angels: 

certainly not if these qualities are always assumed to consist of goodness, radiance and 

beatitude. Rachel Potter cautions against this type of reading in the article referred to 

briefly above. Potter suggests that Loy's texts 'problematise' the equation of 

homelessness with beatitude; they do not simply 'elevate modem dereliction to saintly 

suffering'. " Nowhere in the late poems does bumhood become a condition to be admired, 

nor is it held up as an edifying example. On the contrary, Loy's bums remain, on the 

whole, degenerate and amoral figures whose mystery, angelic though it may be, cannot be 

accounted for in terms of inner goodness or the possession of a beautiful soul. The 

13 Mina Loy, The Lost Lunar Baedeker, ed. by Roger L. Conover (Manchester: Carcanet, 1997), p. H 9. 
Further references to this collection are given after quotations in the text. 
14 Maeera Shreiber, 'Divine Women, Fallen Angels: The Late Devotional Poetry of Mina Loy', in Mina 
Loy: Woman and Poet, ed. by Maeera Shreiber and Keith Tuma (Orono: National Poetry Foundation, 

1998), pp. 467-83 (pp. 480-81). 
" Burke, p. 42 1. 
16 Potter, p. 256. 
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question seems to be, therefore, not how these bums might resemble the angels, but how 

on earth the angels might come to resemble these bums. 

The bum who appears at the end of 'Hot Cross Bum' is a case in point. Published 

in 1950 in New Directions, and probably written the year previously. 'Hot Cross Bum' 

describes the scene before St Mark's in the Bowery, New York. There the church. along 

with its attendant charities and welfare organisations, is engaged in open competition, even 
'[w]arfare', with the bar across the street (140). The prize is the attention, or. more 

correctly, the souls, of the bums who make their homes in the shadow of St Mark's. 'Hot 

Cross Bum' observes the futility of this struggle, juxtaposing images of the lifeless church 

with an experience that might be termed the immanent mystery of drunkenness. As the 

bell tolls its 'drudgery / of exoteric / redemption' and a funeral procession arrives at the 

church, the 'impious mystics of the other extreme' prostrate themselves at the altar of 

Bacchus and the gin mill (141,139). The experience of bumhood, simultaneously viewed 

as a desire for life and as a perverse wish to spend (in the sense of to waste) that life, is 

concentrated in a powerful image at the end of the poem. Observed from a distance by the 

satirical gaze of the poet, an intoxicated bum drops to the floor and begins to make love to 

the pavement: 

0 rare behaviour 

a folly-wise scab of Metropolis 
pounding with caressive jollity 
a breastless slab 

his cerebral fumes 
assuming 
arms' enlacement 

decorously garbed 
he's lovin'up the pavement 

- interminable paramour 
of horizontal stature 
Venus-sans-vulva - 

A vagabond in delirium 
aping the rise and fall 

of ocean 
of inhalation 
of coition. (144) 

Loy's image offends propriety, borders even, on the grotesque. The bum is performing a 

private ritual in the public space of the street; worse. he is rendering that ritual ridiculous 

by dedicating its mysteries to a lifeless lump of stone. This is a man who acts without the 

merest hint of self-consciousness, whose immediate response to his sexual desires might 

be said to degrade him to the level of an animal. Nevertheless, it is not the bum who is 
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embarrassed, or rather shown up, in this passage. The primary target of Loy's satire is the 
language through which she is obliged to communicate the love-scene on the pavement. 
The poetic register of '0 rare behaviour', 'interminable paramour / of horizontal staturC 
and 'rise and fall / of ocean' is singularly inappropriate to the act described. No more 

suitable is her turn to popular phrase, 'lovin'up the pavement', nor to clinical vocabulary. 
'delirium' and 'coition'. The irony with which these phrases are employed serves only to 
heighten the distance between the language and the reality which it purports to describe. 

Loy's poem circles around its subject, but it cannot quite make contact with the 

unapologetic and resolutely material presence of the bum making love to the pavement. 
On the one hand, then,, 'Hot Cross Bum' performs a thorough demystification of 

sex; Loy deprives this act of the symbolic, almost esoteric, significance it has accrued in 

poetry, in popular culture and in the publications of the medical establishment. Yet. on the 

other hand, by suggesting that the sexual act as performed by the bum is beyond the reach 

of rational language and thought, 'Hot Cross Bum' re-mystifies sex, transforming it into an 
irreducible real that remains even after being stripped of all cultural significance. In Late 

Modernism, Tyrus Miller suggests a terminology and a framework through which the 

bum's peculiar act might be understood. In a list of features that he identifies as typical of 
late modernist texts, he includes the phenomenon of 'pure corporeal automatism'; a 

category that includes: 'Images of tics, fits, convulsions, involuntary eruptions, and more 

arcane phenomena like the bizarre ailments plaguing Beckett's characters'. According to 

Miller, these experiences define the limits of the human subject: 'They stand as figures of 

an unthinkable and unrepresentable threshold: a pure laughter in which all subjectivity has 

been extinguished. "' Initially, it seems that a similar meaning could be attached to the 

figure of the bum making love to the pavement. In his drunken pounding of the stone, he 

represents a comical, yet nonetheless frightening, challenge to notions of subjectivity 

bound up with the idea of self-consciousness and social awareness. It is as if the 'bum' is 

answering to an embodied unconscious (as opposed to the disembodied unconscious 

worshipped by the psychoanalytical convert); or, alternatively, as if he is responding to the 

involuntary memory of an act that he no longer has the opportunity to perform in the 

socially sanctioned manner. 

Yet Miller's definition of 'corporeal automatism' invites another, rather more 

unusual, reading of the bum making love to the pavement. At the heart of Miller's 

statement is a familiar paradox: how can something that is 'unrepresentable', even 

4 unthinkable', possibly be figured at all? For Miller, this does not constitute a question, 

17 Miller, p. 64. 
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largely because, in his view, convulsions, tics and especially laughter are not strictlý 
speaking figures or images at all, but are better understood as confirmation that 'a self, 
however minimal, is still out there somewhere'. " This approach does not, however. take 
into account the existence of a long theological ly-influenced tradition of attempts to 

represent the 'unrepresentable threshold'. The history of these attempts is one in ývhich 
this thesis has invested heavily from the very beginning; the enduring popularity of the 
image of the angel is nothing if not testimony to a cultural or religious need to figure the 
boundary between that which can be known (the human world) and that which cannot 

even be imagined (traditionally, the realm of God). In fact, the proper place of the angel 

often appears to be on the threshold. Even the most cursory survey of the bible reveals 
that Cherubim are to be found guarding the gates of Eden, that angels stand at the seven 

gates to the New Jerusalem and that three 'strange' angels appear on Abraham's doorstep 

to reveal his wife's pregnancy. " Painted and literary versions of these same angels are 
legion and, interestingly, are even to be found in the paintings of D. H. Lawrence. 

Lawrence's Flight Back into Paradise is reproduced below. Miller's paradox concerning 

the representation of an 'unthinkable and unrepresentable threshold' therefore contains an 

unexpected possibility. Could it be that corporeal automatism, the 'limit-experience' of 
Miller's late modernism, retains shades of an older limit-experience, that of an angelic 

encounter? This possibility is intriguing, not least because it promises to account for one 

of the most peculiar features of the bum making love to the pavement - the sense of 
immanent mystery that keeps escaping Loy's attempts to capture it in language. Perhaps, 

then, this extended version of corporeal automatism is the means by which Loy is able to 

move between bumhood and angelhood without resorting to the spiritual i sation of human 

suffering. Entirely human, yet also unavoidably angelic, the involuntary eruptions of the 

destitute body stand at the limit of what (according to both heavenly and terrestrial modes 

of representation) it is possible to imagine. 

Sacred Life in 'Property ofPigeons'and 'On Third Avenue' 

Re-thinking the angel-bum in the late poetry of Mina Loy requires the reversal of 

the usual mode of enquiry. Rather than advancing from the bum to the angel, by 

investigating what it is about the bum that might in some way resemble a preconceived 

Miller, p. 25. 
Genesis 3: 24.18: 2 and Revelation 21: 12. 
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notion of the angel, it is useful to proceed in the opposite direction. What is it about the 
angel that demands comparison to the bum? The new question no longer yields 
problematic notions about the spiritual i sation of suffering, or the saintly disposition of the 
homeless, but instead reveals an altogether surprising fact about Loy's angels. In her late 

poetry, these figures are almost entirely defined by the unruly and involuntary actions of 
their bodies; they are nothing more, it appears, than 'pure corporeal automatism'. 'Hot 
Cross Bum' provides an example of this type in the figure of the *[b]lowsy angels' who, 
along with 'raffish saints', populate the area outside St Mark's (134). Potter notes that the 

meaning of 'blowsy' is 'fat, ruddy, dishevelled and rowdy' . 
2' The American Thesaurus of 

Slang adds to this definition by simply listing 'blowsy' among countless synonyms for 
drunk; a condition which could, of course,, imply all of the other characteristics. 2' Blowsy 
is not, therefore, a predicate that is easily applied to an angel. To be ruddy and rowdy, 

suggests, first of all, the possession of a body, and second, that this body has reacted, 

automatically, or rather according to the mechanics of physiology, to an excess of alcohol. 
It definitively rules out concepts of spirit, consciousness and will, all of which are more 
traditionally applied to the figure of the angel. 22 Like the bum making love to the 

pavement, these unusual figures are subject to a corporeal unconscious that reveals itself in 

perverse actions and unconscious physical symptoms. 
'Property of Pigeons' provides a second example of this peculiar type of angel. 

Here the blowsy angel gives way to a nauseous angel: it is 'as if an angel had been sick', 

notes Loy, with reference to the 'avalanches' of pigeon excrement covering the walls of 
her neighbourhood (120). Resisting the temptation to speculate that the angel in 'Property 

of Pigeons' is also drunk, this figure is certainly subject to the same physical mechanics as 

his counterpart in 'Hot Cross Bum'. An earlier poem, 'The Widow's Jazz', provides a 

third example of an angel whose all-too-present body refuses to be contained within 

normal boundaries. The jazz musicians featured in this poem are compared to 'black 

brute-angels' who 'bellow through a monstrous growth of metal trunks' (96). The 

cancerous growth of trumpets seems to have transformed these musicians into angel- 

elephant hybrids. Further instances of embodied angels can be found in 'Jules Pascin', 

with its prostitute or 'demi-rep' angels dangling in 'tinsel bordels' (104) and in 'Negro 

Dancer', whose animated subject is compared at once to an ape and an angel . 
2' The motif 

20 Potter, p. 261. 
nd 21 Lester V. Berrey and Melvin Van den Bark (eds), The American Thesaurus of Slang, I edn (New 

York: Cowell, 1953), p. H 4. 
22 See chapter 5 for a discussion of how the angel comes with free will to defeat the tyrannous hold of 
the daemon over the human soul. 
23 Mina Loy, The Last Lunar Baedeker, ed. by Roger L. Conover (Manchester: Carcanet, 19U). p. 216. 
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is also explored in Loy's visual art, notably, in the painting reproduced on the front cover 
of Roger L. Conover's 1997 (Carcanet) edition of The Lost Lunar Baedeker. Titled Fallell 
Angel, and painted in 1922, this picture (reproduced below) shows a snail %\hose human 
face gazes towards the heavens: the creature's outstretched neck and \\ istful features 

suggest that, if only this unfortunate hybrid could reach far enough. it might escape the 

confines of its shell. There can be little doubt that the painting contains another example 
of the peculiar breed of angels in whom Loy appears to specialise; angels who, like the 
drunken bums of 'Hot Cross Bum', are imprisoned or betrayed by the uncontrollable 
boundaries of their physical beings. 

In an unpublished poem, collected among the Mina Loy papers at the Beinecke 
Library, Loy suggests that angels are everywhere: 

Angels everywhere - they flew against the light 
I knew then they have crystal intestines. 24 

Angels of the corporeal type, described by this fragment and by the poems mentioned 

above, are indeed everywhere; the angelic experiences to which these figures testify - 
having sex, being sick and defecating - are those to which every human being is subject. 
Whereas Miller's examples of 'pure corporeal automatism' - 'tics, fits and convulsions' - 
are defined in opposition to the 'normal' responses and reflexes of a healthy body, Loy's 

examples impact on what it means to be human or, rather, what it means to be the 

automated human machine. In Modernism, Technology and the Body, Tim Arrnstrong 

points out that modernity has a profoundly ambivalent view of the body in relation to the 

machine; twentieth-century science and culture construes the body as a 'lack' for which it 

might then offer some form of 'technological compensation'. " Radical surgery, special 

diets and telecommunications are all mentioned by Armstrong as examples of the machine 

intervening in order to improve upon the 'natural' capabilities of the body. In Mina Loy's 

work, however, Armstrong recognises an entirely different, and therefore atypical, attitude 

to the body in relation to the machine. In poems such as 'Brain' and the unpublished 'Oil 

in the Machine', modernity's preference for the machine over the body is thrown into 

question: 'Rather than the machine serving as the desirable replacement for the body, it is 

a reductive version of the body, while the body is a machine which fails to perform'. " To 

qualify this statement slightly, it seems that, at its most angelic, the mechanical body 

refuses to perform in a way that is acceptable to a culture obsessed with purifying or, as 

Armstrong sees it, with compensating for the inefficient and unpleasant functioning of life 

24 Mina Loy, 'Angels Intestines', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal NIss 6, fol. 166. 
25 Armstrong, p. 3. 
20 Armstrong, p. H 5. 
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itself In Mina Loy's late poetry, the body is always -performing' but only in places where 
the Catholic Church and its successor the Psychoanalytic Church have not alread-N, 
succeeded in erasing that body from view. 

Angels, then, are not so much everywhere as nowhere or, at least, nowhere that 

matters. The angelic bodily functions described by Loy's poetry can only be witnessed at 
the margins of society, among the bums and the pigeons who eke out an existence on the 

steps of St Mark's in the Bowery. The man making love to the pavement, the nauseous 
angel and the defecating pigeons manifest an embodied unconscious that the 

psychoanalytic worship of the Absolute Unconscious threatens to erase. Loy might easily 
incur criticism here; to the ears of critics attuned to the long-running feminist and 
postcolonial attack on essentialism, her approach to the figure of the bum sounds 
suspiciously close to that of the patriarchal subject to the female, or that of the colonial 

subject to the subaltern or native. Mapping the mysterious functions of the human body 

directly onto the body of the bum, she risks reducing her object to nothing but the 
functions of his or her physiology. Perhaps this critical reading of Loy's work might be 

understood to be the obverse side of the affirmative version exemplified by Shreiber and 
Burke; the latter overemphasises the angelic component of the angel-bum equation, while 
the former leaves nothing but the bum, and a particularly corporeal ly-bound, de- 

subjectivised version of the bum at that. 

Neither of these interpretations pertains, however, to the situation of the men and 

women in 'On Third Avenue'. The treatment of the bums in this poem suggests another 

reading which promises to overcome the deadlock at the heart of the angel-bum equation; 

a reading in which the angelic nature of the bum is seen to be predicated, not just on the 

biological or essential presence of his unruly body, but on the social and economic facts of 
his marginal and impoverished existence. 'On Third Avenue' opens with a haunting 

quotation: "'You should have disappeared years ago"-' (109). Addressed to the 

shadowy, shuffling bums in this poem and also, perhaps, to Loy herself, who by the time 

of writing this poem had long since ceased to play a major role on the avant-garde scene, 

'[y]ou should have disappeared years ago' implies that these figures have somehow 

outlived their own death. The inclusion in 'On Third Avenue' of a number of images 

recalling ancient burial rites reinforces this sense of the bums as the living-dead. Time has 

pressed down on these 'dummies' giving them 'an eerie undress / of mummies / half 

unwound', while the trolley pushed by one of the bums, is '[t]ransient in the dust' (110). 

Modernity itself appears to have grown old in this poem. The neon-signs are 'saturnine' - 

a term from medieval astrology suggesting a sluggish. cold and gloomy temperament 

(109). A cinema box office is a prison/mausoleum for a legendary Goddess: 
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like a reliquary sedan-chair, 
out of a legend, dumped there, 

before a ten-cent Cinema, 

a sugar-coated box-office 
enjail a Goddess 
aglitter, in her runt of a tower, 
with ritual claustrophobia. (I 10) 

The objects and people in this poem exist permanently on the verge of their own 
disappearance; they are, as it were, living and reliving their own burial rites. One way of 

understanding this phenomenon would be to invoke the gothic paradigm used with 
increasing regularity in relation to modernist texts. Modem living, this theory maintains, 
has stripped man of his vitality, transfon-ning him into little more than the spectral 'effect' 

of capital, or a cipher in an al I -encompassing knowledge system such as psychoanalysis or 

science. " To adopt this explanation here, however, would be to ignore the fact that 

outliving their own deaths does not reduce the bums in Loy's poetry to mere ghosts; on the 

contrary, they remain all too physically and grotesquely present. Nor is their presence 

akin to that of a corpse; to the extent that life can be understood to be the sum of its 

physiological parts, Loy's bums are very much alive. 
A better approach is suggested by Giorgio Agamben's concept of homo sacer. 

Agamben's term is borrowed from Roman law in which it designates a man who, before 

entering into battle, devotes his life to the gods of the underworld. If he dies his sacrifice 

is believed to have saved the city from destruction. If the devotee survives, however, he 

finds himself in the difficult situation of having outlived his own death. To appease the 

gods, the citizens are obliged to bury a colossus as a substitute for his corpse. For 

Agamben, this practice represents a key moment in the development of modem-day 

democracy; it marks the entrance of homo sacer, or 'bare life', into politics: 

in the body of the surviving devotee and, even more unconditionally, in the body of homo 

sacer, the ancient world finds itself confronted for the first time with a life that, excepting 
itself in a double exclusion from the real context of both the profane and the religious 
forms of life, is defined solely by virtue of having entered into an intimate symbiosis with 
death without, nevertheless, belonging to the world of the deceased. " 

The surviving devotee simply does not exist as far as civil and religious law is concerned 

and for this reason he constitutes 'life that may be killed [without committing homicide], 

but not sacrificed'. This is 'bare life', effectively the residue that is left when all civil and 

27 See for example Jeff Wallace, "'The stem task of living ..: Dubliners, Clerks, Money and Modernism' 

in Gothic Modernisms, ed. by Andrew Smith and Jeff Wallace (Houndmills: Palgrave, 200 1), pp. III- 

28; and Linda Ruth Williams, "'We've been forgetting that we're flesh and blood, Mother": "Glad 

Ghosts" and Uncanny Bodies', D. H. Lawrence Review. 27 (1997-98), 233-253. 
2' Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Lýfe, trans. by Daniel Heller-Roazen 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), pp. 99-100. 
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religious meaning has been removed. " In a sovereign state, explains Agamben, all life is 

potentially of this type because, in a time of exception or emergency, subjects may be 
killed without adhering to the usual rules of law and religion. Few contemporary 
governments in the West would describe themselves as sovereign, nevertheless, because 
their subjects are 'exposed to a violence without precedent, all life becomes bare life and 
all men, potentially homo sacer. " The time of emergency is no longer the exception but 
the rule; the treatment of the Jew in the extermination camp results not from the irrational 

perversion of power but from its most extreme expression. Agamben's work thus 

radicalises the meaning of an idea thought to be central to the contemporary understanding 
of human rights. The concept of 'sacred life' is not, he argues, founded on the notion that 
life might be sacrificed or, more usually, that life as 'sacred' ought to be preserved; but on 
the rather more frightening prospect that life may be killed. 

The angel-bums in 'On Third Avenue' testify to this fact. Outliving a 
disappearance that was expected (almost demanded) by the disembodied voice at the 
beginning of the poem, they lead lives that may be, even should have been, extinguished. 
The 'compensations of poverty', to which Loy repeatedly refers, are nothing other than 

signs that the bum is subject to the power of death: *electric fungus', neon-lights and 
'luminous busts' flash up in a moment of brilliancy, but then 'vanish / with the mirage / of 
their passage' (109-10). Like the homo sacer, the bum has 'entered into an intimate 

symbiosis with death without, nevertheless belonging to the world of the deceased'. " 

Reference to 'Hot Cross Bum' pen-nits this analogy to be taken further. Both devotee and 
bum enter into the condition of bare life at the point at which they are excluded from 

clerical and secular rule. The 'passing church / or social worker' - symbol of religious and 

civil salvation - is powerless when faced with the bums in this poem. The best he or she 

can do is to become the provider of hot cross buns (137). If the bums in Loy's late poems 

are sacred or angelic, then the term is better understood as related to bare life and 'life that 

may be killed but not sacrificed' than it is to Christian notions of saintly suffering and 

sacrifice. These characters exist outside the economy of Church and capital: they do not 

conform to the expectations of the market, which trades in spiritual goods just as it trades 

in material goods. In the words of the speaker of 'Hot Cross Bum': 'none can enter / to 

the sot's account / one cent's worth / of Salvation' (137). As the man pointlessly making 

love to the pavement reveals, the bums live under an imperative to spend their lives 

without hope or expectation of return for their investment. It seems possible, then, that the 

29 Agamben, Homo Sacer, pp. 82-83. 
30 Agamben, Homo Sacer, p. H 4. 
31 Agamben, Homo Sacer, p. 100. 
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corporeal automatism that features in Mina Loy's late poems refers to a -sacred' mode of 
being that is not directed towards any end other than the extinction of that being. Blowsy, 

vomiting and defecating angels are the products of a way of thinking that understands the 
'sacred' to be a human body that is already on the way to becoming a corpse. Neither bum 

nor angel is presupposed in this interpretation; instead, both are mediated through a third 
term, homo sacer or 'corporeal automatism'. No longer saintly or pure, the angel becomes 

an expression of the abject functions of the body, while the bum is shifted from his 

position at the margins of society in order to figure the general condition of bare life. 
A question remains, however, regarding whether the sacral nature of the angel- 

bum is the product of the extraordinary violence of civil and religious society, or an innate 

property of his or her unruly body. Loy's intention in exploring a form of *bare life' is 

not, it should be noted, the same as that announced by Giorgio Agamben. Agamben aims 
to expose an all-pervasive violence at the heart of modem politics; all modem life, like 

that of the Jew in the extermination camp, is truly that which may be killed at any moment. 
The violence perpetrated against the bums in Loy's poetry tends, however, to be of an 

entirely different nature. There are numerous allusions to the economic and social causes 

of poverty, but they are often treated satirically rather than critically and rarely can they be 

said to constitute an ever-present threat of violence. Examples in 'Hot Cross Bum' include 

the play on the capitalist notion of exchange value that imagines putting salvation in the 

bum's account,, and the parody of psychoanalytical and sociological discourse, which 

motivates the bum's cry "'It isn't my fault... (137,136). The target of Loy's satire here is 

not, it seems, the causes of poverty themselves, but rather a particular form of liberal 

hypocrisy which recognises its own institutions to be at fault and then tries to remedy the 

situation through the medium of these self-same institutions. If there is a form of violence 

acting on the bums in Loy's poetry then, for the most part, it appears to be self-inflicted. 

In texts such as 'Hot Cross Bum, Loy gives the distinct impression that the bums are well 

on the way to killing themselves. Lacking 'that inbom fortune, self control, when it 

comes to the temptations of drink and sex, the bums are born followers of the sacred way 

of 'bare I ife' ( 13 7). 

The inbom religion of the angel-bum is not quite, then, the sacred life designated 

by Giorgio Agamben. Nor is it in any way similar to the adopted faith of the 

psychoanalytical convert. Whereas the latter suggests that the Absolute is located in the 

dark and mysterious realms of the Unconscious -a place not dissimilar to the dark and 

mysterious realms of Heaven - the religion of the angel-bum insists that the divine is 

revealed through the involuntary actions and secretions of the body. As Maeera Shreiber 

puts it, Loy's treatment of the bum appears to reveal the existence of an 'exoteric mysterý ' 
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as opposed, although Shreiber does not specify this fact, to the esoteric mysterý of the 

Christian religion and the new science. " While the psychoanalytical convert seeks to deny 

the physical basis of life, the angel-bum affirms the existence of the body at the very point 

at which its materiality is most insistent - on its way to becoming a corpse. There is an 

additional question here regarding the extent to which Loy considers the human 

experience of the divine to be something 'inborn' and not, therefore, something which 

could ever be attained through conversion to one particular intellectual theory or another. 
Loy's autobiographical writings often treat cultural norms and mores, particularly those 

relating to her father's Judaism and her mother's Christianity, as though they were 

congenitally determined traits. For the most part, this strategy enables her to provide a 

powerful critique of the intransigence and innate conservatism of British society. In 'Goy 

Israels', for example, Loy describes her mother -a middle class snob tortured by her belief 

in a debilitating and guilt-inducing version of Christianity - as 'a chip off the block of 

British morality'. " It is difficult, however, to see how the inborn religion of the bum could 

ever be viewed as a set of ossified cultural practices. There is something altogether more 

visceral at work here - something that culture, including Loy's own form of artistic 

expression, cannot quite get hold of. With this representational problem in mind, the next 

section returns to the aesthetic question posed by 'Conversion': in what sense does the 

'inborn religion' of the angel-bum represent a better subject for art, or even a better 

approach to art than the adopted faith of the psychoanalytical convert? 

Artist-Angel-Bums in 'Crab-Angel'and 'Apology of Genius' 

If psychoanalysis erases the body from polite conversation, then perhaps it is the 

task of Loy's poetic art to put the body back in. 'Conversion' implies that this is 

necessary, not merely to rescue sex from becoming little more than a duty, but also, indeed 

especially, to save art itself. The mechanised mysticism of psychoanalysis threatens the 

artist's most important task: that of aiming for the Absolute and missing. It is not 

immediately evident, however, that Loy"s notion of the angel-bum (subject to the 

involuntary mechanics of his body) is any more conducive to the production of great art 

than psychoanalysis. As both bad psychoanalysis and good angel-bums rely on the idea of 

automatism in order to suggest a relationship between the profane and the sacred, it is not 

clear that either of them provide the indirect and ultimately failed route to the Absolute 

32 Shreiber, p. 473-74. 
33 Mina Loy, 'Goy Israels', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 28. 
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that 'Conversion' demands. Art would seem to fare no better whether it is predicated on 
the mechanised mysticism of psychoanalysis or on the automated mystery of the angel- 
bum; neither of these approaches to the divine appears to leave much room for the agency 
(aim and failure) of the artist. In the first instance, the artist merely adopts the 'ready- 

made' Absolute of the Unconscious, and in the second, he/she is reduced to a passive 
observer of the physical ritual that unfolds before him/her in the streets of the Bowery. 
The speaker's detachment from the bum pounding the pavement at the end of 'Hot Cross 

Bum' permits this figure to retain an air of mystery; at the same time, it gestures towards a 

poet who is more or less powerless to influence her subject and, more problematically, 
towards a bum who is little more than an exhibit in a gallery on the pavement. Yet this 

gap between inactive artist and dynamic angel-bum is not a permanent feature of Loy's 

work. In 1920s poems such as 'Apology of Genius' and 'Crab-Angel', the difference 

between these two barely subjective positions is reduced to a minimum, so that the artist 

appears to be at once destitute and holy, and the bum seems to possess the genius once 

reserved for the artist. It is in this sense that 'Apology of Genius' and 'Crab-Angel' reveal 
the existence of another hybrid figure in the poetry of Mina Loy; a figure that might be 

called the 'artist-angel-bum'. Part-human and part-divine, this precursor of the 1940s 

angel-bum more nearly satisfies the conditions for the creation of good art laid down in 

'Conversion' than does the passive artist constructed by the late poems. Blessed with an 

agency that is almost god-like, yet simultaneously restricted by the limitations of his all- 

too-human body, the artist-angel-bum reaches for the Absolute and, invariably, misses. 
In Mina Loy: American Modernist Poet, Virginia M. Kouidis draws a sharp line 

between the artist figures which appear frequently in Loy's 1920s poetry and the bums that 

dominate her later work. The artist, she explains, is a divine being able to create beauty 

from the raw material of the universe: 'He alone among humanity possesses the vision for 

intuiting the essence of life's chaos and the skill to shape his intuitions into form - the 

divine principle. ' The bum, on the other hand, is a failed artist, an 'emblem of timid or 

failed vision, who seeks transcendence of worldly care in false Elysiums and Nirvanas'. " 

Recent critics, including Mary E. Galvin and Rachel Potter, have rightly questioned this 

approach as a basis for understanding the relationship between Loy's bums and her artists. 

Revealing one group to be the antithesis of the other does not, they point out, take account 

of the fact that artists, especially female artists, are also subject to the exclusionary politics 

of a society that understands value in terms of the possession of capital or the ability to 

" Virginia M. Kouidis, Mina Loy: American Modernist Poet (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1980), p. 109. 
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take a full role in economic and civil life. 31 Nevertheless, Kouidis*s oppositional 
approach, if not entirely persuasive, does have a particular relevance to the debate 

presented in this thesis; it suggests a close resemblance between Loy's divine artist and the 
New Age artist explored in chapter two. In both contexts, the 'true' artist might be said to 
be a divine figure, God-like in his or her ability to shape inchoate matter into the sacred 
object of his or her art. Mina Loy's successful artist, the shaper of the raw material of the 

cosmos, demands to be added to the category which includes Wyndham Lewis's Tarr - 
'the new person; the creative man' - and T. E. Hulme's 'big artist' . 

3' Loy's failed artist, 
like the irresponsible artist described by A. R. Orage, bears a striking resemblance to the 

poet banished from Plato's Republic; he or she offers nothing but unedifying examples of 

worldly pleasures or, to quote Kouidis, 'false Elysiums and Nirvanas'. The juxtaposition 

of these two versions of the artist is most interesting, however, not for the similarities that 
it might be thought to reveal, but for the differences between them that Kouidis's 

oppositional approach threatens to conceal. Primarily, as established in chapter two, the 
New Age contributors present, not just one, but at least two types of artist. While the 

version described by writers such as Lewis is possessed of a strong, virile and, more often 
than not, masculine body, the artist-angel envisaged by Orage and Upward is imagined to 
be both bodiless and sexless. Secondly, and more importantly, Loy's artist does not, in 
fact, conform to either of these precedents. Instead, this figure owns a broken and 

troublesome body; a body which is subject to the same unruly and involuntary actions and 

secretions that are later identified with the figure of the bum. In this single, but crucial, 

respect, the artists in Loy's 1920s poetry might be said to resemble the angel-bums of her 

1940s work rather more closely than they do the artist-gods or artist-angels of her 

immediate predecessors. 
'Apology of Genius', first published in 1922, is the poem in which Loy comes 

nearest to the notion of the artist as a God-like creator. She does so, most notably, in the 

suggestion that, as geniuses, 'we forge the dusk of Chaos / to that imperious jewellery of 

the Universe / -the Beautiful-' (78). Yet the opening lines of this poem suggest that the 

God to whom Loy's artists are compared is anything but the all-powerful Nietzschean 

figure which dominates the New Age imagination: 

Ostracised as we are with God - 
The watchers of the civilized wastes 
reverse their signals on our track. (77) 

35 Mary E. Galvin, Queer Poetics: FA, e Modernist Women Writers (NVestport: Praeger, 1999), p. 79; and 
Potter, p. 263. 
3" Lewis, Tarr, p. 11; and Hulme, Speculations, p. 149. 
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Reading this extract in the light of another of Loy's poems, '0 Hell', Thom Gunn suggests 
tentatively that the ambiguous preposition 'with' in the first line might be glossed as 'by'. 

the artists, he implies, have been ostracised, banished or excommunicated bj, God. " 

Gunn's conclusion is predicated on his reading of '0 Hell' as a celebration of a Blakean 

underworld in which the artist finds the energy to clear the overworld of the accumulated 
detritus of tradition. In this context, 'Apology of Genius' provides the confirmation that 

the Godless artist is the proper figure to access this inferrial force; ostracised by God, he or 

she might plausibly side with the devil. Without entirely dismissing Gunn's reading 
(Loy's syntax frequently invites more than one interpretation), reference to other versions 

of 'Apology of Genius' suggests that the preposition 'with' in the first line might better be 

read literally. Loy's drafts and notes contain several alternative openings to this poem: 

one which reads 'Our eventuality / it is / even to survive with God', and a second. 
beginning, 'So lonely as God / and laden like his son'. " As the artist and God are both 

lonely and merely surviving in these unpublished extracts, it seems reasonable to assume 

that they are both ostracised in the published version. 
Like God,, then, the geniuses are not unlike the socially excommunicated angel- 

bums of Loy's 1940s poetry. Gods, angels and bums are all the same in this one respect - 

civilised man has exiled them to the margins of his domain. The reason for their exclusion 

again suggests a resemblance to the destitute subjects of Loy's later poems; 'we', like the 

angel-bums, are perceived to possess grotesque bodies that are quickly on their way to 

becoming corpses: 

Lepers of the moon 
all magically diseased 
we come among you 
innocent 
of our luminous sores. (77) 

'Apology of Genius' thus raises a question that haunts Loy's treatment of the artist in this 

period; it is simply not clear whether the divine nature of their art is predicated on their 

God-like ability to produce the beautiful or, conversely, on their tendency to display their 

'magically diseased' bodies. Further, even if the first alternative is chosen over the 

second, Loy's poem still does not permit an unambiguous reading of the artist-as-God or, 

to use the terminology preferred by the New Age Nietzscheans, the arti st-as-ari stoc rat. It is 

not the artist that this poem describes as 'imperious' - 'overbearing, domineering and 

37 Thom Gunn, 'Three Hard Women: H. D., Marianne Moore, Mina Loý', in On Modei-n Poetry: Essays 

Presented to Donald Davie, ed. by Vereen Bell and Laurence Lerner (Nashville: Vanderbilt University 

Press, 1988), pp. 37-52 (note p. 47). 
38 Mina Loy, 'Apology of Genius', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 76; and 'The Apologý 

of Genius', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 163. 
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dictatorial' (OED) - but the beautiful itself, 'the imperious jewellery of the Universe. In 

contrast to Kant's interpretation of the beautiful as that which gives us pleasure 11, ithout 
interest,, Loy's version seems to impose its own interests on the artist; the beautiful enacts 
its 'imperious' designs on geniuses who are just as much created as they are creator: *Our 

wills', reveals the speaker to her audience, 'are formed / by curious disciplines / beyond 

your laws' (77). 'Apology of Genius' thus gestures towards an idealist understanding of 

art as that which pertains to a noumenal or spiritual realm beyond the merely phenomenal, 
but, peculiarly, it does so at the same time as insisting upon the materiality and 

malleability of the human body in which each artwork originates. 
'Crab-Angel', a second poem published in the early 1920s, features another 

version of the artist-bum. On this occasion, however, his ability to traffic with the divine 

Spirit of Art also earns him the right to be known as an angel. The subject of this poem is 

a circus star, a dwarf, who, deformed, possibly diseased and almost certainly outcast, again 

prefigures the bums who feature in Loy's later work. Like them, the eponymous Crab- 

Angel is firmly situated in a mechanised body, he is hung from a wire manipulated by the 

circus-master off-stage. Further, like the bum making love to the pavement, the dwarf has 

an excessively human body; a body that is grossly over-determined as a sexual and 

gendered entity. Markers of virile masculinity alternate with signs of femininity so that 

6manly legs' share the page with 'chrysanthemum curls' and a Herculean torso with a 

'powder puff skirt (85-86). The double-sex of this figure does not, it should be noted, 

amount to no sex at all; Loy does not appeal to the idea of asexual androgyny explored by 

H. D. and the sexologists, who view homosexuality in terrns of a reconciliation of the 

female and male halves of a single human nature. Instead, Loy over-determines the sex of 

her dwarf so that, being too male, he is transformed into a female parody of a man and, 

being too female, he becomes a man in 'powder-puff drag. Excessively gendered, it is 

also difficult to avoid the implication that the dwarf is grossly over-sexed; the 'crab' in the 

title of this poem refers overtly to the waving of his 'useless pearly clawsý (85), covertly, it 

cannot help but suggest a sexually transmitted disease. 

All-too-human, this dwarf is also, however, an artist. He/she performs as a 

bareback rider and acrobat in Ringling's circus. In fact, to apply the term artist or artiste to 

this figure, does not quite do him justice; at his best, he is the creator of what can only be 

described as sublime art: 
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the horse 
racing the orchestra 
in rushing show 
throw 
his whimsy wire-hung dominator 

to dart 
through circus skies of arc-lit dust 
Crab-Angel like a swimming star 

clutching the tail-end of the Chimera 
An aerial acrobat 
floats on the coiling lightning 
of the whirligig 
lifts 4 
to the elated symmetry of Flight (86-87) 

The image of an angel rushing through sky in pursuit of the impossible 'Chimera' 

resembles a Romantic tribute to the superiority of the mind over the circumscribed world 
of the senses. The diminutive, source of this spectacle is temporarily forgotten as centre- 
stage is taken by an 'aerial acrobat' absorbed in the ecstasy of flight. When the real Crab- 
Angel makes his return at the end of this passage, the sense of anti-climax is palpable: 

The dwarf - 
subsides like an ironic sigh 
to the soft earth 
and ploughs 
his bow-legged way 
laboriously towards the exit 
waving a yellow farewell with his perruque. (87) 

There is a sharp disjunction between the unfettered aerial acrobat pursuing the Chimera 

and the dwarf, who is not only firrnly situated in a sexualised body, but is actually 

restricted, indeed imprisoned by, that body as he 'ploughs / his bow-legged way / 

laboriously towards the exit'. The question immediately arises as to how these two figures 

might co-habit the same body; the answer lies, not in the dwarf himself, but in the type of 

art he practises. 

Solidifying the Sublime in 'Phenomenon in American Art' 

'Crab-Angel' plays out the suggestion made in 'Conversion' that the artist should 

aim for the Absolute and miss. The acrobat is on the brink of conquering the sublime - he 

dominates the air and catches hold of the 'tail-end' of the impossible - when. in a single 

poetic strike, he is cast down to the level of a dwarf (or a clown) imprisoned in the unruly 

machine of his own body. A similar failure is also revealed in the artist's relation to the 

beautiful in 'Apology of Genius. The genius appears to have the God-like power to carve 

form from the chaotic matter of the cosmos before, in a s\N ift reversal, the 'imperious 

jewellery of the Universe' is shown to impose its implacable NN ill on the artist. This 
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process of aspiration and failure could undoubtedly be expressed in any number of ways. 
The Kantian paradigm employed here is useful, however, because at the centre of Loy's 

aesthetic is a refusal of what is often assumed to be Kant's attitude towards the beautiful 

and the sublime. As Giorgio Agamben points out in The Man Without Content, Kant's 

insistence that the beautiful is 'disinterested satisfaction, universality without concepts, 

purposiveness without purpose, and normality without a norrn, suggests that art is literally 

nothing: 'It seems, that is, that every time aesthetic judgement attempts to determine what 
the beautiful is, it holds in its hands not the beautiful but its shadow, as though its true 

object were not so much what art is but what it is not: not art but non-art. ' Agamben 

underlines his point by suggesting that it is not only art itself that is at risk of erasure here, 

Kant's insistence that the spectator approach the art work without interest effectively 
transforms that spectator into an 'evanescent ghost'. 39 In the context supplied by the New 

Age writers discussed in chapter two, he or she might also be described as a bodiless, 

sexless angel - the counterpart or rather antithesis of the subject of 'Crab-Angel. 

Following Agamben's lead, a similar conclusion might also be reached concerning 
Kant's understanding of the sublime. The Critique of Judgement explains that an 

experience of the sublime does not testify to the immensity of nature - an external 

property which might be apprehended by the senses - but, rather, to the 'supersensible' 

power of human reason. 'O When confronted by an object of particular magnitude, the 

imagination can only fail in its attempt to grasp that object in its totality. Consequently, it 

is left to reason to posit a 'whole' that has no basis in reality. In other words, the object is 

non-existent or, more accurately, it is possessed of a non-sensible and immaterial 

existence, not unlike that which Agamben attributes to the beautiful. In The Embodiment 

ofReason, Susan Meld Shell points out that in his version of the sublime Kant comes close 

to re-establishing the traditional hierarchy of the soul - with reason in charge - over the 

body. Indeed, by comparing the Critique of Judgement to one of Kant's early texts 

Universal Natural History, Shell argues that, through its experience of the sublime, the 

human mind attempts to align itself with the divine mind of God: 'the mind, alternating 

between attraction and repulsion in its efforts to encompass nature progressively, attempts 

finally to swing (schwingen) itself into immediate community with the divine. "' What 

seems to be implied here is the idea of a disembodied mind or soul, an Absolute or divine 

principle which exists only in as far as it transcends the gross materiality of the 

39 Agamben, Man Without Content, pp. 42 and 16. 
40 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgement, trans. by Warren S Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987) p. 
255. 
41 Susan Meld Shell, The Embodiment of Reason: Kant on Spirit, Generation, and Community (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1996), p. 213. 
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phenomenal world. Shell, however, attempts to resist this conclusion, suggesting that, in a 
(post-Rousseauian twist', the Kantian experience of the sublime is not that of an abstract 
or immaterial idea, but that of a 'feeling': 'the felt failure of imagination'. The sublime 
object, seemingly emptied of all material content, is thus revealed to have 'a sort of proxy 
content and negative reality'. " Shell suggests that the nature of this feeling is erotic: it is 
based on an oscillation of 'tension' and 'remission, 'attraction' and 'repulsion' -a 
dynamic not unlike the one at work in the desire for material things. " This qualification is 
important; it is perhaps unhelpful to take figures such as D. H. Lawrence and T. E. Hulme at 
their word and thus to view idealism and materialism, Romanticism and modernism, Kant 

and Loy as irreconcilable opposites. Loy's project, which might itself be interpreted as an 
attempt to eroticise the sublime, gains rather than loses by being seen to continue, rather 
than entirely overturn, the project begun by Kant. " 

Mina Loy's 'Crab-Angel' remains, however, a symbol of a more direct and 
deliberate approach to the problem of giving materiality to an aesthetic ideal. This very 

un-airy angel is not emptied out, nor is he filled with 'proxy' or 4negative' content; 
instead, he and his art are stuffed with content that is all-too-human in nature. The acrobat 
fills his sublime art with his own body; a body which, as noted above, is doubly gendered 

and suggestively over-sexed. In an unpublished essay on the American painter Joseph 

Cornell, Phenomenon in American Art', Mina Loy confirms that part of what she takes to 

be the task of modem art is the solidification of the sublime. " Observing that the public 

now seem to prefer the mindless entertainment of the everyday to the abstract qualities of 

the sublime and the beautiful, she calls for the full embodiment of these concepts, a 

process she finds illustrated in Cornell's work. This essay is not complete, nor is its 

argument by any means easy to follow or to reproduce. Nevertheless, in the steps traced 

below, Loy does appear to edge towards an aesthetic that promises to reconcile the 

unfashionable demands of idealism with the modern, materialist concern for the solid and 

the empirically existent. 
Surrealism, Loy suggests, began as a type of 'sub-realism' - an attempt to pursue 

the process of abstraction from reality to a degree that seems almost impossible. In 

42 Shell, pp. 213 and 214. 
43 

Shell, p. 218. 
44 Tyrus Miller suggests in Late Modernism that Loy 'brings out the erotic dimension that lies latent in 
Benjamin's aura. Loy, he argues, introduces the distance of sexual difference into the distance that 
Benjamin perceives between the viewer and the bourgeois/Romantic artwork. Loy's 'eroticisation' of 
the sublime might be seen as part of the same project: that of re-integrating the sexualised and material 
body into the ethereal Spirit of Art. See Miller, p. 217. 
4S Mina Loy, 'Phenomenon in American Art', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 172. 
Further references to this typescript are given after quotations in the text. Roger L. Conover published 
an incomplete version of this essay in The Last Lunar Baedeker. pp. 300-02. 
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Cornell's 1949 show Aviary, by contrast, Loy finds an example of the 'surrealist formula' 

being raised 'above reality'; she describes how entering the Egan gallery she immediately 

recognised a 'transcendent' feeling not unlike that of entering a European cathedral. This 

experience is, she notes by way of an aside, 'a form of mental indulgence at present 

scarcely popular' (fol. 172). Loy then records how this old-fashioned feeling initially 

prompted her to request that Cornell turn his attention to an old-fashioned subject. Quite 

rightly, she admits, Cornell was dismissive of her suggestion: 

When fon-nerly I saw his palace with windows this exceptional ability of Joseph Comell 
led to my plea that he make an object of magnitude: the Kingdom of Heaven. 

He shrugged off my suggestion, intelligently. This was a faux-pas on my part 
because it is not the concern of evolutional conscience to reinvoke a concept of cosmic 
equilibrium degenerated to interminable harping on countless harps. (fol. 172) 

It is not, then,. for the 'evolutional' or forward-looking artist to return to a traditional 

version of the sublime, to provide endless representations of angels elected to an eternity 

that seems, in the above passage, to be little more than tedious. Man's natural propensity 

to destruction has turned the notion of a future, never mind an eternity, into little more 

than a hypothesis. The only way that man could ever imagine to attain the kind of 'unevil, 

Paradise advertised by idealism would be through a dramatic je]volutionary mutation'. 

Further, even if, through some miracle of nature, man did succeed in realising his dry and 

intellectualised dream of heaven, he could hardly expect to find fulfilment among choirs of 

angels interminably 'harping on countless harps'. 'How on earth', asks Loy, 'in so 

unsun-nisable [sic] a situation would we pass our time? ' (fol. 172) What is required, then, 

in place of the misguided and ultimately false vision offered by idealism is the type of art 

practiced by Cornell; an art which is able to grasp this 'ideal' future in its hypothetical, 

provisional and broken form or, as Loy puts it, an art which makes 'tangible for us a 

sublime bric-a-brac' (fol. 172). 

It is not easy to grasp what this type of art might actually look like. In a series of 

notes scribbled in pencil at the end of the typescript for 'Phenomenon in American Art', 

Loy lists some unusual descriptive phrases which might be applied to modem-day art: 

'Alped by montanic [sic] monuments, upholstered by volcanic anatomists, [and] 

Goddesses obesity' (fol. 172). Loy seems to be gesturing towards an art, or indeed an 

artist, which makes use of the bizarre and hybrid figures produced in the clash of the 

sublime (the montanic and the volcanic) with signifiers of the familiar, the homely and the 

all-too-human (upholstery, anatomists and obesity). Joseph Cornell's work provides 

another clue as to the type of aesthetic recommended in Loy's article. Many of his most 

well-known pieces are constructed from found-objects mounted inside boxes. In a poetic 

tribute to Cornell, David Kennedy observes that these boxes are like machines: -Theý hark 
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back to entertainment machines of a bygone age - nickelodeons, 'what the butler sa\N'. 
penny-in-the-slot machines. "' Aviary, the 1949 exhibition referred to by Loy in 

'Phenomenon', consisted of twenty-six such boxes. Described by Cornell as -clean and 

abstract', they contain items such as drawers, cut-out birds, springs and mirrors. " As 

Deborah Solomon points out in her biography of the artist, some of these 'bird boxes' have 

no birds in them; titles such as Abandoned Cage and Deserted Perch suggest that their 

occupants exist, in the same way as do the bums in 'On Third Avenue', under the sign of 
their own disappearance. Deserted Perch, a photograph of which is reproduced below, 

even has an ominous stain behind an eye-like coiled-spring which cannot help but suggest 
that the bird in this box has been executed. Other boxes in the Aviary series are filled with 
discarded rubbish - corks, springs and pieces of newspaper - which, according to 

Solomon, constituted for the artist nothing less than 'sacred objects'. " Cornell's concern 
for the spiritual value of trash and for the divine significance of life under threat of erasure 

clearly resonates with some of the ideas discussed in relation to Mina Loy's late poetry. 
This resemblance is surely no co-incidence; rather, it seems that in Cornell's work Loy 

found something of what she herself was striving towards: a solidified sublime that 

appears whenever the mechanistic - the 'entertainment machine' or the automated 'wire- 

hung' artist - comes into contact with the ephemeral body of the bird, the angel, or the 

bum on its way to becoming a corpse. It crystallises, in Loy's poetry, around the figure 

identified above as the artist-angel-bum. 
'Phenomenon in American Art' revisits some of the concerns expressed in 

'Conversion'. Although the former was almost certainly composed a number of years 

after the latter, 'Phenomenon' continues to insist on the futility and fundamental wrong- 

headedness of the psychoanalytical project and of the art to which this project gave birth. 

Loy observes in this text that she finds it difficult to remember the 'topsy-turvy logic' of 

surrealism, 'perhaps', she explains, 'because I find modem psychiatrics shallow' (fol. 

172). Despite being closely associated with avant-garde movements such as Futurism and 

Dada, Loy clearly did not sympathise with Andi-6 Breton's call in the 'Manifesto of 

Surrealism' for an art that would originate in '[p]sychic automatism in its pure state'. " 

The phrase 'mechanised mysticism', used in 'Conversion' to describe D. H. Lawrence's 

turn to the unconscious, would undoubtedly find better employment as a description of 

46 David Kennedy, Cornell: A Circution Around his Circumambulation (Sheffield: West House, 200 1), 

P. P]. 
47 Quoted in Deborah Solomon, Utopia Parlovay: The Life and Work of Joseph Cornell (New York: 

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1997), p. 186. 
48 Solomon, pp. 187 and 198. 
49 Andr6 Breton, 'Manifesto of Surrealism', in Manifestoes (? f Surrealism, trans. bý Richard Seaver and 
Helen R. Lane (Michigan: Michigan University Press. 1972), pp. 1-47 (p. 26). 
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Figure 8: Joseph Cornell, Deserted Perch (1949) 
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surrealism's psychic automatism. it is probably not unfair to suggest that Loy imposes a 

single model of the psychoanalytical God on converts who, in fact, adhered to very 

different versions of this faith. Lawrence's use of an angelic language to describe, and 

further to discipline and give form to, a terrible and indifferent life force is not in any way 

comparable to the surrealist attempt to give free and 'automatic' expression to the 

unconscious. Indeed, in so far as Lawrence tries to give full material representation to the 

ideal and disembodied contents of art, his project bears a much closer resemblance to that 

of Loy herself than it does to the work of the surrealists. 

Although Loy's critique of Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious sets out, then, to 

expose the sleight-of-hand by which angels and the other trappings of the Catholic Church, 

are smuggled back into art in the name of a 'new' Freudian religion, it cannot possibly go 

so far as to demand the exorcism of these figures from art completely, not least, because 

angels, as Loy herself remarks, are everywhere. For Loy, as for many of the other figures 

discussed in this thesis,, the task of the artist is nothing less than divine; he/she is charged 

with inspiring his/her audience with a transcendent feeling that is 'at present scarcely 

popular' (fol. 172). Again, like her peers, Loy is nonetheless determined that this old- 
fashioned, idealist approach must not serve as an excuse for the constant reproduction of 

old-fashioned art. Angels inten-ninably harping on countless harps are no more interesting 

to Loy than are Christianity's quoi-less angels to D. H. Lawrence. What is demanded 

instead is an angel, better still an artist-angel-bum, who is firmly grounded in the material 

- here economic and biological - specificities of modem life. 
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CONCLUSION 

Angels in Bad Taste 

There can be no doubt that many of Mina Loy's arti st-ange I -bums are in appallingly bad 

taste. The deformed Crab-Angel performing in a tutu before struggling bow-leggedly off 

the stage; the luminous lepers of 'Apology of Genius'; the bum making love to the 

pavement; drunken, vomiting angels: none of these characters could be claimed to be 

anything other than grotesque. A similar observation might be made about many of the 

angels in H. D. 's work. From the 'astral-coloured raspberry shaped ridiculous small angel' 
in 'Narthex' to the polymorphously perverse S6raph itus- Seraph ita in End to Torment, 

H. D. 's angels appear to go from the utterly ridiculous to her own version of the eroticised 

or solidified sublime. ' In comparison to the quoi-less variety favoured by Christian art, 
Lawrence's vital, living angels could also be said to be distasteful, while Wallace 

Stevens's 'necessary angel', if not exactly grotesque, is yet another attempt to give 

representation to an uncanny and disquieting presence. The question asked by Julia in Bid 

Me to Live seems particularly pertinent in relation to these strange and sometimes 

repulsive creations: exactly what sort of angels are they meant to be? 

These angels are certainly not the heroic examples of life that Orage demands from 

the artist in the New Age articles discussed in chapter two. In 'Devil Worship' and 'Some 

Errors of Modem Writers', Orage insists that unedifying characters and themes should be 

excised from modem literature for the future good of the human race. ' What is needed, he 

insists, is an artist who behaves like an angel; an artist who is able to live up to the ascetic 

example set for him by Plato's Guardians or by the members of Allen Upward's Angel 

Club. Membership of Upward's club (an honour which would have been extended to Ezra 

Pound had it ever come into existence) is dependent on a candidate's ability to isolate 

himself from the world and live a sexless life similar to that of a worker bee in a hive. The 

artist-angel is required to have nothing whatsoever to do with the base and sordid realities 

of everyday life which, more often than not, are understood to be the result of the 

' H. D., 'Narthex, p. 243. 
2 Orage, 'Devil Worship', p. 564 and 'Some Errors of Modern Writers', p. 539. 
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democratic power of the average man and the spread of the jellyish diffuseness' of the 

feminine. ' 

More surprisingly, the angels in Mina Loy and H. D. 's work also demand to be 

distinguished from those that appear in the novels and prose of D. H. Lawrence. This 

distinction, as far as Loy is concerned, is also a matter of taste or, rather, one of a surfeit of 

taste. For Mina Loy, Lawrence is just as guilty as his New Age colleagues of adopting a 
fastidious and moralising attitude to life. The aim of this convert to the Psychoanalytical 

Church - 'the purification of the race' - is said by Loy to be indistinguishable from that of 
his Catholic predecessors. ' H. D. also quarrels with Lawrence, but for an entirely different 

reason. She adopts the more usual view of this writer as a champion of male or 'phallic' 

sexuality and criticises him for closing down the new possibilities opened up by the 

discovery of the artist to be the 'third' or hermaphroditic sex: 

Here was one loophole, one might be an artist. Then the danger met the danger, the 
woman was man-woman, the woman was woman-man. But Frederico for all his 
acceptance of her verses had shouted his man-is-man, his woman-is-woman at her; his 
shrill peacock-cry sounded a love-cry, death-cry for their generation. ' 

It should be acknowledged that neither H. D. nor Loy offer a particularly accurate portrait 

of Lawrence and his work. As suggested in chapter three, Lawrence aims to uphold the 

notion of aesthetic value, but without having to relinquish the idea that human existence is 

predicated on an indifferent, unruly and (at least in its early stages) ungendered life-force. 

In this sense, his angels are no more moral or tasteful than those imagined by Loy herself. 

Lawrence does not demand that the human body and its less pleasant functions be erased 

from view, only that the life-force that underpins these biological mechanisms be directed 

to aesthetic ends. 

Interestingly, it appears that the artificial angel - in Loy's case, the corporeally 

automated angel, and in that of H. D., the wax-work angel - has a paradigmatic status 

among examples of tasteless art. In The Man Without Content, Agamben considers the 

emergence of the man of taste in the middle of the seventeenth century. Before that time, 

he notes, there was little difference between tasteful and tasteless art: 

' Lewis, Tarr, p. 311. 
4 Mina Loy, 'Conversion', Mina Loy Papers, Beinecke, Ycal Mss 6, fol. 153. 
5 H. D., Bid Me to Live (New York: Dial, 1960), p. 136. 
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The sensibility of the time did not see a great difference between works of sacred art and 
mechanical dolls, the engines d'esbatement and the colossal ornamental stands, full of 
automatons and live people, that served to animate the banquets of princes and popes. 
The very same artists whom we admire for their frescoes and their architectural 
masterpieces also took part in producing decorations of all kinds and projected machines 
such as the one invented by Brunelleschi - which represented the celestial sphere, 
surrounded by two rows of angels, from which an automaton (the Archangel Gabriel) took 
flight with the support of an almond-shaped mechanism _6 

Brunelleschi's automated Archangel (a reconstruction of which is depicted below) is the 

symbol of a period that was unable to distinguish between good and bad art, between, it is 

tempting to say, fine art and kitsch. For Agamben, this era is prelapsarian; it represents a 
kind of artistic innocence before the fall into taste. The appearance of the man of taste, in 

the seventeenth century, begins the process begins by which both the artwork and the artist 

are emptied of religious and moral content. It ends, inevitably, in the kind of immaterial 

and disembodied art or non-art that Agamben associates with Kant. Agamben's example 

of the man of taste is taken from Diderot's short story, Rameau's Nephew. The 

eponymous nephew is at once a man of exemplary taste and dubious morals: 'taste', notes 
Agamben, 'has worked like a sort of moral gangrene, devouring every other content and 

every other spiritual determination and it exerts itself, in the end, in a total void'. ' As taste 

is based on nothing, on an ability to recognise an 'ungraspable something', or to find the 

essence of art in 'non-art', Rameau's nephew has erected his personality over a void. It 

seems possible, then, that by creating tasteless angels Lawrence, H. D. and Loy seek to turn 

the clock back to a time before Kantian Idealism and Romanticism effectively deprived art 

of its substance. Yet the content after which these artists strive is not the moral and 

religious substance that Agamben suggests is contained within Brunelleschi's automated 

Archangel. Rather, this alternative content emerges from an attempt to link the Spirit of 
Art - the 'ungraspable something' - to the irreducible fact of the all-too-human body. 

In the context established by this thesis, the automated or artificial angel is not, 

then, a symbol of tasteless medieval art, but a symbol of a type of modem art that 

desperately wants to hang on to what it sees as the highest aesthetic values in an 

increasingly indifferent and mechanistic world. For all of their differences, Allen 

Upward's Angel Club, D. H. Lawrence's mystic marriage, H-D-'s angelic family romance 

and Mina Loy's artist-angel-bums all begin as an attempt to safeguard the spiritual 

significance of art, not by isolating art from the world, but by seeking to ground aesthetic 

value within the very forces that otherwise threaten to reduce all values to nothing. 

Angelic art is derived, then, from the processes of evolution (Upward, Orage and 

6 Agamben, Man Without Content, p. 14. 
7 Agamben, Man Without Content, p. 23. 

zn 
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Figure 9: Brunelleschi, Reconstruction of the spectacle at S. Maria del 
Carmine, Florence, for the feast of the Ascension in 1439 
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Lawrence), from the psychological and sexual mechanisms mapped by Freud and the 

sexologists (Lawrence and H. D. ), from the realities and atrocities of two world wars (H. D. 

and Stevens) and, finally, from the economic pressures that reduce a section of the New 

York population to the status of bums and vagrants (Loy). It cannot be denied that there is 

much here that is contradictory and perhaps even more that speaks of a reactionary politics 

or comes close to advocating eugenics. Nevertheless, the angelic role that these modernist 

writers reserve for the artist is, for the most part, a benevolent one; he or she is to advance 
the cause of the human race by dispensing with the human ist/Chri stian belief in a 
disembodied Absolute and working incrementally towards a mysterious telos suggested by 

the developmental and mechanistic processes contained within the biological and social 
body. It is important to retain this double focus on cultural and physiological mechanisms 

even if, to twenty-first-century critics, the 'bodies' suggested by psychoanalysis and 

evolutionary theory appear to be thoroughly socially mediated. To remove the emphasis 

that writers such as Lawrence and Loy put on the material irreducibility of the human body 

is to risk erasing the notion that violence might be done to that body. This would mean 
losing the sense that there is any difference at all between Nietzsche's imperialist, 

militarist Order of Devils and Allen Upward's Order of the Seraphim, Lawrence's 

lascivious male angels and H. D. 's polymorphously perverse angels, the traditional angels 
imagined by the Church and Stevens's 'necessary angel of earth' (required to help man 
live with the realities of war). In each of these pairs, the second is always considered to be 

the more human, or less destructive, version of the first. To suggest that all, or indeed that 

any, of these angels are posthuman in the sense implied by Jeff Wallace or Adalaide 

Morris, that they are 'information patterns' or linguistic codes, does not do justice to what, 

for several of these writers, was an ethics based, rightly or wrongly, on the sanctity and 

irreducibility of the sexed and gendered body. ' Unlike Michel Serres's modem or 

postmodern angels, these modernist angels are composed of something altogether more 

visceral than messages and legends. 

What sort of angel might stand, then, as a symbol of this particular approach? 

Benjamin's angel of history, which is often found in the company of the literary angels in 

Rilke and Kafka, is not quite suitable for the task. Certainly, the functions of the angel of 

history and the modernist angel overlap - both represent a protest against the na*fve 

assumptions of bourgeois humanism and both insist on the inseparability of the process of 

creation from that of destruction. Nevertheless, the version of history contained in the 

angel of history conflicts with that suggested in the form of the modernist angel. The 

' Morris, P. 79. 
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former signifies that progress is nothing but the hellish return of the same, while the latter 
frequently looks to mythical or progressive histories as compensation for the suffering 
brought by modernity, as compensation, perhaps, for what T. J. Clark identifies as the 
contingent nature of late-commodity capitalism and what Frank Kermode calls 'the fact 
that we experience a more rapid rate of change'. 9 The question of whether either of these 
approaches is inhuman is, as suggested in chapter five, something of an over- 
simplification. With hindsight, and the aid of materialist criticism, it is easy to dismiss the 
all-encompassing schemes of writers such as Lawrence, Stevens and H. D. as displaying 
authoritarian, or politically unpalatable, tendencies. Yet to do so would be to miss the 
point of H. D. and Lawrence's attempt to angelicise the otherwise demonic/daemonic 
forces of natural and social history. These writers aim,, not to create meaning from chaos 
in the manner of an imperialist, militarist artist-God, but rather to identify the aesthetic 
good in what might otherwise seem to be a purposeless and meaningless world. To 
contrast these supposedly inhuman writers with a more human Benjamin would also be to 

risk misrepresenting Benjamin's project which, in so far as it attacks the human subject of 
bourgeois history, might also be termed non-human. 

In The Man Without Content, Giorgio Agamben posits the 'angel of art' as an 

alternative to Walter Benjamin's angel of history. He turns to DOrer's engraving, 
Melancholia I (reproduced below), and describes how, unlike his Benjarninian counterpart, 

the angel in this picture is not propelled forward into the future, but is stuck in the present, 

'as though something, interrupting the continuum of history had frozen the surrounding 

reality in a kind of messianic arrest'. Sitting perfectly still and staring into space, the 

melancholic angel is surrounded by the discarded tools of his artisanal labours. Agamben 

reveals the terrible message that this picture contains for advocates of the arts: 

However, just as the events of the past appear to the angel of history as a pile of 
indecipherable ruins, so the utensils of active life and the other objects scattered around 
the melancholy angel have lost the significance that their daily usefulness endowed them 

with and have become charged with a potential for alienation that transforms them into a 

cipher for something endlessly elusive. The redemption that the angel of art offers to the 

past, summoning it to appear outside its real context on the day of aesthetic Last 

Judgement, is, then, nothing other than its death (or rather, its inability to die) in the 

museum of aesthetics. And the angel's melancholy is the consciousness that he has 

adopted alienation as his world; it is the nostalgia of a reality that he can possess only by 

making it unreal. 10 

The point that Agamben is making in this passage is related to his observation that, since 

the arrival of the man of taste, art has come to be based on non-art, on an elusive quality 

9 Clark, p. 11; and Kermode, Sense ofan Ending, P. 10 1 
10 Agamben, Man Without Content, p. I 10 - 
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Figure 10: Albrecht Dfirer, Melancholia, 1 (1514) 
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that in the final analysis comes down to little more than the fact of its intransmissibility. 

This 'endlessly elusive' property of art is comprised only of the spectator's alienation from 

art, of its foreignness to use value when contained in the museum or gallery. This is an 
intriguing proposal, not least because it supposes that the angel, a traditional figure of 
transmissibility, or, as Michel Serres suggests, of the interconnectablity of all things, might 

also function as a cipher of intransmissibility. Dfirer's 'angel of art' is a symbol of a world 
in which value or aesthetic quality is predicated on its non-communicability. 
intransmissibility and, finally, unreality. 

Again it is possible to discern certain aspects of this angel in the figures created by 

Lawrence, H. D. and Loy. Although these writers imply that angelic quality is a desirable 

property of art, this quality is frequently portrayed as something fleeting, phantasmagorical 

and, paradoxically, alien to representation. Lawrence, for example, insists that, because 

nature is in constant flux, it is impossible to make a permanent record of the perfect 

consummation; the best that man can hope for is a semi-permanent version engraved in 

marble or pictured in colour. '' H. D. 's failed sublime and Mina Loy's solidified or 

eroticised sublime encapsulate, or rather cannot quite encapsulate, another 'endlessly 

elusive' experience. These phrases do not describe the moment at which the mind, as 

Susan Meld Shell puts it, 'swings itself into immediate community with the divine', but 

instead suggest the failure of, or better still the fallout from, the mind's attempt to 

encompass the divine. " Perhaps this goes some way towards explaining H. D. and Loy's 

emphasis on what, for the want of a better term, might be termed angelic detritus - angel 

vomit, angel-bums and 'wax-annunciation angels' that are surplus to requirements. Steven 

Connor has recently pointed out that the popular imagination is peculiarly and 

6grotesquely materialist' when it comes to the angel. " He finds an analogy with insects in 

so far as angels, like flies, are thought to swarm through the air, thickening and 

intensifying it with their ever-multiplying presence. The angels in Lawrence, H. D. and 

Loy do not quite fit this description; they are material and grotesque certainly, but they 

also embody the ethereal and elusive Spirit of Art. As noted in the introduction to this 

thesis, Lawrence and H. D. are frequently distinguished from their modernist peers on the 

grounds that they adhere to traditions such as Romanticism and Aestheticism from Nýhich 

writers such as Pound and Eliot wished to make a complete break. While this distinction 

Lawrence, 'The Crown', p. 302. 
Shell, p. 213. 
Steven Connor, 'A Dim Capacity for Wings: Angels. Flies and the Material Imagination'. Paper ui\ en 

at the University of Stirling, 10 November 2004, < http: //w\N\\. bbk. ac. uk/english/skc/dim> [accessed 12 

March 2005] (para. 15). 
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is altogether too sweeping, and fails to take into account LaNNrence's oNýn attack on 
Romanticism in 'Study of Thomas Hardy' and 'The Crown', it is difficult to deny that 
there is something very traditional, even old-fashioned, about the use of an angel to signifý 
the 'ungraspable' character of art. Agamben's 'angel of art' -a symbol for the eighteenth- 
century man of taste - might also stand as an emblem for the Romantic strand running 
though the figure of the modernist angel. 

Neither Benjamin's angel of history, nor Agamben's angel of art fully capture. 
however, what is distinctively modem about Loy, Lawrence and H. D. 's version of the 

angel. To come closer to this feature, it is useful to consider a third version of the 
Benjaminian angel - an angel which, although just as tasteless as Brunei leschi's automated 
figure, belongs to the nineteenth rather than the seventeenth century. This third angel 

appears at world-fairs or exhibitions (perhaps the modem equivalent of the royal banquet) 

and seems to advertise a particularly mechanical form of spirituality or divinity. The first 

extract below comes from The Arcades Project and describes some of the wonders on 
display at the 1844 world exhibition. The second is from 'One Way Street' and depicts a 

mechanical cabinet shown at the fair at Lucca: 

[T]he flayed horse, the colossal beetle, the moving jaw, the chronometric Turk who 
marked the hours by the number of his somersaults, and - last but not least - M. and Mme 
Pipelet, the concierges in les Mystýres de Paris, as angels. 14 

Christ crucified, slaked by the vinegar-soaked sponge, which a soldier offers him in slow 
jerks and then instantly withdraws. Each time, the Saviour slightly raises his chin. From 
behind, an angel bends over the cross with a chalice for blood, holds it in front of the body 
and then, as if it were filled, removes it. " 

It is tempting to speculate that the mystery represented by the angels in these 

passages is of a similar nature to the version discussed by Marx and Engels in The Hol, 

Family. In this text, Marx and Engels also refer to M. and Mme Pipelet, the angelic 

porters in Eugene Sue's tale of nineteenth-century Paris life, les Mystýres de Paris. They 

do so in order to expose the pernicious obscurantism and misdirection that they associate 

with the Young Hegelians and, particularly, with Wischnu-Szeliga's reading of Sue's 

novel. Szeliga, they complain, is a 'mystery-monger' who through a process of 

speculative or Hegelian reasoning manages to transform mystery into a subject in and for 

itself. a 'self-existing subject incarnating itself in real situations and persons so that the 

manifestations of its life are countesses, marquises. grisettes, porters, notaries and 

charlatans,, love intrigues, balls, wooden doors, etc'. " What Szeliga manages to obscure 

14 Benjamin, Arcades Project, p. 190. 
15 Benjamin, 'One Way Street', p. 475. 
16 Karl Marx and Frederik Engels, The Holy, Family, or Critique (? f Critical Critique (\Ioscow: Foreign 

Languages Press, 1956), p. 82. 
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here, Marx and Engels conclude, is the real, social content of the mvsteries Sue describes: 

the inequalities of Parisian society, the dubious practices of priests and porters (\\ ho often 
acted as spies for the Terror) and the self-deceptive reasoning of 'Critical criticism' itself 
The Holy Family might easily be read as a critique of the type of mystery incarnate in 

Lawrence, H. D. and Loy's angels; at the root of Raymond Williams's dislike of Women in 
Love, and Victoria Harrison's disapproval of the treatment of the Jew in Trilogy. is a 

concern about the value of social and historical commentary when sublimated into 

ccrystalline moments' or an overarching angelic system. " Benjamin's versions of Sue's 

angels find, however, a different purpose which is arguably critical, rather than complicit. 

progressive, rather than regressive. In the first extract quoted above, the angelic porter 

appears not as a self-incarriated Mystery, but as an exhibit in a side-show together with the 

freakish creations of nature and the mechanical products of human ingenuity. This angel, 
like the figure in the mechanical cabinet at Lucca, represents a mystery certainly, but it is 

the mystery of the phantasmagoria of capital rather than the self-incarnated version that 

Szeliga finds in Sue. The living wonders of nature and of human technological 

advancement are miraculously transformed into dead objects, freed from use value and 

exchange value, and displayed at world fairs and exhibitions. 

The artificial angel is, then, a sign of pre-Kantian tastelessness, but he or she is 

also a quintessentially modem creation. The mechanical angel in 'One Way Street' and 

the 'corporeally automated' angels in Mina Loy's poetry are suggestive of a world in 

which nature and industry shade imperceptibly into each other; a world in which the living 

appear as if already dead (colossal beetles and bums who should have disappeared 'long 

ago') and the dead appear as if living (the chronometric Turk and the animated 

mannequins in Loy's poem 'Mass Production on 14 th Street'). The angel, traditionally 

poised between the living and the dead, or, as Frank Kermode puts it, between the mutable 

and the etemal, here becomes a fitting symbol for a modem world which is no longer able 

to tell the difference between the two. Once again, this modem angel bears more than a 

passing resemblance to the modernist angel imagined by Lawrence, H. D. and Loy. 

Mechanical angels appear not only in the guise of Loy's corporeally automated bums, but 

also in the form of Lawrence and H. D. 's angels of death - the planes and the bombs which 

recreate Milton's War in Heaven in the skies above London. " Further examples of angels 

of this technologised or commodified type can be found in Andr6 Breton's novel Nadja 

and in Fillippo Marinetti's 'Futurist Manifesto'. Breton's angel appears in a tableau 

17 Williams, p. 179; and Harrison, p. 76. 
Boulton (ed. ). Letters, , p. 390; and H. D., Letter to Bryher (June 16 [1944]), Bryher Papers, 2 

Beinecke, Gen Mss 97, fol. 597. Also see introduction, pp. II- 12. 
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changeant on a market stall while MarinetWs angels come to herald a revolution in 

technological means. " 

A second project, or an extension to the present thesis, might look in more detail at 

some of these technological ly-advanced angels and consider the extent to which they 
function as a critique, or conversely as a celebration of, modem culture and societv. 
Adopting the standpoint of a materialist or cultural historian, this alternative approach 

would also need to take into account the value of the angel image on the twentieth-century 

market. It might focus specifically on the use of this figure in advertising such as in the 

trademark for the Grarnophone Company or the 1932 poster campaign for Jossy After 

Shave. This project might also consider the attraction of the angel as a figure of mass 

entertainment, concentrating perhaps on the employment of the angel in film. The 1940s 

witnessed the release of several films starring angels, most notably, It's a Wonderful Life 

and Pressburger and Powell's A Matter of Life and Death. This survey could also be 

extended to take in the I ate -twentieth-century or postmodern incarnation of the modem 

angel. One of the questions that might fruitfully be addressed here is the reason that the 

angel comes to take an increasingly politicised role in film and literature. In Tony 

Kushner's play, Angels in America, the focus is on a gay community divided and set 

against each other by Reagan's presidency and the rapid spread of AIDS, while in Wim 

Wenders Wings of Desire, the role of the angels is to offer consolation to unhappy citizens 

of 1980s Berlin. The use of Benjamin's angel in overtly political films and documentaries 

such as Udi Aloni's Local Angel of History and John Akomfrah's The Last Angel of 

History would also be relevant to such a project. " 

The sort of angel that emerges from the present field of study is slightly different. 

In many respects, he/she is certainly a modem angel. It is difficult to conceive of Mina 

Loy's angel-bums, H. D. 's polymorphously perverse angel and Lawrence's vital, quoi- 

filled angels without a notion of the particular political and historical conditions from 

which these figures emerged and against which they often register a powerful protest. 

More insistently, however, these figures are all examples of the modernist angel. They 

represent a particular attitude to art and the artist that seems, in the light of recent 

scholarship, to be precisely located among a group of writers and artists working in Europe 

and America between the 1910s and the 1950s. Following critics such as Michael North, 

'9 Andr6 Breton, Nadja, trans. by Richard Howard (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1999), p. 59; and Filippo 

Tommaso Marinetti, 'The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism 1909', in 
. 11o(lernism: An Antholo*% pp. 

250-53, (p. 251). 
20 For mention and details of Akomfrah's 1995 film see the Institute of Visual Arts Nýebsite 
http: //www. iniva. org/season/tourist/article-08> [accessed 15 September 20051. 
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Michael Levenson, Tim Armstrong, Tyrus Miller, Paul Sheehan and T. J. Clark, this thesis 

reads modernism in terms of the conjoining of an experimental aesthetic to a politics and 
an ethics that seems precariously poised between supporting the human (angelic) against 
the inhuman (daemonic or demonic) and the inhuman (angelic) against the all-too-hurnan 
(bourgeois subject or average man). All of the writers considered here make an 
astounding claim for the role of the artist in human society - he or she is to advance the 
development of the race, offer aesthetic consolation for the terrors of modem day life or 

reveal the divinity hidden in the most banal and ordinary of places. Yet, in order to 

assume these responsibilities, the artist must accept that his or her destiny is not that of the 

ordinary human being. He or she is to become an angel, a future that implies the 
development of not only some of the qualities that are usually connected with this figure, 

but also a set of attributes, and more importantly restrictions, that pertain solely to the 

angel in his or her modemist incarnation. Beginning with the more traditional angelic 

characteristics and working through to those that are more idiosyncratic or particularly 

modernist in nature, these attributes are as follows: the angel is imagined to be chaste and 
incorporeal (A. R. Orage and Allen Upward), pre-lapsarian and pre-Oedipal (H. D. ); a 

sublimation of undifferentiated and unruly life-forces (Lawrence). and a marginal and 

grotesque figure ostracised, perhaps not by God himself, but also by the bulk of civilized 

society (Loy). He is first a man, then a man-woman and finally, in Loy's late poetry, 

barely able to rise to the challenge of being human at all. In all of these cases, the angel is 

an 61ite figure distinguished by his connection to the divine source of inspiration from the 

average man who, thanks to democracy, capitalism, liberalism or all three, has an inflated 

notion of his own worth. 

It is difficult to settle on a single image to stand for all that is implied in the figure 

of the modernist angel. Perhaps, then, a composite idea is required or, as Benjamin might 

suggest, a constellation. Crystallising or almost crystallising at the centre of these debates 

over gender, the role of the artist, the progressive/regressive promise of modernity and the 

clash of materialism with idealism is a strange angel [1Wre-ange]: a 'necessary angel" 

which appears only to disappear; an unsexed and ungendered or, conversely, oversexed 

and masculine angel; an angel who exists, like Mina Loy's bums, under the sign of his or 

her own death; and, most importantly, an angel who acts as a patron of the arts. as the 

guardian of aesthetic value in a world that would otherwise reduce all values to nothing. 

The modernist angel is necessarily an evasive. double-sided notion. To conceive of this 

figure as a solid, unitary presence would immediatelý invite the ridicule of Ed\Nard 
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Carpenter's modem, materialist audience: 'how do theyput their clothes on? '2 ' Equall\. to 

deprive this figure of substance altogether would be to fall into the Kantian or Romantic 

trap of valorising non-art or, as T. E. Hulme puts it, the flighty and slushy art beloN'ed of 

the 'Romanticists'. 22 The modernist angel appears, then, somewhere in the diý'ide bet\\ een 

the two; he/she comes into being in the barely discernable gap between life conceived as 

the working out of psychobiological and elemental mechanisms and life conceived or 

justified as art. 

21 Carpenter, 'Angels' Wings, p. 26. 
22 Hulme, 'Humanism and the Religious Attitude, p. 10. 
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